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Abstract
Alternative power-trains have become buzz words in the automotive industry in
the recent past. New technologies like Lithium-Ion batteries or fuel cells combined
with high efficient electrical motors show promising results. However both tech-
nologies are extremely expensive and important questions like ”How are we going
to supply fuel-cells with hydrogen in an environmentally friendly way?”, ”How
are we going to improve the range - and recharging speed - of electrical vehicles?”
and ”How will our existing infrastructure cope with such changes?” are still left
unanswered. Hence, the internal combustion engine with all its shortcomings is to
stay with us for the next many years. What the future will really bring in this area
is uncertain, but one thing can be said for sure; the time of the pipe in – pipe out
engine concept is over.
Modern engines, Diesel or gasoline, have in the recent past been provided with
many new technologies to improve both performance and handling and to cope
with the tightening emission legislations. However, as new devices are included,
the number of control inputs is also gradually increased. Hence, the control matrix
dimension has grown to a considerably size, and the typical table and regression
based engine calibration procedures currently in use today contain both challenging
and time-consuming tasks. One way to improve understanding of engines and
provide a more comprehensive picture of the control problem is by use of simplified
physical modelling – one of the main thrusts of this dissertation.
The application of simplified physical modelling as a foundation for engine
estimation and control design is first motivated by two control applications. The
control problem concerns Air/Fuel ratio control of Spark Ignition engines. Two
different ways of control are presented; one based on a model based Extended
Kalman Filter updated predictor, and one based on robust íQî techniques. Both
controllers are validated on an engine dynamometer and engine data traces are
presented. The successful application of the model based controllers is then the
motivation behind the research in simplified engine modelling to be presented in
this dissertation.
One of the objectives of this dissertation is to propose a framework for simpli-
fied modelling of internal combustion engines and selected subcomponents. This
has lead to the development of a new modelling concept for Variable Geometry tur-
bochargers, and a simplified Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) model which can
predict the temperature distribution along the exhaust gas recirculation system with
xxv
ABSTRACT
unsteady flows. Furthermore, since engine combustion modelling often is carried
out on a phenomenological level due to its complex nature, a new regression tool
is developed which eases this modelling task.
In the chapter concerning estimation, one of the most important findings is that
EGR cannot be robustly controlled despite measurement of the air to fuel ratio in
exhaust gas.
The work closes with a presentation of a new estimation methodology which
may supply a control strategy with an estimate of the actual control direction. The
estimator is utilized in a control strategy which balances the intake mass flow of
a twin-turbocharged V-engine. Since there exists a point of sign reversal in the
VGT position–air mass flow characteristic, whose exact location is unknown, the
control problem is posed with serious stability issues. These problems have been
solved with the new non-linear estimation methodology developed – a sign-reversal
estimator.
xxvi
Dansk resume´
Forbrændingsmotoren
–
Modellering, estimering og regulerings-problematik
Alternative køretøjer er p.t. meget omdiskuteret i medierne. Nye teknologier som
Lithium-Ion batterier eller brændstofceller kombineret med høj effektive elektriske
motorer har vist lovende resultater. Disse teknologier er dog begge ekstremt dyre
og vigtige spørgsma˚l som: ”Hvordan vil vi forsyne brændstofceller med hydrogen
pa˚ en miljøvenlig ma˚de?“, ”Hvordan vil vi forbedre elektriske køretøjers rækkev-
ide og opladningstid?“, og ”Hvordan vil vores eksisterende infrastruktur reagerer
pa˚ sa˚dane forandringer?“ er stadig ubesvarede. Forbrændingsmotoren vil derfor,
skønt alle dens ulemper, være det fortrukne fremdriftsmiddel i den næste a˚rrække.
Hvad fremtiden vil bringe indenfor automobil udvikling er dog usikker, men en
ting kan blive sagt med sikkerhed; den simple rør ind–rør ud forbrændingsmotors
dage er talte.
Moderne Diesel- og benzin-motorer er i de seneste a˚r blevet udstyret med en
række nye teknologier for at forbedre performance og køreegenskaber, og for at
imødekomme de til stadighed ha˚rdere emissionskrav. Men, lige sa˚ hurtigt som
de nye teknologier blive monteret stiger antallet af reguleringsmuligheder. Derfor
er kontrolproblemets dimension i dag vokset til en formidabel størrelse , og den
typiske regressionsbaserede motorkalibreringsprocedure er blevet en vanskelig og
tidskrævende opgave. En ma˚de at forbedre motor- og kontrolproblem forsta˚elsen
pa˚ er ved at benytte simplificerede fysiske modeller – dette er et af hovedomra˚derene
i denne afhandling.
Anvendelse af simplificerede fysisk baserede modeller som grundlag for esti-
mations- og kontrol-design er konsolideret af to kontroleksempler. Reguleringsprob-
lemet er i begge tilfælde luft/brændstof-forhold kontrol af benzinmotorer. To vidt
forskellige metoder bliver præsenteret: en baseret pa˚ et robust ïñð kontroldesign,
mens den anden metode er baseret pa˚ en Extended Kalman Filter opdateret predik-
tor. Begge regulatorer er blevet afprøvet pa˚ en motor-prøvestand med gode resul-
tater til følge. Et udpluk af ma˚leresultaterne er præsenteret i dette arbejde. Denne
successfulde anvendelse af fysisk modelbaserede regulatorer er motivationen bag
det arbejdet som vil blive præsenteret i denne afhandling.
xxvii
DANSK RESUME´
Et af forma˚lene er udarbejdelsen af en standardiseret metode til simpel mod-
ellering af forbrændingsmotore og udvalgte motorkomponenter. Dette arbejde har
ledt til udvikling af et Variable Geometry turbo modelleringskoncept, og en sim-
plificeret Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) model, som kan predikterer temper-
aturdistribution trends under varierende strømningsforhold. Da selve forbrænd-
ingsprocessen i motoren er sa˚ kompliceret er modelleringsarbejdet ofte udført ud
fra fænomensbetragtninger. For at lette dette modelleringsarbejde er der i dette
arbejde udviklet et simpelt regressionsbaseret værktøj til at kortlægge visse mo-
toregenskaber.
I estimationskapitlet er en alarmerende iagttagelse gjort; Ekstern udstødnings-
recirkulering (EGR) kan kun kontrolleres i a˚bensløjfe selvom om udstødningsgas-
forholdene er kendt!
Afhandlingen afslutter med en præsentation af balanceringskontrol af indsug-
ningsluftmassestrømningerne pa˚ en bi-turbo monteret V motor. Dette kontrol-
problem er uma˚delig vanskeligt, idet der eksisterer et punkt i VGT position–kom-
pressormassestrømnings-karakteristikken, hvis nøjagtige placering er ukendt, hvor
fortegnet skifter. Dette kan naturligvis lede til alvorlige stabilitetsproblemer. Prob-
lemet er løst med en nyudviklet estimationsmetode – sign-reversal estimatoren.
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Introduction
Motivation
The internal combustion engine is still the main choice for personal transportation
due to its relatively low production cost, proven durability and compactness. Re-
cently new promising technologies like fuel cells or lithium–ion batteries combined
with permanent magnet electrical motors have been introduced as possible succes-
sors to the internal combustion engine. However, they are still much too expensive
to be considered real competitors. Hence, the internal combustion engine will re-
main the main means of transportation for the next many years. The continued
use of the internal combustion engine, however, has in the last couple of decades
become more and more an environmentally important issue - and thereby has awak-
ened serious political interest. Figure 1 illustrates an estimated distribution of five
different pollution categories between four sources. The heavy environmentally
burden coming from road transportation is clear.
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Figure 1: Estimated environmentally pollution load in 1998, [18]
In order to reduce road transportation related pollution, the government has
taken various initiatives to motivate the automotive industry to invest in environ-
mentally friendly vehicles research, for more than two decades now. One of the
biggest legislation initiated improvements is probably the general use of catalytic
1
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converters. The first family of catalysts introduced in series production was of the
oxidation type, which were able to lower CO (Carbon Oxide) pollution by approx-
imately 80%. Shortly after followed the TWC (Three Way Catalyst) (1981) and
toxic exhaust gas components CO, HC (Hydrocarbon) and NOX could now simul-
taneously be converted into environmentally harmless emissions. However, the
TWC could only be used with gasoline engines and furthermore called for a very
precise control of the AFR (Air/Fuel Ratio) around the stoichiometric level during
both transient and steady state engine operation. Even small excursions outside the
window of ò 1% around the stoichiometric level lowers the TWCs efficiency dras-
tically. A typical picture of the TWC’s efficiency level is graphically illustrated in
figure 2.
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Figure 2: Typical efficiency of a Three Way Catalyst [54].
The development of environmentally friendly gasoline engines has continued,
and since the application of catalytic converters, several new technologies like e.g.
EGR and GDI (Gasoline Direct Injection), have been introduced to reduce toxic
exhaust products. However, augmenting the basic engine design with new tech-
nologies often leads to additional degrees of control freedom, and hence control
handles that need to be adjusted simultaneously; the control task has thus experi-
enced an almost exponential growth.
In the later years global warming has become an environmentally issue too
and has received a lot of public attention, and hence initiated political interest.
The general accepted opinion is that CO ø (Carbon Dioxide), which formerly has
been recognized as a harmless combustion bi-product, promotes global warming.
Hence, the outlet of CO ø has to be controlled. Since road transportation related
CO ø constitutes a large fraction of the total global humanly generated CO ø pro-
2
duction, public focus will in the future probably increase in this area. However,
since CO ù is a natural bi-product when burning a fossil fuel, the only really log-
ical way to reduce the CO ù outlet is to improve transport vehicle fuel economy.
Another reason to improve mileage is of course the increasing fuel prices. Here,
the modern Diesel engine has proven itself as a worthy competitor to the gasoline
engine both in terms of drivability, performance and of course its better fuel effi-
ciency. What used to be recognized as a smelly, heavy, and everything else than
sporty engine has developed into a high torque–high performance engine without
sacrificing exhaust emissions. This is due to technological improvements in areas
like air boosting systems, fuel injection systems, exhaust gas recirculation systems
and combustion chamber design improvements. However, just like the case with
the gasoline engine this has also increased the order of the state space that needs to
be controlled.
The actual handling of the the additional degrees of control freedom is often
in the automotive industry encompassed by augmenting existing engine control
strategies by new sub-level strategies. The sub-level strategies are, however, most
often basic table look-up strategies simply imposed on an existing control structure
without changing the main control structures. Hence, conventional control strate-
gies have now evolved into control structures with often more than ten thousand
calibration coefficients (see e.g. [10]), and the corresponding calibration task nor-
mally proves to be both a challenging and time consuming assignment. The work
load is actually so intense that it has spawned a new kind of work force in the
automotive industry – the calibrators.
Dynamic physical modelling and simulation have in the later years proven to
aid tremendously in the engine design phase due to the often much more compre-
hensive picture provided by such models and the engine controller design is no
exception. With the introduction of the electronically embedded MVEM (Mean
Value Engine Model) to estimate essential engine states, several look-up tables
could be eliminated. Hence, research in such models and physically based control
designs are important key elements if the ever increasing engine control task is to
be mastered.
Objectives and contributions
The title of the Ph.D. study was ”Robust Control of Nonlinear Systems“. However,
due to the vast variety of different control issues covered by such a title, since what
control objects are not included by the nonlinear definition? and who does not want
a robust control design?, this dissertation is devoted to investigation, modelling,
estimation and control of the internal combustion engine; Hence, the title ”The
Internal Combustion Engine – Modelling, Estimation and Control Issues“. This is
merely a specialization of the original project.
To motivate the research in the MVEM (Mean Value Engine Model) framework
for estimation and control design the first chapter presents two AFR controllers
3
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designed by utilizing the MVEM framework.
In the first application the AFR of an SI (Spark Ignition) engine is controlled
around stoichiometry by a time based úKû designed controller without using pre-
dictive measures to overcome time delay limitations. Since the controller is time
based, the engine time delay will vary with engine speed. However, the restrictions
imposed by this dynamic variation are included in the control design, making a
subsequent system inspection by ü analysis possible. Furthermore, the volumetric
engine efficiency variation is thrown into the control design, making volumetric
efficiency table implementation for AFR control purposes obsolete.
The next controller is based on a zero dimensional model of the intake man-
ifold system together with an empirical model of the engine pumping fluctuation
dynamics as a model background for an SI AFR event based predictor design. The
model based predictor uses an EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) to initialize its states.
Due to the predictive nature of the AFR control, and by postponing the intake throt-
tle command a fixed number of event based samples, the AFR control performance
may be boosted considerably compared to conventional control algorithms.
Although both controllers utilize a completely different control strategy they
have both been successfully tested on an engine test bed at DTU (Technical Uni-
versity of Denmark). Thus, the good modelling framework of the MVEM is con-
firmed initiating a further research in extensions to the MVEM framework and
applications; the topic set for the rest of the dissertation.
As already mentioned in the beginning of this dissertation the internal com-
bustion engine has been augmented with several new technologies to meet future
emission- and performance targets. However, due to the often very ad-hoc fashion
in which the control possibilities offered by the new technologies are utilized, the
overall engine control picture becomes lost in the control strategy design phase.
To improve focus on engine control essentials compact simplified engine models
has gained great interest recently. Such models provided a way to test and debug
control structures before actual implementation. However, the models are quite of-
ten based on look-up table interpolation or polynomial regression equations alone;
The flexibility and scalability of such models are obviously poor. Hence, one of the
objectives of this dissertation is to develop a unified way to model modern com-
bustion engines. This has lead to the development of VES; an objective C code
intended for use in the SIMULINK ý /MATLAB ý environment. The goal of this en-
gine library is to offer an open and improved way to set up physically based zero
dimensional engine models, since key engine components are basically treated just
as LEGO bricks; key engine components can be added, removed and edited as
required.
The development of VES has spawned several new contributions in the mod-
elling field . First, the radial turbocharger has been carefully analyzed and broken
down into three key elements: thermodynamic compressor and turbine behavior,
and dynamic turbocharger wheel behavior. The compressor mass flow model has
been statistically tested on three compressor maps and found optimal in all three
cases i.e. the modelling error is normally distributed with mean value zero and is
4
relatively small. The turbine model is able to describe the mass flow through a
turbine equipped with adjustable inlet nozzles, a so called VGT, within high ac-
curacy. Furthermore, the model is able to provide a prediction of where the mass
flow through the turbine reverses i.e. the turbine acts as a compressor.
Secondly, the introduction of EGR systems as a means to lower engine NOX
production renders the application of isothermal MVEMs for observer designs
problematic due to the large temperature gradient between exhaust and intake air
systems. This problem was first addressed in [75] and lead to model augmenta-
tion by a temperature state equation. This allowed for a dynamic description of
the intake manifold temperature and thus more precise AFR control. However, an
unavoidable mixing between the throttle body air and EGR will always exist when
back flow conditions are present, making it impossible to assess the right mean
value of the energy flow out the EGR system, E þ ß 
	 , in a MVEM frame-
work. This statement was first predicted by a simplified EGR system model and
later proven by measurements.
Third, precise EGR control is mandatory for optimal emissions control. How-
ever, after initial detailed system analysis it is here concluded that the EGR rate
or rather the burnt mass fraction in the intake manifold can not be directly nor
accurately estimated from either intake air flow, exhaust gas composition or tem-
perature measurements. Hence, EGR control can only be controlled in an open
loop fashion.
Fourth, engine control and estimation algorithms are run in an either time based
or event based fashion. One of the arguments for doing the data sampling time
based is the better utilization of sensor information since the anti-aliasing filters do
not have to be designed for the lowest sampling frequency, while event based sam-
pling may simplify certain engine observer designs. A new family of anti-aliasing
filters is presented here which can provide optimal measurement bandwidth inde-
pendently of the engine speed, and is thus optimal for event based engine control
and estimation strategies.
Fifth, a new estimation methodology based on AM (Amplitude Modulation)
techniques to locate sign reversal points in a systems input-output characteristics
without the need for dynamic observer information is developed. This estimation
method is later successfully applied in a simulation study to toggle the output sign
of a MAF balancing controller on a bi-turbo equipped V6 engine model.
Dissertation organization
The dissertation is divided in five main chapters.
The first chapter introduces briefly some of the control problems encountered
with the internal combustion engine. The advent of the MVEM (Mean Value En-
gine Model) framework in the late 1980’s has been shown to ease and simplify
the design of both estimation and control strategies. The good modelling qualities
5
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offered by this framework are confirmed by two applications included in this dis-
sertation concerning AFR control of SI engines. The first controller is based on a

control design, while the second AFR controller utilizes an event based pre-
dictive control design. The large difference in the control philosophy behind the
AFR controllers and the successful experimental application in both cases supports
the vast number of possibilities offered by the MVEM framework. This chapter is
the introduction to and the motivation behind the rest of dissertation.
Chapter 2 discusses the engine modelling concepts which have been either
developed or utilized in this text. Attention has especially been put on the tur-
bocharger, EGR system and phenomenological combustion modelling.
In chapter 3 different EGR rate estimation schemes are analyzed. First the
necessary dynamic state equations are found and combined to prepare the basics
for a later steady state analysis of relative sensor measurement errors’ influence on
EGR estimation performance. Furthermore, a new family of anti-aliasing filters
is presented, which can provide event based estimation schemes with the optimal
amount of sensor information independent of engine speed.
Chapter 4 presents and discusses the results obtained with a newly developed
sign-reversal detection algorithm. The algorithm can locate points of sign rever-
sal in a dynamic system’s characteristics, and thereby toggle the controller output
sign. In this way it is possible to maintain the control direction desired. The sign-
reversal estimation algorithm is later validated and confirmed by simulations.
Chapter 5 closes the dissertation with final conclusions and recommendations
for future work.
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Chapter 1
Recent MVEM based control
developments
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the motivation for the
research in simplified modelling of the internal combustion engine
presented in this dissertation. The motivation is established by a
presentation of two air-fuel ratio controllers for spark ignition en-
gines. The controllers are both designed by utilizing the MVEM
(Mean Value Engine Model) framework. However, the controllers
designed originate from two very different control philosophies.
The successful experimentally evaluation of both controllers and
the significant diversity in the underlying control philosophy mo-
tivate the research in extensions to the MVEM framework.
1.1 Introduction
Control of IC (Internal Combustion) engines has become a more and more chal-
lenging task. In the early days of IC engines up to the time where the automobile
had become almost universal possession in the West, engine control was merely
limited to compensate for the SI engine’s hesitation to accelerator pedal tip-ins
and engine knocking. The first control problem was accomplished by the carbure-
tor with the latter being achieved by a pneumatically controlled servomechanism
mounted on the spark distributor; Both mechanisms are of the pure feed-forward
control type. The Diesel engine was in theory even easier to control from a dy-
namic point of view since there was generally speaking only one control problem,
the air-to-fuel ratio control problem. This control problem was in principle limited
to an adjustment of the fuel control screw on the Diesel pump such that excessive
exhaust smoke and extensive engine wear at full load were avoided. The actual
speed control of the engine was done directly by the driver (and is for many com-
mercial passenger cars available today still left to the driver) or the speed-governor
(mostly used in heavy-duty applications), with the latter being adjustable through
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one or more calibration screws. Hence, the only really closed engine control loop
was until the recent past the driver–engine speed control loop.
The invention of a number of new technologies to reduce emissions and in-
crease engine performance has rendered the simplified engine control picture pre-
sented above obsolete. Key elements from this list of new automotive technologies
and the corresponding advantages/disadvantages associated are presented in more
detail in chapter 2. A more elaborate list and discussion will therefore not be given
here. The general rule is that the state space needing control actions grows in size
as various technologies are moved from the list of possible engine components to
the list of standard engine components. An example is the adoption of electronic
fuel injection systems and three-way catalysts to reduce the emissions of SI en-
gines. Gasoline fuel injection systems were already in the middle 1950’s available
as a power option (see [31]), but were later reintroduced as a mandatory equipment
necessary to meet the strict fuelling requirements required by the TWC; a require-
ment not achievable with the standard fitted carburetor at that time. The fuelling
strategy was in parallel to this transformed from a pure mechanically implemented
system into software code and implemented with the wonder of the century; the
microprocessor. However, the fuelling strategy implemented was normally just a
number of different lookup tables in engine speed and intake manifold pressure;
thus it was merely a static picture of the engine’s behavior. These tables defined
the steady state fuelling strategy for the engine. Engine hesitation due to throttle
tip-ins was compensated for with a differentiating network controlled by the size of
the throttle angle derivative, and possible stationary AFR errors were removed by a
feedback loop around the EGO (Exhaust Gas Oxygen) sensor fitted to the exhaust
manifold. Although it was possible to control the engine fuelling more precisely,
more time and money were now needed for the calibration process of the individual
tables to achieve acceptable drivability and engine emissions. Furthermore, as new
tables were added to existing strategies to improve performance in an incremental
way, the control picture became in general only more blurred and fuzzy (see e.g.
[30]).
A strong attack on the problems and the complications with conventional AFR
control strategies for SI engines briefly presented above was in 1990 given in the
article ”Mean Value Modeling of Spark Ignition Engines” by E. Hendricks and S.
C. Sorenson, see [49]. The research in [49] defined a framework for simplified
SI engine modelling; an extension to the MVEM terminology introduced earlier
in the article ”The Analysis of Mean Value Engine Models” by E. Hendricks, see
[43]1. It can be argued that the modelling framework behind the MVEM concept
was outline as early as 1980 by D. Dobner, see [28]. This research presents a dis-
crete engine model with an isothermal description of the intake manifold pressure.
However, investigation of the simulation results presented in [28] obtained with
a mathematical mean value model of an 5.7 liter carbureted SI engine indicates
1The research presented in [43] was motivated by the good modelling accuracy of a large, two-
stroke Diesel engine obtained earlier in [42]
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that the mass exchange computation is erroneous; the air mass flow basically stays
constant after a throttle tip-out although the intake manifold pressure level has not
stabilized. This is not physically realistic and would thus make a model based ob-
server design difficult. Hence, it was at first with the presentation of the SI MVEM
in [49] that observer based control of e.g. the AFR has been tractable.
Since the introduction of the MVEM framework, numerous investigations and
applications using this framework have been reported to the engineering commu-
nity, and the list of articles is today of an impressive length2. Two recent articles
written by the author and co-authors attacking the AFR control problem of SI en-
gines and belonging to the list mentioned are included in this dissertation. The
first article is entitled ”Towards robust H-infinity control of an SI engine’s air/fuel
ratio” and the second is entitled ”Predicting the port air mass flow of SI engines
in air/fuel ratio control applications”. Both articles were presented at the annual
SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) conference in Detroit in 1999 and 2000,
respectively.
Although the control concepts behind the final AFR controllers developed in
the two articles are very different they both utilize an observer derived from the
MVEM framework to achieve the AFR control targets set. Hence, both articles
utilize the vast number of possibilities offered by the MVEM framework, and the
strategies developed are later confirmed by experimental results.
1.2  air-to-fuel ratio control
The SAE paper ”Towards robust H-infinity control of an SI engine’s air/fuel ratio”,
based on some of the research carried out earlier in [103], attacks the AFR control
problem of SI engines in a rather untraditional way. Here, the intake air flow is re-
garded as a perturbation of the engine’s AFR and the  controller developed thus
attempts to attenuated (reject) the effects of the intake port mass flow changes as
much as possible. The intake port mass flow is well described in transients as well
as in steady state by the engine speed, the cycle averaged intake pressure, the en-
gine’s volumetric efficiency (see section 2.7), and the intake manifold temperature.
Thus, neglecting the intake temperature dynamics, the final control design should
be made robust against changes in the three variables remaining. Such an AFR
controller design is very interesting and is worth pursuing since it would eliminate
the need for an intake manifold pressure sensor and the implementation and cali-
bration of a lookup table of the engine’s volumetric efficiency in the AFR control
algorithm.
The observer behind the final control design is derived by at first establishing
a dynamic description of the AFR signal path from the fuel injection to the mea-
surement point. This nonlinear model is then later utilized to create the  -object; a
linear state space model of the AFR signal path. The development of the nonlinear
2A list of articles authored by the ECG (Engine Control Group) at Technical University of Den-
mark may be found online at http://www.iau.dtu.dk/ eh/elb pub.html
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AFR model is based on the isothermal MVEM described in [50] and [47], and the
fuel film model presented in [52].
The final AFR feedback controller utilizes two measurement signals: The ﬀ
exhaust sensor signal and the MAF measurement obtained upstream of the throttle
body. The ﬀ measurement is required to insure that the overall system is detectable
(see e.g. [41]). The MAF measurement is optional. However, if it is included in the
final control design the transient performance of ﬁﬂ AFR control strategy may be
improved considerably. This is quite logical since if this measurement is omitted,
then the ﬁﬃﬂ controller can only counteract AFR perturbations after they have been
registered by the ﬀ sensor in the exhaust pipe. The bandwidth of this loop is signif-
icantly limited by the time delays introduced between the fuel injection and the ﬀ
measurement. However, if the observer incorporated in the controller is augmented
with a MAF input, possible AFR perturbations may registered earlier and thereby
improve transient control performance. Unfortunately, series production MAF sen-
sors based on hot-film or hot-wire technology are after some service time known
to be troubled by significant stationary measurement errors (see [94]). Hence, the
final controller uses only a bandwidth filtered version of the MAF signal to avoid
steady state AFR control problems.
The final controller was designed, digitally implemented, and experimentally
tested by the author and one of the co-authors, M. Struwe, on one of the engine
test-beds available to the ECG (Engine Control Group) at DTU. Some of the ex-
perimental results obtained are included in the paper.
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CHAPTER 1. RECENT MVEM BASED CONTROL DEVELOPMENTS
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1.2. Ò±Ó AIR-TO-FUEL RATIO CONTROL
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CHAPTER 1. RECENT MVEM BASED CONTROL DEVELOPMENTS
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CHAPTER 1. RECENT MVEM BASED CONTROL DEVELOPMENTS
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CHAPTER 1. RECENT MVEM BASED CONTROL DEVELOPMENTS
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1.2. ﬃ  AIR-TO-FUEL RATIO CONTROL
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CHAPTER 1. RECENT MVEM BASED CONTROL DEVELOPMENTS
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1.2.  AIR-TO-FUEL RATIO CONTROL
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CHAPTER 1. RECENT MVEM BASED CONTROL DEVELOPMENTS
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1.2.  AIR-TO-FUEL RATIO CONTROL
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CHAPTER 1. RECENT MVEM BASED CONTROL DEVELOPMENTS
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1.3 Predictive air-to-fuel ratio control
The predictive AFR controller presented in the SAE paper entitled ”Predicting
the Port Air Mass Flow of SI Engines in Air/Fuel Ratio Control Applications”3 is
in many ways different from the ¨ª© controller presented earlier even though the
control objective is the same: control of the SI engine’s AFR ratio. Where as the
philosophy behind the ¨ª© AFR controller presented previously was ”Who far can
one go with a bad model and a minimum set of sensor signals when one relies on
feedback compensation” the topic in the following article is rather ”How good a
control performance can one achieve if one develops a very good model of the in-
take manifold filling dynamics and use this model to predict future control actions
capable of eliminating some of the dynamical problems in a feed-forward strat-
egy”. This change of control philosophy requires some adjustments compared to
the ¨© AFR controller, some of which will be briefly introduced in the following.
One of the major Chinese walls of the port fuel injected SI engine is the signif-
icant time delay introduced in the signal path from the point of fuel injection to the
AFR recorded by the « sensor in the exhaust pipe. This time delay may be divided
into two categories: injection delay and transport delay. The injection delay is the
period of time between the sampling of the intake manifold signals relevant to the
fuel injector pulse-width computation to the actual injection of the fuel, and the
transport delay is the time between the end of fuel injection until the quality of the
combustion process is measured by the « sensor (and sampled). Of these two time
delays, only the injection time delay may be compensated for or eliminated by a
predictive control strategy. However, this requires that the time delay stays con-
stant and that the fuel injection strategy is perfectly phased relative to the engine
events. Hence, the predictor to be developed must be designed and implemented in
the event domain.
Since the fuel injector pulse-width computed cannot be corrected/altered after
the corresponding fuel algorithm has terminated4 measures must be taken to in-
sure that the signals/states used in the corresponding fuel calculation step either
stay constant until the end of the induction event or that their trajectory during the
period of induction are known in advance. The first case is obviously not possi-
ble since it is equivalent to limiting the engine operation to the steady state only
and the latter calls for predictive control of the fuel injection. However, using a
predictive strategy not only requires a model of the intake manifold dynamics rele-
vant to the description of AFR, but also knowledge of all future exogenous control
actions within the prediction horizon. Since the control problem in the follow-
ing paper is limited to AFR control of port fuel injected NA (Natural Aspirated)
SI engines without external exhaust gas recirculation, the only control variable of
3This article was also presented in [10].
4It is assumed that the fuel injection system is not capable of firing the fuel injector multiple times
during an engine event. If this was possible, however, too lean mixtures could be compensated by a
following fuel injection before and during the induction event.
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interest is the throttle angle5. The throttle command was therefore postponed a
fixed number of event samples and made possible a prediction of the air mass flow
through the throttle system. Although this action necessitates a drive-by-wire con-
trol system, the throttle command was as mentioned before only time delayed and
not controlled; Hence, the air-lead classification of the AFR control system was
maintained.
When a predictive control strategy is designed, the underlying dynamic model
must as previously mentioned be of high accuracy if the feed-forward compensa-
tion should be effective. This called for some adjustments of the IMVEM (Isother-
mal Mean Value Engine Model) proposed earlier in [47] to improve the level of
model accuracy within the normal engine operation limits. First, the isothermal
assumption for the intake filling dynamics was discarded and the model was ex-
changed for a polytrophic description of the intake pressure and the intake tem-
perature dynamics. Second, a simple second order model of the DBW (Drive By
Wire) system’s dynamics was constructed. Using this model in parallel with the
models of the intake pressure and the intake temperature, the response of the throt-
tle plate position within the prediction horizon could be predicted. This offers
valuable information for the throttle air mass flow model. Lastly, the air filter up-
stream of the throttle body introduces a small however noticeable pressure drop,
i.e. the stagnated throttle body pressure level is offset from the ambient pressure
level. Bearing this in mind and that the throttle mass flow model proposed in the
following article is very sensitive not only to model errors in the intake manifold
pressure model, but also to errors in the description of the stagnated pressure up-
stream of the throttle plate, measures must be taken such that the throttle body
pressure level is corrected. However, since the air filter pressure loss is mainly a
function of volumetric flow it will together with the algebraic description of the
throttle model form an algebraic loop. To overcome this problem a simple iterative
algorithm with a fixed number of steps was implemented in the final strategy.
Using a pure predictive feed-forward strategy the danger of model divergence is
immense as various model errors are accumulated. In order to minimize the danger
of such scenarios, the states of the predictive model are updated every event sam-
ple by an extended Kalman filter utilizing measurement innovation from the intake
manifold pressure sensor and from the thermocouple mounted in the middle of the
intake plenum. However, before the Kalman filter could be designed the predictive
model just described needed several important augmentations. First, although the
temperature sensor6 used was fast, its time constant was still significant compared
to the time constant of the intake temperature state equation. Hence, the temper-
5The throttle type used on the experimental engine was of an older type that did not feature any
external air injection capabilities. Hence, the intake air mass flow was controlled completely by the
throttle position.
6The temperature sensor used during the experimental work was a conventional K-type thermo-
couple. However, due to the small size of the sensing element this sensor type is 35 to 200 times
faster than the thermistors and thermocouples normally used in mass production applications or con-
ventional test cells.
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ature sensor required modelling to insure a correct picture of the overall dynamic
system. Thus, a simple linear first order model was designed and later found suf-
ficiently descriptive from experimental results. Second, the pressure fluctuations
in the intake manifold are deterministic and do not fulfill the requirement of being
that of Gaussian white noise nature as required by the Kalman filter framework. In-
stead, the model was augmented further by a linear network of second order tuned
to the frequency of the first harmonic of the pumping fluctuations. The output of
this filter was thereafter added to the averaged intake pressure estimate provided
by the pressure state equation. This signal along with the pressure measurement
formed the signal innovation to the observer. In this way the distribution of the
error between the pressure model and measurement was brought closer to a Gaus-
sian noise distribution. Finally, to account for a possible steady state error between
the throttle mass flow model and the port mass flow a constant (deviation) variable
was added to the output of the throttle model in the temperature and pressure state
equation.
The actual computation of the corresponding Kalman gains required of course
not only a linearized version of the model briefly described above but also a priori
knowledge of the individual state noise and measurement noise intensities. These
were derived from experimental data using either conventional FFT (Fast Fourier
Transform) techniques or soft assumptions on the process and measurement co-
variances along with an inverted version of the classical Lyapunov equation.
Needless to say, however,model errors will always exist and thus to prevent
steady state AFR errors, a simple, but good PI control loop around the ¬ sensor
fitted to exhaust manifold was designed. The control output of this compensator
was later added to the AFR predictor output, and hence formed the final port fuel
flow command.
Finally, the port fuel flow command was sent through a fuel film compensator
to eliminate the dynamics of the fuel film. The fuel film compensator was designed
according to the classic Aquino fuel film model with its two adjustment parameters
stored in a speed–pressure map. The output of this filter is the final fuel injection
command sent to the fuel injection unit. However, this filter or rather its calibration
proved to be limited by great difficulties; the filter parameters maps could not be
satisfactorily realized from experimental engine data using a off-line identification
algorithm, hence the final parameters maps used in the experimental work were
found in a trial-and-error manner.
The strategy presented in detail here was finally implemented in a version of
the ECDS (Engine Control Development System) environment (see [58]) which
had been updated earlier in a collaboration between A. Chevalier and the author.
The functionality of the strategy developed was confirmed by several different tran-
sient experiments in one of the test cells available to the ECG, some of which are
included in the article presented here.
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ABSTRACT
With the tightening of exhaust emission standards, wide
bandwidth control of the air/fuel ratio (AFR) of spark ignition
engines has attracted increased interest recently. Unfortunately,
time delays associated with engine operation (mainly injection
delays and transport delays from intake to exhaust) impose se-
rious limitations to the achievable control bandwidth. With a
proper choice of sensors and actuators, these limitations can be
minimized provided the port air mass flow can be accurately
predicted ahead in time.
While the main objective of this work is to propose a complete
AFR controller, the main focus is on the problems associated
with port air mass flow prediction.
1 INTRODUCTION
In order to achieve maximum conversion efficiency of the three-
way catalyst (TWC), the engine management system needs to be
able to keep the mass of fresh air, ®'¯ and the mass of fuel, ®-° ,
which are trapped in each cylinder, in a stoichiometric propor-
tion ( ±:² ³ , the ratio for complete combustion). If one defines the
normalized AFR, ´ , as
´µ
®	¯
®-°:±:² ³
(1)
then the requirement of the controller is to maintain ´ as close
to 1 as possible, both during steady-state and transient opera-
tion. In the literature, this is known as the air/fuel ratio (AFR)
control problem.
Conventional AFR strategies are based on look-up tables (non-
dynamic map modeling). Associated with a feedback loop
(from the ´ oxygen sensor placed in the exhaust pipe), they
can ensure that the AFR will remain in the vicinity of the sto-
ichiometric point during steady-state operation (constant load
This paper is typeset in LATEX 2 ¶
and constant engine speed). However, the dynamic nature of air
and fuel flows, the low pass characteristic of sensors, the de-
lays required by the control system to respond to measurements
and the driver’s command (on tip-in or tip-out), and finally the
transport time required by the air-fuel mixture to cross the en-
gine and reach the oxygen sensor, make conventional feedback
loop control strategies slow (with a small control bandwidth).
They are thus unable to avoid large AFR excursions during tran-
sient operation (acceleration, deceleration, varying engine load,
wind gusts etc.). This is a key problem when trying to address
the problem of automobile induced pollution in cities: during
rush-hour traffic, the engine is often operated in transient condi-
tions, thus leading to large AFR excursions from stoichiometry
and consequently poor TWC efficiency.
The purpose of this paper is to consider in detail not only the
physical characteristics of the engine, but those of the sensors
as well. In addition to these physical constraints, the details of
the timing of the engine control microprocessor and the associ-
ated actuators are taken into account. The overall goal is thus to
demonstrate experimentally the effectiveness of a nearly ideal
theoretical solution to the AFR control problem on a practical
system.
Before attempting to address the control problem, it is conve-
nient to review the actual physical problems which engine con-
trollers have to overcome if they are to be successful in control-
ling an engine.
2 AFR CONTROL PROBLEMS
The wall-wetting phenomenon1 and the manifold filling phe-
nomenon2 have been known as the source of transient AFR
problems for many years and will therefore not be discussed
here. Readers who are not familiar with these phenomena,
should refer to [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6] for a thorough dis-
cussion. Here, the authors will discuss three problems which
they consider to be just as important, but which have surpris-
1Some of the injected fuel is deposited on the manifold wall instead of en-
tering the cylinders immediately.
2During transients, port air mass flow and throttle air mass flow differ be-
cause of the filling/emptying of the intake manifold volume.
·	¸ ¹Dº5»¼Z½3º¾&¿,»ÀfÁÂ,Ã
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ingly enough not enjoyed much attention in the existing litera-
ture. These are the limitations imposed on the controller by the
presence of engine pumping fluctuations, poor sensor response
characteristics and time delays.
2.1 Pumping Fluctuations
In the intake duct, pressures and flows oscillate because of the
periodic motion of piston and valves. During the induction pro-
cess, the engine operates as a pump, and the resulting periodic
variations are often referred to as pumping fluctuations [7],[8].
The modulation depth of the fluctuations can be of the order
of 15% of the average signal level for the pressure and more
than 100%3 of the average signal level for the air mass flow.
The source of pumping noise is periodic and so are the pump-
ing fluctuations which are frequency locked to the engine event
frequency. This is illustrated in Figure 1 where a steady state
manifold absolute pressure (MAP) signal (measured on an en-
gine dynamometer) is shown both in the time domain and in the
frequency domain. The fundamental frequency (marked ×#Ø ) is
clearly locked to the event frequency (marked ×1Ù ), and power is
also present in the first and second harmonics (marked ×1Ú and
×Û ). As shown in Equation 1, the mass of air that enters one
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Figure 1: Intake pressure pumping fluctuations during
steady-state operations
cylinder, 	 , and consequently the mean over one event of the
air mass flow related (AMFR) signals, are the only variables of
interest in multi-point injection (MPI) AFR control. What is ac-
tually desired in the conditioning of the signals from the AMFR
sensors is to remove the large fluctuating component of the sig-
nals without damping out their mean value during transients and
without introducing time lags and time delays which would im-
pose limitations on the system bandwidth. In conventional fu-
eling strategies, this is a problem which has often been ignored.
Because of the discrete nature of microprocessor-based con-
trollers and given the level of pumping noise, serious aliasing
problems should be expected if no special measures are taken
3indicating backflow.
during the sampling/processing of the measurements. This is es-
pecially true in event-based sampling strategies where the noise
spectrum and the sampling frequency are locked.
In Figure 2, the transient performance of a 4-step moving av-
erage filter (EABS4)4 averaging algorithm is simulated during a
fast (50 ms) tip-in and tip-out at constant idle-speed conditions
(worst case). In order to emphasize the delay associated with
the filter, the pressure is also filtered with a zero-phase EABS4
digital filter (i.e. the input data are processed off-line in both
the forward and reverse directions, so that the time lag intro-
duced in the forward filtering is canceled by the time advance
introduced in the backward filtering). The expected resulting
transient


trace is shown in Figure 2(b) where tip-in results in
a lean and tip-out in a rich excursion. Note that because the fil-
tering delay is inversely proportional to the engine speed, these
excursions decrease with increasing engine speed down to 5%
at 6000 RPM. However, it should be clear that this


trace is in
many ways ideal (and therefore optimistic) since the effects of
manifold filling, fuel film dynamics and injection delays were
not included in the simulation.
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Figure 2: The impact of filtering delays/time-lags on tran-
sient AFR control.  is the event duration.
One way to circumvent this problem is to use model-based fil-
ters (extended Kalman filter (EKF)) which have built into them
an a priori dynamic picture of the mean of the AMFR signals as
well as a statistical description of the noise [9]. However, be-
cause pumping noise can in no way be approximated by white
noise, special care should be taken in the design of these fil-
ters (choice of the observer structure, choice of the sampling
frequency, and calculation of the Kalman gains) if they are to
perform properly. This topic is treated in more detail in a later
section.
4   Order Event Averaged Based Sampling. The signal is sampled 4 times
per event and averaged over the last 4 measurements ([7], [8]).
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2.2 Sensor Characteristics
The characteristics of the AMFR sensors must be taken into ac-
count in the design of an engine controller. In particular, the
nonlinearity and the response time of the sensor can have a
significant impact on the performance of the controller. Also,
when possible, the structure of the controller should be adapted
to take full advantage of a combination of sensors. To make the
discussion more concrete, the typical characteristics of the most
common sensors used in AFR control are listed in Table 1.
Despite its popularity in the automotive industry, the hot wire
mass air flow (MAF) sensor is clearly a bad candidate for AFR
control applications. It is also inadequate for direct port air mass
flow measurements which might be corrupted by flow reversal
and large pulsations. This is discussed in further detail in [7]
and [8]. A MAP sensor (possibly combined with a potentiome-
ter mounted on the throttle plate axle) is clearly the best choice
among the AMFR sensors. Despite their accuracy, the common
temperature sensors (usually thermistors) are usually too slow
to catch any fast thermal effects which may occur during tran-
sient operation. The  (or exhaust-gas-oxygen (EGO)) sensors
are the only sensors which give a direct measure of the AFR sig-
nal and consequently are the only sensors which can guarantee
the robust performance of AFR controllers. While the switching
type EGO sensors are clearly nonlinear and bring only limited
information to the ECU, production type universal exhaust-gas-
oxygen (UEGO) (linear) sensors (which are slowly replacing
EGO sensors) still suffer from drift problems and are quite slow
compared to MAP sensors.
But the main drawback with  sensors comes from the fact
that they are placed in the exhaust manifold; as a consequence,
the AFR signal is made available to the ECU only after a large
transport delay which, in turn, limits the response time of the
controller. This is the subject of the next section.
2.3 Bandwidth Limitations Imposed by Time
Delays
From [4] it is known that the AMFR signals, during transients,
respond at a speed very close to the throttle angle rise time and
thus they can be assumed to have basically the same spectrum
as the driver’s input spectrum. In [8] measurements made on a
vehicle driven on the road over various realistic road operating
conditions show that the throttle angle is commonly changed
on a minimum time scale of 50 to 100 ms. This suggests that
the link between the driver’s wishes and the throttle plate can
be roughly characterized as a low pass filter with a cut-off fre-
quency of 20 rad/s. In the limit, the driver’s wishes tend to-
ward white noise (series of rapid tip-in and tip-out with ran-
dom amplitudes). The worst case operator input spectrum, and
consequently the spectrum of the (mean) AMFR signals, can
thus be approximated as a low pass filtered white noise with a
bandwidth of 20 rad/s at -3 dB [8]. This value is very impor-
tant because it indicates the requirements of the AFR controller
in terms of bandwidth5; approximately, the controlled system
should perform properly (the control should be tight) to fre-
quencies up to a decade above the bandwidth of the operator
spectrum (i.e. 100 to 200 rad/s) if  errors are to be avoided
during transients.
Whatever controller is used (even if designed with no penalty
on the input), there are always limits to the performance the
controlled system can achieve. These limits are imposed by the
system to be controlled and by the structure of the controller
itself. Again, it should be very clear that there is no point in
trying to tune the controller to perform above these limits, since
this is impossible. For engines, the bandwidth of the AFR sys-
tem is strongly limited by delays. As illustrated in Figure 3,
two delays need to be considered: the injection delay and the
transport delay.
(feedback control only)
Injector
Injection delay Transport delay
ECU
Other Sensors
ﬀ
sensor
ﬁ = 50 - 100 ms
Throttle Body
Figure 3: Injection and transport delays
2.3.1 Injection Delay and  Feedback Transport Delay
The injection delay is the time between the sampling of the
AMFR sensor signals by the ECU and the time at which the in-
cylinder AFR builds up to its final value, i.e. during the induc-
tion of the fuel-air mixture at intake valve opening. This delay
is important because any disturbance which may alter the flow
during this period can not be compensated for by the controller
and will immediately result in AFR excursions. The injection
delay depends on three parameters:
1. Computation duration
This is the time it takes for the ECU to compute one step
of the control strategy. In a time-based strategy, this delay
is usually about 15 ms long [13] (90 crankshaft degrees
(cdeg) at 1000 RPM, 450 cdeg at 5000 RPM). In a crank
5It is common practice to characterize the performance of a controller in
term of its frequency bandwidth. Intuitively, a large bandwidth corresponds to a
faster rise time (high frequency signals are easily passed to the output). Strictly
speaking, the concept of bandwidth only applies to linear systems for which
Fourier transformation is defined. However, for nonlinear system, it is conve-
nient to continue characterizing the system in terms of its bandwidth, though in
this case, it should only be interpreted as the inverse of some settling time (in
AFR control, the inverse of the time it takes for the ﬂ signal to settle down to 1
ﬃ
some tolerance).
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Specifications
Sensing method Accuracy Response time Linearity Comments
manifold absolute
pressure (MAP) Piezoresistive silicon ! " 1 ms Excellent
Dynamic response deteriorates with long pneumatic
transmission lines
manifold air
temperature (MAT)
Metal film or thermistor
or thermocouple !# " 1 - 10 sec. Nonlinear, compensated
Time constant down to 200 ms with a very small
thermocouple
mass air flow (MAF) Hot wire or hot film %$ " in stationaryflows 50 ms - 0.5 sec. Nonlinear, compensated
Dynamics depends on engine operating conditions,
unidirectional, very inaccurate during transients
(tip-in/out, pumping fluctuations) [10]
Throttle Position
Sensor Potentiometer %$ " 0.1 ms Excellent
Several potentiometers may be used in series/parallel to
increase locally the accuracy
Crank/Cam-shaft
timing/speed
Hall effect or variable
reluctance &  " 30 ' s - 300 ' s Excellent
The primary goal of the sensors is to provide triggers
signals to the timing processor unit of the electronic
control unit (ECU)
exhaust-gas-
oxygen (EGO)
Zirconium dioxide
ceramic 1 - 6% 50 ms Highly nonlinear Used as a switch between lean & reach air/fuel ratios
Se
ns
or
ty
pe
universal exhaust-gas-
oxygen (UEGO)
Zirconium dioxide
ceramic with oxygen
pumping device
1 - 6%
&
50 ms Nonlinear, compensated
Subject to drift, available as production type sensor since
1999
Table 1: Characteristics of the most used sensors in AFR control applications ([11], [12])
based strategy, the delay is usually 180 cdeg long (30 ms
at 1000 RPM, 6 ms at 5000 RPM).
2. Injection duration
The flow out of the injector is constant and it is the duration
of the injection pulse which determines the quantity of fuel
injected. This pulse is usually between 2 and 15 ms long
(between 12 and 90 cdeg at 1000 RPM, and between 60
and 450 cdeg at 5000 RPM).
3. Injection timing (start of injection (SOI) delay)
In order to achieve low emissions, tight control of the AFR
is not the only requirement. The quality of the air-fuel
mixture is also an important factor: as much fuel as pos-
sible should enter the cylinders in vapor form. As shown
in [14], the wall-film evaporation dominates the mixture
preparation process; because the heat from the intake air
is negligible compared to the heat absorbed from the wall,
injecting most or all the fuel on closed hot intake valves is
a requirement of modern MPI systems. In [15] it is shown
that heat-transfer rates are up to 50% higher with closed
valve injection than with open valve injection; the fuel
is trapped on the valve surface for the time the valve re-
mains closed, thereby giving a longer time for evaporation.
Similarly, in open valve injection, a large proportion of the
unvaporized droplets follow the air stream into the cylin-
der instead of hitting the wall/valve. In [16] tests run on
an engine show a significant increase in emission of hy-
drocarbons ( (*) ) from injection on closed valves to injec-
tion on open valves. It is therefore necessary to provide
enough SOI advance so that no or little fuel is sprayed on
open valves; in order to guarantee the proper injection tim-
ing, a delay (the SOI delay) is required between the end
of the computation of the strategy and the beginning of the
injection pulse. As a consequence, the injection delay is
increased. Note that for a time-based strategy where only
the injection pulses are crank-synchronized (whereas the
computation of the strategy and the sampling of the AMFR
signals are time-synchronized) the SOI delay is varying
continuously and can be equal, in the worst case, to the
computational delay (15 ms).
In short, the injection delay varies between 17 ms (15+0+2)
and 45 ms (15 + 15 + 15) for a time-based controller (between
102 cdeg at 1000 RPM and 900 cdeg at 5000 RPM). In a crank-
based strategy (where all operations are crank-synchronized),
the injection delay is fixed in the crank domain. To prevent in-
jection on open valves, this delay should be at least 630 cdeg
(180 cdeg for computation + 15 ms injection pulse at 5000
RPM, worst case). This gives a delay of 105 ms at 1000 RPM
and 21 ms at 5000 RPM. For the sake of clarity, these results
are illustrated in Figure 4.
Intake
Valve
Opening
Computation
Duration
Override of
Control Variable
Sampling of
180 deg
180 deg 180 deg 180 deg 180 deg
Pulse
Injection
2 - 15 ms
90 - 450 deg
450 deg
Injection Delay: 630 deg
21 - 105 ms
Sensor Signals
t
SOI Delay
Intake
Valve
Opening
2 - 15 ms
15  ms
Computation
Duration
Injection
Pulse
Override ofSampling of
Sensor Signals
0 - 15 ms
15  ms15  ms 15  ms 15  ms
Override of 
Control Variable 
for Next Event
Injection Delay: 17 - 45 ms
t
SOI Delay
Control Variable
(b) Crank-based strategy
(a) Time-based strategy
Figure 4: Injection delay in time-based and crank-based
strategies
The transport delay is the time it takes for the controlled vari-
able (the mass of injected fuel) to have an impact on the mea-
sured + signals; in other words, it is the time between the injec-
tion of the fuel at the injectors and the reading of the + sensor
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signals by the ECU. Of course, the transport delay exists only
in the case of , -feedback AFR control. If fuel is injected on
closed valves, it will take about 3 -. strokes (105 ms at 1000
RPM, 21ms at 5000 RPM) before it reaches (in burned form)
the exhaust manifold. It will take another 2 to 20 ms before it
reaches the , sensor (transport time through the exhaust mani-
fold). Clearly, no control reaction can occur before this trans-
port delay and the injection delay have elapsed.
In [17], it is proved that for a stable plant with a time de-
lay (Loop-delay), and whatever the integral square error (ISE)-
optimal controller6 which is used, the maximum achievable
bandwidth of the controlled system is equal to:
/
Loop-Delay
This is the upper limit (right half plane zeros decrease this limit
further) which can be achieved with an ideal unrealizable (no
penalty on the input) controller; note that this applies to any
type of controller, including pure feedforward.
In the case of exhaust , -feedback, the loop-delay is equal to
the sum of the injection delay and the transport delay:
Loop-Delay =
Injection
Delay +
Transport
Delay
(best case,
time-based) = 17 ms + 23 ms
(worst case,
time-based) = 45 ms + 125 ms
(best case,
crank-based) = 21 ms + 23 ms
(worst case,
crank-based) = 105 ms + 125 ms
In the case where the controller is based only on measurements
made in the intake manifold, the loop-delay equals the injection
delay only:
Loop-Delay =
Injection
Delay
(best case,
time-based) = 17 ms
(worst case,
time-based) = 45 ms
(best case,
crank-based) = 21 ms
(worst case,
crank-based) = 105 ms
The consequences in terms of bandwidth limitation of the
controlled system are summarized in Table 2. It is seen that
the optimal bandwidth of an ideal , -feedback strategy never ex-
ceeds 25 rad/s. This is much too low compared to the 200 rad/s
required for tight transient AFR control. Even for strategies
based on intake manifold measurements only, the bandwidth is
6a controller which minimizes the integral square error ( 021354 687 9 :<;
=
7 9 : 4 >@?9 ) between the output 6 and the command = , [18].
sometimes as low as 22.5 rad/s for an ideal time-based strat-
egy and 9.5 rad/s for an ideal crank-based strategy. This latter
value corresponds to low engine speed (1000 RPM) where most
of the tip-ins happen, and is therefore the source of large tran-
sient errors during acceleration. However, even if none of the
above strategies can satisfy the bandwidth requirements, strate-
gies based on intake manifold measurements are clearly to be
preferred to those based on exhaust measurements, as far as
overall system bandwidth is concerned.
2.3.2 Disturbances and Injection Delay
In the previous section it was shown that even strategies based
only on ideal intake measurements are unable to meet the band-
width requirements of a tight AFR controller; this is due to the
large injection delay imposed on the controller by the hardware.
Concretely, any disturbance which may occur between the mea-
surement of the AMFR signals and the actual injection of the
fuel may lead to a large mismatch between the amount of in-
duced fuel and the amount of induced air.
Two types of disturbances, mainly, are possible: a change of
external load (torque) on the crankshaft (and consequently a
change of engine speed) and a change of throttle position (and
consequently a change in air mass flow). The inertia of the ve-
hicle/engine prevents the engine speed from changing on time
scales smaller than a few seconds (much larger than the injec-
tion delay) and the disturbances associated with the varying ex-
ternal load can safely be discarded on the same basis. However,
because of the fast dynamics associated with the intake mani-
fold, any change in the throttle position after the AMFR mea-
surements are made will immediately move the port air mass
flow away from the value estimated (anticipated) in the ECU
[19].
The resulting AFR excursions can be very large as illustrated in
Figure 5. Note that in this simulation, the crank-based strategy
is ideal in the sense that perfect knowledge of the port air mass
flow at the sampling instants, no fuel-film and no pumping fluc-
tuations are assumed; the transient , excursions are solely due
to the injection delay which is set to 630 crank degrees. The
engine speed is kept constant and the only disturbance comes
from the movement of the throttle.
3 MODELING THE INTAKE AIR
DYNAMICS
In this section the Mean Value Engine Model (MVEM)7, which
forms the basis of the model-based controller described in Sec-
tion 4, is presented. The validity of the model during transient
operation is discussed in a companion paper by some of the au-
thors [20]. The focus is on the validity of the dynamic air flow
model which is normally used in control applications. Three
points critical to accurate transient modeling are emphasized:
7A compact, but accurate, description of the mean values (no pumping fluc-
tuations) of some engine variables, both during steady-state and transient oper-
ation
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Controller based on exhaust
measurements
Controller based on intake
measurements
Best Case Worst Case Best Case Worst Case
Time-Based 25.0 rad/s 5.9 rad/s 58.8 rad/s 22.2 rad/s
Crank-Based 22.7 rad/s 4.3 rad/s 47.6 rad/s 9.5 rad/s
Table 2: Comparison of the approximate maximum bandwidth of different types of air/fuel ratio controllers. Note that
these figures are largely over estimated since they apply to ideal unrealizable controllers with infinitely fast sensors.
These figures should be compared to the required bandwidth of 200 rad/s.
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Figure 5: The impact of injection delay on transient AFR
control.
| Despite the complex nature of acoustic phenomena dur-
ing transients (rapid throttle opening/closing, varying load
on the crank), conventional steady-state volumetric effi-
ciency maps are capable of describing the engine breath-
ing performance with a remarkable accuracy also during
fast transient operation; consequently, the so-called speed
density equation (2) provides a very accurate description
of the port air mass flow, provided the mean air density is
known with equivalent accuracy in the intake manifold.
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where 2
b ac  
acb d
Ł  is the volumetric efficiency based on
barometric pressure,



and intake manifold tempera-
ture,
¤
X . For the sake of accuracy and speed, it is stored
in a map table. Unlike 

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linearly on the pressure ratio
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and errors asso-
ciated with linear interpolation between the points of the
grid are minimized - this is the justification for using the
latter of the two.
| The isentropic converging nozzle/sudden enlargement
model, which is normally used to describe the throttle air
mass flow, is too inaccurate for actual use. Because the
flow splits along two paths across the plate (one large dom-
inant flow, and one small residual flow), a more accurate
two-channel model is proposed in [20]. This model is
made up of two isentropic converging nozzle/sudden en-
largement models in parallel. In the dominant channel, the
pressure loss at the throat amounts to the total pressure loss
across the throttle (
¨§%©«ª¬
~­¯® ), whereas, in the resid-
ual channel, the pressure loss only amounts to a part, °
( °²±´³
¢

µ
) of the total pressure loss ( °O¶
§%©«ª·
~­¯®c¸ ).
Finally, the contribution of the residual flow is ¹ times that
of the dominant flow. The model is summarized below:
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is the pressure ratio across the throttle plate.
¦¥XÍ
is the
pressure ratio threshold below which the flow is sonic at a
throat. ¾Â and ¾¿ are functions which account for com-
pressibility and effective throat area changes. ° , ¹ and
Û
¿ Ý
ÖÖÖ
Û
¿fá are fitting constants.
For pressure ratios above 0.9, the flow becomes extremely
sensitive to pressure ratio variations:
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(6)
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and it is therefore important to know accurately not only
the pressure downstream the throttle, è½éOêë , but also the
pressure upstream, è¦ìí . Usually, no pressure sensors are
available upstream the throttle plate and this pressure is as-
sumed to be equal to the barometric pressure, è êXéî . How-
ever, because of the presence of an air filter, neglecting
the air filter pressure loss can lead to very large throttle
air mass flow modeling errors close to wide open throt-
tle (WOT). It is therefore necessary to compensate for this
pressure loss and the following model is proposed:
è¦ìíCïðè¦êéOîÚñÄò«óÔô õ ö«÷
øù¯ú
ê@ö«ûÚü
êéî
è¦êXéî8ý
ù¯þ
(7)
where ò²óô õ ö , ß  and ß are fitting constants (in the present
work, the air filter was replaced with a laminar flow meter
and ß Qï ßQï

). Note that Equations (3) and (7) need
to be solved simultaneously for ÷ø êXö and ècìí (implicit
solution). An iterative solution is proposed in Appendix A.
This model was tested on a steady flow bench and was
shown to describe the throttle air mass flow with an excel-
lent accuracy (error  3% of actual flow) over the entire
operating region. On an engine where the flow is typically
unsteady, the model describes the instantaneous flow with
the same accuracy, since the throttle body is much smaller
than the wave length of the pumping fluctuations. How-
ever, because of the strong nonlinearity of the flow for è
close to 1 (see Equation (6)), the mean of the  function
applied to (instantaneous) è differs from the 	 function
applied to the mean of è (in short: 	
 èï	
 è )
so that the model of Equation (3) is not very appropriate
for Mean Value Engine Modeling ( for è close to 1 only).
This is illustrated in Figure 6 where errors up to 50% are
unavoidable close to WOT.
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Figure 6: Two-channel throttle air mass flow model. Note
the large error due to pumping fluctuations for pressure ra-
tios close to 1.
% The isothermal assumption ( ÷
ü
éêXë
ï'& ) which is normally
used in the one-state manifold model8 [21] leads to a some-
what inaccurate description of the intake air density during
tip-ins and tip-outs. Mass conservation and energy con-
servation in the intake manifold should both be considered
to properly describe the air dynamics. The difference be-
tween the isothermal model (single state) and the adiabatic
model (two states) can be of up to 15% in port air mass
flow, and it is therefore important that the right model is
used in order to achieve tight AFR control.
The following equations are for the two-state MVEM:
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where
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ü
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÷
132 4
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ü
êéî¦ñ
ü
éêXë>
(9)
Heat transfer, ÷
132 4
ö , is also included in the model since it
may play an important role during fast throttle openings
and closings where compression/expansion effects result
in large intake temperature spikes ([22], [20]). ; is the
heat transfer coefficient in ?A@
B7CED
. ÷ø êXö and ÷ø ê@í are given
in Equations (3) and (2).
Note that in [20], it is also suggested that the pressure losses
at the junctions between the intake plenum and the intake run-
ners might not be negligible, and might therefore influence the
time development of the pressure and the temperature in the
runners. The solution which is proposed is to model the intake
manifold as two control volumes (one for the plenum and one
for the runners instead of one for the whole system) separated
by an orifice. Each volume is described by two state equations
(mass and energy conservation), one for pressure and one for
temperature. Unfortunately, the orifice flow resistance varies
significantly with the flow velocity; at low flows, the resistance
is almost zero and the associated eigenfrequencies become infi-
nite. The resulting stiffness of the 4-state model requires very
small simulation steps which are impractical for real time ap-
plications and only one control volume (2-state model) will be
used in this work. This simplification results in temperature dif-
ferences in the order of 10 K during fast transients.
Finally, it should be clear that because the inertia of the ve-
hicle/engine prevents the engine speed from changing on time
8A differential equation which describes the time development of the air
pressure in the intake manifold of a naturally aspirated spark ignition (SI) en-
gine.
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scales smaller than a few seconds, and because the engine speed
can be measured very accurately, F is treated in this work as a
known, slowly varying parameter.
4 WIDE BANDWIDTH AIR/FUEL RATIO CONTROL
In Section 2, an attempt was made to make a list of all the limita-
tions, physical and practical, which make wide bandwidth AFR
control a challenging task. It should now be clear that there
are not many methods available to overcome these limitations.
The one proposed in this research is quite similar to the ones
found in conventional transient strategies9, except that the port
air mass flow is predicted ahead in time instead of being simply
estimated at the current instant. In this way, the limitation im-
posed by injection time delays can be removed. The structure
of this model-based wide-bandwidth predictive controller is de-
picted in Figure 7. The derivation of this controller is discussed
in details in the following sections.
4.1 Choice of Sensors
Because of the bandwidth limitations imposed by the transport
delay associated with G -feedback control and because of the
large time constant of oxygen sensors, the new strategy is pri-
marily based on intake manifold measurements. Among all the
sensors which can be mounted on an intake manifold, a MAP
sensor (time constant H 1 ms) was preferred to the popular
MAF sensor which is too slow, too inaccurate, too nonlinear
and more costly. Also mounted on the intake manifold are a
throttle position sensor and a fast 0.4 mm Nickel/Chromium-
Nickel/Aluminium type K thermocouple with a time constant of
200 ms. The engine is also instrumented with an engine speed
(and position) sensor and barometric pressure and temperature
sensors. Finally, a UEGO sensor is mounted in the exhaust pipe
to guarantee some robustness of the controller (this is explained
later). The engine setup is illustrated in Figure 8.
4.2 Choice of Actuators
Because it is impossible to predict what the driver intends to do
with the accelerator pedal, the bandwidth limitations imposed
by the injection delay associated with conventional AFR con-
trollers is a critical issue. One solution to this problem was sug-
gested more than 20 years ago by Stivender [23] where the idea
of controlling not only the fuel path but also the air path was
first introduced as an alternative solution to AFR management
control. The solution followed in this work complements the
conventional fuel injectors with an electrically controlled throt-
tle actuator (also known as drive by wire (DBW)). In this way,
the injection delay can be compensated for.
9Fuel flow is treated as a dependant variable; intake air flow is first measured
or estimated, then fuel injectors are operated to meter the proper amount of fuel
into the engine.
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Figure 9: Delaying the driver’s throttle command. The
driver’s command ]	^ is sampled, held and delayed (stored
in a buffer) in the ECU ( ]
^#_
). After a time equivalent to
the prediction horizon, this sampled signal is sent to the
DBW actuator ( ] ^a` b ). Note that, because of the time re-
sponse of the DBW, the actual throttle plate position ] dif-
fers from ]
^#` b
. In particular, the resulting time lag can
be large enough so that the DBW dynamics cannot be ig-
nored in the prediction algorithm. With a good model of
the DBW dynamics, the throttle position can be predicted
accurately ( ] ^ c ). As explained later, the prediction horizon
is set to 495 crank degrees ( 0.0825 sec. at 1000 RPM and
0.0165 sec. at 5000 RPM). This delay introduced between
the driver’s pedal command and the throttle plate is short
enough to be imperceptive to the driver, although this is still
to be evaluated in a vehicle under real driving conditions.
By buffering the sampled driver command into the memory
of the ECU, the throttle motion can be delayed for a time equal
to the injection delay, see Figure 9. Consequently, the throttle
position is known sufficiently in advance so that the controller
can safely predict the amount of air to be sucked in during the
next induction event. For this reason, the injection delay will
also be referred to as the prediction horizon in the remainder of
this paper.
However, because the DBW actuator is not infinitely fast, the
commanded throttle position and the actual throttle position can
differ greatly. For example, the DBW used in this work behaves
as a well damped second order system with an undamped nat-
ural frequency, dfeg h , of 76.9 rad/s and a damping factor, i9eg h ,
of 0.675. As can be seen in Figure 9, the resulting time lag is
too large to be ignored during transients. In order to predict ac-
curately enough the actual throttle position, the dynamics of the
actuator must thus be taken into account in the predictor as well.
To this end, a second-order low-pass filter is used to model the
DBW dynamics:
jlk mon
j
e#g h
k mn3p
dKq
e#g h
m
qKrts
ieg hudeg h
m
r
d
q
eg h
(10)
where m is the Laplace operator. j e#g h is the command signal
to the DBW actuator and j is the actual throttle position (see
Figure 9). Because the controller is implemented in discrete
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time (explained later), the DBW model is discretized as follows
²l³ ´uµ<¶o·¸º¹¼»½#¾/¿À²K³ ´·¯¹Á»½#¾+¿aÂu²l³ ´¹t¶o·uµ
»½a¾/ÃÀu²¿Ä ÅK³ ´a·ÆµÇ»½a¾/Ã7Â²¿Ä ÅK³ ´¹t¶o· (11)
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Ôt¸Çá9¿#Ä ÅuÛ¿Ä Å
(13)
and ÕÏ is the sampling period (explained later) and ´ is the nor-
malized discrete time.
4.3 Choice of Operating Domain
One of the requirements of a delayed-throttle strategy is that
the prediction horizon must be deterministic. With time-based
strategies, the injection delay is randomly varying and cannot
satisfy the above requirement. A crank-based strategy is there-
fore adopted. From a practical point of view, the fact that the
prediction horizon is fixed in the crank domain makes the im-
plementation of the strategy much easier; for instance, the size
of the buffer for the DBW delaying mechanism is fixed. In the
same way, the number of states required by the predictor is also
fixed.
4.4 Choice of Sampling Period
The choice of the sampling period is dictated by four criteria:
â 720 deg should be an integer multiple of the sampling pe-
riod (in crank degrees). This is to keep the phasing of the
strategy fixed with respect to the position of the crankshaft.
â It has been seen that the rise time of the throttle plate can be
as small as 50 ms. In [24], Åström and Wittenmark suggest
that the sampling interval be chosen 4 to 10 times smaller
than the rise time, that is 5 - 12.5 ms. At 1000 RPM (worst
case), this corresponds to 30 - 75 crank degrees.
â In order to avoid aliasing of the pressure signal, the sam-
pling frequency should be at least twice the maximum fre-
quency of the measured signal. It has been seen in Sec-
tion 2.1 that the pressure signal contains significant en-
ergy only in the fundamental (the event frequency) and in
the first harmonic (twice the event frequency). The sam-
pling frequency should therefore be at least four times the
event frequency, which corresponds to a sampling interval
of maximum 45 crank degrees.
â The smaller the sampling period, the higher the number of
steps required by the predictor and hence the higher the
computational burden.
As a consequence of the above criteria, the sampling period, ã Ï
is set at 45 crank degrees (
À
Àä of a cycle). In the time domain,
the sampling period, ÕÏ , varies with the engine speed.
ÕuÏK¸
ã
Ï
åæ
³ ´a·
where ã ÏK¸'çèé»ê9ë (14)
4.5 Choice of Prediction Horizon
The prediction horizon should be an integer multiple of the sam-
pling period so that the predictor can contain a whole number
of steps. In order to overlap the injection delay, it should be at
least 45 crank degrees (computational duration) µ 15 ms (injec-
tion duration, i.e. 450 crank degrees at 5000 RPM). Finally, it
should be as short as possible to minimize the prediction error.
The prediction horizon is therefore set to 495 crank degrees, that
is, 11 sampling periods.
4.6 Port Air Mass Flow Prediction
Despite the DBW, the controller is still of the fuel management
type, that is the fuel is treated as a dependant variable. No at-
tempt is made to control the air path and the DBW is only used
as a way to compensate for the injection delay. In order to me-
ter the proper amount of fuel into the engine, port air mass flow
must be predicted 11 steps ahead of the induction process. This
is of course made possible thanks to the a priori knowledge
available of the throttle position. Because a predictor is noth-
ing more than an open-loop estimator (there are no measure-
ment updates), a highly accurate dynamic model of the intake
air path is required. The model should be compact enough so
that it can be run efficiently on a microcontroller (in the present
case, it should be able to run 11 times faster than real time, as
explained in the next section), without sacrificing the required
accuracy (1% error in port air mass flow prediction leads to 1%
error in ì ). Air path modeling is treated in detail in [20]. For
the sake of completeness, the model used in this research is also
described in Section 3.
One possible way to implement the predictor is to have a
model running completely open-loop 11 steps ahead of the real
engine. In that way, modeling errors can accumulate, and the
predictor may slowly diverge. However, the computational bur-
den for this type of predictor is very low since for each sampling
event, the predictor is updated only one step ahead. Another ap-
proach is to have the predictor recompute the estimates/states
over the entire prediction horizon at each and every sampling
event. In this way, the states of the predictor can be re-initialized
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every sampling event according to the latest available measure-
ments (i.e. the latest available information is extrapolated into
the future for the purpose of prediction). Clearly, this measure-
ment update should minimize the prediction error. The draw-
back of this approach is that the calculation burden is greatly
increased since, within each sampling event, the model’s re-
sponse needs to be computed over 11 time steps (in terms of
the computer burden, one 11-step predictor is equivalent to 11
one-step-ahead predictors running in parallel!). For the sake of
clarity, the modus operandi of the predictor is illustrated in Fig-
ure 10.
Because accuracy is the primary requirement of modern AFR
controllers, the 11-step predictor with measurement update is
used in this research. This also establishes a limit for the best
possible performance.
If it is assumed that, at the current instant í , estimates of
the mean of the intake pressure and temperature ( î
ïð/ñòó
íaô ,
î
õ
ð/ñ#ò
ó
íô ) are available (see next section), as well as measure-
ments of
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ílù'þô   (eventually buffered in the ECU), then the
11-step port air mass flow predictor can be derived as in Equa-
tions (15) and (16).
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The hats (
î
) denote estimated states and the inverted hats (

) de-
note predicted states. The speed-density equation (Equation (2))
gives the predicted port air mass flow (11 steps ahead) as a func-
tion of the predicted intake manifold conditions.
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The (desired) amount of fuel which should be injected at any
given instant and enter the cylinders 11 steps later ( !)((* , in unit
mass per sampling period) is given in Equation (17).
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where the reference
1
,
1324
* is in principle set to 1 for current
TWC’s.
In Equation (15), the state derivatives are calculated accord-
ing to Equations (2), (3), (7) and(8) in which the dependant vari-
ables are determined as follows:
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Note that ø
ó
íaô , ø
ó
ílù<úoô , î
ïð/ñòó
íaô and î
õuð/ñ#ò	ó
íaô are used to
initialize the predictor. For the pressure and temperature state
equations, simple Euler integration is used. This is to keep the
computer burden to an acceptable level (compared to the solu-
tion which consists in linearizing then discretizing - on line -
the model, and which involves the computation of many ma-
trix exponential functions). Given the relatively small size of
the sampling period, no significant accuracy penalty could be
observed for this (tested off-line).
The throttle position predictor is based on Equation (11)
where øü
ö 6Kó
íaô has been replaced by øüý
ó
íKù:úúoô (buffered in
the ECU).
øü
ö 6ló
íaôÇøüý
ó
íù úúoô (19)
4.7 Intake Air Observer
As mentioned previously, the states of the predictor (
õð/ñò
,
ï
ðlñò
) need to be re-initialized for every sampling event (mea-
surement update). However, because not all the states of the
predictor can be measured directly (mean intake manifold pres-
sure) or with the required bandwidth (intake manifold temper-
ature) and because the measurements are corrupted with large
noise contributions (mainly pumping noise), an intake air ob-
server is required to estimate/filter the variables of interest. Be-
cause of the nonlinear nature of the intake air dynamics, an ex-
tended Kalman filter (EKF) [25] is used in this research. It uses
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Figure 10: Modus operandi of the 11-step model-based predictor with measurement update. Note how the quantity of
fuel to be injected, gih5j , is updated on the basis of the last 4 outputs ( k 1 stroke) of the predictor/controller.
the measured intake pressure and temperature as the innovation
terms.
The challenges of using EKF’s for engine applications are:
1. the presence of deterministic pumping fluctuations (which
in no way can be considered as stochastic white noise) nor-
mally prevents the use of the Kalman-Bucy’s method [26]
to calculate the observer gains (Riccati equations can only
be used to determine how Gaussian white noise propagates
through the model).
2. finding the intensity of the process noise. The intensity of
this noise determines the uncertainty in the different parts
of the model. It is the comparison between the model un-
certainties and the confidence level of the measurements
(measurement noise intensities) which determines the size
of the observer gains, and it is therefore important to use
appropriate noise intensities.
The design procedure for the observer can be split in four
phases: modeling, a priori selection or calculation of noise in-
tensities, determination of the gains and finally implementation
of the observer. These four phases are discussed below (al-
though in a different order).
Modeling The model behind the observer is given in the con-
tinuous domain in Equation (20).
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where
m$nyn
and v
nyn
are the measured intake manifold pres-
sure and temperature respectively.
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,
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,
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Ł

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and ¨© ª are the state excitation (or process) noises; ¨«¬¬ and
¨­
¬¬ are measurement noises. All noise sources are assumed
white. The signification of the new states ®¯G° , ±¯y²³ , ´µ , ´¶ are
explained below.
As can be seen, this model is based on the model developed
for the predictor (see Equations (2), (3), (7) and(8) for details),
augmented with selected important sub-models:
· A model of the temperature sensor (state ®¯G° ).
As explained before,the temperature sensor has a time con-
stant, ¸­'¹ ¯º around 200 ms which is too large compared to
the 50 ms which is required to open the throttle. A first or-
der low-pass filter is used to model the temperature sensor
dynamics.
· A low-pass filter (acting almost as an integrator) to com-
pensate for the inaccuracy of the throttle air mass flow
model close to WOT (state ±¯G²³ ).
In the manifold temperature and pressure state equations,
the throttle air mass flow, »¼ ²³ , is offset by ±E¯G²³ , a slowly
varying constant (the output of a low-pass filter driven by
white noise) which represents the error between the actual
throttle air mass flow and the modeled throttle air mass
flow (Equation (3)). The purpose of this correction term is
to compensate for steady-state errors rather than transient
errors. The time constant of the low-pass filter is therefore
selected small enough so that the size of the estimated er-
ror, ½±E¯G²³ , can change rapidly enough from one steady-state
operating point to another, but large enough so that it does
not follow the measurement noise. ¸¾ is set to 300 ms.
· A model of the pumping fluctuations ("deterministic
noise") (states ´µ and ´¶ , output ´E¶ ).
Because the pumping fluctuations are deterministic, the
measurement noise entering the model is suppressed and
effectively whitened with the help of a model of the pump-
ing fluctuations. In this way, a more rigorous derivation
of the Kalman gains is possible (compared to a deriva-
tion where the unmodeled pumping fluctuations enter the
observer as unrealistic Gaussian white noise). As shown
in Section 2.1, the amplitude of the deterministic pump-
ing fluctuations decays rapidly with increasing frequency.
Most of the noise energy is found at the fundamental fre-
quency whereas the first harmonic contains only a small
part of the total energy. An empirical model (the physics
behind the pumping noise is much too complex [20] to
be included directly) of the fundamental component of the
pumping fluctuations is therefore included in the observer.
It is a tuned filter (a poorly damped - oscillatory - second
order filter) with its undamped natural frequency tuned to
the event frequency ¿¹ :
¿.¹yÀÁÂÃÄÅ (21)
In order to pick up only the fundamental component of
the pumping fluctuations, the resonant spike of the filter
should be extremely narrow (very low damping factor) as
illustrated in Figure 11. However, in order for the recon-
structed pulsations to be able to change rapidly enough
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Figure 11: The frequency response of the pumping fluctua-
tions model. Note that the frequencies away from the engine
event frequency will be attenuated. For the sake of clar-
ity, the magnitude has been amplified by a factor of ßàáâ.ãä
compared to the actual filter of Equations (20d) and (20f)
.
from one amplitude to another, the damping ratio should
not be too small (with a damping ratio of 0, the amplitude
of the reconstructed pumping pulsations would grow in-
finitely). A "large” damping ratio is also required for the
phase of the reconstructed pulsations to be able to lock it-
self to the phase of the real pulsations. After some testing,
a damping ratio, åE© , of 0.01 was adopted here.
Implementation In order to derive the discrete EKF, the
model of Equation (20) must be discretized. As for the pre-
dictor, Euler integration is used for the first two nonlinear state
equations. The four remaining linear state equations are dis-
cretized using conventional techniques. This leads to the esti-
mator of Equation (22) below.
Time Update
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and where the tildes (
æ
) denote one-step ahead predictions of
the states. In Equations (22a) and (22b), ½ »
ç
¯G²èé êRìbíë and
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are calculated as in Equations (20a) and (20b)
(but now as functions of the previous estimates). The compact
Equations (22e) and (22f) are obtained using the approximation
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is the gain matrix of the observer. Each element is stored in the
ECU in table form (as a function of
B
and
 
ß 
 ).
Kalman gains For the sake of clarity, the continuous, nonlin-
ear, state space model of Equation (20) is rewritten in the more
general form of Equation (28).
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where
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
= V
is the state vec-
tor,
P
#W is the input variable,
R

:
 $ßyß
A
þßyß
= V
is
the output vector, N is a nonlinear vector function (derived
from the state equations), S is a linear vector function,
Q

: X&YﬀZ&[$\UX
V
Z1[ \UX
V
Z1]^X&_ Z1[$`X
 a
= V
and
T

: X&YﬀZ,ZbX
V
Z&Zc= V
are
the vector state excitation noise and measurement noise respec-
tively, with matrix intensities dKe and d5f . It is assumed that
Q
and
T
are uncorrelated white noise processes. dge and d5f are
usually dependant on the engine operating conditions. In the
remainder of this paragraph, it is assumed that dge is a known
function of
B
and
 $ß 
 (as will be explained in next para-
graph).
The Kalman gains (see Equation (27)) are calculated off-line
for different stationary engine conditions (
Mih
,
P
h
) and then
stored in table form in the ECU as a function of
B
and
 .ß 
 .
The procedure to calculate the gain is outlined below. The
model of Equation (28) is first linearized about
Mih
and
P
h
and
then discretized.
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and where
Q
l
 !	
and
T
l
 !	
,


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KK
A
are two uncor-
related sequences of mutually uncorrelated zero-mean, vector-
valued stochastic variables with variance matrices Ł e and Ł f .
Note that the system of Equation (29) was found to be ob-
servable (the observability matrix formed from kl and nUl has
full rank) over the entire operating range. This would not be
the case if, for instance, the temperature measurement was not
available.
The measurement noise variance, Ł<f , is a (2x2) matrix with
the off-diagonal elements set to zero. The first diagonal el-
ement is set to the variance of the measured intake pressure
signal when the engine is not running plus the variance of the
(residual) first harmonic of the pumping fluctuations (measured
for different engine operating conditions using a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) technique). The fundamental component of
the pumping fluctuation does not contribute to the measurement
noise since it is now a state of the observer. The second diag-
onal element is set to the variance of the measured intake tem-
perature signal (again, measured for different engine operating
conditions). Quite clearly, Ł<f is operating point dependant.
The process noise variance, Ł<e is deduced from dKe [27]
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For each operating point, the stationary Kalman gain matrix
is given by
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where Ł l is the covariance matrix of the predictive (one step
ahead) estimation error and is the solution of the Riccati Equa-
tion:
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where d is the identity matrix. As mentioned previously, the
elements of
>
are stored in the ECU in table form as a function
of
B
and
 $ßU 
 (the mapping grid variables).
Process noise intensity In order to calculate the gain matrix,
it has been seen that the process noise intensity matrix, dge is
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required. Usually, finding this intensity is a difficult task. How-
ever, the performance of the observer depends directly on the
choice of 5 , and it is therefore important to choose it appro-
priately (it indicates the accuracy of the model compared to the
measurements). In this work, the intensity is assessed on the
basis of steady-state considerations only. First of all, g is as-
sumed to have the following structure
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The model can be decomposed in 4 parts: the intake plenum
model (2 states, ª1«¬5­ and ®&«U¬5­ ), the temperature sensor model
(1 state, ®&«¯ ), the flow error model (1 state, °g«¬.± ) and the
pumping fluctuations model (2 states, ²  and ²  ). Because
the phenomena behind each part are physically independent, it
makes sense to assume that the process noise sources (of each
part) are uncorrelated. The "off-diagonal" elements of g are
therefore set to zero. However, the physical coupling between
the elements ( ª³«¬.­ and ®&«¬.­ ) of the intake plenum model sug-
gest that cross-coupling ( g$ ) between ´&ﬀ1  and ´   1  is pos-
sible. The second order model of the pumping fluctuations only
requires one process noise source with intensity 
¥ ¦ (see Equa-
tion (20)). Finally, the temperature sensor model is assumed to
be ideal (compared to the intake plenum model) and the inten-
sity of ´   &µ ( ¶ﬀ·5¸ diagonal element) is set to zero.
Not only should the modeled fundamental pumping fluctu-
ations have the right frequency, but they should also have the
right amplitude. The intensity 
¥ ¦ of ´1¥ ¦ is therefore selected
so that the power of the signal out of the tuned filter (Equa-
tions (20d) and (20f)) equals the power in the fundamental of
the pumping fluctuations. This leads to
K¥ ¦U¹º »U¼g½K¾1¿K¥CÀ

ÁÂ
 (35)
where »U¼g½K¾ is the amplitude of the fundamental component of
the pumping fluctuations, measured using FFT techniques.
In steady-state, the process noise intensities propagate
through the model into the states according to the Lyapunov
equation
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is the Jacobian of
Ê
(see Equation (28)) and Ã is the covariance
matrix (symmetric) of the state vector Ë
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If it is now assumed that ² ﬀ1$ , ²K  1  , ²K  &µ and ²K¢ 1 £ are
known (see below), then it is possible to find the four remain-
ing intensities by solving the Lyapunov Equation (36) (a linear
system of 21 equations with 21 unknowns, the 4 intensities plus
the 17 ²KÜ Ý ’s). The equation is solved for each operating point of
the ( Þ , ª³«¬.­ ) mapping grid.
²
ﬀ&$ is set to the covariance of the measured intake pres-
sure, minus the first diagonal element, Ãßº àﬀÌKà Â of the measure-
ment noise variance, minus the covariance of the fundamental
part of the pumping fluctuations (measured using FFT tech-
niques)
²
ﬀ1$
 Cov º ª1«¬.­ Â1á Ãßº àﬀÌKà Â1á
»

¼g½K¾
¹
(39)
In other words, ² ﬀ1  comes from the variance of the manifold
pressure (including sensor noise and pumping fluctuations), mi-
nus the variance of the pressure measurement noise, minus the
variance of the pumping fluctuations (which instead contributes
to the intensity of ´³¥ ¦ , see Equation (35)).
²g 
1  and ²K  &µ are set equal to the second diagonal element,
Ãßº ¹ﬂÌ5¹
Â of the measurement noise variance
²g 
1$
Ã< 
1µ
Ãßº ¹Ì.¹
Â (40)
In other words, it is assumed that the uncertainty in the tem-
perature (a-priori) estimates and the uncertainty in the tempera-
ture measurements are of the same order of magnitude. In this
way, the temperature related gains are forced to be tuned so that
model and measurements contribute equally to the final tem-
perature estimates (this is the best solution given that no exact
statistical information about the process and the measurement
noises is available).
It is assumed that °g«¬!± is a zero-mean gaussian stochastic
process, with 99% probability that any value is less than the
steady-state error between the throttle MAF model and the port
MAF model then
²K¢
1 £
;âÍã
ä
¬!¼
á
ã
ä
¬!±
¹å æﬀçﬀæèêé

(41)
where
ã
ä
¬$¼ and
ã
ä
¬.± are given in Equations (2) and (3) respec-
tively. This is of course a crude approximation since °
«¬!± is a
deterministic, not a stochastic process. The fact that the steady-
state solution of Equations (20a) and (20b) (without the process
noise) leads to °K«¬!±U
ã
ä
¬$¼
á
ã
ä
¬!± may help the reader under-
standing Equation (41).
The result of the Kalman gain calculation procedure is illus-
trated in Figure 12 where the gains are shown as a function
of ª³«¬.­ or Þ (depending on which has the greatest influence
on the corresponding gain). For the ease of comparison, the
gains in Figure 12 are non-dimensional (the dimensional scal-
ing factors are àg × Pa for pressures, 400 K for temperatures and
àgë
Õ kg ì íë  for mass flows)10.
4.8 Fuel-Film Compensator
In an MPI system, some of the fuel which is injected at the
intake port does not enter the cylinders immediately and is de-
10Actually the entire derivation and implementation of the observer/controller
was conducted non-dimensional, since this is recommended for numerical rea-
sons.
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Figure 12: Kalman gains (non-dimensional) as a function of î,ï1ð5ñ and ò . Note that if î^ï1ð5ñ is used as the abscissa,
each line of the plot correspond to a constant ò (and viceversa). The gains have been scaled so that they can be
compared within a pair (i.e. óô õ and óô ö for ÷9øúù&û.û.û!ü can be compared). As could be expected, the estimates
of î ï1ð5ñ , ý ö and ý õ depend more on the pressure measurement, î ï³ï , than on the temperature measurement, þ ï³ï .
On the other hand, the estimate of þ^ï³ß , depends more on the temperature measurement, þ^ï³ï , than on the pressure
measurement, î^ï³ï . It is also interesting to see how some of the gains become large for î,ï1ð5ñ close to 1. This is
partially due to Equation (6) and partially due to the inaccuracy of the throttle plate model in this region (see Figure 6).
posited instead in liquid form on the manifold wall. In AFR
control, this is known as the fuel-film problem, and leads to
large   excursion if it is not properly compensated for. In this
research, a technique known as Nonlinear Fuel-Film Compen-
sation ([28],[29]) is used to address this fueling dynamics prob-
lem.
The compensator used here is based on a model due to
Aquino [1], which is widely accepted in the literature. The in-
put to the model is the (mean) injected fuel mass flow,  ,
and the output is the (mean) fuel mass flow at the intake port,

 . A fraction,   , of the injected fuel creates a fuel puddle
(or film) in the intake port, the remaining fraction, 	
  , stays
suspended in the air stream as fuel vapor,  . Simultaneously,
the fuel puddle evaporates at a rate which is proportional to pud-
dle mass,  . The factor   has the dimension of time and is
often referred to as the fuel puddle (film) evaporation time con-
stant. The evaporated fuel then combines with the fuel vapor
flow to give the total fuel flow which actually enters the cylin-
ders,  . Note that this model satisfies mass conservation and
therefore makes no contribution during steady-state operation.
In equation form the Aquino model is:

 


	

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
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(42)

 is of the order of 0.1 - 0.5 and   of the order of 0.25 -
0.75 sec, depending on engine operating conditions.
This model can easily be discretized assuming linearity:
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where
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where 01 is the sampling time given in Equation(14). It is im-
portant to note that  and  are the quantity of fuel injected
in the manifold and the quantity of fuel inducted in a cylinder
during one sampling period (45 cdeg) respectively. An identifi-
cation technique such as Maximum Likelihood Estimation [30]
is used to identify the fueling parameters %  and )  .
By inverting the fueling dynamics model of Equation (43), a
nonlinear discrete feed-forward compensator can be derived:
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7
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where Equation (45b) is a simple open-loop estimator of the
mass of fuel which is stored in the fuel film. 8ﬃ 4 	6	  is the
quantity of fuel which should enter the cylinders 11 steps ahead
in time, and    	6	  the corresponding quantity of fuel
which needs to be injected immediately (during one sampling
period). Note that
8ﬃ 5
	6	
>?A@@

 
	6	
B<@C

 
	6	
 (46)
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where DAEEF is the output of the feedforward controller (predic-
tor, see Equation (17)) and DEGF is the output of the feedback
controller (see the next section).
Placed between the air predictor and the injector, this com-
pensator modifies the injected fuel quantity so as to compensate
for the amount of fuel stored in and released by the fuel film.
The fueling parameters H F and I F are stored in table form in
the ECU as functions of the engine speed and intake manifold
pressure.
4.9 Bandwidth Versus Robustness: J -feedback
In theory, provided a very accurate model of the air and fuel dy-
namics exists, the bandwidth of the above proposed controller
is infinite (or more rigorously, equals the sampling frequency).
The fueling dynamics is assumed to be canceled and the delay
of the plant has been compensated for, so that no K error should
be observed neither during steady-state nor during transient op-
eration.
In practice, of course, modeling errors are unavoidable and K
excursions are to be expected. Although the transient excursions
should be much smaller than those observed with conventional
controllers, the steady-state errors may be larger because of the
lack of direct AFR feedback. In order to make the proposed
controller more robust against modeling errors, a UEGO sensor
is mounted in the exhaust and a simple L 11-feedback controller
is introduced.
The output of this controller, ML4N OP , which is proportional to
the L -error ( M6L4Q RSﬃTVUWX Y Z\[ UWY ]^ ) and to the integral of MLBQ RS
(for 0 static error), is used to offset the output of the model-
based predictive controller (see Figure 7) with a fuel quantity
D
EG
F .
D
EG
F`_ ab?c6cd
T
cefg h
Di j
_ aBb?c6cd
k
P S
clm&_ adon
M6LN OP
_ ad (47)
where M6LN OP is the correction term from the feedback controller.
For the sake of completeness, the L -feedback controller used in
this research is detailed in Appendix B.
Note that the presence of the transport delay associated with
L -feedback does not decrease the overall bandwidth of the con-
troller. One should instead consider two bandwidths: one for the
model-based predictive controller (ideally infinite), and one for
the L -feedback controller. The latter characterizes how fast the
feedback controller can compensate for the errors of the predic-
tive feedforward controller. This bandwidth is of course limited
by the transport delay, but only applies to small deviations ( L
excursions) which occur when the feedforward part is inaccu-
rate.
Ideally, if the model-based predictive controller is perfect, the
lambda error remains zero and the K -feedback controller does
not influence the quantity of injected fuel. In practice, the larger
11The normalized excess of fuel. It is convenient to derive the controller
around p instead of q since p = rs is proportional to the controlled variable (the
fuel quantity) whereas q is inversely proportional to it.
the K excursions (poor predictor), the longer it takes for the L -
feedback controller to bring K back to K4tﬀQ F (small bandwidth).
On the other hand, the smaller the K excursions (good predic-
tor), the shorter time it takes for the L -feedback controller to
bring K back to K tﬀQ F (large bandwidth). Quite clearly, the im-
pact of the L -feedback loop on the overall bandwidth increases
with increasing AFR errors. This should again stress that mod-
eling is a fundamental aspect of the work presented here.
For the sake of completeness, the input to the fuel film com-
pensator is repeated in Equation (48).
D
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(48)
Note however that, in principle, L -feedback only applies to
residual deviations; therefore, it does not need to be switched
off during transient. This is unusual and represents a great sim-
plification compared to conventional fueling strategies.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Experimental setup
In order to test the above controller, a series of experiments was
performed on a engine dynamometer at the Technical University
of Denmark (DTU). The engine is a 1275 cc British Leyland en-
gine, with the original cylinder head (2 siamesed intake ports)
replaced with a custom made head (4 independent intake ports)
more suitable for MPI operation. A new intake manifold was
built for this project. It consists of 4 straight runners (approx.
10 cm long and 350 cc each) with a plenum (approx 3000 cc).
Four injectors sprayed directly onto each intake valve. The ex-
act manifold volume (from valves to throttle plate) is 4332 cc.
The engine is throttled upstream of the plenum with an elec-
tronically controlled actuator (DBW, whose characteristics are
described in Section 4).
The engine is instrumented with the sensors necessary for the
controller (intake pressure and temperature sensors, barometric
pressure and temperature sensors, throttle position sensor, en-
gine position and engine speed sensor, K sensor) as described in
Section 4. The K sensor is a UEGO type sensor from NTK, with
a time constant of 50 ms approximately. A laminar air flow me-
ter is also mounted on the engine, upstream of the throttle plate,
in place of the conventional air filter. Note that this laminar flow
element is mounted only for the purpose of calibration and val-
idation of the controller; it is not a part of the controller itself.
Before logging any data, all sensors and actuators were care-
fully calibrated. The predictor/controller was implemented us-
ing a PC-based Engine Control Development System built at
DTU [31]. This system is built around a multi-tasking scheduler
which allows the use of a normal PC as a real-time computer.
All calculations are handled by the microprocessor of the PC
itself. Interface with the sensors and actuators is via A/D and
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Figure 13: Testing the 6-state observer. Notice the time lag between the DBW command and the actual throttle position
in Figure 13(a).
D/A cards (from ComputerBoards) in the expansion slots of the
PC. Because of the special requirements of this project, both the
hardware and software part of the Engine Control Development
System (ECDS) had to be modified.
In order to meet the increased computer power demand, the
whole system was migrated to a 200MHz Pentium PC. Because
of the high sampling frequency required during calibration (es-
pecially for the FFT’s), a timing board was added in the expan-
sion slot of the PC so that the scheduler can now be interrupted
up to 30000 times per second.
Possibility for preemption from an external interrupt line was
also added. In this way, the pulse signal from a 72-teeth wheel
mounted on the crankshaft could be used to interrupt the sched-
uler every 45 cdeg, as required by the AFR controller (or any
other value). On-line data-processing capability was added, and
monitoring features were improved as well as user friendliness
(the entire system is configurable in one "config" file written in
Pascal and assembly code programming is no longer necessary).
The AFR controller was implemented in Pascal as one task
of the ECDS. The outputs of the controller, the DBW command
( «>¬-­ ® ) and the fuel quantity ( ¯°± ) are sent, via the A/D board
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to the DBW unit and to the injection unit respectively.
Because the timing of the injection (control of injection de-
lay) is a critical issue in this project, a special PC-based sequen-
tial electronic fuel injection (SEFI) injection unit was devel-
oped. A second PC, with an A/D board (to communicate with
the ECDS and interface with the additional required sensors)
and a timing board (10 16-bit counters) from ComputerBoards
were installed in the expansion slots. It was programmed to
drive sequentially the four injectors (the beginning of each in-
jection pulse is phased 270 cdeg before top-dead-center of the
corresponding cylinder).
5.2 Testing the observer
Figure 13 shows the performance of the estimator both during
steady-state and fast transient operation. The throttle plate is
opened 20 deg with a rise time of 50 ms and the engine speed
varies between 2500 RPM and 3500 RPM. Despite the large
level of pumping fluctuation, the observer is capable of recon-
structing all the states with a remarkable accuracy. It is inter-
esting to note that the observer is capable of picking up the
fundamental component of the pumping fluctuations, ²³ (see
Figures 13(c) and 13(e)), while rejecting the higher harmon-
ics components (see Figure 13(g)), both during steady-state and
transient operation (see Figure 13(i)).
In Figure 13(d) the estimated throttle air mass is compared
with measured throttle air mass flow. Again, the accuracy is
excellent, also during the initial filling spike. Note that the level
of noise on the estimated throttle air mass flow has nothing to
do with the pumping fluctuations (at least directly). It is pure
noise which comes from the amplification (see Equation (6)) of
the noise on the estimated manifold pressure, ´
µ5¶·ﬀ¸
. This noise
is however a good indicator that the Kalman gains are properly
tuned. (Too little noise would indicate that the gains are too low,
and that the estimator is running almost open loop). Note also
how ¹
¶·º
(see Figure 13(h)) is capable of picking up the throttle
air mass flow estimation error. Again, it should be clear that the
throttle air mass flow measurement is not part of the observer,
and that it is shown here for the purpose of validation only.
The temperature estimates are shown on Figure 13(f). It is
interesting to see that despite a measured temperature excursion
during tip-in of only 5 K, the estimated actual temperature ex-
cursion is up to 18 K. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first
time that such transient temperature excursions are measured
(estimated) and the measurements reported in the literature.
Figure 13(j) illustrates the implication of these temperature
excursions on the error of the port air mass flow estimate, com-
pared to an estimate based on a speed density equation where
the transient temperature variation is ignored (isothermal as-
sumption). As can be seen in this case, the error is up to 6%; this
is unacceptably large for efficient TWC operation. For larger
throttle openings, the error can be up to 10% (temperature vari-
ation of 30 K).
In Figure 14, the experiment of Figure 13 is repeated with the
Kalman gains »6¼-½ and »¼ ³ set to zero. In this way, ´¹
¶·º
is forced
to zero. As can be shown, the throttle air mass flow estimation
error at small throttle openings remains uncompensated, which
leads to a static error on the temperature estimate (physically,
the throttle flow, and consequently the inflowing enthalpy, is
over estimated).
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Figure 14: Temperature estimates for the observer with-
out any compensation for the throttle air mass flow error
( É
Ê-Ë5ÌﬀÍÎÐÏ
).
5.3 Testing the model-based predictive AFR con-
troller
In Figure 15 the performance of the AFR controller is demon-
strated over a large operating range. For each step, the throttle is
operated with a 100 ms rise time. Most of the important engine
variables are plotted so that the operating range of the engine
during the test can be judged. The parallel lines on the lambda
plot represent the Ñ*ÒﬃÓ normalized AFR limits. The Ô achieved
clearly lies within these bounds. The correction term, ¹6ÕBÖ
¸º
,
from the Õ -feedback controller is also shown in Figure 15(e). It
should be pointed out that, due to a bad combustion chamber,
the background level of noise (measured at 3 standard devia-
tions) on the Ô -signal is around 1% (as can be seen in the last
three seconds of Figure 15(d)).
A typical conventional AFR control system will show Ô peaks
on the order of +/- 6-20% for a control input like that used in
this work. A sliding mode control system presented recently in
the literature shows peaks on the order of or +/-3.5% with throt-
tle angle inputs about the size of those demonstrated here [32].
An adaptive AFR control system published in 1995 with a sim-
ilar amplitude control input but around one input level and con-
stant engine speed has residual Ô noise like that in Figure 15(e)
[19]. Neural network AFR control was investigated in [33] with
a control input like that used here. The AFR control accuracy
possible was of +/- 6%. Earlier work at DTU using special port
air mass flow sensors and observer technologies gave a perfor-
mance close to that found in this work [34].
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the model-based
predictive AFR controller, a series of severe transient tests was
conducted on the engine, and the results are compared with a
non-predictive AFR controller (the controller is exactly the same
as the model-based predictive controller except that fueling is
based on the estimated port air mass flow rather than on the
predicted port air mass flow , i.e. × ØÙ
· ÚÛ ÜxÝßÞ6Þà
is replaced by
´
Ø
Ù
· Ú
Û Üà
in Equation (48)).
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In Figure 16, the throttle is repeatedly opened and closed be-
tween 25 deg and 35 deg, with a rise time of 100 ms and a
period of 0.5 s. The engine is operated at a constant speed of
2430 RPM. In spite of the severity of the test, the model-based
predictive controller is still capable of maintaining á within the
â*ãﬃä
limits. On the other hand, the non predictive controller
exhibits excursions up to 15%.
In Figure 17, the test is even more severe. The throttle is now
repeatedly opened end closed between 25 deg and 45 deg, with
a rise time of 50 ms and a period of 0.5 s. The model-based pre-
dictive controller still gives acceptable performance whereas the
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Figure 15: Test of the model-based predictive AFR con-
troller over a large operating region.
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Figure 16: Comparison between model-based predictive
(solid trace) and non-predictive (dashed trace) AFR con-
trollers under severe transient operation.
non-predictive controller drives the engine into regions where
combustion becomes unstable.
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Figure 17: Comparison between model-based predictive
(solid trace) and non-predictive (dashed trace) AFR con-
trollers under even more severe transient operation.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Some of the limitations imposed on AFR controllers have been
carefully reviewed. In particular, it is shown how determinis-
tic pumping fluctuations (periodic noise due to the reciprocat-
ing nature of the engine) and time delays (injection and trans-
port delays) can strongly penalize the achievable performance
(bandwidth) of AFR controllers during transients (no matter
how complex and how expensive the engine management sys-
tem is). The only way to circumvent these limitations is through
a proper choice of sensors and actuators, combined with the use
50
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of a model-based strategy. Careful control of the timing of the
strategy within the engine cycle was also found important.
The controller proposed in this paper is made up of three
parts:
1. A non-causal feedforward controller which uses infor-
mation about the future accelerator pedal position to pre-
dict the port air mass flow. In order to minimize the pre-
diction error, an Extended Kalman Filter based on the lat-
est intake manifold and temperature measurements serves
as a means to initialize the states of the predictor and to
extrapolate (the most recent) past information into the fu-
ture. This estimator is new, not only because of the model
on which it is based, but also because of the way the ob-
server gains are calculated. Since a large proportion of the
measurement noise is deterministic, a model of the pump-
ing fluctuations is also included in the estimator. In this
way, all the noise entering the observer can satisfactorily
be approximated as white noise. By inverting a Lyapunov
equation, the process noise intensities are calculated so as
to match the noise level observed on the measured vari-
ables. The controller also includes integral action to min-
imize steady-state estimation errors due to modeling inac-
curacy.
2. While the predictive feedforward controller provides the
necessary bandwidth during transient operation, a slower
û
-feedback controller is used to compensate for unavoid-
able long term steady-state AFR deviations.
3. Before injecting the fuel, the fueling dynamics is canceled
using an inverted model of the fuel puddling process.
The controller derived was tested on an engine dynamometer
and transient AFR traces were presented. The performance of
the estimator was successfully demonstrated over the entire op-
erating region with the calculated Kalman gains (fine tuning the
gains during dynamometer testing was not required). The ben-
efits of the predictive controller over non-predictive strategies
were also demonstrated.
However, it is felt that the fuel film compensator did not al-
ways work properly and that the predictor should therefore be
tested in more detail. It would be interesting to test the con-
troller on engines where the fuel film problem is absent, i.e. in
direct injection or gaseous fuel engines.
While the observer/controller which has been developed is
complex, it has been derived nearly without compromise as a
limiting example of what can practically be accomplished. It
is also true that if a proper fuel film compensator is available,
it will nearly always work as shown here. In contrast to many
other AFR control systems in the literature, proper account is
taken for the effects of compression, expansion and heat trans-
fer in the intake manifold. This ordinarily can lead to somewhat
erratic behavior during large rapid throttle inputs, especially if
the intake manifold is large compared to the engine displace-
ment volume.
Clearly, for production applications, some simplifications and
compromises will be necessary in the algorithm presented. Nev-
ertheless it is thought that the work which has been presented
sets a lower limit for what can be accomplished given the vari-
ability of combustion, common production tolerances and un-
avoidable engine noise.
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ACRONYMS
AFR . . . . Air/Fuel Ratio
AMFR . . . Air Mass Flow Related
cdeg . . . . Crankshaft Degrees
DBW . . . . Drive by Wire
DTU . . . . Technical University of Denmark
EABS4 . . ü6ý þ Order Event Average Based Sampling ([7], [8])
ECDS . . . Engine Control Development System, [35]
ECU . . . . Electronic Control Unit
EGO . . . . Exhaust-Gas-Oxygen
EKF . . . . Extended Kalman Filter
FFT . . . . Fast Fourier Transform
ß 
. . . . . Hydrocarbons
ISE . . . . . Integral Square Error
MAF . . . . Mass Air Flow
MAP . . . . Manifold Absolute Pressure
MAT . . . . Manifold Air Temperature
MPI . . . . Multi-Point Injection
MVEM . . Mean Value Engine Model
PI . . . . . . Proportional Integral
RPM . . . Revolutions Per Minute
SEFI . . . . Sequential Electronic Fuel Injection
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SI . . . . . . . Spark Ignition
SOI . . . . . Start Of Injection
TWC . . . . Three-Way Catalyst
UEGO . . Universal Exhaust-Gas-Oxygen
WOT . . . . Wide Open Throttle
VARIABLES

. . . . . . . Jacobian of  with respect to 

. . . . . . State matrix of the discretized linearized model
 . . . . . . . Throttle plate angle (position), [ 
	 ]


. . . . . . Accelerator pedal position (desired throttle posi-
tion), [ 
	 ]

 
. . . . DBW command ( 

delayed), [ 	 ]

 
. . . . . Predicted throttle plate position, [ 
	 ]


. . . . . Sampled accelerator pedal position, [ 
	 ]

. . . . Amplitude of the fundamental of the pumping fluc-
tuations [ ﬀﬂﬁ ]
ﬃ

. . . . . . Input matrix of the discretized linearized model
 
. . . . . . Discharge coefficient at the throttle plate
!
. . . . . . Compressibility coefficient at the throttle plate
"

. . . . . . Output matrix of the discretized linearized model
$#&%

 
. . . Coefficient of the discrete DBW model
$#&%

!
. . . Coefficient of the discrete DBW model
$#&%('
 
. . . Coefficient of the discrete DBW model
$#&%('
!
. . . Coefficient of the discrete DBW model
)*(+,
. . . . Throttle air mass flow model error, [ -/.01
 
]
2
3
+4
. . . . . Port air mass flow rate, [ -5.01
 
]
2
3
+&,
. . . . . Throttle air mass flow rate, [ -5.6071
 
]
2
3

. . . . . Cylinder port fuel mass flow, [ -5.60 1
 
]
2
3
8
. . . . . Injected fuel mass flow, [ -5.6071
 
]
2
3
9
. . . . Fuel vapor mass flow, [ -5.01
 
]
):; <6=
. . .
:
-feedback control input ( >
 
?@ A BDC
 
?6A E&F )
):
8
'
,
. . . .
:
-feedback control output (fueling correction term)
G
ﬀ
**
. . Intake pressure reconstruction error, [ ﬀﬂﬁ ]
2
H
; <,
. . . . Rate of heat transfer [IJ.071
 
]
G5K**
. . Intake temperature reconstruction error, [ L ]
MON
P QSR T U
QVP4W
9X Y Volumetric efficiency based on barometric pres-
sure, ﬀ
+*(
and intake manifold temperature,
KS*(+
'
M
*(+
'
9X Y . . . . Volumetric efficiency based on intake manifold con-
ditions
 . . . . . . . Differential system function
Z

. . . . . . Fundamental frequency, [ []\ ]
Z7 
. . . . . . First harmonic frequency, [ []\ ]
Z6!
. . . . . . Second harmonic frequency, [ []\ ]
Z
;
. . . . . . . Engine event frequency, [ []\ ]
^
. . . . . . . Output function
_
9
. . . . . . . Measurement noise intensity matrix
_

. . . . . . State excitation (process) noise intensity matrix
L . . . . . . Kalman gain matrix
`

. . . . . . Fuel film parameter (discrete model)
Lba . . . . . A gain in the
:
-PI controller (depends of c )
d
. . . . . . . Normalized air/fuel ratio
d
; <6=
. . . . Measured
d
in the exhaust manifold
d
8
'
,
. . . . .
d
at the intake port (non measurable)
3
+
. . . . . Mass of fresh air trapped in a cylinder, [ - ]
3

. . . . . Mass of fuel trapped in a cylinder, [ - ]
3

. . . . Desired mass of fuel at the intake port [ - ]
3

. . . . Fuel puddle mass, [ - ]
3feVg
 . . . . Fuel mass quantity (output of the feedback con-
troller), [ - ]
3
eVe
 . . . . Fuel mass quantity (output of the feedforward con-
troller), [ - ]
3
8
. . . . . Mass of injected fuel [ - ]
h

. . . . . . Fuel film parameter (discrete model)
c . . . . . . . Engine speed, [RPM]
ﬀ
+*(
. . . . Atmospheric manifold pressure, [ ﬀJﬁ ]
:
. . . . . . . Normalized excess of fuel (
 
? )
ﬀ
*+
' . . . Mean intake manifold pressure, [ ﬀJﬁ ]
ﬀ
*i*
. . . . Measured intake manifold pressure, [ ﬀﬂﬁ ]
ﬀkj . . . . . . Pressure ratio
ﬀkl

. . . . . Pressure upstream the throttle plate, [ ﬀJﬁ ]
H
. . . . . . . Variance matrix of the state vector 
m
 
. . . . . . . State of the pumping fluctuation model
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no . . . . . . . Output (and state) of the pumping fluctuation model
p5q
. . . . . . Variance matrix of the estimation error
nr sSt u . . . . Covariance of the vw(xy -state, [ z{
oi|6}7~
]
nsSt4 . . . Covariance of the kw(x -state, [ J
o
]
n
sSt  . . . Covariance of the Vw(x -state, [ 
o
]
n
sS . . . . Covariance of the Vw( -state, [ 
o
]
pJŁ
. . . . . . Measurement noise variance matrix
pJ
. . . . . Process noise variance matrix

. . . . . . . . Time [
}
] or normalized time [sampling period]

xw( . . . . Atmospheric manifold temperature, [  ]

q
. . . . . . . Loop delay (injection + transport delay) (depends of

) [
}
]
6 . . . . . . Fuel film evaporation time constant, [
}
]
S . . . . . . Engine event duration, [
}
]

. . . . . . . Crankshaft position, [ 
{ ]
Vw(x . . . Mean intake manifold temperature, [  ]
Vww . . . . Measured intake manifold temperature, [  ]
Vw( . . . . . Intake temperature sensor state variable, [  ]
V . . . . . . 
6sSt 
7t sS Normalized intake manifold temperature

 . . . . . . Sampling period [
}
]

. . . . . . . Input vector (state space model)

. . . . . . . Continuous measurement noise

q
. . . . . . Discrete measurement noise

r
sSt u . . . Process noise of the vw(xy -state equation


sSt  . . . Process noise of the  wx -state equation


sVs . . . Measurement noise of the  ww
S 
. . . . . Process noise of the n  -state equation


sSt  . . . Process noise of the Swx -state equation


sVs . . . Measurement noise of the Vww


sS . . . . Process noise of the Sw -state equation

. . . . . . Continuous state excitation (process) noise

q
. . . . . Discrete state excitation (process) noise

 . . . . . . Engine event frequency, [  7$
|6}
~
]
¡
. . . . . . . State vector (state space model)
¡
 . . . . . . Fraction of the injected fuel which is deposited on
manifold as fuel film
¢
. . . . . . . Output vector (state space model)
£
. . . . . . . Damping ratio (pumping fluctuations model)
CONSTANTS
¤S¥ . . . . . . Throttle plate angle at closed throttle position, [ 
{¦ ]
§

¥
¦¦¦
§
&¨ Fitting constant for the throttle air mass flow model
©
 . . . . . . Fitting constant for the air filter flow model
©
o . . . . . . Fitting constant for the air filter flow model
v . . . . . . . Fitting constant for the throttle air mass flow model
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Ratio of specific heats, 1.40 for air
¯
. . . . . . . Heat transfer coefficient [°
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|

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]

± ²
y . . . . Air filter flow resistance coefficient
³

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³
(1 for TWC optimal conversion effi-
ciency)
´
y µ . . . . . Stoichiometric mass air/fuel ratio, 14.67
¶ . . . . . . . Fitting constant for the throttle air mass flow model
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«
. . . . . Critical pressure ratio (at which a throat becomes
sonic)
  . . . . . . . . Specific gas constant, 287.0 °
|
z{
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|

~V
for air

r . . . . . . . Time constant of the v w(xy -model

 w¸· . . . Time constant of the intake temperature sensor [
}
]
¹
 º» . . . . Time constant of the UEGO sensor [
}
]

 . . . . . . . Sampling period in the crank domain, ¼$½7
{

q
±
 · . . . . Engine displacement, [ ¾
¨
]

w(x . . . Intake manifold volume, [ ¾
¨
]

q


. . . . DBW undamped natural frequency [  7

|}
~
]
£
q


. . . . DBW damping ratio
OPERATORS
}
. . . . . . . . Laplace operator
¿
À . . . . . . . Estimate of À
À . . . . . . . Mean of À
Á
À . . . . . . . Prediction of À
Â
À . . . . . . . One-step ahead prediction of À
À

. . . . . . Transpose of À
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APPENDIX
A Numerical solution to the implicit ( ÃÄ]ÅÆ , ÇSÈÉ ) problem
In order to calculate ÃÄÅ&Æ and ÇkÈÉ , a system of 2 algebraic nonlinear equations must be solved. These two equations are repeated in
Equations (49) and (50).
Ã
ÄfÅÆÊ Ë¸Ì
ÇSÍ
ÅÎÌ
ÇSÈÉ
Ì4ÏSÅ
Í(Ð&ÑÓÒ
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Ô
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(50)
A simple iterative solution, suitable for real-time control applications, is given below:
1. ÇSÈÉJÒðÇ Å Í(Ð (initial guess)
2. Calculate ÃÄ Å&Æ with Equation (49) (
Ø
st approximation)
3. Calculate ÇSÈÉ with Equation (50) (
Ø
st approximation)
4. Calculate ÃÄ]Å&Æ with Equation (49) ( ñ nd approximation)
5. Calculate ÇSÈÉ with Equation (50) ( ñ nd approximation)
6. Calculate ÃÄ]Å&Æ with Equation (49) ( ò rd approximation)
7. Calculate ÇSÈÉ with Equation (50) (Estimated ÇÓÈÉ )
8. Calculate ÃÄ]Å&Æ with Equation (49) (Estimated ÃÄ]Å&Æ )
Further iterations do not give any significant improvement of the estimates.
B ó -feedback controller
The ó -feedback controller used in the work presented is a simple proportional integral (PI) controller, designed using loop-shaping
techniques. No attempt has been made to achieve a very sophisticated controller and the objective of this Appendix is simply to document
how the PI controller used was tuned.
In order to be able to apply loop-shaping techniques, a simple linear model of the engine was used. If it is assumed that the fuelling
dynamics are almost compensated for by the transient fuel film compensator and that the air dynamics are almost compensated for by
the port air mass flow predictor, the plant can be modelled as the combination of a low-pass filter (with a time constant ôÈ6õ ö÷SÒ
Øøø
Äfù )
representing the UEGO sensor dynamics, and a delay ( ô7úkû
Ø
ò
øø(üý
þß
) representing the injection and transport delay. This is illustrated
in Figure 18 where the uncompensated fuel and air dynamics (due to errors in the predictor and in the fuel film compensator) enter the
system as a disturbance
ý
. The transfer function for the model is given in Equation (51).
óõ  
ó
è
Î6Æ
Ê ù
Ñ¸Ò

Ê
ß
ô
ú
Ï	
Ñ
Ø
Û
ôÈ7õ ö÷
ù
(51)
where
óõ   Ò
Ø

õ  
ó
è
Î6Æ
Ò Ø

è
Î6Æ
(52)
and where


õ   is the measured


in the exhaust, and


è
Î6Æ is the (unmeasurable)


at the intake port.
The transfer function of the PI controller is shown in Equation (53).
à
ó
è
Î6Æ
à
óõ  
Ê ù
ÑíÒ
å

Ø
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Ø
Û
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(53)
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Figure 18: A model of the engine suitable for tuning the PI J -feedback controller. The diagonal lines show which
parts of the system approximately compensate for each other. Note that the fuel and air dynamics are cancelled out by
the fuel-film compensator and the port air mass flow predictor respectively.
where KMLﬁN OP is the output of the controller and KMLRQ STVUXWYZ [ \^] WY[ _E` is the input. acb is chosen to give a 60 degree phase margin and
is a function of the engine speed (since the loop delay, dfe , is a function of g ).
The discrete realization of this controller is given in Equation (54).
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This is the form of the controller actually used in the work presented.
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1.4 A basic validation of the MVEM framework
The MVEM framework is based on a simplified physical picture of IC engine uti-
lizing as few regression based equations as possible. However, since physics un-
like mathematics cannot be proven, but only experimentally validated such a thing
as a proof for the MVEM framework does not exist. Hence, an effort to prove
the MVEM conception will not be conducted here, instead it will argued that the
MVEM framework provides a favorable and suitable way of engine modelling for
control applications.
The two articles previously presented probably represent the limits imaginable
for MVEM based AFR control of a port fuel injected SI engine for the following
reasons:
 The  controller is realized by applying a lumped version of the isother-
mal MVEM presented in [50, 47] and the fuel film model presented in [52].
This model was linearized and augmented with fictional inputs representing
the model variation introduced by variations in the volumetric efficiency, the
intake pressure and the engine speed. The AFR controller was finally veri-
fied by experiments and exhibited an acceptable AFR control performance.
Hence, this low-fidelity model manifests the possibilities available with sim-
plified MVEMs, a minimum need for engine mapping, and feedback control
strategies.
 The predictive AFR controller presented in the SAE-paper number 2000-01-
0260 utilizes a high-accuracy model to predict the time response of the intake
manifold dynamics. Comparing this AFR control strategy to the  strat-
egy, it is clear that the predictive control algorithm with the extended Kalman
filter initialization procedure is superior in terms of AFR performance. The
downside of the strategy is the extensive calibration (mapping) of the engine
required by the control design. Furthermore, due to the relatively long pre-
dictive horizon required (11 steps!) by the control design, causes danger of
a significant degradation in the control performance due to engine ageing ef-
fects and tolerances exists. One obvious example is the possible presence of
model and/or map interpolation errors, or unforseen external perturbations.
The effect of such scenarios will become more pronounced as the horizon
of prediction is extended due to error accumulation. The predictive feed-
forward control design is therefore more fragile than  feedback control
design. The predictive controller thus represents the other extreme made
possible with a high-fidelity MVEM and feed-forward control.
Following the arguments presented above it is clear that the MVEM frame-
work offers good modelling capabilities and scalability for a variety for different
control designs. Hence, it is of great interest to encourage the research in model
extensions to the MVEM framework and thereby making it easier to include many
of the recently introduced or emerging engine technologies. The extension of the
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MVEM framework with models of some of these new technologies is the topic of
the following chapter.
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Engine Modelling
This chapter will present the most important modelling work car-
ried out during this project. First, a new variable geometry
turbocharger model is presented and compared to manufacturer
maps, followed by the EGR and combustion modelling contribu-
tions. The EGR model is a simplified dynamic model just ad-
vanced enough that the influence of engine pumping may be in-
vestigated. The combustion modelling contribution is based on a
locally weighted regression methodology. Together with several
other automotive sub-models this forms the basis for the develop-
ment of an objective based C library intended for the SIMULINK 
environment.
2.1 Introduction
The last twenty years have enjoyed a dramatic interest increase in engine mod-
elling for control purposes and with good reason. The automotive industry stands
today, and in the recent past, faced with the problems of providing the market with
IC engines meeting the government emission legislation while still being able to
provide the customer with acceptable engine performance. In order to meet these
demands both the SI and CI (Compression Ignition) engines have undergone some
significant changes. Of these changes the most noticeable ones have probably been
made in the engine’s air path some of which are summarized below.
Modern standard SI engines are now equipped with EGR, electronic fuel injec-
tion of the GDI or MPI (Multi Point Injection) types, exhaust gas after treatment
components like the TWC, and DBW control of the engine throttle. The list of
components for more exotic engines is further augmented by auxiliaries like com-
pressors, turbochargers, and throttle-less mass flow control through VVT (Variable
Valve Timing) or VVL (Variable Valve Lift) technologies among others.
The development of and research in Diesel engines have not standing still ei-
ther. Some would even claim that the basic Diesel engine design has been changed
more radically than the SI engine. What used to be a noisy, smoking but robust
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engine mostly used in heavy duty vehicles has now attacked the SI engine’s main
terrain – namely the passenger car market. This has mainly been achieved through
new diesel injection technologies like the TDI (Turbo Direct Injection) system from
Volkswagen and the common–rail system, VGT/VNT (Variable Nozzle Turbine)
turbocharger technology, and HSDI (High Speed Direct Injection) engine designs.
The future diesel engine is thus approaching 70 7 EM , almost a factor 3 larger than
engines 20 years ago, while still providing an unbeatable fuel economy compared
to the SI engine. But trees do not grow into heaven; the diesel engine is generally
speaking still more polluting than the MPI SI engine with comparable displacement
volume in terms of NOX and soot emissions, and disregarding CO  emissions.
These problems the engine manufactures are trying to counteract by increasingly
tighter control of the EGR, the boost pressure and the fuel injection timing and
structure. Recycling a portion of the exhaust gas back to the intake manifold is
known to lower the combustion temperature mainly due to a higher thermal heat
capacity of the intake gas. However as EGR is also known to increase PM (Particu-
late Matter) production, which lately has received much public attention, since soot
particles apparently are cancer provocative. Thus in order to meet both the tighter
NOX and PM legislation some new diesel cars are being provided with exhaust
filters, known as DPF (Diesel Particle Filter). The long term efficiency and envi-
ronmental impact of such filters, however, still remains unverified. A schematic
layout of a modern diesel engine showing of the engine technologies mentioned is
shown in figure 2.1.
With this short overview of engine technologies already introduced or being
introduced in future passenger cars it is clear that the control burden has also ex-
perienced an almost exponentially growth. So far most automotive control algo-
rithms are developed using ad-hoc methodologies and often disregarding control
loops which are already implemented. This way natural interactions between en-
gine states might be disrespected and thereby lead to unfortunate control actions
(internal competing controllers). Hence, engine control source codes have grown
into a tremendously size which is both hard to understand and overview.
In the author’s opinion the only safe way to solve or ease the future control
burden is by using simple comprehensible engine modelling structures. Only such
structures can provide the control engineer with the necessary level of model com-
plexity such that natural physical couplings are respected, and still be abstract
enough to provide an overall picture of the dynamic engine behavior.
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1. Fuel injection pump 17. Cylinder head temperature sensor
2. Pump Control unit (PCU) 18. Vacuum pump
3. Fuel filter 19. Engine coolant temperature sensor
4. Electric fuel lift pump 20. Manifold absolute pressure sensor
5. Crankshaft position sensor 21. Air charge temperature sensor
6. Port deactivation position sensor 22. EGR cooler
7. Port deactivation vacuum actuator 23. Intercooler
8. Port deactivation vacuum regulator 24. Mass air flow sensor
9. EGR throttle position sensor 25. Air filter
10. EGR throttle vacuum actuator 26. Turbocharger compressor
11. EGR throttle vacuum regulator 27. Turbocharger turbine
12. EGR valve position sensor 28. Turbocharger wastegate
13. EGR valve vacuum actuator 29. Catalytic converter
14. EGR valve vacuum regulator 30. Instrument cluster
15. Glow plug 31. Accelerator pedal
16. Fuel injector 32. Ignition key
Figure 2.1: Layout schematic of a modern Diesel engine equipped with EGR and
a waste-gate controlled turbocharger (courtesy of Ford Motor Company).
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2.2 Explanatory remarks
The specific stagnation or total enthalpy of a gas, ¡  , will here be defined as the
sum of the static enthalpy,  , kinetic energy and potential energy,
¢ ¤£¥¦¨§ª©
«
¦­¬7® (2.1)
where
§
is the gas velocity, ¬ is the height, and ® is the gravitational accelera-
tion. The potential energy contribution is often of minor importance in most engine
modelling aspects and can thus safely be neglected. Hence equation 2.1 reduces
to,
¢ ¤£¥¦
§ª©
«
(2.2)
Furthermore it will be assumed that the gas properties pressure ¯ , temperature °
and volume ± relation can be described by the ideal gas law:
¯¡±²£´³¶µ·° (2.3)
where ³ is the mass of the gas, and µ is the gas constant. This assumption is
reasonable for moderate pressures and temperatures [87].
The specific heat capacities at constant volume, ¸0¹ , and constant pressure, ¸ﬁº ,
are derived from the the internal gas energy » and the enthalpy,  , in the following
manner,
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since the specific internal energy and the specific enthalpy are functions of temper-
ature only.
The difference in the specific heats equals the gas constant, µ
µÈ£Ç¸º¼ÉÊ¸R¹ (2.5)
while heat capacity ratio is defined as,
Ë
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Ë
Ä°ªÅ (2.6)
The specific heats will in this text be assumed constant, if this is not explicitly
stated, since most of the temperature changes experienced in the engine air path1
1The combustion processes excepted
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are moderate. Hence, descriptive values of Ì , ÍÏÎ and ÍÐ will be used.
ÍRÎ¼ÑÇÒÇÓ	ÍRÎyÓÔªÕ7ÖMÔªÕ
ÍÐÆÑÇÒÇÓ	ÍÐ¢ÓÔªÕ7ÖMÔªÕ
Ì¶ÑÇÒÇÓrÌpÓÔªÕ7ÖMÔªÕ
with
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(2.7)
The mean value notation will be in the following be omitted for the sake of conve-
nience.
The gas temperature and pressure are for an isentropic2 process related as
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The stagnation pressure and temperature can now be found from the definitions
and functions given above,
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if the gas is isentropically brought to rest.
2.3 Turbocharger modelling
2.3.1 Introduction
A buzz word in the automotive industry today is engine downsizing. This is
not so much derived from an economic point of view but rather from a packag-
ing/performance point of view. The list of auxiliary components in a standard car’s
engine compartment has clearly increased over the last decade. Components like
the air conditioning coolant pump, closed coupled TWC, hydraulic steering as-
sistance, air/pollen filters for the cabin air, not to mention all the added sensors
and actuators, are all parts of a standard middle class car today. Meanwhile, the
engine compartment size has decreased to meet the increased customer require-
ments for cabin and trunk space while keeping the overall size of the car the same.
Thus designing an engine compartment containing all the necessary components is
nowadays often a very challenging task for the designers. Lastly, engine downsiz-
ing is also a way to reduce the weight of the car, whence improving car handling
and mileage.
Downsizing a NA engine while maintaining the same engine performance in
terms of torque and power over the entire operating range of the engine though is
2Adiabatic and reversible process
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not an easy task. The maximum power a given engine can deliver is limited by
how much fuel it can burn efficiently. This is of course dependent upon how much
fresh air the engine can induct per cycle.
A way to maintain engine torque and power as the engine displacement vol-
ume decreases, at least in a steady state sense, is by intake air supercharging, i.e
increasing the intake manifold air density. The basic methods of supercharging are
mechanical supercharging, turbocharging and pressure wave supercharging.
Mechanical supercharging is most often done by a separate air compressor di-
rectly driven by the engine through a belt/chain drive or gear3.
Turbocharging implies the use of an exhaust manifold mounted turbine to ex-
tract energy from the exhaust gas. The turbine is directly coupled to the compressor
through a shaft, thus a part of the exhaust energy extracted is returned to the intake
manifold in terms of an air density increase.
The last method mentioned, which is highly uncommon today, is pressure wave
supercharging. This method is probably best known as Comprex supercharging.
The Comprex devices make use of the fact that the pressure equalisation happens
a lot faster than the temperature equalisation if two fluids with different pressures
and temperatures are brought together in a long narrow pipe. The schematics of
such a device together with a brief introduction of the elementary theory behind
the Comprex compressor can be found in [54].
The idea of supercharging the intake air on IC engines is not new, but has in the
past mostly been used on stationary CI engines operating at constant speed or in
race cars. Fitting a turbocharger to a normal SI car is quite clearly not an easy task
for the following reasons. First, one major problem when fitting to a turbocharger
on a SI engine is engine knocking (fuel mixture detonation). This problem can by
minimized by increasing the quality of the fuel e.g. increasing the gasoline octane
number and/or by fuel additives like lead. Increasing the octane number is costly
and lead additives are now prohibited for environmental reasons. Hence, the only
really effective method to avoiding engine knocking is by engine compression ratio
reduction. However, the engine’s fuel efficiency is thereby also reduced. Secondly,
it is only recently that the turbocharging technology has reached such level of matu-
rity that the wide flow range experienced in CI/SI engines for private transportation
can be attained, while at the same time maintaining a reasonable compressor ef-
ficiency. Third, the automotive industry is very cost sensitive. Overall earnings
per car in the range of 1% of the sales price in this industry is rather the rule than
the exception. Thus, a costly component like a turbocharger or compressor is only
introduced in middle class cars if it is really necessary from the competitive point
of view.
Thus, it is only in recent years that downsized supercharged SI/CI engines in
larger numbers are starting to emerge in the automotive market. The growth in the
diesel market has been so dramatic, though, that turbocharged diesel engines are
3A clutch is sometimes included in the compressor transmission for noise and/or fuel consump-
tion reasons.
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ruling the CI engine market today.
For the reasons presented above turbocharger modelling is becoming more and
more necessary in off-line simulations and for engine control system design. It has
here been decided to investigate turbomachinery with variable nozzle geometry
since this seems to be the turbocharger technology for the present and near future.
2.3.2 Turbocharger parameters
The characteristics of a turbine or compressor are often provided in maps. These
maps relate turbomachinery quantities like isentropic efficiency, mass flow rate,
pressure ratio and rotational speed together. An example of a compressor map is
shown in figure 2.2. The actual mapping process itself is normally carried out at
constant rotational speeds as implied by figure 2.2. These lines of constant speed
will in this text, adopted from [83], be referred to as ’speedlines’.
Turbocharger flow rate ( üýþ or üýÛß ) and rotational speed (   þ or   ß ) are in the
maps normally corrected with respect to upstream conditions. This is done in order
that the characteristics of the turbocharger can be represented by just one map (loss
temperature dependencies are however neglected).
It is customary to correct the parameters in one of the following two ways,
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where the subscript 01 refers to upstream stagnation conditions. The latter correc-
tion method, used by Garrett4 (see e.g. [14]), will be adopted here.
2.3.3 Centrifugal compressor model
2.3.3.1 Compressor elementary
The centrifugal (radial) compressor consists of four basic components or sections:
ﬀ A stationary inlet casing (vaned or vaneless).
ﬀ A rotating impeller.
ﬀ A stationary diffuser (vaned or vaneless)
ﬀ Collector/Volute
Figure 2.3 shows a sketch of a centrifugal compressor with a vaneless inlet and
diffuser. These components have the following functions:
4Now part of Allied Signal
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Figure 2.2: Compressor map of a Allied Signal centrifugal compressor with back-
sweep impeller, splitter blades, and vaneless diffuser. The two dashed lines are the
surge line and maximum efficiency line, respectively, left to right.
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Figure 2.3: Centrifugal compressor components.
First, the inlet casing is responsible for guiding the air to the inducer (impeller
inlet). Since the compressor efficiency is strongly affected by the air flow inlet
angle relative to the blade angle some inlet casings are equipped with guide vanes
such that the flow inlet angle is as optimal as possible. The optimal vane angle is
however a function of the inlet gas velocity (see figure 2.20 on page 90). Hence,
inlet vanes are normally omitted in automotive turbochargers due to the large inlet
flow velocity variation experienced in an engine.
Second, the impeller is normally the only moving part in an automotive com-
pressor and is probably the most important compressor component. This com-
ponent is responsible for lowering the gas velocity relative to the impeller blades
i.e. turning velocity (kinetic energy) into a static pressure as close as possible to
the adiabatic compression curve, while accelerating the gas with as few losses as
possible in the rotational direction.
Third, the diffuser’s job is to turn the high exit gas velocity into static pressure
by slowing the gas carefully down to an acceptable level. The conversion is accom-
plished due to the increase of the cross sectional area. This component is in some
cases, like the inlet casing, equipped with guide vanes to improve the diffusion
process. However, the efficiency is highly dependent upon the inlet angle. Hence
the diffuser used is normally of the vaneless type.
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Finally, the gas is collected in the collector and sent to the compressor outlet.
The cross sectional area is increased along the flow path, hence the name volute,
leading to further diffusion.
The gas process described can be depicted in an enthalpy-entropy diagram. An
illustrative example of such a diagram is depicted in figure 2.4. The enthalpy-
entropy diagram enables inspection of the different departures from isentropic
compression in the stage. Station 00 represents ambient conditions. The gas is
first speeded up on its way to the inducer thus lowering the dynamic enthalpy by
the quantity =
>
?
@ . The actual energy transfer taking place in the impeller is indicated
by the path 1-2. The departure from isentropic compression is mainly due to col-
lision and friction losses in the impeller channels when the compressor is operated
in the stable region of the compressor map. The path 2-3-4 describes the gas diffu-
sion process from impeller outlet to collector outlet. If the diffusion process were
ideal the stagnation pressure would be raised by = >
>
@ to the ACB @ level. The diffusion
is however not accomplished isentropically, and the some kinetic energy still re-
mains at the stage exit (e.g. due to mass conservation). Hence the static pressure
delivered at the compressor outlet is A
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Figure 2.4: Centrifugal compressor entropy–enthalpy diagram
The impeller, as mentioned previously, is the only component in the compres-
sor stage where mechanical energy is transformed into thermodynamic energy. The
total increase in specific enthalpy thus is
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This specific energy consumption can be derived by investigating the changes in
gas velocity from impeller eye (inducer) to impeller tip. Figure 2.5 illustrates the
velocity distribution at the impeller eye.
Since the blade speed between hub and shroud differs it is in the literature
customary to use the blade diameter, lmk ,that divides the inlet area into two annuli
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Figure 2.5: Inducer velocity triangles. The blue triangle and the black triangles
show the velocity distribution with and without pre-whirl, respectively
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of equal area for speed calculations, thus
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where
x
  and
x
  are the hub and shroud diameter of the inducer, respectively.
Whence, the tangential speed of the impeller eye, Ł
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, at this diameter is
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The air is entering the inducer at this diameter with the absolute velocity 
{
. Given
the blade and gas velocities the gas velocity relative to the impellers blades, 
{
,
can found from the following vectorial relationship5 ,
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The torque exerted on the impeller on the inlet side can thus be found to be,
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since the angular momentum of the gas is the moment of linear momentum. Hence,
the torque exerted is the product of the mass flow

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
, radius and the tangential
velocity component, 
{
 ¢ .
The energy transfer to the impeller on the inducer side is found as the product
of the torque and angular speed,
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The velocity triangle at the impeller tip is shown in figure 2.6.
The figure shows the ideal velocity triangle (no slip) together with the actual
velocity triangle. The term slip factor expresses the ratio between the tangential
component of the absolute velocity and either one of the tangential velocities; under
ideal conditions or the impeller tip speed. Thus, slip, ¤ , is defined as
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The slip phenomenon is discussed in more detail in section 2.3.3.2.
The torque exerted on the air by the impeller,  y , is again found from angular
momentum considerations to be
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and the power consumed is
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5The subscripts are omitted, since velocity triangles are in general constructed according to equa-
tion 2.15.
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Figure 2.6: Velocity triangle at the impeller tip.
The impeller power consumption, µ·¶ , can now derived from equation 2.17 on
the facing page and 2.20 on the preceding page to be
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This formula is also known as the Euler equation. In order to shed more light on
the energy transfer, one must revert to the velocity triangles drawn in figure 2.5 and
in figure 2.6. The relative velocity, Ð , at impeller exit or inlet is given by
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Using this expression the Euler equation can be rewritten as
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The first term in this alternative form of the Euler equation represents the absolute
kinetic energy change in the impeller. The second term represents the change in
centrifugal energy as the gas is moved from one radius of rotation to another. This
rotational energy raises the static pressure in the impeller. Finally, the static im-
peller pressure is also changed as the velocity relative to the impeller changes. This
contribution is represented by the third term in equation 2.23
Most of the compressors, if not all, in automotive turbochargers are constructed
without stationary pre-whirl vanes in front of the inducer. Pre-whirl vanes enhance
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the compressor efficiency around some mass flow design point. The efficiency
outside the design region, however, will be tempered dramatically. This hampers
the employment of pre-whirl vanes in compressors experiencing large mass flow
variations e.g. automotive compressors. The theory presented in the literature
(see [83], [87] and [40]) states that the tangential component (whirl) of the air
approaching the inducer is negligible. Thus, the enthalpy transfer described by the
Euler formula in equation 2.21 on the page before reduces to
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Using the slip definition ô¨õ÷ö(øù úû
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this equation may be rewritten as
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Thus, the specific energy transfer is dependent on the impeller speed alone if the
slip factor is assumed constant.
2.3.3.2 Slip
The slip phenomenon is experienced under all normal flow conditions, since the
inertia (mass) of the gas prevents the tangential gas velocity from matching the
tangential blade velocity. The gas will thus rotate relative to the impeller channel,
but in the opposite direction. Whence the tangential velocity of the gas,
ñ
ðè
ò
,
leaving the impeller will be smaller than the ideal tangential velocity (
ïhð
for a
radial designed impeller) due to this relative rotation. The phenomenon is sought
illustrated by the impeller tip schematics in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Relative flow conditions for a radial impeller without splitter blades and
an impeller of the backsweep type with splitter blades, along with an illustration of
the flow separation at the impeller outlet
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The figure shows the schematics of an impeller with radial design and a back-
sweep impeller with splitter blades, respectively, together with the relative gas ve-
locity along the blades. The problem of using radial impellers vs. backsweep
impellers in automotive applications is clear from the figure. Due to the harder
radial acceleration of the gas in the radial case the pressure difference between
the pressure side (blade front side) and the suction side (blade backside) is larger.
Hence, the chance of flow separation and thus compressor surge is greater. The
backsweep impeller, however, accelerates the gas more gently6 , and together with
the use of splitter blades the pressure difference between the pressure- and suction
side of the impeller blade is smaller. Thus, the surge region of backsweep impeller
compressors is smaller providing the backsweep impeller with a larger stable op-
erating range compared to that of the radial type. The maximum energy transfer
for a backsweep impeller, however, will be lower due to the lower tangential gas
velocity at the impeller tip.
The existence of this pressure difference between the pressure- and suction side
of the impeller leads to an obvious velocity difference between the gas exiting the
impeller at the suction side and pressure side, respectively. The existing flow is so
to say split in a ”main jet stream” and a ”wake jet stream”. It is stated in [87] that
the ”wake jet flow” comprises approximately 15% of the mass flow but occupies
35% of the impeller exit area for a radially vaned impeller close to the surge region.
This, of course, complicates the mean velocity computation of the gas leaving the
impeller.
An empirical attempt to describe the speed conditions at the impeller tip within
the confines of one-dimensional modelling is by the use of the slip factor definition.
This factor is explained below.
It is customary in the literature (see [83], [87] and [40]) to express the idealness
of the compressor as the ratio between the actual tangential gas velocity,
$&%(' )
, and
the ideal absolute exit velocity,
$*)(' %,+
, or the impeller tip speed, -
)
. This ratio is
known as the slip factor and is, as mentioned, defined by
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The slip factor, . , can be increased by increasing the number of impeller blades.
The added viscous drag from the blades will hamper the relative gas rotation at
the cost of larger frictional losses and added manufacturing complexities. Numer-
ous models for the slip factor exist in the literature, [117] and [36]. Most of these
models are based solely on design parameters. One such fixed slip factor formula,
6The effective channel path of a backsweep impeller is longer compared to a radial impeller for
the same impeller diameter
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which can be applied to both backsweep type and radial vaned impellers, is pre-
sented in [87] and is repeated here,
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BDGIHKJ#L,MNPO
E Q
(2.28)
with R = 0.3 for a radial vaned impeller and 0.2 for a backsweep impeller.
However, the slip factor is known to vary with mass flow, [87], [115] and [15].
A mass flow dependent slip factor formulation is presented in [15] (see also [83]).
The formula, known as the Reffstrup slip factor, is repeated in equation 2.29.
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where
X
is the ratio between radial gas velocity,
S
8
V r
, and impeller tip speed,
X
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~
is the number of impeller blades, y{ impeller outlet diameter, } impeller outlet
width, and w 8 is the static outlet gas density.
The Reffstrup slip formula will be used throughout the rest of the compres-
sor modelling work in this text, since it includes a dependency on the mass flow
rate. The eminent importance of this mass flow dependency will become clear in
section 2.3.3.5 on page 79.
Remark: The slip angle,
_
8 , and impeller blade angle,
_
8
V `
, are defined counter-
clockwise. Hence, both angles are negative for backsweep type impellers.
2.3.3.3 Total energy transfer or K u modelling
The total energy transfer to the compressor can be found by combining equa-
tion 2.25 on page 72 and the Reffstrup slip factor. Thus, the following structure
of the Euler equation is obtained
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The factor multiplying the squared impeller tip speed may be split in a constant
and mass flow dependent part, thus the specific energy transfer takes the following
form
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(2.33)
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Since it is assumed that all gases can treated as perfect gases the enthalpy rise
across the compressor stage may formulated as
,1,Ig(Io*z,Iez((
(2.34)
The ”total to total” isentropic efficiency7, 
o 
, is defined as the ratio between
the total specific energy transfer and the specific energy transfer required for an
isentropic compression, thus

o 0
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,o  
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
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The relation between pressure and temperature for an isentropic process is re-
peated in equation 2.36 £=¤

£
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£
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(2.36)
The expression for the total specific energy transfer as function of ambient
conditions, stage efficiency and pressure ratio may now be found by combining
equations 2.34, 2.35 and 2.36.
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Utilizing the equations 2.32 and 2.37, the impeller speed, stage efficiency, mass
flow and pressure ratio may be related.
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2.3.3.4 Compressor data
Having developed the background for one dimensional compressor modelling in
the preceding sections the one dimensional compressor model’s accuracy with real
data will now be examined. It has been decided to evaluate the final physical
compressor model, to be finalized in the coming sections, based on data for three
different compressors to prove the model’s generality. The intermediate results
obtained for compressor A, however, will only be presented for the sake of clarity
and convenience. The data for the compressors, all manufactured by Allied Signal
Ltd., are listed in table 2.1.
All the compressors have the same design except for the trim size ( ¹
  ¡
– ¹|º
ratio, see [14] and figure 2.4). Although the difference on the outer diameter of
the inducer, ¹
  ¡
, seems negligible, the effect on the compressor characteristic is
7The difference between ”total to total” and ”total to static” efficiency is often negligible for most
compressors calculations, since the volute exit velocity is small
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Compressor A Compressor B Compressor C
Manufacture Allied Signal Ltd. Allied Signal Ltd. Allied Signal Ltd.
Compressor Type No. C101 E(44) C101 E(44) C101 E(44)
Impeller diameter [mm] 44 44 44
Trim 55 50 45
A/R 0.33 0.33 0.33
Main blade No. 6 6 6
Splitter blade No. 6 6 6
Impeller tip width » [mm] 4 4 4
Inducer dia. (hub) » [mm] 12 12 12
Inducer dia. (shroud) [mm] 32.6 31.1 29.5
Impeller tip angle
»
[ ¼ ] -45 -45 -45
Inducer blade angle
»
[ ¼ ] -40 -40 -40
Table 2.1: Experimental compressor specifications. Remark: Measures marked
with ½ are found by local dismantling of the turbocharger and should such be treated
of more descriptive than accurate.
tremendous. The importance of trim setting is evident when comparing the char-
acteristics of the compressors in figure 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10. A trim decrease loosely
speaking moves the whole of the compressor map closer to the abscissa. An inter-
esting effect of a trim decrease is the movement of the so called stonewall (max-
imum mass flow for a given impeller speed). However, the effect is as expected
since the inducer by design is the flow limiting component of the compressor, and
hence a natural consequence of the radial gas velocity deceleration/radial stage area
enlargement. Whence, the radial area must increase along the impeller channel to
convert the radial kinetic energy into pressure.
Another interesting observation, confirming a typical problem, is the notorious
lack of data points at low pressure ratios8.
The use of the compressor data presented in the figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 is
complicated by the fact that the efficiency data point and speedline data point in-
dices do not coincide. To overcome this problem interpolated efficiency values
are computed for each speedline point. Speedline data points necessitating an effi-
ciency extrapolation are omitted.
The computation of the interpolated efficiency surface is outline in the follow-
ing. First a data grid is constructed by Delaunay data triangulation, see [32] and
[80], such that each data point is connected to its natural neighbors. This set of
triangles based on the scattered compressor data are then used to define what data
points are appropriate in a subsequent identification procedure. This way of defin-
ing properness for an interpolation point is fortunate, since interpolation indices
that are not contained within a triangle may be discarded i.e. data extrapolation
can be avoided; a property clear from figure 2.11. Having defined interpolation
point properness and identification data a cubic interpolation is carried out forcing
the efficiency surface through each data point.
8Compressor map points at lower impeller speed are often not provided by the manufacturer.
The reason is rather obvious; the small temperature increase across the stage at such operating point
makes it difficult to assess the compressor accurately.
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Figure 2.8: Compressor A efficiency and flow characteristics together with surge
line and maximum efficiency line. The data points are marked with ’+’
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Figure 2.9: Efficiency and flow characteristics for compressor B
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Figure 2.10: Efficiency and flow characteristics for compressor C
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2.3.3.5 úû=ü,ý model deduction from data
The specific enthalpy speedlines may be derived by using equation 2.37 on page 75.
The computed enthalpy speedlines are plotted in figure 2.12. Looking at the speed-
lines in the left plot the importance of a correct efficiency estimation is evident.
The difference between the speedlines based on interpolated efficiency data and
the speedlines derived using the mean value of the efficiency data is not negligible.
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Figure 2.12: The left plot, on basis of the interpolated efficiency surface computed,
shows the specific enthalpy speedlines. Speedline points necessitating efficiency
extrapolation are omitted. The dashed enthalpy speedlines are derived using the
efficiency mean value. The normalized enthalpy speedlines are plotted in the right
figure.
It was found in section 2.3.3.3 on page 74, equation 2.32, that the total specific
energy transfer can also be deduced from the impeller speed and mass flow. This
equation is repeated below for the sake of convenience.
úûü,ýﬀ

ﬁﬃﬂ "!$#
%
ý

&
(2.39)
According to [83] the coefficients
ﬂ
and
!
may be regarded as constants for a given
speed under the assumption that the gas density stays constant throughout the im-
peller channel. The validity of this statement is to some extent confirmed by the
structure of the speedlines in the right plot in figure 2.12, since the the individ-
ual speedlines are almost linear functions of
þ
ß 
')( . The statement may, however,
be tested since
ﬂ
is given by geometric data alone and the varying parameter in!
is static density at the impeller tip, *

. Hence, the only assumption which has
to be tested is the validity of the *
,+
*ﬃ- assumption. This will be tested in the
following.
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The enthalpy at the impeller tip and volute exit are related in the following
manner .0/2135476 83
9;:
.0/21=<>476 8
<
9;:
.0/21
8
476 8
8
9
(2.40)
The density at the impeller tip, ? 8 , may be derived as
?
8
:
?
3A@
13
1
8CBED
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(2.41)
under the assumption that the diffuser and volute are lossless i.e. the kinetic energy
available at the impeller tip is transformed into pressure isentropically. This as-
sumption is justifiable for the whole operating range of a compressor with vaneless
diffuser, since the diffuser and volute losses together only comprise a maximum of
5% of the total enthalpy losses according to [87] and [40].
The specific kinetic energy at the impeller tip, JLK , may be found by using the
velocity triangle in figure 2.6 and the slip factor definition
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The kinetic energy remaining at stage exit is often of minor importance i.e. the
exit velocity is negligible. Hence, the enthalpy equation in equation 2.40, may be
reduced without any loss of generality to
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(2.43)
The temperature
1
8 may now implicitly be computed from equation 2.41, 2.42
and 2.43 by computing the minimum quadratic criterion
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Figure 2.13 depicts the iteratively computed impeller temperature,
1
8 , and im-
peller density, ? 8 . The stage outlet temperature
153
is derived from compressor data
as 13
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and the density as
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(2.46)
and are include in the figure as boundary conditions. The figure clearly shows that
the assumption ? 8
:
?
y
used in [83] is not valid. The static impeller tip density
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Figure 2.13: The left plot shows the iteratively computed impeller tip temperature,

, speedlines together with the outlet temperature,

. Using these temperatures
the gas densities 

and 

may be found. The computed densities are illustrated in
the plot to the right together with a linear fit of the impeller density, 

. Computa-
tions utilizing surge data are marked with   .
is approximately 50% larger than =¡ in the high pressure region of the compressor
map.
The question is how this knowledge can be include in a model for the total
specific energy transfer, ¢£

. The kinetic energy available at the impeller tip can
from the above discussion be derived based on the impeller velocity triangle. Hav-
ing computed this energy, the temperature
¤
may be found analogous to equa-
tion 2.43. But since the triangle itself is temperature dependent, the solution to

/ 

will be of implicit nature if this method of calculation is chosen. To over-
come this hurdle it is decided here to utilize the apparently linear relationship in
figure 2.13 between the pressure ratio ¥¦ and the impeller tip density 

. Whence,
a descriptive value for 

is found as

M§q¨

Ł
¥©¦«ªY¬

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(2.47)
The identified parameters for all three compressors are listed in table 2.2.
­C®°¯A± kg
m ²W³ ´
®°¯A± kg
m ²W³ µ
­C®°¯¶
´
®°¯·0¸ ¹»º0¼

± kg
m ²W³ ½

± kg
m ²W³ ¾
Ł¿À»ÁaÂÄÃMÅ kg
¯
m ÆÄÇ
Compressor A 0.2924 0.8359 1.1283 1.1680 1.348
Compressor B 0.2971 0.8680 1.1651 1.1680 0.652
Compressor C 0,3181 0,8359 1.1540 1.1680 0.990
Table 2.2: Identified parameter for 
A§
f È ¥©¦aÉ .
The generality of the functional dependency found between ¥5¦ and 

is con-
firmed by the small variance around the identified line, and by the fact that the 

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estimate for the boundary condition ÊËAÌÎÍ is very close to the ambient gas density,
ÏﬃÐ
Ì
ÏbÑSÐ .
The ordinate in figure 2.12’s right plot is normalized by the identified ÒÏÓ func-
tion. The result is illustrated in figure 2.14. The normalization leads to a further
regularization of the normalized enthalpy speedlines.
The green dashed line in Figure 2.12 shows the best linear fit for the ÔÖÕ
×Ø
Ù
ÚSÛÝÜ)Û)Þlßàaá
Ø
Ü
Û
Ûãâ
data set. The identified slope, Òä , and constant, Ò
å
, of the line are estimates of ä and
å
in a rewritten form of equation 2.32 on page 74
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Figure 2.14: Non- (black solid) and ÏﬃÓ (red solid) normalized energy curves. The
dashed green line is the best general fit forced through the Ï©Ó normalized energy
speed curves.
In contrast to equation 2.32, the ä and
å
parameters in equation 2.48 are only
dependent upon geometrical compressor specifications. This is thus a identification
procedure which is no longer operating point dependent.
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1
2
1
354.6798;:=<
m >@?
Compressor A 0.8893 -2.2865
Compressor B 0.8443 -2.2102
Compressor C 0.8280 -2.4138
2
354.6798;:
<
m >@?
Geometric 0.8571 -2.1554
Table 2.3: Identified A and B parameters for the three compressors.
The identified parameters for all compressors are listed in table 2.3 together
with the coefficients based on geometrical specifications.
The agreement between theory and data is good. The linear description found
in equation 2.48 can estimate the total specific energy transfer to the compressor
with good accuracy.
The CEDGF+H model validity is confirmed further by figure 2.15. Furthermore, the
convex effect of the impeller tip density, IGJ , on the speedlines is evident on the
high speed curves ( KLHNMPO.QSR krpm).
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Figure 2.15: CEDa`&H speedlines for compressor A. The dashed black speedlines are
measurement data and the blue lines are derived using equation 2.48.
The slip phenomenon is revisited as an addition to this section. In the iterative
search procedure for b5J it is necessary to compute the slip factor, c . The slip factor
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is derived from the measurements as
dfehgEiGj&k
lm
m
(2.50)
The tangential gas velocity, n mo p , can be found by trigonometry as9,
n
mo p
e
l
mWq
n
mo rtsuvNwam (2.51)
Inserting equation 2.50 in 2.51 and using the mass conservation law w5m is found
to be
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(2.52)
Equation 2.52 makes it possible to study compressor slip as the mass flow
through the compressor is varied. This is seen in the plot to the left in figure 2.16.
The general tendency independent of impeller speed is a wm increase as the com-
pressor mass flow is increased. The plot right in the figure depicts the calculated
slip factor. The slip factor decreases here in agreement with the theory developed
as the mass flow increases.
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Figure 2.16: The left plot depicts the computed angle, wm , of the relative outlet
velocity  m . The corresponding computed slip factors are illustrated in the plot to
the right. Computations utilizing surge data are marked with  .
2.3.3.6 Speedline shapes
The previous section provides an important paradigm in understanding the shape
of the speedlines based on geometry alone. It was found that the specific energy
consumed by the compressor,
gEitj&k
, may be described by two parameters, a slip
9Remark:   is negative for a backsweep impeller.
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factor,  , and the squared impeller tip velocity,  ¢¡
¡
. The level of slip is very im-
portant in predicting the specific energy consumed, £E¤¥&¦ , by the compressor, and
is fundamentally speaking a measure of the ratio between the tangential velocity
of the gas leaving the impeller and the impeller tip speed. Whence, the slip should
not be mistaken for a loss, but rather the compressor’s ability to transfer energy.
The slip level is found to be dependent upon two geometrically given constants §
and ¨ , and one operating point dependent parameter ©
ªW«
¬­®¯­
.
The pressure ratio °t± across the the stage can be found from equations 2.37
and 2.48 to be
°a±²´³¶µ
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(2.53)
where the parameter § is a positive constant. The sign of ¨ is impeller blade angle
dependent
¨ÐÏÒÑÔÓ forward sweep impeller, Õ
¡
· Ö
ÏÒÑ
¨²ÀÑÔÓ radial impeller, Õ
¡
· Ö
²ÀÑ
¨Ð×ÒÑÔÓ backsweep impeller, Õ
¡
· Ö
×ÒÑ
(2.54)
Note that the solution to °Ø± is implicit due to the functional dependence between
Ù
¡
and °a± .
The transformation of enthalpy into pressure for a radial and backsweep im-
peller, respectively, are illustrated in figure 2.17 and figure 2.18. According to
equation 2.48 the enthalpy rise across a radial stage during stable compressor oper-
ation (no choke and surge operation) is only rotational speed dependent. These con-
stant enthalpy speedlines are transformed into constant °± speedlines if the stage
efficiency is assumed constant. However, the actual structure is convex since the
enthalpy losses grow rapidly as the surge region or stonewall is approached.
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Figure 2.17: Energy transfer illustration for compressor with radial impeller.
1 The enthalpy speedlines are constant since ¨²´Ñ . 2 Assuming fixed com-
pressor efficiency the enthalpy speedlines are mapped into constant °5± speedlines.
3 Typical characteristics of a compressor with a radial impeller.
The enthalpy speedlines for a backsweep impeller, neglecting the convex effect
of Ù
¡
, are linearly decreasing with the mass flow, áâ ¦ . Hence, °t± will be concave in
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the idealized case due to the exponent ã
ãäå
. The actual shape is convex though due
to the characteristics of the enthalpy losses.
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Figure 2.18: Illustration of energy transfer for a compressor with backsweep im-
peller. 1 The enthalpy speedlines are approximately linear decreasing functions
of the compressor mass flow ðñfò . 2 Assuming fixed compressor efficiency the en-
thalpy speedlines are mapped into concave óô speedlines due to the exponent ã
ãäå
.
3 Typical characteristics of a compressor with backsweep impeller design.
The qualitative effect of the compressor efficiency can be seen from the dia-
grams i.e. the energy losses increase rapidly as the mass flow moves higher (ap-
proaching the stonewall) or lower (approaching the surge region) away from the
point of maximum efficiency with the latter being the most aggressive of the two.
Thus, the missing link in a quantitative understanding of the compressor behavior
is a loss model.
2.3.3.7 Energy losses or õEöt÷ ø&ù,ù modelling
The compressor pressure- and efficiency characteristics are often modelled sepa-
rately (see [63], [91], [108] and [61]). However, applying this methodology, the
connection between the two models is lost i.e. the total error level when combining
the models may be unacceptable due to an unfortunate mathematical interfacing of
the models. Hence, it is decided here to develop an efficiency model as close to
the level of physics allowed by one-dimensional modelling such that the compres-
sor may be understood from a comprehensive picture instead of just a collection
of arbitrary equations. A positive side effect to this approach is the simultaneous
creation of a rough design tool compressor.
The stage efficiency definition in equation 2.35 on page 75 can be expressed in
terms of specific energies
úûò+ü ýGýßþ
õEö 
ò+ü 
õEö 
ò+ü 
õEöG÷ ø&ù,ù
(2.55)
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where
	
	  	
	 
ﬀﬁﬃﬂ "!#%$'&
#
(
)+*
(2.56)
The total compressor loss given by the specific energy
ﬁ 	
originates from
several sources. Some of the sources are listed below:
Clearance: A small clearance, , 

, between impeller wheel and the shroud side
of the housing exist due to manufacturing tolerances and temperature varia-
tions. Due to this clearance some mixing between the channels will occur.
An approximative value of the mixing loss in terms of efficiency degradation
is given below (see [40] and [92]).
-

.
/10 2
,


3
where
3
is the impeller tip width. However, the clearance is normally so
small that clearance losses can safely be neglected.
Back ow: Due to the acceleration of the fluid across the stage a pressure gradient
between the suction side and pressure side of the impeller blade exist (see the
discussion in section 2.3.3.2 on page 72). Hence, some of the fluid leaving
the impeller will be re-injected if the local kinetic energy level is too low to
overcome this suction force. One-dimensional modelling of the losses due
to this reprocessing process of some of the fluid are sparse in the literature.
However, [87] suggests a typical efficiency degradation on the order of 3%
points during stable compressor operation.
Volute: A inevitable loss exists due to the volute’s inability to convert all the radial
kinetic energy out of the diffuser. The approximative value of this loss is
within 2–5% points of efficiency [40].
Collision/Incidence: Collision losses are unavoidable in compressors due to off-
design angles between the velocity vectors of the impeller respectively fluid.
Hence, a fraction of the fluid’s kinetic energy will be dissipated.
Friction: Frictional losses are unavoidable with viscous fluids when a speed dif-
ferences between boundary (surface) and fluid exists.
Heat transfer: An energy leakage to the ambient can not be avoided when a tem-
perature difference between turbocharger housing and the surroundings ex-
ists. However, this loss is of minor importance.
According to [87], [83] and [40] the shape of the efficiency characteristic is
mainly controlled by
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4 Incidence losses in the impeller.10
4 Fluid friction losses in impeller and diffuser.
Therefore, it is decided here to only address the origin and modelling of these two
sources.
2.3.3.8 Incidence loss
The biggest collision loss without doubt occurs in the inducer and is most widely
modelled by one of the following two approaches [87]:
4 The total tangential velocity component of the inlet air is assumed destroyed.
This model is referred as the ”NASA shock loss theory”. It should be noted
here that the term ”shock” is misleading since that nothing akin to shock
waves occurs (supersonic velocities). Instead the expression should be un-
derstood as a simple notion used to describe the shape of the compressor
characteristic.
4 The fluid is deviated from its original direction to the impeller channel inlet
normal, just inside the impeller eye following a constant pressure process.
However, the difference between these widely used loss models is negligible
when applied to centrifugal compressor modelling according to [87]. The differ-
ence mainly lies in the zero loss angle prediction i.e. the angle between the fluid
velocity relative to the impeller blades and the inducer velocity at which the loss
vanishes. This angle is assumed equal to the inlet blade angle in the ”NASA shock
loss theory” model.
Based on the simplicity of the ”NASA shock loss theory” model and the re-
ported the loss estimation accuracy indifference between the two models, the NASA
model will be adopted here.
However, a few words of caution should be said before the inducer losses are
modelled as incidence loss alone. Depending on the inducer flow conditions and
impeller speed another loss may develop and coexist together with the incidence
loss - namely stall11 [87]. Stall, or flow separation, occurs when the magnitude of
the kinetic inlet energy falls below a specific point such that the adverse pressure
between the pressure- and suction side of the impeller channel cannot be overcome.
In the event of this separation, vortices along the suction side develop i.e boundary
layer separation occurs. This flow separation is illustrated in figure 2.19. The
separated fluid is then re-injected into the main jet (see the discussion of back flow
at the impeller tip on page 87). This reprocessing of the fluid naturally introduces
a loss. This loss may in some cases actually be audible; the re-injection of the
10If a vaned instead of an annular diffuser is used the collision losses here may be of a considerable
size during off-design compressor operation and hence call for separate modelling.
11Stall may also be experienced in the vaneless diffuser when the adverse pressure gradient cannot
be overcome by the kinetic energy of the fluid leaving the impeller.
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Figure 2.19: Illustration of the flow separation at the inducer
fluid introduces aerodynamically induced vibration in the stage, thus leading to an
increase in the noise level.
Inducer stall may contribute to a complete stage stall - surge, but may also oc-
cur, depending on the inducer design, in nominally stable operating modes. Further
analysis of inducer stall, than presented above, is complicated by the fact that no
generic model of this loss exists in the literature [40]. However, stall losses are
minimal within the compressor map (see [83]) and will be encompassed by the
following incidence modelling work.
Figure 2.20 illustrates velocity triangles at the inducer.
According to the ”NASA shock loss theory” the incidence loss, \]^ _	``	a bdc"e , may
be described by
\]^ _	``	a bdc"egfih
jlknm
o
a p
(2.58)
The tangential velocity component,
k
o
a pﬃa q , is in [83] found to be
k
o
a pﬃa qrf
h
s%tvuw
oyx{z |
m
oA}~
m
o}
s%tvulw
o
w
o
a _+L
uŁXw
o
a _+
~
o (2.59)
The subscript  indicates the tangential velocity’s radial dependence.
Equation 2.59 may after some mathematical manipulation (see appendix A on
page 251) be rewritten as
k
o
a pﬃa qf
|
o
}~
o
s%tw
o
a _+ (2.60)
The tangential velocity,
k
o
a p , and thus the incidence loss \].^ _	``	a bdc"e , is most
often in the literature derived at the diameter that splits the inducer (impeller eye)
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Figure 2.20: Inducer velocity triangles in the no inlet pre-whirl case.
in two circles of equal area, ¡£¢¤ ¥
¤
¢§¦
¡y¢
¨ª© «{¬
¡y¢
¨ª© ­® , (see e.g. [83], [87] and [40]).
In this work a more generic approach, which will outlined in the following, will be
introduced.
The inflow conditions are shown diagrammatically in figure 2.21 together with
a frontal view of the impeller eye. The green dashed line in front illustrates the
assumed turbulent velocity profile of the fluid approaching the impeller blades.
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Figure 2.21: A sketch of the inducer flow conditions is seen to the left. A frontal
view of the impeller together with dimensions are depicted to the right.
Instead of applying the area averaging diameter an area averaging function is
sought. This function may be found based on the impeller eye diagram to the right
in figure 2.21.
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The area of the ring with thickness ¶v· is given by
¶¹¸»º¼¾½'¿ª·ÁÀÂ¶v·¹ÃÄÆÅÇ·
Ä%È
º¼ÉLÊﬀ·¶v·ÁÀÂ¶v·
Ä+Ë
(2.61)
and constitutes the following fraction of the effective inducer inlet area
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The total enthalpy loss due to incidence may now be found by averaging the
local incidence loss over the impeller eye inlet area. Hence, equation 2.58, 2.60
and 2.62 are combined to find that
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Assuming that the velocity profile of the inflow is turbulent, the spatial radial
velocity variation of ê é may be neglected. This assumption is reasonable in light
of the turbulence created by the impeller blades. Thus, a solution to the integral in
equation 2.63 is found as
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by substituting the tangential inducer velocity, èré , with
èéÓ¿ª·¹Ãº
Ê"¼ü·
ó
Ý
õ"ö
(2.65)
In the solution to equation 2.63 the blade angle, flow angle, îgé , and hence opti-
mal inlet angle, îé Î
Ûï+ð
are assumed constant. An interesting consequence of this
assumption is that an incidence loss independent of the operating mode will al-
ways be present (see appendix B on page 253). Hence the conclusion given in [83]
stating that incidence and friction losses can be treated separately is not valid.
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2.3.3.9 Frictional loss
Viscous friction will always be present when a fluid moves relative to a surface.
Hence, a large amount of frictional loss can be expected in turbo machinery due
the complex bends and turns experienced by the fluid as it flows through the stage.
The frictional loss is in the literature mainly attributed to be mass flow, ýþ ß , or
relative velocity,

, dependent. In [40] and [87] the specific energy loss in the
impeller due to friction is modelled as a turbulent flow in a smooth circular pipe.
Thus
 	

 
ß
ﬀ
ﬂﬁ

ﬃ
! #" $#%'&(*),+.-(/103254
ﬁ687
Blasius’ formula
(2.66)
where
ﬀ
is the mean hydraulic diameter of the channel (
ﬀ
 9 Area
Perimeter ),  is the
mean length of the impeller channel, and +.- is the Reynolds number
+.-:<;
ﬀ=
?>
(2.67)
Mu¨ller modelled in [83] the loss in specific energy due to friction,
@ 	

 
ß ,
by a simple power function of the mass flow.
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ß (2.68)
Both models were applied in a global search for the total enthalpy loss, but in
vain.
The same unsuccessful behavior of the mass flow dependent friction model was
also observed in [83]. When applied in a global search routine on single speedlines
in a KKK (Ku¨hnle, Kopp & Kausch) compressor map the predicted frictional loss
became in some cases negative. This unfortunate behavior was attributed to a erro-
neous level of the estimated energy transfer

2
ß . However, the estimated values
of the coefficients A

and A ﬁ for the individual speedlines vary a great deal, and the
quality of the proposed friction model in [83] is thus dubious. The reason should
rather be found in the following:
Separation losses in the inducer were in [83] sought included in the incidence loss
by a single coefficient C , hence
 	

 ED
ß
C
ﬂﬁ

 F
ﬃ
(2.69)
The value of K was derived for the speedlines of a KKK backsweep compressor
and found to vary between 2.12 (60 krpm) and 4.02 (180 krpm). This would mean
that the separation loss should account for 53% to 75% of the total incidence loss
according to the incidence loss definition. These values are altogether too large
considering the sensitivity of stable compressor operation to separation losses.
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The reason for the dubious incidence loss level should rather be attributed to
the form of the friction model given in [83] than the separation loss level. The
assumption of spatial uniform turbulent impeller flow is not valid for the following
reasons:
G Except for the energy transfer explained by the Euler equation other mechan-
ical energy to thermodynamical energy transfer mechanisms takes place.
One such energy transformation is due to the viscous friction between the
shroud wall and fluid enclosed in the impeller channel. This energy trans-
fer will be referred to as Shroud side energy transfer. The energy transfer
is best pictured in a scenario where the impeller inlet and outlet are closed.
As the impeller turns some mechanical energy will be converted into rota-
tional energy and the enclosed fluid will begin to rotate around an axis along
the impeller channel. However, since only the shroud side wall is moving a
frictional force between the fluid and the remaining three impeller walls will
exist. This frictional loss may in specific energy be roughly modelled like
HIJ KLLM NOPRQM SUT!V
SWYX
X .
G Due to the impeller rotation the fluid experiences heavy tangential accelera-
tion on its way through the impeller channel. Hence, the velocity profile does
not correspond to that of a steady turbulent pipe flow, but rather reassembles
the profile sketched in figure 2.19. Furthermore, the normal force perpendic-
ular to the impeller blade differs between the pressure side and suction side
of the channel and the fluid will begin to rotate around axis parallel to the
turbo shaft i.e. some of the translational energy is transformed into rotational
energy. However, due to the inertia of the fluid, a speed difference between
surface and fluid, and therefore also friction, will exist. A rough model of
this friction is
HI3J KLLM NOPRQM
X
T<V
X[Z
SM \
W
X , since the friction force, which is
a function of the normal force, depends on the rotational speed and the level
of friction on the velocity relative to the blade.
G Hub friction. This friction is best understood if the impeller does not rotate.
The fluid enters inducer, travels along the channel and enters the diffuser.
Thus, the fluid leaves the impeller with a vector perpendicular to the com-
pressor axis. The fluid experiences in this scenario a difference in the nor-
mal force perpendicular to the impeller hub wall and impeller shroud wall,
respectively, due to conservation of momentum. Thus, some of the kinetic
energy will be transformed into rotational energy. However, the transforma-
tion is not perfect and some of the energy will be lost as friction. A simple
rough model of this loss is
HI]J KLLM NOPRQM ^_T!V
^
Z
X
SM \ .
The three modes of energy transfer are sketched in figure 2.22. It should be noted
here that the radius of the eddies described not necessarily occupy the whole con-
trol volume, but may be separated in several large and small scale motions.
It is clear from the discussion above that other energy transfers, than explained
by the Euler equations, occur. However, these energy transfers are included in the
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Figure 2.22: Illustrative sketches of the rotational energy components in the im-
peller flow.
slip factor. Hence, a global acceptable model of the friction loss is
opq rsst uvwRxyzopq r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2.3.3.10
op3q rss
model deduction from data
The specific energy loss,
op]q rss
, may be derived from the data in the following
manner
opq rssyŁ
x
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{:U
h

v
 (2.71)
It should be noted again that the compressor efficiency is found by map interpola-
tion (see section 2.3.3.4 on page 75)
The according to equation 2.71 computed energy losses are illustrated in fig-
ure 2.23.
The total specific energy loss may be modelled according to the last two sec-
tions as
opq rssyzopq rsst uvwRx@|~opq rsst wEx
(2.72)
The incidence and friction loss models are repeated below for the sake of conve-
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Figure 2.23: The energy losses according to the data for compressor A is in the
plot to the left drawn together with the model based deduced losses ( ÚÛ@Ü ÝÞÞàß
ÚÛáâUãäÚÛá5å æ ). The right plot shows the ÚÛ]áâ model (red solid curves) together
with the corresponding data points. The blue curves illustrate the energy required
by isentropic compression, ÚÛ]á5å æ .
The optimal entry angle for the air, ç8èå Ý¢éê , together with the friction coeffi-
cients, ëUè , ë8ì and ë8í , are unknown. In order to estimate the coefficients a mini-
mization routine was constructed in MATLAB î , and the cost function numerically
minimized was
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The estimation error is normalized with respect to the squared impeller velocity
such that the high speed data points are not weighted too much in the computa-
tion of
ï
Ä
æEð . The parameters identified for the individual compressor are listed in
table 2.4.
Compressor A Compressor B Compressor C

çèå
Ý¢éêﬀ ﬁﬂ -34.7411 -37.4640 -37.4635

ëè 0.4534 0.3924 0.3811

ë8ì -1.4216 -1.1689 -1.1289

ë8í 1.4999 1.2573 1.2466
Table 2.4: The by equation 2.74 identified compressor parameters.
The optimal entry angle for the fluid is computed to be approximately -36 ﬁ .
This corresponds remarkably well with the findings in [87], where the optimal entry
angle according to experiments was found to approximately ﬃ ﬁ ahead of the inducer
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blade angle. Thus, the computed blade angle is approximately -45  compared to
the measured angle of -40  .
Figure 2.24 depicts the incidence- and friction loss curves obtained for com-
pressor A. The two losses are collected in the lower plot and compared to the total
enthalpy loss derived from data. The agreement between model and data is reason-
able.
Having demonstrated the loss model’s ability to describe the incidence- and
friction losses, the loss model may be simplified since the friction component and
incidence component share the same structure. Therefore, without loss of general-
ity the total loss model may be transformed into
 "!$# %'&(&*),+.-
-0/2143576
8:9
+
-2;
-=<
1
-
6
8:9
+
-
<
1$>@? (2.75)
However, using the equation above the ability to attribute the loss to different
sources is naturally lost.
Table 2.5 shows the parameters, 1A3 , 1 - and 1$> , identified by forcing the en-
thalpy loss function in equation 2.75 through the loss data set. It is noticed that the
Compressor A Compressor B Compressor C
B
143DCFE@GIHKJ
m L
kg LM 9.8313 9.3874 11.9660
B
1
-
CFE@G
>
J
m
kg
M
-4.2866 -3.8306 -4.1834
B
1$> 0.6095 0.5360 0.5122
Table 2.5: Identified compressor loss parameter.
loss function apparently gets more mass flow and less rotational speed dependent
as the compressor trim setting decreases. The enthalpy loss curve identified for
compressor A is shown in figure 2.25. The agreement between data and model is
reasonable.
2.3.3.11 Mass ow model
Filling and emptying model structures necessitate description of the incoming and
outgoing mass flows in a control volume. Since these models for engine control
purposes have proven their versatility in simple engine modelling for control and/or
estimation purposes (see e.g. [69, 63, 45, 49, 51, 19, 50], [53], [107], [13], [103],
[112] or [22]), it is of course natural to investigate the possibilities in establishing
a general model of the compressor mass flow. This way the mandatory description
of the inlet mass is provided, and the existing engine model structures based on the
filling and emptying model approach may be reused.
A formula for the mass flow through the compressor may be found by com-
bining equation 2.48 on page 82, 2.56 on page 87, 2.47 on page 81,and 2.75 on
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Figure 2.24: The incidence and friction energy losses computed for compressor A.
The total enthalpy loss (sum of collision and friction loss) speedlines are compared
with measurements in the lower plot. The measurement speedlines are seen as
solid red curves with the individual data point marked as ’ l ’.
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The mass flow model derived gives two solutions for a given Û ÜAÝÞß à operation
point, and consequently is of an implicit nature. The physical explanation for this
behavior is clear from the speedline shape discussion in section 2.3.3.6 and the
loss model which has been derived i.e. the total normalized energy transfer ádâfãäå4æ
æ
is primarily found to be a linear function of ç
è
ä
å
æ
, and the loss model, ádâfé êiëëå4æ
æ
, is
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quadratic in ì
í=î
ï®ð . Furthermore, the implicit characteristic is clear from the high
speed speedlines in the compressor characteristics presented in section 2.3.3.4 on
page 75.
However, the compressor is a follower i.e. the steady state compressor mass
flow is determined by the pipe system downstream of compressor12 . Hence the
quasi-steady state mass flow may be found using an auxiliary mass flow function.
Examples of such auxiliary mass flow functions are
ñ Throttle mass flow in the SI engine scenario (see eg. [83]).
ñ Intake port mass flow (minus possible EGR mass low) in a DI/IDI Diesel
engine scenario.
ñ Connecting pipe mass flow in a Bi-Turbo – connected throttle body scenario.
Hence the unique solution to the compressor mass flow is
ò
ó:ô=õ ö"÷Fø
ì
íúù®û
ì
íúü
îAý
ì
íDþ
î2ß 
ò
ó
ò
ó	
 
(2.78)
The three models constituting the mass flow model have been identified sep-
arately, and a possible model deterioration due to accumulated estimation errors
in the individual models may exist. Hence, a identification routine readjusting the
9 model coefficients such that the criterion below is minimized is implemented in
MATLAB. 
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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ó:ô
 
ô


ò
ó:ô
 
ôﬀﬁﬂ
ﬃ  (2.79)
The parameter vector  is a gain vector, which readjusts the compressor param-
eter vector ﬁ in the following manner
!
ﬁKõ"ﬁ$#

õ&%
 ')(*
	+
-,ﬀ.0/
ð
21434/
ð
-5	67'8-946

:ﬀ6;,=<?> (2.80)
The gain vector identified,  , is listed in table 2.6. The table confirms that the
Compressor A Compressor B Compressor C
 ' 1.0341 0.9961 0.9354


0.7869 0.7912 0.6656
-, 0.9708 0.9105 0.9450
21 1.0972 1.3032 1.3908
-5 1.1009 1.1142 1.1933
-9 0.9050 0.9116 0.9736
: 0.9757 1.0024 1.0378
Table 2.6: Readjusted gains belonging to the individual elements in the compressor
parameter vector ﬁ .
12Stable compressor operation is assumed.
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error on the different parameters generally is small since the gains identified de-
viate modestly from the expected value of 1. However, interestingly enough, the
slope, @
ACB D E	FﬃGIHB D
, of the total normalized energy transfer, JK	L2MN D
D
, is the parameter un-
dergoing the biggest relative change of the compressor parameters and should be
attributed to the base mass flow model’s overestimation for the high speed speed-
lines. This tendency is general for all three compressors and is graphically visible
in the maps to the left in figure 2.26. The three maps to the right depict the pre-
dicted compressor mass flow and measurements. It is evident that a relatively small
readjustment of the individual elements in O can improve the model prediction per-
formance significantly.
It should be noted that the prediction to the left of the surge line should only be
seen as a best guess of the compressor mass flow mean value since they belong to
an uncharted part of the compressor characteristics. However, the predictions show
a high degree of resemblance with surge area speedlines presented in [40], and it
is believed that the model derived together with a simple restriction model for the
negative mass flow region may also be used in basic surge area simulation studies.
2.3.3.12 Mass ow model validation
The mass flow model derived in the last section shows a high degree of estimation
accuracy. However, can it be concluded or somehow tested that the derived model
grasps the essentials of the compressor mass flow behavior? Hence, the purpose of
this section is the investigation of the hypothesis below
PRQTS U
VWYX Z[\]^W=_a`cb
U
VWedfZ[\]^Wﬀgih
OkjRlnmolnp
PrqsS U
VWYX Z[\]^W=_$t`cb
U
VWedfZ[\]^Wﬀgih
OkjRlnmolnp
(2.81)
where m is a steady stochastic error on the mass flow prediction b
U
VW with the fol-
lowing distribution
mu N X2vw\xYyz _ (2.82)
The variable p is the measurement noise. However, all the measurements are car-
ried out with state of the art equipment in the compressor manufacture’s laborato-
ries, and the assumption p|{ v is viable.
The relative error in the mass flow predictions is computed for all three com-
pressors and graphically illustrated in Figure 2.27. The relative errors are generally
kept within an acceptable }~ v % interval. A couple of outliers are encountered in
the low mass flow region due to the increased relative error sensitivity in this re-
gion. The plots to the right in figure 2.27 are the corresponding estimated error
distribution shown together with the normal error distributions, N - z \x yz . The
corresponding identified mean value,  z ` E X m _ , is clearly of a negligible signifi-
cance. Hence the mean value assumption presented in equation 2.82 seems valid.
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Figure 2.26: Comparison between base model and parameter adjusted compres-
sor mass flow model. The solid black lines illustrates the measured speedlines
for the three compressors, blue and red  are positive and negative solutions to
equation 2.77, respectively, and the green dashed curves are the compressor surge
lines.
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This conclusion naturally leads to the question – ”does the variable Â
Ã4Ä
follow
a N(0,1) distribution?”. In order to answer the question an Anderson–Darling test
is conducted.
The Anderson-Darling test is designed to test goodness-of-fit in the tails of a
probability density function based on a weighted-average of the squared difference
between the observed and expected cumulative densities. Because of its relative
high emphasis on fit quality in the tails, the Anderson–Darling statistic may be
particularly useful in statistically goodness-of-fit tests. The reader is directed to
[88] or [101] for a more elaborate treatment of the Anderson–Darling test.
The Anderson–Darling test size is defined by
ÅÇÆ$ÈÊÉ$ËÌÉÎÍ
where
ÍÏÈÑÐ
Ò ÓÕÔ0Ö$×Ø
ÉÚÙ
Ë Û2ÜÕÝÞÛ F Û2ß
ÓàﬃàYá
ÜÕÝÞÛ
ÙâÉ
F Ûãß
Ðä
ÓÕå0Ö=àﬃàà (2.83)
where N is the number of samples, ß
Ó
is the ordered variable i.e. ß
Ö$æ
ß
Æ
æÊç4ç4çIæ
ß
Ð
, and F Ûãß
à
is the cumulative distribution function to be tested, here the normal
cumulative distribution function.
Table 2.7 shows the computed
Å
Æ
values together with the critical value for
the test, [88]. The test value,
Å
Æ
, is for all compressors below the critical value
of 1.321, and the è|é hypothesis presented in equation 2.81 can with a confidence
level of 95% not be overruled – the distribution of ê may be described by a normal
distribution.
Å
Æ p-value ë
Ô
é=ì éﬃí
Â
Ã4Äïî
N Û2ðwñ
Ù
àóò
Å
ÆTôöõ
Compressor A 0.4433 1.3210 ÷
Compressor B 0.6634 1.3210 ÷
Compressor C 0.7948 1.3210 ÷
Table 2.7: Anderson–Darling test values.
It should be noted that the ê data set was not detrended prior to the Anderson–
Darling, but only scaled with the estimated standard deviation øù
Â
, to strengthen the
test confidence. Whence, the assumption ú
Â
È
ð is viable since all tests terminated
successfully.
Finally as a final stage of model validation, the estimated cumulative distribu-
tion function for ê is compared to the theoretical cumulative normal distribution
F Û ê
à
. The results for the three compressors are shown graphically in figure 2.28.
The figure shows that the general variance of the EDF (Empirical Distribution
Function) around the theoretical CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) is of ac-
ceptable level, however with an increasing degradation when moving from com-
pressor A to compressor C; a conclusion supported by the Anderson–Darling test.
However, the general curve tendency is linear, hence it can not from the plots be
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Figure 2.28: Comparison of the estimated cumulative density to that of the theo-
retical N(0,1) distribution.
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concluded that the normal distribution hypothesis may be overruled. Hence, the
graphical comparison of the cumulative distribution functions supports the conclu-
sion of the EDF test.
On basis of the graphic test results given along with the positive conclusion
of the Anderson–Darling EDF test it is here stated that the derived compressor
model, within the limits of the manufacturer compressor map, is able to capture
the essentials in compressor flow modelling.
2.3.3.13 Summary
The section describes the development of a one-dimensional compressor mass flow
model based on physical considerations. The derived mass flow model is repeated
below for the sake of convenience.
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The implicit equation structure is turned into an explicit solution by
o
prqts uwv#x
y
z|{B}
y
z|~

y
z

o
p
o
prŁb

(2.85)
where
o
prŁb is an auxiliary mass flow describing the general flow out of a selected
control volume.
The mass flow model consists of 7 operating point independent parameters:
 ,  , % ,  describing the total energy transfer in the model, and ' ,  , 
describing the compressor energy loss. The number of coefficients may be reduced
to 6 since the parameters  and  may be collected as one variable in the total
model. However, the ability to split the energy transfer in total specific energy and
specific loss energy is lost.
The mass flow model was on a statistical basis found descriptive throughout the
map supplied for three different compressors, all manufactured by Allied Signal.
Hence, the model derived is a good candidate in the selection of compressor models
for robust modelling in the sense that the model also scales well outside of the
compressor map.
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2.3.4 Radial variable geometry turbine model
2.3.4.1 Modus operandi
The automotive turbine, today dominated by the the radial flow turbine, is similar
in appearance to the centrifugal compressor, but with the flow in the inward di-
rection. Figure 2.29 shows a photograph of a sectioned VGT. The adjustable inlet
nozzles are seen located around the rotor circumference. The nozzle position may
be altered by the pneumatically operated actuator seen positioned below the scroll.
The trend in the industry however is a replacement of the pneumatically actuator by
electrical torque controlled motors. The added cost is justified by smaller response
time, less dead band width and symmetric actuation.
Figure 2.29: Pneumatically actuated VGT turbo from Allied Signal (courtesy of
Ford Motor Company).
The operating principle is the inverse of the compressor - work is extracted
through gaseous expansion. The extracted work is transferred as mechanical en-
ergy through a shaft to external power consumers e.g. the centrifugal compressor
or generator in the case of power assisted turbochargers (see e.g. [106]). The tur-
bine may fundamentally speaking be operated in two modes: constant pressure
mode or pulse mode. The working principle of the two modes is briefly addressed
here.
Constant pressure turbocharging The principle behind constant pressure tur-
bocharging is conversion of the high kinetic energy of the gaseous matter leaving
the engine exhaust ports into pressure. This diffusion process necessitates carefully
designed exhaust runners enhancing the diffusion and a large connecting volume
capable of damping the fluctuations to an acceptable level. This ensures a high
efficiency of a properly matched turbine. However, due to this big exhaust volume
the transient response of the engine is rather slow. Hence, the constant pressure
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turbocharging principle is mainly use on stand alone engines operating at a fixed
speed e.g. power generators. Furthermore, the back pressure will be relatively
high, and an increased pumping loss may be expected, especially in the case of a
throttled engine.
Pulse mode turbocharging The other extreme of turbine operation is the pulse
mode operation. Here the exhaust flow is sought stagnated as little as possible
before turbine entry i.e. kinetic energy preservation. The pulse mode exhaust man-
ifold is thus characterized by separate relatively thin short runners. The pressure
ratio across the turbine is characterized by a high narrow pressure burst followed by
a long period with a stage pressure ratio close to unity until the next pressure burst
arrives, [87, 54]. The penalty is evidently a degradation of the turbine efficiency.
It is actually fortunate that the turbine is able to function at all under these condi-
tions. However, if the exhaust runners are grouped carefully, an acceptable level
of turbine operating efficiency can be achieved. Furthermore, the small exhaust
volume gives the pulse mode strategy a much faster transient response compared
to the constant pressure strategy.
The pulse mode strategy is quite clearly the relevant choice for automotive
applications due to the better transient response and ease of packaging.
2.3.4.2 VGT elementary
The VGT consists of the four base components listed below.
 Inlet casing or scroll
 Variable inlet nozzles.
 Rotor
 Exducer (Rotor eye) and outlet pipe.
A sketch of a VGT depicting the key elements mentioned is shown in fig-
ure 2.30.
The job of the scroll is purely to deliver a uniform flow to the nozzle entry.
The flow is then accelerated through the nozzles due to the radial area decrease
i.e. pressure is converted into kinetic energy. The actual energy transfer occurs
in the rotor. The rotor should be designed so that the kinetic exit energy is mini-
mized as much as possible. This process description is pictured schematically in
the enthalpy-entropy diagram such that the loss sources may be understood indi-
vidually. Station 01 refers here to scroll inlet stagnation conditions. However, the
flow enters the nozzle with absolute velocity > , and the static enthalpy is thereby a
quantity 

 smaller than the stagnation enthalpy. Between station 1 and 2 the flow
is accelerated due to the area decrease mentioned above and the flow will leave the
nozzles with absolute velocity   . However, some of the thermodynamic energy
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Figure 2.30: Variable geometry turbine diagram.
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is lost mainly due to the collision between nozzles and fluid during flow entry and
the inevitable nozzle passage friction. This leads to a significant entropy increase.
The line connecting station 2 to 3 describes the process between nozzle exit and
rotor entry. Since this space is relatively small the distance between station 2 and
3 normally negligible. The path 3 to 4 describes the actual energy extraction. This
path is not ideal either mainly due to collision and friction losses. Finally, since a
fair amount of the kinetic energy can not be extracted fully the stagnation pressure,
ÇÈ6É , will be higher than the static pressure ÇÉ . Since no work takes place in the
scroll and nozzles the total work extraction may be found to be
Ê%Ë'ÌÎÍ
Ï
Ë¸ÐÑwÒ
ÈÓ`Ô
ÑwÒ
È6ÉlÕ
ÌÖÍ
Ï
Ë¸ÐÑwÒ
ÈØ×Ô
ÑwÒ
È6ÉlÕ (2.86)
Similar to the compressor case this energy transfer may also be derived from
an investigation of the inlet and outlet fluid velocities. Figure 2.32 shows the fluid
velocity conditions at the rotor entry and exducer, respectively.
The torque extracted may be derived dual to the compressor description. Thus,
the rate of change of angular momentum equals the sum of external torques. Since
the change of angular momentum corresponds to the change of the moment of
linear momentum, the effective torque, Ù
Ë
, is found to
Ù
Ë'ÌÎÍ
Ï
ËÐÛÚÝÜbÞ
×ß à
Ô
Ú
É
Þ
Éáß à
Õ (2.87)
The radius,
Ú
É , is normally selected as the radius of the circle splitting the ex-
ducer area in two annuli of equal area i.e.
Ú
É
Ì
Ó
Éâ ã[ä
Éáß åçæ
ã[ä
Éáß è . Multiplying
equation 2.87 with the rotor angular speed the extracted power is found to
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Õ (2.88)
Combining equations 2.88 and 2.86 the effective work extracted in terms of specific
energy may be expressed as
ÑwÒ
Èß
Ë'ÌìÐíê
×
Þ
×ß à
Ô
ê
É
Þ
Éáß à
Õ (2.89)
However, since the absolute exit velocity
Þ
É is desired to be small for efficiency
reasons, the rotor design is optimized so that swirl is minimized i.e.
Þ
Éáß àçîðï , and
the previous equation may be reduced even further to
ÑwÒ
Èß
Ë'Ìñê
×
Þ
×ß à (2.90)
The enthalpy released due to the expansion on a total-to-total basis is given by
the isentropic relation below
ÑwÒ
È
Ë
ß ò
Ìðó6ôlõ
ÈÓöP÷Ôùø
ÇÈÓ
ÇÈ6É;ú@ûüý
ýßþ
(2.91)
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Figure 2.32: Rotor entry and exit velocity triangles.
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Hence the total-to-total turbine efficiency is found to
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However, the kinetic energy of the fluid leaving the exducer will always be lost.
Therefore, a more natural choice of stage efficiency description is to relate inlet
stagnation conditions to static outlet conditions, i.e.
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Finally, the total-to-static enthalpy loss is defined by,
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In an effort to generalize specifications of turbines, manufactures also often use
terms like aspect ratio, trim, and U/C characteristics.
The aspect ratio or abbreviated A/R (Area/Radius Ratio) of a turbine is defined
as the ratio between volute inlet area and effective volute inlet radius (see e.g. [87]).
This ratio gives a rough measure of the fluid’s entry angle into the rotor in the case
of a vaneless nozzle or into the vaned nozzle ring, respectively,and is thus a tool in
the engine-turbine matching procedure. The setting of A/R is however most critical
in the case with a vaneless nozzle ring.
The trim setting specifies the ratio between rotor inlet diameter and exducer di-
ameter, and is already described in the compressor section (see 2.3.3.4 on page 75).
It is customary in the classification of turbine efficiency to plot the efficiency
against the so called U/C (Turbocharger wheel velocity/maximum fluid velocity
Ratio) number. The U/C term is a dimensionless number relating rotor tip veloc-
ity, WKX , to the gas velocity, Y R , achieved if the fluid had followed an isentropic
expansion from inlet stagnation conditions to static outlet conditions, i.e.
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Although the use of U/C ratio analogy is only valid for pure impulse turbine de-
signs13, it provides a non-dimensional form of the turbine speed, thus providing
valuable information when matching turbines and compressors.
13The static rotor inlet enthalpy \^]_ equals the outlet stagnation enthalpy \^]
&/.
following an
isentropic expansion line.
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2.3.4.3 Literature
The literature on VGT modelling for MVEM or control purposes is sparse. Most
models rely on table interpolation when computing the mass flow, `ab and the tur-
bine efficiency c b . However, as stated in the previous section, the turbines are often
mapped very sparsely, and most often the map only covers the mid to high rev-
olution areas of the turbine operating range. This of course hampers successful
calculation of `adb and c b .
In [91] two fitting techniques for VGT mass flow modelling purposes are pre-
sented: one based on the isentropic nozzle flow equation and one based on neural
networks. However, the first fitting technique cannot capture the effect of the cen-
trifugal field around the rotor, and large mass flow errors can be expected in the
low pressure region of the turbine map. The neural network does not improve the
prediction quality noticeably, and is further hampered by the need for artificial data
points for realistic predictions in the low pressure range of the turbine map.
The turbine efficiency was modelled in [91] by a second order polynomial in
e
fg
with the coefficients linearly dependent on turbine speed. Due to the rela-
tively high amount of ”fiddling” required getting the models proposed in [91] to
work these models will not be considered further here.
Reverting to modelling of automotive turbines with a fixed geometry nozzle
ring in the quest for a general VGT model, the three sources [63, 61, 83] are of
interest. Addressing mass flow modelling the initial step in all three sources is
an investigation of the possibilities in applying the isentropic nozzle flow equation
repeated below
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where
{
~
ks9uv
s9
,
g?q
is the discharge coefficient, and
r
h%i$j the minimum effective
open area of the nozzle.
The application of the isentropic nozzle equation is justifiable since the turbine,
fundamentally speaking, may be viewed as two nozzles in series; the nozzle ring
and the rotor, respectively.
Converting equation 2.97 into corrected mass flow, and collecting the upstream
conditions together with
g
q
and
r
h%i$j an equivalence ”area” factor,
rJ 
, may be
found as
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This factor was in [61, 83] found to decrease with turbine speed increase and
pressure ratio decrease, respectively. This is however to be expected due to the
variation in the centrifugal field around the rotor wheel as it turns.
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The variable ­¯®° ’s variation was in [63, 61] found to be mainly a linear function
for either fixed pressure ratio, ±D² , or turbine speed, ³´ . Hence, the equivalence area
was approximated by
­3®°6µ·¶´¸/±N²-¹>¶´	º
with
¶´¼»G½·¶¾¸S¿ »
³À´
Á ÂÃ
¸
¹>¶º+¿ »Ä for ÅÆ½8Ç%ÄFÈ
(2.99)
where the constants, ¶É´¿ » , are determined subsequently by regression.
The turbine efficiency ÊÉ´ was in [63, 61] modelled using a third order polyno-
mial in U/C and speed dependent coefficients, i.e.
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(2.100)
However, this model was in [83] found being to inaccurate when applied to
the map data for the KKK turbine investigated. Hence, the model structure was
changed and a more suitable efficiency description was found to be
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(2.101)
necessitating a subsequent identification of the coefficients ê¸ÕÄÕàÕàÕàÄSê$ø .
The turbine models presented above are split in two parts: a mass flow model
and an efficiency model. The mass flow models are based on soft semi-physical
considerations whereas the efficiency models are all pure fitting functions. Use of
the models proposed in [63, 61, 83] to model VGT mass flow and efficiency would
necessitate an augmentation of the models. An obvious augmentation would be
to first identify the individual coefficients for a given fixed position of the nozzles
vanes (fixed VGT position) and later model the coefficient’s variation by polyno-
mials of the VGT position, ù%ú0û0´ . However, this would clearly require identification
of a relatively large number of coefficients. Moreover, the models only provide
a quite ambiguous picture of the VGT behavior. This, together with the expected
poor extrapolation accuracy, calls for a reinvestigation of turbine modelling, and is
the task for the rest of this section.
2.3.4.4 VGT data set
The validation of the turbine identification procedures and theories established in
the following section is based on a data set for an Allied Signal VGT. The data set
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was selected because of its exceptionally large size (252 points). A normal data set
may consist of as few as 35 point to cover the whole operating range of a VGT.
The dimensional specifications for the VGT are listed table 2.8, and the design
basically speaking reassembles that of the VGT shown in figure 2.29.
Type definition GT15V NS111(39)
Trim 76
A/R, ü in ý 0.42
No. of nozzles, þß  9
Rotor diameter,

, ümm ý 39
Rotor inlet width, 	 , ümm ý 6.2
Inner nozzle ring diameter,



  , ümm ý 41.3
Outer nozzle ring diameter,




 
, ümm ý 77.5
Nozzle ring axel diameter,



  , ümm ý 60.0
Nozzle blade length, 
ß
, ümm ý 17.0
Nozzle blade tip length, 
ß

   , ümm ý 7.0
Maximum corrected mass flow, 

 
 
,

kg
s ﬀ 0.08
Table 2.8: Dimensional specifications for GT15V NS111(39) VGT (see also fig-
ure 2.30). The data marked with ’*’ is found by mechanical disassembling of the
VGT and should thus be treated as more descriptive than accurate.
Figure 2.33 shows the flow characteristics of the turbine. The effect of the
nozzle position variation on the mass flow characteristic is evident; an increase of
the VGT position for a given pressure ratio, ﬁ

, leads to higher a mass flow.
Creation of a comprehensive picture of the turbine efficiency is complicated
due to the added degree of freedom. However, a general design rule, within the
boundaries of the supplier map, is to peak the efficiency around a normalized VGT
position of 0.5. This is also the case for the VGT investigated here and is unmis-
takably clear in figure 2.34. The figure also shows, that despite the uncommonly
large amount of data, only the descending part of the ﬂﬃ! characteristic has been
charted. This is of course unfortunate considering a subsequent efficiency identifi-
cation investigation.
However, due to the large amount of data available for different "$#%

settings,
generalized conclusions concerning turbine modelling may nevertheless be ex-
tracted from the data.
2.3.4.5 LWLS (Locally Weighted Least Square) regression
Modelling of turbines, especially when employed in highly fluctuating flows, is as
often stated a cumbersome affair. However, a model of the mass flow through the
turbine is mandatory in the creation of an exhaust filling–emptying model which
can predict the dynamic behavior of the exhaust temperature and pressure. This
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would commonly necessitate models of the exhaust port mass flow and tempera-
ture, EGR mass flow and turbine mass flow.
The insertion of variable vanes in the turbine nozzle evidently does not ease
the modelling task. Therefore, the most customary used control oriented VGT’s
mass flow models found in the literature rely on table interpolation, regression
analysis, or linear model approximation (see e.g. [16, 39, 104, 87, 91, 108, 84, 63]),
where the two first methods of modelling are the most commonly found. That
analysis and modelling based on map interpolation or regression are natural choices
when modelling complex structures like the VGT is evident due to their reasonably
simple employment in dynamical models. However, regression analysis should
not be done without a initial analysis (physical investigation) for these obvious
statements:S
The model quality is proportional to data quality.
S
The data set must cover as the complete region of interest for simulation -
and as dense as possible.
S
Extrapolation accuracy is often very questionable.
The words of caution or prerequisites above are however quite often neglected, and
the regression models derived are employed without question (see e.g. [83, 91,
108]).
However, since regression analysis has proven to be a very versatile tool in
the analysis of complex phenomenons, e.g. combustion processes, internal engine
friction forces etc. [49, 62], it is worth investigating the possibility of constructing
a generalized regression tool for automotive analysis. This is the topic for rest of
this section.
The most often encountered generalized modelling concepts in the literature
are neural network or polynomial structures. Neural networks are certainly use-
ful tools when addressing automotive modelling. However, successful application
of neural networks requires a great deal of insight and use of sophisticated opti-
mization algorithms. Hence, the emphasis here is on the application of polynomial
structures in the search for a descriptive correlation between inputs and outputs.
The most often encountered multi variable polynomial structure for regression
in the literature is based on the application of one high order multi variable poly-
nomial to model the behavior of a given phenomenon e.g. VGT mass flow and
efficiency (see e.g. [83, 108]). However, this method has several disadvantages:S
Undesirable extraneous curvature between data points.
S
A large number of polynomial coefficients needs to be identified.
S
Steep gradients outside the identification region due to high order polyno-
mial terms.
S
The cost function might not be convex.
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T Large identification regions often necessitate high order polynomial struc-
tures to achieve an acceptable level of modelling accuracy.
T Sophisticated minimization algorithms are often needed.
Clearly, one of the biggest problems stated above is the need of higher order
polynomials to achieve the desire level of modelling accuracy. This spawns of
another requirement also listed above – identification of a large number of poly-
nomial coefficients is mandatory. However, if the space spanned by the selected
correlation function inputs is split into numerous subspaces, when a local multi
variable polynomial structure, often of a much lower order, may be found. This
paradigm is here referred to as local regression, and the details of establishing
such a regression analysis are outlined below.
The signal of interest is assumed in the algebraic case described by
UWV f XZY[]\_^ (2.102)
or in the dynamic case by the difference function
Ua`bV f XZY ` [c\_^ `
with
Y
`dV
XZe
`gfch	i
e
`gfkjli	m	m	mgi
e
`gfonkiqpr`$iqpr`gfch	i	m	m	mgiqpr`gfos
[
(2.103)
where ^ is independent normally distributed noise, i.e. ^ut N Xv iw
j
[ .
In order for a viable solution to exist the following is required,
T The solution to the function f X m	m	m [ is unique with respect to Y .
T The function f is continuously differentiable.
Proof: Follows directly from the definition of Taylor series.
The conditions above can most often not be checked prior to the regression
analysis, however, a subsequent application of a statistical tool like the Anderson–
Darling test may tell whether or not the functional description found can capture
the essential features of U ’s behavior within the boundaries of the data set (see e.g.
section 2.3.3.12).
Assuming that the function f fulfills the necessary requirements, f may be de-
scribed by,
f Xx7[ Vzy
{ |*}~
Y
XgA[
|
f Xx7[; 
}
3Ł (2.104)
The equation above uses a parallel space of x i.e. x V x
~
\9 f Xx7[ V f Xx
~
i
[ .
Introducing the error  this function is rewritten as
f Xx7[ V P X\x
~
[c\ O $Xu\x
~
[
n!h
(2.105)
where P is a multi variable polynomial of order  and O is an error function.
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Assuming that the error function is small in some neighborhood of 7 such that
it can be represented by the noise process  , then an estimate of  in the neighbor-
hood of  is given by, 
W E Z] 7 f 7¡ A£¢¤u
¤_¦¥ §;¨k©§;¨$ªc«0©	¬	¬	¬0©§g«g©§P;­
(2.106)
where ¤ is the coefficient vector of the polynomial   .
Having established a feasible regression structure the next thing missing is the
definition of local data – the data belonging to the local subspace defined earlier.
Local data is here defined as a predetermined fraction, ® , of the total data set laying
within a hypersphere with Euclidian radius ¯ and center $ . The radius ¯ of the
sphere may be found by a NN (Nearest Neighbor) criterion. The NN criterion
follows: given ° data points, a fraction factor ® , and grid point 7 , then NN data
points are the ±² round ®a°³ data points in the closest Euclidian proximity of the
grid point  .
A suitable cost function in the computation of ¤´ belonging to grid point µ is
the quadratic function given below
¶
´·¹¸
º »*¼
«½_¾£¿
»
¯dÀ
Z
»rÁ
 AÂ
»kÃ

;Ä
´a¢¤´aq3Å (2.107)
Hence the coefficient vector, ¤u´ , belonging to the polynomial  ´Æ3ÇÈ¢¤´! is derived
by computing
¤´d¡ÉÊËÌWÍ*Î
ÏoÐ

¶
´! (2.108)
The solution to the LS (Least Square) criterion in equation 2.108 is linear in the
coefficients space. Hence the solution to ¤´ is found in a straightforward manner
by applying the pseudo inverse,
¤´dÒÑÓ
T Ô
ÓÕ
ªc«
Ó
T ÔÖ (2.109)
where Ó is the regressor matrix containing the ± inputs to the system, Ô is a diag-
onal ±Ò×Ø± weight matrix with the diagonal Ù
½
´
«
©	¬	¬	¬0©
½
´
¸
Ú
14, and Ö is the mea-
surement vector containing the ± measurements of  . Thus, the solution to ¤Û´ is
global and optimal for a given polynomial structure.
Before proceeding to application of the theory outlined above on turbine esti-
mation, a few words of caution should be mentioned about the influence of noise.
It is thought that this is best illustrated with an example.
First equation 2.103 is generalized to
Ü
´d f Ýg´!
Ã
Þ
´
a´d
Ü
´
Ã
qß
´
(2.110)
14Another often applied data weighting structure is the Epanechnikov structure (see e.g. [72]).
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where àá is white process noise, and àÈâ is white measurement noise. An example
of such a process given below ãrädåçæèÆé êlë$ì!ì!ìlãrí
ägîcïð
à
á
ä
ñ
ädåòãrä
ð
à
â
ä
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(2.111)
This function was simulated in the MATLAB ý environment and 100 data points
were generated with different noise settings. The simulation results are given in
figure 2.35.
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Figure 2.35: Illustration of the ñ
ä
noise penetration. Note, the realized noise time
à is same for the two plots on right.
The parameters identified listed in table 2.9 clearly show the noise effect on the
estimation quality.
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Table 2.9: Identified parameters for P with different noise settings.
The table states a general problem in nonlinear system identification, noise
spectrum wrapping (see e.g. [72]). In the case of process noise the noise spectrum
is unchanged i.e.
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(2.112)
However, in the case of measurement noise the chances of successful parameter
estimation is ill conditioned for the following reason. The stationary white noise
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to step 1 , 2435 , will enter the regressor 6 5 in entry 1 of the identification data i.e. a
wrapping of the noise spectrum will occur( see e.g. [17]). Thus the non-recursive
estimates, 7
8
, will be biased. The above explanation is sought illustrated by a small
example:
Let 9 be stationary white noise such that 9;: N <=?>4@BADC , and let EGFIHJA . The
question is now what is the distribution of K . The distribution may be found by
investigating the cumulative distribution of H
L
<MHNCOFQPR<S9;TUHNCVF W
X Y[Z
@
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^`_badcfe4g
gMh
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(2.113)
L
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(2.115)
A change of the noise mean value is clear from the equations above, hence the data
vector,  , will be biased. In the simple case above the bias is found to be

<MEmCVF
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<MEmC
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gMh
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(2.116)
The conclusion is, although the function order of the system to be identified
is correct the estimation quality15 might deteriorate when measurement noise is
present.
Ł and   LWLS estimation Despite the warnings given above LWLS may be
utilized to estimate the hypersphere of

  and   d , since the turbine maps pro-
vide are made using state-of-the-art measurement equipment. Hence, the measure-
ment noise level is assumed negligible.
The

Ł  and   d hyperspheres are assumed affine in    ,  and
84
 , i.e. a
unique description is
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(2.117)
15Identification structure dependent.
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The input variables are scaled prior to the identification procedure


I ¡G¢D£¤ M¦¥B§¡G¨ª©& M¦¥«¥
¡G¢D£j M¦¥B§¡G¨ª©j M¦¥ (2.118)
where

is either one of ¬(­® ¯ , °± and ²³4´4­ , and

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. This step is taken to
prevent numerical problems.
The second order Taylor series belonging to equation 2.117 with scaled dimen-
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The cubic space with the constraints Î
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is divided into
1000 subspaces of equal size i.e. the side length of each individual subspace is
0.2. The origin of each Taylor expansion is now chosen as one of the
¸f¸
É
o¸»ÑfÑ?¸
individual node points in the scaled input space, i.e.
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A reasonable data fraction, Ú , is here 0.3. This data fraction insures that inverse
of ÛmÜBÝÞÛ is well posed i.e. its eigenvalues are significantly different from 0. How-
ever, choosing Ú too high might limit the ability to capture local curvature. Hence,
the local neighbor data fraction number is
Ô?Õ ÑNß
fàf
âá[×
.
A cubic weighting function is selected here to shape the data kernel number ã ,
ä
´
å
;æ
ç èbé
¸ê
Åëì
±Íí
Ç
É¿î
É
¾ for
Ô
Ð
ëì
±Íí
Ð
¸
Ô
¾ else
(2.121)
where the bandwidth ïD´ is set to be the euclidian distance between grid point ²lÀ® ´
and the closest measurement point outside the data kernel hypersphere i.e ïl´

ð4ñlòjó
Ã

²DÀ® ´
ð
È .
The setup is complete and the only thing missing is the computation of the
coefficient vector ô for of each the 1331 individual polynomials. This is done
according to equation 2.109.
The LWLS estimates of õö ­® ¯ and ÷f­®
Üdø
, respectively, are compared to measure-
ments in figure 2.36. The LWLS estimation technique are clearly able to resolve
the curvature of the turbine mass flow and efficiency with reasonable smoothing.
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Figure 2.36: Comparison between

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 ,  
	  (red curves) and the belonging
LWLS estimates (blue curves), respectively.
The good quality of the fit within regression data boundaries is further con-
firmed by the small relative errors obtained. The relative estimation errors are
plotted in figure 2.37.
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Figure 2.37: Relative LWLS estimation error.
However, despite the good estimation quality within kernel boundary the ex-
trapolation accuracy deteriorates rapidly with increased kernel sphere distance.
This is illustrated in figure 2.38.
The plot to the right shows the estimated


	  surface with ! #"  fixed to 1. The
surface shows the expected good performance within the kernel but a completely
unrealistic curvature outside, especially for small U/C ratios. It should be noted
that

$
	  has been limited to 0.08 kgs according to the specification in table 2.8.
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Figure 2.38: LWLS estimated surfaces for LMN
O P respectively Q N
O RS with TVU#W N fixed
to 1. The LMXN
O P surface is limited to YJZ Y\[ kgs according to specification in table 2.8,
and the minimum efficiency is here set to 1 %.
The efficiency surface shows the same tendencies – good estimation within the
kernel and a fast deteriorating performance outside the kernel, again especially in
the case of small U/C ratios. However, this is to be expected since the kernel data
generally only contains data points for the descending part of the U/C– Q N
O RS char-
acteristic. Despite this unrealistic abrupt efficiency change as U/C approaches zero
efficiency, surfaces of similar shape are used in the literature without question [108]
possibly leading to completely erroneous control performance predictions. Instead
the efficiency surface will tend towards zero asymptotically as U/C approaches 0.
This may be proven as follows:
The pressure drop across the turbine stage is increased above
choke limit meanwhile maintaining rotor speed fixed. Hence work
is extracted. The isentropic enthalpy changes across the stage
will approach ] %!^*_ @ asymptotically as `badcfe . However, the
Reynolds number, gihkjml
P=n
o
, will increases linearly with `a
since ] , p and q are fixed and the frictional losses will grow
rapidly. A reasonable model of the frictional enthalpy loss is
rKsut vxw;w
O y
a{z
P
j}|?gih'~ with |$ . Whence the frictional loss
will approach the level of
rKs
_
N
O
w
, and Q N will tend towards 0
asymptotically.
LWLS (Locally Weighted Least Square) estimation has, despite its problems
with measurement noise and extrapolation difficulties, proven itself as a versatile
tool due to its realistic curvature reproduction within the kernel data limits, and
because of its easy implementation. If engine simulation can be guarantied to stay
within the data map provided, LWLS models are good model candidates.
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2.3.4.6 Physical based VGT modelling
The modelling approach taken to model VGT characteristics is of a more pragmatic
nature than the one taken in the compressor modelling section. This has been done
mainly because of the reported relatively good accuracy within the data boundaries
achieved utilizing the isentropic nozzle equation (see equation 2.97 on page 112).
Whence, the mass flow, Ł , and efficiency,  Ł , aspects are here separated.
VGT mass ow modelling The theory to developed here is based on using the
isentropic nozzle equation repeated below.
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(2.122)
where
§Ë

and Ì
Ë

are the upstream pressure and temperature, respectively.
Due to the rotor rotation accompanied by a centrifugal pressure field buildup
around the rotor a certain pressure ratio must exist for the mass flow to be positive.
If the pressure ratio is smaller than this minimum pressure ratio,
§
¬
 ÍÎÏ , the char-
acteristic will be inverted and the turbine will function as a bad compressor. Thus,
it is assumed here that
§
¬
 ÍÎÏÐ
§
¬
 ÍÎÏÒÑ
ÓÔŁ
¼
§
¬'Õ (2.123)
The flow through first the nozzle ring and later the rotor is considered equiva-
lent to a flow through two nozzles in series. The flow through each nozzle is thus
modelled as in equation 2.122. Whence the flow is,
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(2.124)
Since the volume of the turbine stage is expected to be of negligible size the gas
dynamics may be neglected, i.e.

${©


¬
;ŁÚ

$Ł (2.125)
The effective pressure ratio across the stage can naturally be split in two parts:
the effective pressure ratio across the nozzle ring and the effective pressure ratio
across the rotor, i.e
§
¬
 Û{Ü'Ü

§
¬
 {
§
¬

¬
;Ł .
Based on the statement above the theory to be tested here is:
A certain pressure ratio across the turbine stage is required for a pos-
itive flow to exist. Therefore, the effective pressure ratio across the
stage may be found as,
§
¬
 Û{Ü'Ü

§
¬
§
¬
 ÍÎÏ
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This pressure ratio may subsequently be divided in two parts: a nozzle
pressure ratio, ÝbÞ{ß àá{â and a rotor pressure ratio, ÝÞ{ß Þxá;ã , i.e.
ÝÞ©äåÝÞ{ß æçÏàèÝÞ{ß àá{â=ÝÞ{ß Þxá;ã
The pressure ratios, ÝÞ{ß àá{â and ÝÞ{ß Þxá;ã , derived may be found as
ÝÞ{ß Þxá;ãÁäéëê Ý
Þ{ß ì{í'íïî#ðVñ#ò
ã{ó'Ý
Þ{ß ì{í'í
ÝÞ{ß àá{âä ô
éëê Ý
Þ{ß ì{í'íïî#ðVñ#ò
ã{ó
Utilizing the pressure ratios found (provided õ÷ö and ø have been de-
termined) the flow through the nozzle ring and rotor can be computed,
respectively. However, neglecting the dynamics of the connecting vol-
ume only one of the pressure ratios is needed. Therefore, one turbine
mass flow model candidate is
ù
ú
ãÁä
ù
ú
ãêÙõö
î
øÞxá;ã
î
Ýûü
î{ý
ûü
î
ÝÞ{ß Þxá;ã=ó
In order to validate the theorem above the model given in the following three
equations are implemented in the MATLAB þ environment.
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The three parameters ø ì:9 ,  and
6
are found as the arguments that minimize
the LS criterion for each of the seven different settings of the VGT position,
ð?ñ#ò
ã ,
i.e. ^
äT_+`&a bdcfe
g
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O
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' (2.129)
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 H
z:{4| }C~4
kg
s   
!&Ł&i
0 0.0459 1.2019 0.7328
0.1 0.0513 1.2892 0.7557
0.2 0.0587 1.2131 0.9219
0.4 0.0722 1.3232 1.4536
0.6 0.0867 1.4976 1.9548
0.8 0.0976 1.4483 3.7628
1 0.1048 1.4839 4.4928
Table 2.10: Identified mass flow model parameters with variable

.
The identified parameters are listed in table 2.10. As expected
tu:w
and  

(

) increase with
R&Ł&
, whereas

exhibits only a slight tendency to increase with
!&Ł&
opening.
Inspired by [87]

is fixed to the mean value of the column data in table 2.10,
and a rerun of the identification procedure is made. Table 2.11 lists the identified
values for
tﬂu:w
and

with

fixed to 1.351. This value is reasonably close to the
value of 1.2 given in [87].
tvu:wsx(z:{4| }C~4
 H
z:{4| }C~4
kg
s  
!&Ł&i
0 0.0457 0.6999
0.1 0.0512 0.7420
0.2 0.0584 0.8669
0.4 0.0722 1.4265
0.6 0.0870 2.2377
0.8 0.0976 4.6719
1 0.1049 5.9881
Table 2.11: Identified mass flow model parameters with

+ M
.
Another interesting phenomenon found by comparing table 2.10 and 2.11 is
how fixing

affects the two other parameters:
tu:w
is completely unaffected on
any significance level, and only

is noticeably altered. Comparing the
tu:w
and

level against
R&Ł&
graphically the following very interesting plots in figure 2.39 are
obtained.
The figure clearly shows that the first and second order approximation of
tu:w
and

, respectively, are reasonable. The representative polynomials are identified
as
tvu:w
!&Ł&: 

+ ¡+M¢R£¤!&Ł&¦¥+ !¡!£I¨§¤I©«ª
m ¬


!&Ł&: ­I ®MM¯M¯+
¬
&Ł&q°
 £±(+!&Ł&¦¥ ¯M®M+
(2.130)
These two functions provide the missing link between the position of the VGT
vanes and the mass flow through the turbine.
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Figure 2.39: Equivalence area, à­á:â , and fraction coefficient, ã , as function of the
normalized VGT position. The dashed lines illustrate the 95% confidence intervals
around the lines identified.
The final model is thus found by collecting equation 2.126, 2.127, 2.128 and 2.130.
Figure 2.40 compares the mass flow model with measurement, and indeed, the
performance of the model is very good.
This good performance is confirmed further by investigating the relative er-
ror between model and measurement. The relative error is depicted to the left in
figure 2.41.
As seen from the figure, the error stays between ä 1% except for a few of
outliers. Assuming the error is normally distributed the model error within the
turbine map will with 99.7% certainty stay between ä 1.7%.
In addition to a good mass flow estimation the model also makes possible in-
vestigation of how the pressure drop across the stage is distributed between nozzle
and rotor. This is illustrated to the right in figure 2.41. The plot shows as expected
a decrease in nozzle pressure ratio and hence increase in rotor pressure ratio as the
VGT is opened.
The turbine characteristics provided by manufactures notoriously lack low pres-
sure ratio/low speed data points, thus hampering the modelling process. This is
very unfortunate since the speedline characteristic for low åqæ and çè values is of
paramount importance when evaluating engine model performance in the idle to
mid load operating range. This problem is made worse when a pulse exhaust man-
ifold is used. The problem is illustrated in figure 2.42. The figure shows the im-
portance of including the pressure fluctuation in the calculation of éê èÇë ì before the
mean value computation. The idealized pressure ratio signal used here for illustra-
tive purpose contains the mean and first harmonic (event frequency) of a imagined
exhaust pressure trace for a four cylinder engine. However, the knowledge obtained
using this imaginary and simple exhaust manifold pressure trace may be classified
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as general for the for following reason. The pressure ratio across the turbine stage
may stay close to zero flow conditions much of the time16 i.e. (the pressure ratio
across the turbine stage is close to 1 , see e.g. [60] ). This close to non-flow con-
dition is followed by a hot, narrow and high pressure burst ( see e.g [60] ) which
utilizes a great extend of the turbine 243 – 5687,9 : characteristic. Hence, the real turbine
mass flow trace will be similar in appearance to the mass flow traces presented in
presented in figure 2.42 .
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Figure 2.42: Fluctuation scenario in exhaust manifold and its influence on the ef-
fective Turbine mass flow. The figure also illustrates how the 2k3 – 5687,9 : characteristic
alters with turbine speed due to the pressure gradient field created around the rotor.
This conclusion is analogous to the research presented in [10] where the intake
manifold pressure fluctuation’s influence on correct throttle mass flow estimation
was investigated.
16Exhaust manifold design dependent.
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VGT efciency modelling The loss model to be present here is analogous to
the compressor loss model and is primarily based on fluid velocity investigations.
However, the availability of a mass flow model makes some of the turbine loss
estimation steps easier when compared to their dual in the compressor loss model,
since some of the important fluid velocities can be readily computer prior to the
loss calculation.
The nozzle inlet conditions are sketched in figure 2.43, where the notation will
be defined in which follows.
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Figure 2.43: Diagrammatic illustration of the nozzle inlet conditions.
The first task is establish the size and direction of the absolute nozzle inlet
velocity, ¢0£ . Assuming the scroll inlet process is ideal the angular momentum of
the gas is conserved, i.e. ¤¦¥
¢
¥f§ ¨©
¤«ª.§ ¬
¢
£
§ ¨
(2.131)
where
¤¦¥
is the distance from turbine center to the centroid of the scroll inlet where
mass distribution is initiated.
¤bª.§ ¬
is the radius of the circle connecting the nozzle
inlet tips, and is of course ­t®¯° dependent.
The scroll volume of an automotive turbine is small, hence neglecting filling–
emptying dynamics of the turbine stage is justifiable. Thus, due to mass conserva-
tion the mass flow in and out of the scroll are equal, i.e.
±
²
°
©´³
¥µ¶¥
¢
¥f§ ¨·©¹¸tº
¤«ª.§ ¬¼»!½
³
£¼¢£
§ ½
(2.132)
where
µ¶¥
is the area of scroll inlet centroid mentioned above.
The inlet angle, ¾?£ , is defined as
¿¼ÀÁÃÂ
¾L£¼ÄÅ
¢£
§ ½
¢
£
§ ¨ (2.133)
Collecting equation 2.131, 2.132 and 2.133 the cotangent of the inlet angle, ¾0£ ,
can be rewritten as
¿¼ÀÁÆÂ
¾L£¼Ä
©
µ¶¥
³
¥
¸tº
»!½¼¤¦¥
³
£
(2.134)
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The acceleration of the flow from turbine inlet to nozzle is small. Hence, the
static gas density change is small, i.e. ÇÉÈËÊÌÇ	Í , allowing a further reduction of
equation 2.134 to Î¼ÏÐÃÑ,Ò
È¼ÓÔ Õ
Í
Öt×FØ!ÙhÚ
Í
(2.135)
Thus, the gas inlet angle,
Ò
È is only a function of the A/R setting of the turbine.
Using the equation above, the inlet angle of the experimental turbine is found to be
75 Û .
The relation above is of course very idealized especially in the case of pulse
turbocharging. However, the problem is most pronounced in the case with vaneless
nozzle ring turbines due to the harsher accelerations (higher local friction) and
the larger control volume, and less important in inlet nozzles with guide vanes.
Due to its simplicity the inlet angle of the gas will thus be computed according to
equation 2.135.
The inlet angle for turbine with vaneless nozzle ring has been studied in greater
detail in [34] (see also [87]).
The next step in turbine loss modelling is the construction of a model of the
nozzle friction and incidence losses, along with a discussion of the assumptions
made in the pursuit of this goal.
Applying the theory above for the direction of the inlet flow velocity together
with the law of continuity, Ü«È may be written as
ÜÈÝÔ
ÜÈfÞ
Ù
Î¼ÏCßÆÑ,Ò
È¼Ó
Ô à
á8â
Öt×4Ú«ã
Þ ä
Ø!Ù
ÇåÈ
Î¼ÏCßÆÑ,Ò
È¼Ó
(2.136)
Due to the collision between gas and the vaned nozzle ring a loss will be
present. Analog to the NASA incidence loss model presented in the compressor
section this energy loss is modelled by
æèçSé
ãtê
Þ
ã
äjëÔíìïî
ã
Þ ð
Ö
(2.137)
Whence, the change in the tangential velocity is dissipated as heat. However, the
size and direction of the nozzle outlet velocity is not readily available.
According to [38] the outlet angle of the gas,
Ò
î
, may from common steam
turbine practice be found as
Î¼ÏCßÆÑ,Ò
î
ÓLÔòñ
ã
ó
ã
(2.138)
where
ó
ã
is the radial distance between the nozzle tips, and
ñ
ã
is the minimum dis-
tance between neighboring nozzle blades. Although the relation above is a rough
approximation the error introduced is small according to [87]. However, it should
not be forgotten how sensitive rotor operation is with respect to the incoming flow
angle; an issue dual to the compressor impeller incidence losses discussed in the
compressor section. It is therefore likely that a certain level of modelling error
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may be expected when using this expression. However, it is decided here to pro-
ceed with the turbine loss modelling using this relation due to its simplicity
The radial distance, ôhõ , is found as (see evt. figure 2.32)
ôdõ÷öòøtùûú,ü«ýjþ ß 

õ
þ
 
	
ú

õ

õ
(2.139)
The minimum distance between blades, Nõ , may from geometrical considerations
be found as the vector going through the nozzle outlet tip perpendicular to the
direction vector of the neighboring nozzle blade.
Figure 2.44 shows ô¼õ , dõ and  as a function of the nozzle blade angle  õ for
the experimental VGT. It is noticed that  is close being a linear function of the
blade angle.
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Figure 2.44: The nozzle flow
The size of the absolute outlet velocity )  is more difficult to characterize even
before the strong influence of the frictional forces along nozzle passage, since it
itself is a function of the energy loss *,+  õ.-
þ
õ./10 i.e the relation is implicit. Instead
it is assumed that the gas attains an angle of  after nozzle entry, and the point of
no loss is achieved when 32 ö  . A energy loss model fulfilling these conditions
is
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
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2
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(2.140)
The nozzle incidence loss will be modelled according to the definition above in the
following.
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The static pressure and temperature at the nozzle inlet after the nozzle collision
process is found as
=>? @BAC=
>? DFEHG,IJLK.M
?
K.N1O
P1Q
R
>? @BA
R
>? D
(2.141)
assuming an isobaric loss profile is followed. The subscripts S and T denote after
incidence and before incidence conditions, respectively.
The stagnation inlet conditions are from considerations of continuity derived
as
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The inlet conditions and geometry, respectively, are now known and may to-
gether with the mass flow model form the basis for computation of the nozzle
discharge coefficient.
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The discharge coefficient for each of the seven  9¡ i positions is found as the
argument minimizing the cumulative quadratic error between
g
h¢i and £
g
hji , i.e.
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¬­¯®±°
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¶

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h
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¶

\ (2.144)
where
£ g
hji is computed according to equation 2.143.
The results of the
Zy
computations are graphically illustrated in figure 2.45.
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Figure 2.45: Computed discharge coefficient and nozzle flow model validation.
The plot to the left shows the computed discharge coefficients for the seven
VGT positions. The discharge coefficient may be approximated with good accu-
racy by a second order polynomial in éê9ë9ì . The polynomial together with it’s 95%
confidence interval are seen as a solid and dashed blue lines, respectively.
The discharge coefficient, as expected, is found to increase as the VGT opens.
Hence, frictional forces become more and more dominant with VGT closure.
The plot to the right in figure 2.45 shows a comparison between flow measure-
ments and estimates obtained utilizing equation 2.143 with the discharge descrip-
tion just mentioned. The agreement is good and adds to the confidence in the pres-
sure distribution model developed as a part of the turbine mass flow model. Only
at large VGT positions and relatively large pressure drops is a small disagreement
noticed. This disagreement can possibly be traced back to the nozzle incidence
loss approximation made earlier in this section. However, since the disagreement
is so small this has not been investigated.
The next problem is the development of suitable models for the nozzle pas-
sage friction loss, rotor incidence loss and rotor friction loss. This is, however, an
extremely difficult task since the individual loss process are hard to separate. An
identification procedure must thus estimate the individual loss process parameters
simultaneously in order to be successful.
The friction loss in the nozzle passages is Reynolds number dependent, and is
commonly approximated as a power function of this number, i.e
í,îaï
ð1ñòôó¥õöø÷}ùWú
for
õaúnûüþýß
(2.145)
A loss model with the structure given above was implemented however in vain.
The structure was found to give unrealistic low friction losses at small VGT open-
ings and at high inlet temperatures, respectively. Instead, the Reynolds number
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definition was changed from  
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and the nozzle enthalpy loss due friction computed as
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Using this analogy the Reynolds number loss correlation is made almost indepen-
dent of the nozzle position and the upstream temperature conditions i.e geometric
and thermodynamic conditions are lumped into the correlation.
Before the rotor inlet conditions can be computed the nozzle outlet conditions
must be determined.
The pressure ratio across the nozzle ring, 8
ﬁ $21ﬁ3
, is readily available from the
mass flow model, and the nozzle outlet temperature following an isentropic expan-
sion process may be found as
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(2.148)
However, due to the friction loss the real static outlet temperature is
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(2.149)
The static outlet pressure is readily found to be
8
%
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 
8
ﬁ $21ﬁ3 (2.150)
Hence, the absolute velocity of the gas leaving the nozzles is
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(2.151)
After nozzle exit the flow is accelerated further due to area decrease. This
flow acceleration may with good approximation be assumed lossless since the flow
distance from nozzle exit to rotor inlet is small. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
flow retains the flow angle G
%
. Thus, the tangential velocity increase is derived to
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(2.152)
and the radial velocity component of
ﬂ
H
before rotor entry to
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(2.153)
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The rotor inlet conditions are shown schematically in figure 2.32 on page 110.
The collision loss is found analogous to the compressor impeller incidence loss
assuming that the complete tangential component of the relative kinetic energy is
destroyed. This model is in the literature referred to as the NACA model (see e.g.
[98, 87]). The loss in specific energy is thus found as
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The pressure and temperature before rotor entry are
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Assuming an isobaric loss profile the inlet conditions immediately after rotor entry
are (see evt. figure 2.32 on page 110)
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In the computation of the relative velocity it is assumed, that the flow follows the
rotor blade angle immediately after the collision.
The friction model structure developed in the compressor section is here reused
to model the rotor friction loss, i.e.
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The scaling coefficient #` 
#
z
 

is introduced since the rotor friction loss was found
to scale badly with temperature increase.
The total specific enthalpy loss is found as the sum of the four contribution just
modelled
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The coefficients of the frictional loss model are found by minimizing the crite-
rion in equation 2.159, and are listed in table 2.12.
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¤ ¥ ¦K§ ¦2¨ ¦2©
0.0984 0.9416 0 0.0028 0.6413
Table 2.12: Turbine friction coefficients identified.
Interestingly, the rotor friction is found independent of the rotational speed. More-
over, the cross term product, ª ©« ¬2­®© , is not significantly different from zero, and
the rotor channel friction loss is found to be mainly dependent on ª ©« ¬ . This is
opposite the impeller friction conclusions made earlier in the compressor section,
and may have to do with the much higher turbine trim setting.
The VGT efficiency model implemented may, according to the total-to-static
efficiency definition, be expressed as
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The performance of the model is graphically evaluated in the three upper plots
of figure 2.46. The relative error of the model within map boundaries is found
to be slightly biased and varying between -12 and 21%. The error is largest for
Ï£ÐNÑ
°p´5ÒEÓ Ô and
Ï£ÐNÑ
°p´5ÒEÓ Õ where the high rotational speed losses are clearly overes-
timated. This is seen in the center plot where the measured and estimated enthalpy
loss levels computed are depicted. However, the general picture of the turbine per-
formance provided is physically correct. This may be appreciated by comparing
the change in the
¶,¸
°« Ì ÍÎ`Î level as the VGT opens. In vicinity of the closed position
the curvature of both estimate and measurement is smooth (nozzle friction is dom-
inant) changing to a step like structure for both curves near as the VGT approaches
its fully open VGT position (rotor incidence is dominant).
In order to remove the error bias the following pure fitting function is proposed
Ö
´
ÖØ×Ù
°ÚÄ
É
Ú
Ï£ÐNÑ
°`Û (2.161)
and computed by finding the loss function minimum below
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where
Ï
is a parameter vector. The correct turbine efficiency is finally realized as
æ¯±°« ²R³±« ç´
ÖØ×`ä0å
Ï
Ý
ºZÞÛKæ¯±°« ²R³ (2.163)
Since it is desirable, as mentioned in the beginning of this section, that the fitting
function works within regression data limits only to avoid extrapolation the mul-
tiplicative correction function,
Ö
, is realized as a function of
ÏKÐNÑ
° only. The final
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fitting function minimizing the LS criterion is realized as a second order polyno-
mial in è#éNêNë ì
éNêNë®íïîﬃðEñ ò2óEô7õ2èTö
éNêNëÁ÷
ðEñ ò2óTò2õ2è£éNêNë
÷
ðEñ ø±ù±ú±ú (2.164)
The corrected turbine efficiency, ûü ëý þRß±ý   , is graphically evaluated in the two lower-
most plots in figure 2.46. It is clearly seen here that the fitting function is able to
remove the bias from the relative error, and reduces the relative error to be within a
window of

ôð . However, since the function only works on ûü ëý þRß it does not pro-
vide any information on where the enthalpy losses are falsely distributed. Hence,
the correction will not be used in the evaluation of the enthalpy loss distribution of
the turbine stage.
The efficiency model makes a better understanding possible of how the en-
thalpy loss is distributed between the nozzle ring and rotor as the VGT opens. This
loss distribution is graphically illustrated in figure 2.47. The figure clearly shows,
as expected from figure 2.46, that the two most dominant loss sources are the noz-
zle ring friction loss for small VGT settings and rotor incidence loss for larger
VGT settings, respectively. Another interesting observation made is the rather low
magnitude of the computed rotor friction. However, the trim size of 76 (see ta-
ble 2.8 ) for the rotor is a lot larger than those for the compressors examined in the
compressor modelling section i.e. the flow path basically speaking only changes
its direction but not its dimensions. Hence, the rotor loss computations presented
above are not unrealistic.
The physical loss model is now complete making a loss surface estimation
from è£éNêNë ,  ëý   and  alone possible. Such surfaces are for è±éNêNë,í ð , 0.5 and
1 depicted in figure 2.48. The surfaces show the skewed nature of the turbine
efficiency. Unfortunately, as mentioned in discussion of the pressure fluctuations
and effective turbine mass flow, a great deal of the turbine operation takes place in
the vicinity of Øí
	 (no flow). Hence, following a typical pressure cycle in the
exhaust manifold, an efficiency trajectory may be drawn on these surfaces exactly
where they are strongly skewed. Therefore, the effective efficiency mean value
may be considerably smaller than in the case with constant pressure turbocharging.
Although the low-speed/high pressure efficiencies look a bit too high, they
are not unrealistic. The measurements, however, do not cover this region, but the
general U/C line shows a growing tendency with a U/C decrease (see figure 2.33
on page 115). Thus none of the U/C- ü ëý þRß lines have reached their maximum level.
Increasing the pressure ratio (not shown graphically here) the surfaces are
found tending towards zero efficiency asymptotically. This is a property desired
from the theory outlined in the beginning of this section.
The following natural question to the just presented radial turbine efficiency
model now arises: ”Is a relative error window of approximately

ôð accept-
able?”. The answer is: ”It depends on the application”. If the model should be
used in an high fidelity application requiring a level of accuracy within a few per-
cent the only natural step further would be to model the complete exhaust system by
wave action models (see e.g [118]). These model structures generally tend to have
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Figure 2.47: Enthalpy loss distribution.
a higher number of tuneable parameters compared to the radial turbine model just
presented. Thus, a higher level of accuracy can more easily be achieved. However,
such models are not suited as modelling background for engine control designs.
If however a MVEM framework is considered, in which the exhaust fluctuations
are neglected, the accuracy level of the VGT efficiency model presented is suffi-
cient for the following intuitive reasons. Efficiency degradation levels up to 30%
in pulse-turbocharging application are to be expected (see [60]) if the turbine ef-
ficiency estimate is computed utilizing the mean values of the exhaust pressure
and the temperature. If an on-engine turbine efficiency modelling accuracy level
should be achieved within a few percent the thermodynamic states in front of the
turbine inlet must be known within high precision. It is shown in [118] that a
reasonable detail level of the inlet state frequency spectrum must contain at least
information about the third harmonic of the exhaust pulsation (this corresponds to
three times the event frequency of a four cylinder engine). This required spectrum
bandwidth is much larger than the bandwidth obtainable with MVEM realized en-
gine models. According to e.g. [43] the bandwidth of MVEM type models are bit
below the engine cycle frequency. Hence, the spectrum provided by a MVEM type
engine model is at least one decade below that required by a successful physical
based computation of the turbine efficiency. Thus, if a high fidelity MVEM type
engine model is required a substantial amount of work used on massaging model
parameters to fit the data is to be expected.
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A non-dimensional approach to encompass the effect of exhaust pulsations on
the turbine efficiency is provided in [60]. However, this approach requires a map-
ping of the instantaneous static pressure in front of the turbine; a job almost im-
possible to complete on an engine equipped with an EGR system and a VGT. This
would require an mapping of the engine in the minimum four following dimen-
sions: engine speed, engine torque, VGT position and EGR valve position.
2.3.4.7 Summary
The modelling of the turbine mass flow and efficiency are divided in this section
in contrast to the compressor model, since it is found that separate mass flow mod-
elling could give remarkably good mass flow estimation (within 1.7% relative ac-
curacy). This model provides the mass flow input to the efficiency model.
The mass flow model is new in its concept, since it can predict the pressure
distribution across the nozzle ring and rotor, respectively. Along with this pres-
sure ratio distribution, the pressure ratio needed to overcome the pressure gradient
developed by rotor rotation is also computed. Hence, the model can also predict
when the turbine characteristic is inverted (compressor like operation is observed).
All these estimation possibilities are made available by the model from the VGT
setting   , the turbine speed ¡¢  , and the pressure ratio across the stage £8¤ data
alone.
The three sub models making up the mass flow model are repeated below.
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The equivalence rotor area,
à
Õá , and fraction coefficient,
Þ
, are found to be
accurately described by a first order and second order polynomial in   , respec-
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tively.
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The turbine efficiency does not require extra auxiliary inputs other than those
described above. The model accuracy within the map limits is found to be between
-12% and 21% relative accuracy, and slightly biased. Introducing a pure polyno-
mial fitting function of second order, 
	 

, with the independent variable being
the VGT position,
!

, the bias on the relative turbine efficiency modelling error
can be removed. The span of relative modelling error is thereby also reduced, and
tend to stay within a limit of "$#ﬁ%'& in general. This level of modelling accuracy is
of a level generally acceptable for the MVEM framework.
Since the model is built up by sub-models of the collision and friction enthalpy
losses appearing in the nozzle ring and rotor, respectively, it allows an inspection
of the total enthalpy loss distribution.
2.3.5 Turbocharger speed modelling
The rotational speed of the turbocharger, as is evident from the compressor and
turbine model investigations, is of paramount importance in the description of the
compressor’s and the turbine’s characteristics. A good model of the turbocharger
shaft dynamics must thus exist if off line turbocharger simulations are to be accu-
rate.
Since the impeller wheel and rotor wheel are connected through a shaft i.e.
(*),+-(/.0+-(

(2.169)
only one state equation is needed to describe the shaft dynamics.
The power delivered to the shaft is computed by the VGT model as
1
ﬃ32
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and the power extracted by the compressor to
1ﬃ.
32
4
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(2.171)
Hence a good model candidate is given by Newton’s second law,
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(2.172)
where
[ )
is the moment of inertia of the shaft, impeller and rotor combination.
However, depending on design it might be necessary to include viscous forces
in the bearing, and/or the viscous drag force between the turbocharger housing and
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impeller and rotor backside, respectively. An alternative form of equation 2.172 is
thus \
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where the the coefficients
vw@x y
,
v;w@x
f
and 
x ^B

x
o need to be estimated from ex-
perimental data.
vw@x
f
is most likely found in the interval between 1 and 2, whereas

x
u
decreases from 0.1 to 0.002 as the Reynolds number, ;

or 

, is in-
creased from
g
d
to
g
d
(see e.g. [87, 65]).
Another more pragmatic approach is to include the viscous effects on the shaft
dynamics by introducing a mechanical efficiency scalar, 
ix 
in equation 2.172.
Hence, the effects of the auxiliary viscous forces,
r?stDu
, are included in 
ix 
, and
the turbo shaft state equation is rewritten as
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b
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l
^nm
lﬃop (2.175)
2.4 Filling and Emptying models
Filling and Emptying modelling has proven its quality in engine state estimation
(see e.g. [19, 50, 53, 103, 112]), as a modelling foundation for engine state predic-
tors (see e.g. [10, 22]), and OBD (Onboard Diagnostics) systems (see e.g. [76]).
An illustration of a FE (Filling and Emptying) volume is depicted in figure 2.49,
and such a volume may be described by the laws of energy conservation and mass
conservation, i.e.
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assuming that the volume properties are spatially constant. Since auxiliary power
inputs (e.g. actuator actions) may safely be neglected, except for the combustion
process, l is assumed equal to zero in the following.
Differentiating the ideal gas law with respect to time, assuming constant vol-
ume, the following ODE (Ordinary Differential Equation) is found
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(2.177)
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Figure 2.49: Filling and Emptying modelling approach illustration. The propeller
illustrates the auxiliary power input, Æ , and Ç is the heat transfer.
Utilizing the equations above the pressure in the volume may be derived to be
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The introduction of EGR necessitates a description of the concentration of the
exhaust gas content in the individual FE volumes. A way to model the dynamic
behavior of the exhaust gas concentration, is by describing the mass fraction burnt,
ê
, of the total control volume mass17, Ù , i.e.
êìë
Ù£í	îDï=ð!ñ
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(2.179)
A dynamic description of
ê
in a control volume may be derived as
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Hence, the dynamic behavior of a control volume in the engine’s air path may
17The spatially variation of õ is neglected, i.e. instantaneous perfect mixing is assumed as soon
as the burnt mass has entered the control volume
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be describe by three ODEs and one algebraic equation
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The dynamics of individual control volumes are implemented according to
equation 2.181 in the VES C library.
2.5 Pipe flow model
One desired VES property is the ability to describe the temperature distribution in
an engine’s air path. Hence, models of the different flows in the air path, e.g fresh
air flow and EGR flow, must be present. However, a general descriptive zero di-
mensional flow model to describe the individual internal flows in the engines air
path is difficult to construct due to phenomena such as pumping fluctuation/wave
effects and geometric design differences. For many years, experimentalists have
tried to relate surface roughness, Reynolds number, pressure drop and various fric-
tion factors to find a mathematical description of the mass flow through pipes. So
far they have only found empirical relationships (for example the Moody diagram
[96]).
The gas velocities experienced in an engine’s intake system are generally low in
order to minimize friction losses. However, except for high viscosity fluid flows in
narrow pipes, the individual intake manifold flows are generally of turbulent nature
due to the low viscosity of the intake air. To serve as an example, disregarding the
fluctuation effects, the flow in the inlet manifold throat for the British Leyland
engine at idle speed has a Reynolds number close to 800018; A value significantly
larger than the general value of 2300 where the flow undergoes a transition from
laminar to turbulent.
Although the general flow behavior may be characterized as turbulent the au-
thor chose here to couple a laminar flow- and turbulent flow description. Hence,
very small flow velocities will also be treated properly.
18This value is computed with the following assumed setting of the relevant engine parameters
and states: An intake manifold pressure of 0.4 bar, an intake temperature of 300 K, a steady throttle
mass flow of 4.53 kgs , an engine speed of 1000 rpm, and the intake throat diameter is 40 mm.
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In [40] the pipe mass flow after the compressor is described as a linear func-
tion of the pressure drop across the pipe only, i.e. the following must have been
assumed,)
The flow is laminar and steady
)
Potential energy changes are neglected, i.e. the pipe is assumed horizontally
mounted.
)
The flow is incompressible.
)
The pipe form is simple, i.e the pipe can be described with one diameter and
length specification alone.
According to [96] a laminar mass flow through a pipe with diameter * and
length + may be computed as
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However, the model given in equation 2.182 is naturally only valid for small pipe
pressure drops when working with air. Hence, unrealistically large pipe mass flows
may be encountered during simulation when the engine model is being excited e.g.
throttle actuation. Whence, for higher pressure drops the mass flow behavior is
described by the following model (see [97]).
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Imposing a straight line on the Moody diagram19 under the assumptions that
the relative roughness factor, 
]
, and Reynolds number stay below 10
b.
and 10  ,
respectively, a representative value of the friction factor is
Ł
NV

b.a
j
 (2.184)
19Diagram relating relative roughness,  , friction factor,  , and Reynolds number, _ , to each
other.
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The roughness value for the intake manifold material is normally found to be
between 1.62 . mm (plastic) and 0.02mm (steel) (see [29]) and the hydraulic
pipe diameter is normally above 10mm. The roughness value is assumed to be
in the neighborhood of 0.001 (conservative estimate). Reynolds numbers in the
neighborhood of 10  would require flow velocities close to the speed of sound for
all normal intake manifold designs i.e. a maximum upper limit of  to 10  is
valid.
Combining the laminar and turbulent pipe flow models presented above the
final model is derived as,
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The Reynolds number, cê , where the transition from laminar to turbulent flow
occurs is found as the point of intersection between the two friction lines ó   
ò
î.ô
(laminar) flow and ó   õVöy?
ÑaÒ ÷
 in the Moody diagram. Hence the point of
transition is here selected to be
ê
 ùøûúü
õVö¯ý
Í
ÍÏÎ ×ÏØßþ

»
öy (2.186)
The value of Vê is a bit lower than the normal value of 2300. However, the general
value of 2300 is for steady flows and not unsteady flows. The general velocity
profile of the flow will hence reassemble a turbulent profile rather than a laminar
profile i.e. the lower cê value is reasonable.
The post-processing of the computed gas velocities, µ « and
´
µ
« , with a hyper-
bolic tangent function insures that the flow velocity, à , never exceeds the speed of
sound.
Figure 2.50 shows the mass flow characteristic of 1m long pipe with a varying
diameter between 1cm and 5cm under normal atmospheric conditions.
It should be be noted that extreme accuracy of the pipe mass flow model is not
mandatory since the bandwidth limiting components are normally not the pipes but
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Figure 2.50: Pipe mass flow and Reynolds number surfaces for a 1m long pipe
evaluated with normal atmospheric dry air properties, i.e.  ﬀﬁﬃﬂ! #"%$ Pa ﬂ s,
&
('*)*ﬀ K, and +, 101.3207kPa
rather input components like throttles or compressors, and output components like
the intake port mass flow (speed-density equation). Furthermore, the pressure gra-
dient between the individual volumes comprising the intake system are normally
very small for both transient and steady state pipe flows. However, the mass flow
computations must still be descriptive i.e. mass flows which are too small will give
an unrealistically slow response of the pressure and temperature states to excitation,
and mass flows which are too large will give an unrealistically fast pressure rise
time and unrealistically large temperature spikes due to expansion/compression.
The pipe mass flow model implemented in VES follows the structure given in
equation 2.185.
2.6 Throttle model
The mass flow to a SI engine, without VVT/VVL, is normally controlled by a throt-
tle, hence the name throttle body for the intake system upstream of the throttle plate
position. However, throttles are nowadays also encountered in Diesel engines as a
means to increase the EGR rate and/or to increase pumping losses and reduce fresh
air flow, thereby increasing the exhaust temperature, to promote DPF regeneration.
Furthermore, a throttle is also normally used to damped out engine shaking during
shut down (closing the throttle completely introduces a large vacuum in the intake
manifold and the engine comes rapidly to a standstill).
The mass flow passing the throttle is normally modelled by the isentropic flow
equation for a converging–diverging nozzle. The nozzle equation is repeated below
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for the sake of convenience.
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with
M
Q being the ratio between upstream stagnation pressure and static throat pres-
sure, and A the throttle angle. However, it is evident that a direct measurement of
the throat pressure is impossible, since first the flow is divided around the throttle
plate, and second the position of the throat varies with the throttle angle. Hence,
the kinetic energy of the flow is commonly assumed lost following an isobaric line
(converging–sudden expansion nozzle). Thus, it is customary to approximate the
throat pressure with the downstream pipe or plenum pressure. However, just as
there is no such thing as a perfect isentropic process, there is no such thing as a
perfect loss either, i.e. some of the of kinetic energy will be recovered as pressure.
The complexity of the throttle mass flow is sought illustrated in figure 2.51. The
figure illustrates how the flow is divided in a primary- and secondary flow around
the throttle plate. Immediately after the throttle plate vortices will be generated due
to local pressure differences and internal flow friction. This phenomenon is illus-
trated by the two large scale vortices generated behind the throttle plate. Stream-
line photographs made of an experimental setup analogous to a series coupling of
a venturi, throttle and manifold plenum is presented in [54].
The minimum geometrical area for flow passage of an elliptical throttle plate
capable of complete passage closure is
=
/021@?BADC@3xwy
T
Z]\_^
y
y
X@za{}|
?~ADC
b (2.188)
where the plate- and stem thickness are assumed negligible, y is the pipe radius,
and y
X
is maximum plate radius. The detailed calculations behind equation 2.188
may be found in [103].
The idea of dividing the throttle flow in a primary mass flow,
-
. , and a sec-
ondary mass flow,
-
. , was first presented in [47] under the term two flow path
throttle model. Furthermore, the main functional effects of the throttle angle and
pressure ratio on the throttle flow were here separated into two functions, 
X
?BADC
and 
T
?
M
Q
C , i.e.
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Figure 2.51: The upper part of the figure shows an illustration of the throttle flow
conditions. The lower part of the figure illustrate the simplifications, presented
in [47], made from geometrically considerations. The throttle mass flow model
derived from this simplified flow scenario is known as the two flow path throttle
model.
The structure of equation 2.189 is in [21] further expanded/refined. The general
structure of this model is repeated below for the sake of convenience.
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The parameters
Í
and Ó represent the secondary–primary mass flow ratio and sec-
ondary pressure drop fraction of the total pressure drop ­]°  · ­#³´Vµ#¶ , respectively.
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The parameters í , î and ïiðòñ must be identified numerically from throttle flow
measurements. It can be argued that í and î must be functions of the throttle
position, i.e. íôó(í]õBöD÷ and îøó(î¢õBöD÷ . However, through discussion with one of the
co-authors of [47, 21], A. Chevalier, it was clarified that the parameters exhibited
only very moderate ö dependency. Hence the parameters í and î are assumed
constant in [21]. The explanation behind this might be found in the concept behind
the two-channel converging–sudden expansion model. The geometrical effects is
apparently not as important as stated in [47].
Despite the high level of model accuracy achieved, ùxú 10% for pressure ratios
below 0.95 with real engine data, the two flow path model fails to capture the
effects for pressure ratios above 0.95. In this region the relative error is close to -
60% and ú 15% when mean pressure and real pressure conditions are utilized in the
mass flow calculation, respectively. Thus, the mass flow estimate error has clearly
increased in this part of the throttle characteristics i.e. the throttle friction level
is estimated wrongly. This is understandable since the model exhibits an extreme
pressure ratio sensitivity in this region, since
ûü
ýþß
û 	 for
 

 (2.194)
Instead it is here suggested that the throttle airflow to computed according to either
one of the throttle models presented above, and the equivalent pipe mass flow using
the pipe mass flow model presented in section 2.5 on page 146 in parallel. The
pipe length  is set to the horizontal distance between the throttle tips, and the
equivalent pipe diameter is computed such that
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ó@õBöD÷ . The actual pipe
mass flow is sequently found as
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where
ü
ýþß"!
 and
ü
ýþß"! & are the mass flow solution to the isentropic nozzle equation
and the pipe equation, respectively. This is the model implemented in VES.
As a final word of caution it should be mentioned that correct estimation of
the throttle mass flow close to
 '
ó

 is extremely problematic based on pressure
measurements alone. Even if such a thing as a perfect physical model of a butterfly
valve existed, it would be ”useless” with the current automotive pressure sensors
available (¿1% absolute measurement accuracy). This is here exemplified by a
small example: A throttle plate for a 2.0 liter NA SI engine normally has a diam-
eter close to 50mm, [103]. The throttle geometry is here approximated by a pipe
with an inner diameter of 50mm and a length of 55mm. A pressure drop of 1kPa
across such a pipe would, using the pipe model, attain a value of approximately
600 ( ) under normal atmospheric upstream conditions. The pressure drop of 1kPa
is exactly the absolute deterministic measurement error for the commonly used 0–1
atm intake manifold piezo-resistive pressure transducer [103, 22, 10]. Hence, if this
setup is to be used for online throttle flow estimation with
 *,+.-0/ 12
, sensor fusion
is needed. An obvious choice for automotive application would of course be to
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fuse the estimation of the throttle mass flow with an eventual hotwire/hotfilm MAF
measurement. However, when the throttle is close to WOT (Wide Open Throttle)
the waves will propagate more easily through the intake system. This might course
serious problems obtaining the correct measurement if a hotwire/hotfilm sensor is
used, since such sensor’s measurement quality deteriorates rapidly when exposed
to pumping fluctuations. This phenomenon has been investigated thoroughly in the
ECG at DTU and is still under investigation (see e.g. [44])
2.7 Intake ports
A good knowledge of the intake port mass flow is of paramount importance if
acceptable performance of several control strategies is to be achieved. Two such
control problems are the AFR control problem of MPI equipped SI engines and
the EGR rate control in Diesel engines. The first simply because this is the flow
for which the AFR is sought kept constant (see [112, 22]) and the latter since no
direct measurement method of the EGR mass flow is currently available, i.e. 3465798
is approximated as 34;:<>= MAF. However, commercial sensors for series produc-
tion applications, capable of measuring the port mass flow directly, are currently
not available20 . Instead, the air mass is often estimated from other engine measure-
ments. The most common open loop estimation strategy used to derive a measure
of the cycle averaged port air mass flow is the well known speed-density equation.
Dependent upon which engine sensor signals are available this equation may have
several different structures, where two most common equation forms encountered
are repeated below
3
4?:<A@CB
:9DFE
G$HI
JLKNM
OQPRTS
:9DFE
3
4?:<A@CB
DF:9U
G$HI
JLKNM
OQPR S
DF:9U
(2.196)
where indicates that the corresponding variable has averaged over an engine cy-
cle. The non-dimensional variable B G$HI , referred to as the volumetric engine effi-
ciency, is an empiric attempt to describe the breathing performance of the engine.
The parameters B
:9DFE
G$HI and B
DF:9U
G$HI are normally found from steady state engine mea-
surements, i.e.
B
:9DFE
G$HI
@
OQPRV,W
:9DFE
JLKNMYX
:9DFE
MAF
B
DF:9U
G$HI
@
OQPRV W
DF:9U
JLKNM X
DF:9U
MAF
(2.197)
20A prototype port air mass flow sensor has been developed by the ECG at DTU (see [37]). How-
ever, the measurement principal is not completely non-intrusive, and might thus change the breathing
performance of the engine. Furthermore, the method is not directly applicable on DI engines with
EGR
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and sequently stored in a 2D engine map with Z and []\F^9_ as indices. For a
acceptable performance it might however be necessary to readjust the level of `Na$bc
by an intake temperature correction factor. A commonly used correction factor is
d egfghji
e
fghjiQk lnmpo , [54].
It is shown in [47, 75], referred to as the ” q asr [t ” methodology, that `
\F^9_
a$bc
[\F^9_
exhibits a strong linear [ \F^9_ dependency and only a weak engine speed depen-
dency for pressure ratios, ['uwv x
fghji
x
hjf'y smaller than 0.95. Hence, using this method-
ology when storing the volumetric efficiency, i.e. `
\F^9_
a$bc
[\F^9_ is stored instead of
`
\F^9_
a$bc
, the interpolation accuracy may be improved.
Since no direct measurement method, as mentioned, is available the static `Na$bc
map is also used to derived the port air mass flow during transients. It is thus likely
that this might introduce significantly errors due to ramming effect. However, the
magnitude and characteristic of this likely error is investigated thoroughly in [21]
by 1D modelling. It is found that the static speed density equation, for a plenum
type manifold, is able to describe the event mean value of the port mass flow with
a remarkably accuracy. Hence for MVEM based modelling and control the speed
density equation is a good choice.
In the cases where a greater model detail level is desired (e.g. wave modelling)
the intake and exhaust valve’s flow restriction need separate modelling. The intake
and exhaust are customarily of the poppet valve type except for a few exotic en-
gine designs. One modelling approach (as with other common valve types) is to
utilize the isentropic nozzle equation together with a geometrically derived model
of the minimum flow area, and a discharge coefficient, z,{ , to account for the un-
avoidable modelling errors introduced by the isentropic assumption. Models of the
minimum valve area are readily available in literature, and it is in VES selected
to implemented a poppet valve model structure according to model proposed in
[54]. The size and character of the discharge coefficient are also addressed in [54].
Since poppet valves are utilized to control other flows than just the engine port
mass flow e.g. EGR mass flow and idle speed by-pass mass flow, the model is also
used in larger VES engine sub-models like the EGR cooling system described in
section 2.8.1.
2.8 Heat exchangers
Two heat exchangers are commonly found in a modern turbocharged engine’s air
path namely the intercooler and the EGR cooler. Depending on the engine config-
uration the added air path volume due to the heat exchangers may need dynamic
modelling in the description of the three main air path characteristics: pressure,
gaseous mass contained and burnt mass fraction. Hence, this section is devoted to
the investigation of possible model structures for convenient 0-D heat exchanger
models.
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2.8.1 EGR cooler
Assuming that the EGR mass may be characterized as a heat sink alone21 (a more
thorough treatment may be found in [64]) the absorbed combustion energy during
steady state engine operation may be approximated by
|~}
?9Ł
}
?9wŁ
Q	
Ł'F9N (2.198)
Hence, the overall combustion temperature will decrease due to the energy absorb-
tion of the inert gas. Clearly, a intake manifold temperature decrease, evident from
the above equation, will promote the combustion temperature reduction desired
even further. Hence, it is common on modern DI Diesel engines to cool the EGR
mass flow down before intake manifold entry. Due to packaging and response time
issues these coolers are normally of the air-to-water type using the engine coolant
water as coolant medium. An EGR cooler is schematically depicted in figure 2.52.
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Figure 2.52: 1-pass water jacket EGR cooler with exhaust side mount EGR valve.
Commercially available EGR coolers normally feature 1, 2 or 3 flow paths
through the coolant medium before exit. A greater number of flow paths will
clearly increase cooler effectiveness due to linear velocity increase (the intern area-
volume ratio increases but the overall size of the cooler is fixed) and heat transfer
coefficient increase (Reynolds number increase leads to heat transfer coefficient
increase). However, this better cooler effectiveness is normally paid for in terms
of added pressure loss across the cooler. Since the pressure difference between
exhaust and the intake manifold is moderate on CI engines (after-treatment system
back pressure issues are not taken into account) the introduction of extra friction in
the EGR flow path may hamper the flow too much, such that the desired EGR levels
at idle/part load operation cannot be achieved. Table 2.13 shows general values for
21The combustion kinetics are neglected
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the effectiveness and maximum pressure drop across the EGR cooler at maximum
rated EGR mass flow. Although the table values should only be seen as descriptive
Effectiveness, [%] ·,¸'¹Fº9» , ¼ kPa ½
1-Pass 57 0.85
2-Pass 67 1.69
3-Pass 89 8.47
Table 2.13: General values for effectiveness and maximum pressure drop for 1-, 2-
and 3-pass EGR coolers after completed soot fouling [26].
values, they give a picture of what cooler effectiveness and pressure losses that can
be expected. Only three-pass EGR coolers provide a high enough effectiveness
that the exhaust gas temperature influences on the intake manifold properties may
be regarded as constant (the EGR inlet temperature is fixed to the coolant tem-
perature). One- and two-pass EGR coolers will need modelling to understand the
influence of the exhaust gas on other engine dynamics properly.
As stated previously the application of FE modelling technique poses problems
when applied to heat exchangers, since the cooler is best described by PDE (Partial
Differential Equation). However, convenient control oriented models should be
comprised of ODEs only if they are to be applied in a later controller synthesis.
Therefore the model concept utilized here will be zero dimensional.
In the search for a model of the water jacket EGR cooler the following is as-
sumed¾
The coolant flow is large enough such that coolant temperature increase from
inlet to outlet may be neglected. Furthermore, the cooler is well designed
such that each region is properly flushed. Hence, the coolant temperature
inside the cooler is spatially constant.¾
The wall thickness of the individual pipe is normally very thin ( ¿ 0.25mm).
Furthermore, the heat conductivity between the liquid coolant is much bet-
ter than the conductivity between the EGR and the wall. Hence, the wall
temperature will be assumed equivalent to the coolant temperature.¾
The heat transfer coefficient, À , is assumed globally constant.¾
Condensing effects are neglected, i.e. the water contained in the EGR mass
flow as steam is not thought to change phase during the passage through the
cooler.¾
Steady flow conditions, i.e. ÁÂÄÃÅ9ÆwÇﬁÈ .¾
The pressure drop across the cooler is negligible in the outlet temperature
computation.
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Figure 2.53: Illustration of EGR mass packet on its way through one of the Ü Í
EGR cooler pipes.
Ý The mass flow through the individual pipe is position independent, i.e. Þßáàâ9ãä åFæ
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çè , where Ü Í is the number of cooling pipes in the cooler.
Of the above assumptions the largest error is most likely introduced by the steady
flow assumption. EGR cooler are normally closely coupled to the exhaust manifold
with the EGR valve mounted up or downstream of the cooler. Hence, rather large
flow fluctuations may be expected. Treatment of the fluctuations mentioned will
be addressed in section 2.8.5.
The outlet temperature model proposed here will be derived from a lagrangian
point of view.
Figure 2.53 illustrates the passage conditions for package of constant mass on
its way through one of the EGR cooler pipes.
This mass package may be described by the following four equations.
The volume rate change of the package is given by
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The local velocity of the package, Þ , is found as
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The change in the internal energy of the package is found as
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The heat transfer,
/
, from the mass package to the pipe wall is thought to be pure
convective. The convective heat transfer is here modelled by
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The package temperature,
*
, as function of time,  , may now be found by combin-
ing equation 2.199, 2.201 and 2.202 to obtain
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The position, D , at time  is now found by combining equation 2.200 and 2.203 to
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Finally, the solution to equation 2.204 for which DbUR

v
?
is found and inserted
in equation 2.203, thereby deriving the following expression for the cooler outlet
temperature,
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2.8.2 Intercooler
The principal motivation behind turbocharging an IC engine is naturally to increase
its specific power and brake torque. However, since not only the pressure after the
compressor is raised but also the temperature the benefits of the turbocharger are
partly offset. To minimize the negative effects of the increased inlet temperature the
charged air is nowadays commonly sent through a heat exchanger, the intercooler,
to increase the density of the boosted air charge before its entry into the intake
manifold. The insertion of an intercooler in the air path will, however, degrade the
transient response of the engine due to the added intake volume. Thus, selecting
an appropriate intercooler is often a compromise between desired effectiveness
at a rated mass flow, restriction concerns and transient performance expectations.
Fortunately, the air-to-air coolers, customarily used nowadays, have normally a
very high level of effectiveness. The cooler effectiveness is defined as
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The effectiveness of a properly sized intercooler is in [83] found between 0.82 and
0.99, i.e. the output flow temperature will be close to the ambient temperature22 .
Due to the high effectiveness expected the focus here will be on adequate cooler
temperature description for a later inclusion in the heat exchanger pressure dynam-
ics description. In this quest the following will be assumed
¬ The ambient temperature is well known.
¬ The cooling flow through the air cooler is large compared to the intercooler
flow, i.e. the coolant temperature changes across the cooling element are
negligible.
¬ The pressure drop across the intercooler is negligible in the computation of
the total gaseous mass contained in the intercooler.
¬ Intercooler fouling due to e.g. evaporated turbocharger oil is neglected.
¬ Steady flow conditions prevail.
¬ The intercooler effectiveness is constant.
¬ The intercooler temperature only varies along the flow direction and is flow
path independent.
¬ The convection parameter ­ is assumed globally constant for fixed values of
®
¯
 ,
¢
¥¤ and
¢
R©«ª
.
22The intercooler is often dimensioned such that the maximum difference between the intake
plenum temperature and the ambient temperature is close to 35K at maximum rated boost pressure
[2].
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The first goal is to derive the mean intercooler temperature, °b±²´³ µ , fulfilling
¶
±²R·A±²
¸
°7±²´³ µ¹»º
±² (2.207)
Hence, first the total gaseous mass contained in the intercooler must be computed.
Assuming the outlet profile along the flow path may be described by equation 2.205
the heat transfer coefficient required to obtain intercooler effectiveness ¼M±² is
½H¾
¼±²¿À
º
±²:Á
¹ Â[ÃÅÄ Æ
ÆÈÇ
¼±²^É
À
º
±²´Ê´Ë
ÌÍ
ËÏÎ~ËÏÐË
(2.208)
Inserting this in equation 2.205 where ÎÑË has been exchanged with the relative
position Ò , the temperature profile along the flow path is found to
°
¾
ÒÁ
¹
°Ó
µ«Ô
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×Ù ÚUÛ Ü^Ý
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Æ
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(2.209)
The gaseous mass contained in the intercooler is found by
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Finally is the mean temperature of the intercooler is found by a combination of
equation 2.207 and 2.210:
°7±²´³ µ
¹
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(2.211)
It is customary in the assessment of the gaseous mass contained in the inter-
cooler to use the ideal gas law with the mean temperature set to °b±²´³ µ
¹
×

¾
°7±¥ã
â
°	
{Á (see e.g [83]). Hence, it is interesting to investigate the behavior of the dif-
ference between this assumption and the averaged cooler temperature model de-
veloped above. The mean cooler temperature model derived above is the reference
model in the following. Figure 2.54 shows the relative computational error for the
mean cooler temperature and mass, respectively. As expected the error is seen to
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increase with temperature difference and cooler effectiveness, and might be as high
19% on the temperature calculation and -16% in the contained mass computation.
However, since the cooler effectiveness drops with mass flow increases the relative
error is for all normal steady flow operating conditions23 most likely to be within
8% and -7% for the temperature and mass computation, respectively.
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Figure 2.54: Relative error made when using the assumption !#"%$'& (*),+-/. !0"2143
!	56798 . The plot to the left shows the relative temperature error for different lev-
els of cooler effectiveness. The plot to the right shows the accompanying mass
assessment error.
2.8.3 MVEM approach to intake system modelling
Since the introduction of turbochargers, heat exchangers and exhaust recirculation
equipment in the automotive engine’s air induction path the one state, :(<;=1 , equa-
tion approximation (also known as the IMVEM, see e.g [47, 49]) commonly used
fails to describe the dynamic and steady state behavior of the complete intake sys-
tem adequately. The two state, :0(<;=1 and !0(<;=1 , intake system model, also known as
the AMVEM (Adiabatic Mean Value Engine Model) (see the SAE-paper number
1999-01-0909 included on page 200) was therefore introduced, which should be
able to estimate the impact of the high temperature EGR inlet flow on the intake
manifold conditions. This model was later experimentally tested by one of the co-
authors, Professor E. Hendricks, on an engine dynamometer test bench at DTU.
The experimental results obtained, of which some are included in the SAE-paper
number 1999-01-0909, clearly showed a high consistency between the simulation
results and the experiments, and the good modelling properties of the AMVEM
23For a properly fitted turbocharger the compressor outlet temperature increase is in the vicinity of
0 K close to engine idling. As the engine speed increases the pressure ratio across the compressor is
increased; and thereby are also the temperature difference and the compressor mass flow increased.
Hence, the temperature difference will generally increase with engine fresh air mass flow increases.
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were confirmed. However, the intake manifold of the experimental NA SI test en-
gine can with good approximation be classified as one large plenum with the EGR
entry point located just downstream of the throttle plate (see e.g. the pictures in
[37]). Furthermore, the EGR valve is mounted close to the EGR entry point, thus,
the (small) volume of the EGR pipe24 is separated from the intake system. Hence,
the layout of the intake system will, generally speaking, fulfill the assumptions
made with a two state FE modelling approach. However, considering the normal
design of the intake system for a modern intercooled and turbocharged DI Diesel
engine equipped with an EGR system (see e.g. the engine illustration in figure 4.3
on page 235), the AMVEM will most likely fail to predict the dynamic and steady
state behavior of the intake manifold states, since it does not take into account the
geometric location of the individual mass flow entry- or exit points. The reasoning
for this will be explained in the following.
Normally, the total volume of a modern turbocharged DI Diesel engine’s intake
air system is distributed in the following manner [2]:
> The intake plenum volume downstream of the EGR inlet point is approxi-
mately 50% to 60% of the engine displacement.
> The intake system volume including the intercooler volume (throttle body
volume) is about 200% to 250% of that of the engine displacement.
> The volume of the EGR system is about 25% the engine displacement.
With this distribution of the intake air path the intake plenum volume will only
comprise 22% to 27% of the total volume of the intake system. However, it is the
temperature of this volume which determine the accuracy of the total mass flow
estimation (speed-density equation). Thus, a good estimation of this temperature
is highly desirable.
In order to be a bit more specific the intake system layout for a modern 2.0 liter
turbocharged Diesel engine will roughly follow the specifications in figure 2.55 [3].
The distribution of the gaseous mass between the seven intake sections depicted in
figure 2.55, when evaluated on the corresponding steady state engine map of a 2.0
liter engine25 , is shown in figure 2.56. The total mass, ? , in the system is computed
as the sum of the masses contained in the seven volumes. The mass entrapped in
the heat exchangers is computed by equation 2.210 and not by the ideal gas law as
it is done for the remaining five volumes. The mass contained, when following the
one volume approach, is calculated as
@
?BA
C/D<E=FHG
I
JﬃKLNM
J
OQP
D<E=F
(2.212)
24No EGR cooler was used during the experimental work.
25Dipl. Ing. Daniel Ro¨ttger is gratefully acknowledged for providing the steady state engine map.
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Figure 2.56: Typical distribution picture of the intake system mass for a 2.0 liter
turbocharged Diesel engine generated from experimental data. The dashed black
line shows the ratio between the estimated mass by the one volume model, Ł , and
the total intake mass obtained using a sectioned volume approach. The subscripts
indicate the geometric location of the different masses (see figure 2.55). Remark:
The mass contained in the heat exchangers is computer by equation 2.210.
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The ratio between  and  is plotted as a dashed black line in the upper plot in
figure 2.56. The regions where the  is smaller than  indicates low/part load
operation points with the EGR system being active. In these cases the estimate
computed by the one volume approximation is too small since the temperature of
the intake manifold is in general higher than the rest of the intake system. This
can be traced back to the influence of the high temperature EGR inlet flow. When

 is too large the engine is operated in a high load with no EGR key point of the
engine map. Here, the boost pressure is high and the temperature upstream of the
intercooler is significantly above that of the ambient temperature but also that of the
intake manifold temperature. Hence, the one volume approximation will produce
a too large estimate of the mass contained. However, the relative error of the one
volume approximation is reasonably small. This is confirmed by the lower plot in
figure 2.56 showing that the relative error between  and  stays between -15%
and 10% within the supplied engine map. Hence, although the volume of intake
manifold only constitute about 20% of the total intake system volume, the total
steady state mass contained in the system can be estimated fairly well from the
pressure and the temperature measurements obtained in the intake plenum alone.
This is fortunate since it speaks in favor for the approximation of the intake system
by one FE volume alone.
Adequate modelling accuracy of the intake system’s dynamic response will,
however, most likely not be obtainable with the AMVEM model proposed in SAE-
paper number 1999-01-0909 (see [75]), when this model is utilized on a intercooled
turbocharged Diesel engine equipped with an EGR system. The differential equa-
tions of the AMVEM are repeated below for the sake of convenience.
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where ³´ is the volume of the intake system downstream of the throttle plate. This
model in [75] is developed for NA SI engines which have a simpler intake system
than those of modern Diesel engines. Furthermore, the AMVEM does not respect
geometrically how the EGR enters the intake system. Inspecting the generic intake
system for a Diesel engine depicted in figure 2.55 a reasonable approximation of
the volume split would more likely be
³¢µj¶ : The volume of the pipe connection between the compressor and the inter-
cooler. This volume has a reasonable low area-to-volume ratio, and the rele-
vant FE model is therefore adiabatic.
³´%¶ : Intercooler volume. This volume has a very high area-to-volume ratio. Hence,
a reasonable simple FE model is isothermal. The corresponding mean tem-
perature of the cooler is found by equation 2.211 on page 160.
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·¸ﬃ¹ªº'» ¼
: This volume separates the intercooler exit and the EGR inlet point. This vol-
ume has a low area-to-volume ratio, and the relevant FE model is therefore
adiabatic.
·¸ﬃ¹ªº'» ½¿¾À·Á<Â=Ã
: The volume comprising the intake system downstream of EGR point and
upstream of the engine’s intake ports. This volume has reasonably low area-
to-volume ratio. Hence, the adequate FE model for this volume is of an
adiabatic nature.
·¬ÄÅ¾À·¢Æ9Ç
º
: The total volume of the EGR system. This volume is in general small com-
pared to the volume of the complete intake system. Hence, the volume can
with a reasonable good approximation be neglected in the dynamic mean
value description of the intake system pressure.
The system order of the complete intake system volume is thus seven, four pressure
ODEs and three temperature ODEs, if the temperatures and pressures of intake
system are approximated according to the philosophy above. However, the general
level of the flow friction between individual volumes is low (normally the pressure
loss is within a few kPa). Hence, the following assumption for the general intake
system pressure level, È0É , is reasonable.
È/ÉÊËÈ
ÂjÌ
ÊËÈ/É
Ì
ÊËÈ
¸ﬃ¹ªº'» ¼
ÊËÈ
¸ﬃ¹ªº'» ½
ÊËÈ
Á<Â=Ã
(2.214)
The total order of the intake model is thereby reduced by three state equations to a
total of four state equations.
The next challenge is to examine the relative importance of the three temper-
ature state equations Í
Î
ÂjÌ
, Í
Î
¸ﬃ¹ªº'» ¼
and Í
Ï
Î
Á<Â=Ã
, where the temperature
Ï
Î
Á<Â=Ã
is the
spatially averaged temperature of the volume downstream of the EGR inlet point,
·¸ﬃ¹ªº'» ½x¾Ð·Á<Â=Ã
. First, the relative importance of the dynamic response of
Î
ÂjÌ
will
be discussed. The volume
·bÂjÌ
is in general smaller than the engine displacement
volume. Hence, the mass contained in this volume is exchanged at a rate between
a half and one engine cycle. Hence, the mean value response26 of the temperature
will rapidly follow the exit temperature of the compressor during quasi-steady en-
gine operation. The only expansion or compression phenomena experienced in this
volume are due to either turbocharger excitation, EGR valve actuation, or engine
speed changes. The frequency spectrum of these excitations is in general small
compared to the bandwidth of the
Î
ÂjÌ
state equation. Hence, the time response of
·¢ÂjÌ
’s temperature may be approximated by
Î
Ì
and thus be considered as an alge-
braic equation i.e. Í
Î
ÂjÌ
ÊÑ . In addition to this the intercooler would dampen (filter)
the effects of possible neglected compression/expansion spikes in
Î
ÂjÌ
on
Î
Á<Â=Ã
. In
analogy with this approach the time response of
·0¸ﬃ¹ªº'» ¼
’s temperature will primarily
follow the exit temperature of the intercooler. The dynamic behavior of
Î
¸ﬃ¹ªº'» ¼
may
in correspondence with the
Î
ÂjÌ
model also be neglected, since the assumptions
26The individual compressions and expansions due to engine pumping is neglected in accordance
with the MVEM philosophy.
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made previously for ÒbÓjÔ are in general also valid here. However, this volume does
directly interact with the intake plenum, and modelling errors in its temperature
description will by nature have a more severe effect than Õ#ÓjÔ model errors. The
volume is, however, typically small and the flow restriction to the intake plenum
and intercooler, respectively, is negligible. Hence, rapid compression or expan-
sion spikes in the time response of ÕÖﬃ×ªØ'Ù Ú are highly unlikely to be encountered
independently of how the Diesel engine is excited.
The intake temperature, however, is controlled by three mass flows or better
energy flows, namely ÛÜ Öﬃ×ªØ'Ù Ú=Ý'ÞßÕ0à%ÔâáãÛÜ Ô'Ý'ÞßÕ0à%Ô , ÛÜåä9æ Ø Ý'ÞßÕ ä9æ Ø and ÛÜ Ó9ÞtÝ'ÞèçÕ0é<Ó=ê . The
dynamic behavior of çÕ0é<Ó=ê can in contrast to ÕÓjÔ and Õ0Öﬃ×ªØ'Ù Ú , respectively, not be
neglected due to the possible large temperature difference between Õ#à%Ô and Õ ä9æ Ø .
Hence, Õ	é<Ó=ê cannot adequately be approximated by any of the upstream tempera-
tures, and a dynamic model is needed to reproduce its time response.
The AMVEM in its current structure does not provide a means to estimate
the amount fresh air entering the intake ports during transient engine operation
when the EGR system is activated. A convenient way to overcome this problem
is to estimate the time response of the burnt mass fraction in the intake throat and
plenum, ç
ë
é<Ó=ê . The fresh air mass flow at the intake ports, ÛÜ
Ó9Þ
Ù ì , during steady
state as well transient engine operation, may then later be obtain by the speed-
density equation as
Û
Ü
Ó9Þ
Ù ìâíïî'ðdñ
ë
é<Ó=ê¢òNótôjõ'ö ÷
àø Ò¢ù
ðúüûtýÐçÕ0é<Ó=ê
(2.215)
A good knowledge of this flow is of evident importance when addressing the prob-
lem of transient control of a Diesel engine’s AFR. The dynamic equation for ç
ë
é<Ó=ê
may directly be derived from the material in section 2.4 as
Û
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
(2.216)
Collecting the assumptions and simplifications made above the dynamic behav-
ior of the intake system for a modern turbocharged diesel equipped with EGR may
be described by the following equations (the equations are derived in appendix D).
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This third order system will be referred to as the TDMVEM (Turbo Diesel Mean
Value Engine Model). The close relationship between the TDMVEM and the
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AMVEM revisited in equation 2.213 is easily appreciated when =%>@?A=CB0>
D EF?
=CB0>G?IH=CEJLK . In this case the pressure state equation is equivalent to the AMVEM
pressure state equation.
This close relationship is further confirmed by comparing the MN factor in the
TDMVEM pressure ODE with the corresponding M5N factor ( OPQ.R ) in the AMVEM.
This comparison is graphically evaluated in figure 2.57 at the operating points from
the steady state engine map utilized earlier in this section. The figure clearly shows
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Figure 2.57: Relative comparison between M5N from the TDMVEM and OPQ.R from
the AMVEM.
that the M`N factor in the TDMVEM is reasonably close to the normal value of OPQ.R ,
and the relative error between the to factors stays between -10% and 20% within
the limits of the engine map. However, the M5N factor is in general less than OPQ.R in the
map key points where the EGR system is active. The reason for this may be traced
back to the fact that the plenum temperature is higher than the overall temperature
of the intake system for such map key points. Hence, the time response of the
TDMVEM pressure state equation will be slower than the corresponding pressure
equation in the AMVEM. When the EGR system is inactive and the boost pressure
is high the overall intake temperature is higher than the intake plenum temperature.
In such scenarios the response time of the TDMVEM pressure state equation will
be somewhat smaller than AMVEM pressure’s response time.
The importance of respecting how the EGR flow enters the system, however,
is clear from the temperature state equation. The volume of interest is here the
volume downstream of the EGR inlet point, H
a
EJLK , and not the total system vol-
ume,
a
B . Thus, the temperature state equation would for a normal intake system
design be a factor of approximately five times faster than the state equation in the
AMVEM. This is very important for the accuracy of the transient AFR control.
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In this respect the AMVEM has been augmented further by a third state equation;
The burnt mass fraction state equation. This estimate of the burnt mass content in
the intake plenum may later be applied together with the commonly used speed-
density equation to provide an estimate of the fresh air mass flow at the intake ports
during transient as well as steady state engine operation.
2.8.4 Sectioned dynamic heat exchanger modelling
The local temperature differences observed in the intake system may in some cases
be of vital importance in the estimation of how the individual sections of the intake
system interact with each other. Thus, it may be convenient to divide the intake
system up in several subsystems such that a more coherent picture of the temper-
ature distribution can be established. In such a modelling concept it is natural to
separate the cooler volume from the piping- and plenum volumes since the largest
temperature changes are to be expected here.
A picture of the cooler’s temperature distribution is here established by divid-
ing this component into three separate volumes: inlet volume, cooling element and
outlet volume. The dynamic description of the inlet and outlet volume follows the
general FE modelling concept outlined in section 2.4, whereas the dynamic behav-
ior of the cooler element pressure is modelled assuming isothermal conditions; An
assumption justifiable due to the large area-volume ratio of the cooler. The separate
control volumes are in the following referred to as nodes.
The mass flow or rather energy flow between the individual nodes are com-
puted using the pipe flow model described in section 2.5. The pipe model requires
the geometrical distance between the individual nodes as input for the flow com-
putation. This is achieved in the following manner. It is here decided to locate the
inlet and outlet node in the geometrically defined center of the assumed cylindrical
profile of the these volumes. The geometric location of the cooling element node is
chosen to follow the mean temperature location. The relative node location under
steady flow conditions is depicted in figure 2.58. Finally, the geometric distance
between neighboring nodes is used as input to the pipe mass flow model.
2.8.5 Unsteady flow conditions
Since the flow conditions normally experienced in automotive coolers are far from
being steady, some special care in the cooler temperature distribution modelling
must be taken, such that the physic effects experienced during throttle tip-ins and
tip-outs, or simply with the unavoidable pumping fluctuations, can be included.
This is, however, a challenging task due to the limitations imposed by the 0-D
modelling concept. Fortunately, the wavelength of the pumping fluctuations is
large in comparison with the longitudinal length of the cooling element under all
normal engine operation and engine design conditions . Hence, the phasing error
between the mass flow estimation provide by the pipe mass flow model and the
actual mass flow conditions are negligible. Therefore, the mass flow estimation of
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Figure 2.58: Relative longitudinal position of the mean cooler temperature together
with the mean temperature gradient for different cooler effectiveness levels. In the
computations the ambient temperature is assumed to be 298 K.
the inlet and outlet flow of the cooler may be used as a toggle in the estimation
of the inlet and outlet temperature of the cooling element along with mean cooler
temperature estimation. Furthermore, the temperature is assumed to follow the
flow i.e. no energy dissipation will take place in the longitudinal direction of the
element. Hence, a suitable model for the dynamic response of the inlet cooler
temperature is
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and the dynamic response of the of outlet temperature is found to
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where


is the flow direction dependent cooler inlet/outlet temperature. The flow
direction dependent temperature may be computed by equation 2.206 using a fixed
setting of the effectiveness or a effectiveness map. If the effectiveness level, © , is
unknown the inlet/outlet temperature can be derived by applying equation 2.205.
The individual time constants, ª , in the two first order ODEs is set to a third27 of
27The factor «¬ insures that the ODE has reached approximately 95% of its steady state value
within the pipe transportation time.
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the travel time of a plug flow between the inlet node and outlet node i.e.
­®A¯°²±
³µ´(¶
·
´
(2.220)
The mean temperature dynamic is treated in the same manner as the inlet and
outlet temperature except for the velocity calculation, which is taken as the mean
value of the inlet and outlet mass flow.
In the case where the mass flow through the cooling element approaches zero
the dynamics described by the above temperature distribution model will be too
slow. A situation where this happens is for instance when the EGR valve is closed,
and the EGR cooler volume is acting as a resonance volume. Instead, the gaseous
matter inside the cooler is treated as a stationary gas dissipating energy to the
coolant medium, i.e. the three temperatures describing the temperature distribu-
tion along the element follow
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2.8.6 EGR cooler simulation study and engine measurements.
This section presents and discusses the simulation results obtained with the heat
exchanger model presented above. The purpose with this simulation study is to
investigate the behavior of cooler’s temperature distribution and flow characteristic
when the EGR system is exposed to upstream pressure pulsations.
The cooler type selected for simulation is a water jacket cooled EGR heat ex-
changer normally fitted on a 2.0 liter 4 cylinder turbocharged DI Diesel engine.
The cooler model, augmented with an extra node to described the local thermo-
dynamic conditions in the pipe connection between the EGR cooler and intake
plenum, is graphically summarized in figure 2.59. The notation for the individual
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Figure 2.59: Selected EGR cooler node location.
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thermodynamic conditions belonging to the corresponding node is also depicted
in figure 2.59.
The geometrical design specifications of the cooler, EGR valve and the pipe
connecting the cooler to the intake manifold, are listed in table 2.14, and the phys-
ical constants and parameters used for simulation are listed in table 2.15. The
Cooling Element
Number of cooling pipes 27
Cooling pipes length, [mm] 300
Cooling pipe diameter, [mm] 6
Inlet volume á , [ml] 40
Outlet volume á , [ml] 40
EGR Valve (Poppet valve type)
Port diameter á , [mm] 20
Seat diameter á , [mm] 24
Seat angle á , [ â ] 45
Connecting Pipe
Pipe length á , [mm] 300
Pipe diameter á , [mm] 20
Table 2.14: EGR cooler system specifications. NOTE: Specifications marked with
’*’ are found by local dismantling of the EGR system.
Parameters Constants
Coolant water temperature, [K] 350 ã , ä
J
kg K å 287.15
Intake manifold temperature, [K] 300 æ 1.4
Intake manifold pressure, [kPa] 130 ç , è Wm éêìë 25
Intake manifold burnt mass fraction 0.1 í , [Pa î s] 1.781 î 10 ïð
Exhaust manifold pressure (mean), [kPa] 150 EGR Valve ñ%ò 0.6
Exhaust pressure fluctuation (peak-to-peak), [kPa] 40
Exhaust temp.[K] 700
Exhaust burnt mass fraction 0.8
Engine Speed, [rpm] 2000
Ambient temperature around cooler [K] 350
Table 2.15: Physical constants and engine parameters used in the VES EGR cooler
simulation study.
pressure level in the exhaust pipe is approximated by a biased sine wave. The bias
or mean exhaust pressure level is selected to a constant level of 150 kPa, and the
sine wave frequency will follow the frequency of the first harmonic of the exhaust
pressure ( ó 67Hz). The peak-to-peak amplitude of the exhaust pulsation is fixed
at 40 kPa. This fixed portrait of the exhaust pressure conditions upstream of the
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turbine is of course a very simplified. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the pulsation
will change with engine load changes and/or actuation of the VGT’s position of
the vanes. However, despite this simple picture the pulsation model does reflect
the pressure level conditions fairly well when compared to the experimental pres-
sure traces presented in [60] and [59]. The pressure pulsation level in the exhaust
manifold is in [59] experimentally found to vary as much as 65 kPa peak-to-peak
despite a moderate level of engine load ( 25% of maximum rated torque ). Further-
more, due to this rather excessive level of pulsation the absolute exhaust pressure
is below that of the intake system pressure for a significant fraction of the event
period. The EGR mass flow is therefore negative for a considerable fraction of
the engine event period. The EGR mass flow’s behavior is also examined by a
wave action model based simulation study in the research presented in [59]. Using
this model based approach it is determined that EGR backflow may exist for as
much as 50% of the engine’s event period. Hence, the selected pulsation model is
reasonable since it covers such scenarios.
The exhaust temperature is kept constant at 700 K in the following simulation
study. This is obviously not representative for the stagnated temperature conditions
normally experienced in a turbocharged DI engine. However, this step is made such
that the effect of the exhaust pressure pulsations can be isolated. This is also reason
for keeping the intake manifold’s temperature and pressure fixed at 300 K and 130
kPa, respectively.
Figure 2.60 and 2.61 show the simulation results obtained with the isolated
VES implemented EGR system. The first column of plots depicts in both figures
the raw signals whereas the the second columns show the cycle averaged signals.
To aid the interpretation of the individual curve plots the tables 2.16 and 2.17 are
included to support the notation used in mentioned figures.
The first row in figure 2.60 illustrate the slowly opening–instantaneous closing
of the EGR valve. The slowly opening of the valve insures a quasi steady state
behavior of the system throughout the duration of the valve opening process.
The second row shows the individual node temperatures, which can be seen
as a discrete EGR cooler temperature distribution. The different nodes, i.e. in-
let volume, cooling element volume, outlet volume and pipe connection volume,
are plotted with red, blue, magenta and orange, respectively. The green and black
curves are the inlet temperature and outlet temperature of the cooling element,
respectively. It is interesting to observe at low flow rates (the first 4 sec.) that al-
though the mean flow through the cooling system is positive, the temperature in the
pipe connection drops below the coolant and ambient surrounding’s temperature of
350 Kelvin. This is due to the moderate fluctuation level in the system. Hence, if
the cooler effectiveness is computed utilizing pipe connection temperature mea-
surements, effectiveness levels larger than 100% may be expected. At higher flow
rates the outlet temperature of the cooling system increases and cooler effective-
ness drops. Here, it is interesting to notice how the inlet volume- and mean cooler
temperatures begin to drop (after 4 and 7 sec, respectively) due to an increasingly
severeness of the pumping fluctuations in the system i.e. the back flow between
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the exhaust pipe and the cooler are no longer of a negligible level. After 80%
of the opening period the flow through the system saturates i.e. the flow through
the EGR valve is now restricted by the valve throat diameter and not the poppet
valve itself, and the outlet temperature reaches a final level of approximately 480
K corresponding to a cooler effectiveness level of 37%.
The third row in figure 2.60 depicts the raw- and cycle averaged pressure levels
at the different node locations, respectively. The red curve is the exhaust pres-
sure, green the cooler entry volume pressure, blue the cooler element pressure
level, black the cooler outlet volume pressure, magenta the pipe connection pres-
sure level, and finally the orange curve is the intake manifold pressure level which
is held constant. The pressure distribution clearly shows that inclusion of the pipe
friction is important at higher flow rates for a correct estimation of the overall mass
flow through the EGR system. If the pipe friction is neglected, however, this could
lead to significant errors in the EGR valve mass computation. The reason is for
this is simple. The pressure in the inlet volume downstream of the EGR valve will
at relative high flow rates be significantly offset from the intake pressure. This will
of course offset the prediction of the pressure ratio across EGR valve if the inlet
volume pressure is approximated by the intake plenum pressure. The first row in
figure 2.61 depicts the distribution of burnt mass in the EGR cooler system, and
the corresponding curve color notation is given in the first row of table 2.17. It
should here be noted that the burnt mass fraction, ô , is a volume averaged measure
and not a position dependent measure. The burnt mass level in the pipe connection
decreases in the beginning away from its initial value of 0.5, again, due to engine
pumping. The effect of the fluctuations is here, however, even more pronounced
than in the case with the EGR system temperature distribution. First the mean pipe
connection fraction reaches a peak value of approximately 0.55 after which the
burnt mass level decreases and finally attains a level of approx 0.47 as the flow rate
through the system saturates. This behavior would of course not be encountered
with steady mass flows where all node burnt mass fraction would attain the same
level of 0.8 as in the exhaust system. After the first initial 10 sec. the EGR valve
is instantaneously closed. This is followed by a rapid decrease of the burnt mass
fraction especially in the pipe connection node due to the gas contraction initiated
by the heat transfer between the EGR system and the coolant water/surroundings.
The second row in figure 2.61 illustrates the raw- and cycle averaged mass flow
between the individual nodes and the boundary systems, where orange is the EGR
valve mass flow, magenta is the inlet mass flow to the cooler, black is the flow
out of the cooling element, the blue curve is the mass exchange between the outlet
volume and the pipe connection, and finally the red curve depicts the mass flow out
of the EGR pipe connection. As expected the flow through the system increases as
the EGR valve is opened reaching a final mean value of approximately 17 gs .
The characteristic of the individual node burnt mass fraction might of course
lead to the question: is the law of mass conservation violated? Hence, in order
to prove that the burnt mass flow into the EGR system equals the burnt mass flow
out of the system during steady state operation, the instant burnt mass exchange
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Figure 2.60: Isolated EGR cooler system simulation study. The individual plot
portray the raw and cycle-averaged normalized EGR position, temperature distri-
bution and pressure distribution, respectively. The curve color notation utilized is
given in table 2.16
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Temperature distribution – second row of figure 2.60
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Table 2.16: Notation support to figure 2.60
between the EGR system and its surrounding is computed i.e

	


	 (2.222)
This instant burnt mass exchange is depicted in the lowest left plot in figure 2.61,
where the blue curve is the burnt mass flow at the EGR valve and the green curve
is the burnt mass flow out the EGR system into the intake manifold. The lowest
righthand plot depicts cycle averaged burnt mass flows, which lay on top of each
other reaching the expected maximum value of 14 gs (  0.8 
g
s ). Hence, the law of
mass conservation is not violated when computing the burnt mass flow in and out
of the EGR system despite the mixing assumption made. In order to further stress
the importance of a correct knowledge of the fluctuation level and structure when
evaluating EGR system performance the same series of simulations is carried out
again, however in a steady flow scenario where the mean mass flow through the
system is kept around the cycle averaged values presented in figure 2.61. The sim-
ulation results obtained in this steady flow scenario are presented in figure 2.62.
Again, the red curve is the inlet node temperature, the green the inlet tempera-
ture of the cooling element, the blue curve is the mean temperature of the cooling
pipe section, the black is the element outlet temperature, magenta is outlet vol-
ume node temperature, and finally the pipe connection temperature is graphically
illustrated by the orange curve. Comparing the plots it is easily concluded, as ex-
pected, that the presence of pumping fluctuations promotes the effectiveness of the
EGR cooler system due to the reprocessing of the gaseous matter during flow re-
versal. Hence, the minimum EGR system effectiveness encountered at maximum
mass flow through the system is reduced to approximately 16% instead of the 37%
obtained in the unsteady flow case. Furthermore, the initial temperature drop in
the pipe connection is now absent due to the missing mixing process between the
intake manifold and the gaseous matter in the pipe.
Figure 2.63 shows experimental data from a 2.0 liter four cylinder turbocharged
DI Diesel engine obtained at different engine speeds. The EGR rate, or mass flow,
is computed from CO  measurements in the intake manifold. Furthermore, the wa-
ter cooled EGR heat exchanger’s effectiveness is derived utilizing the mean value
of the coolant inlet- and outlet temperature, the temperature upstream of the tur-
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Figure 2.61: Isolated EGR cooler system simulation study. The individual plots
portray the raw and cycle-averaged burnt mass fraction distribution, control volume
flows and burnt mass boundary flows, respectively. The curve color notation used
is given in table 2.17
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Burnt mass distribution – first row of figure 2.61
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Table 2.17: Notation support to figure 2.61
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Figure 2.62: Temperature distribution in the EGR system with/without pumping
fluctuation presence. The distribution from the unsteady flow simulation (see fig-
ure 2.61) is plotted to the left for the sake of convenience. The plot to the right
depicts the temperature distribution obtained in the steady flow scenario.
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bine, and the temperature in the pipe connecting the EGR cooler to the intake
manifold i.e.
6+7ﬂ8+9;:
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(2.223)
Since the mapping data set does not contain any complete cycle measurement
traces but only steady state measurement points the level of the pumping fluctu-
ation in the EGR system is unknown. However, a kind of fluctuation level indi-
cation must be provided to aid the investigation of the EGR cooler effectiveness’
behavior. The following non-dimensional fluctuation level indicator is proposed
here J
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The first part expresses the pressure difference ratio across the complete EGR sys-
tem, and hence a measure of what fluctuation amplitude may be expected across
the system. The second part relates the measured engine brake torque to the maxi-
mum engine brake torque. Since the enthalpy level in the exhaust system generally
increases with engine load this ratio is a good indicator of the fluctuation ampli-
tude in the exhaust system. The third and final part relates the engine speed to a
selected maximum speed level. Since the harmonics of the individual pulsations
are locked to the engine cycle frequency, this last part will give an indication the
pulsation frequency intensity. A similar approach is utilized in [60] to characterize
the turbines’ efficiency under pulsating flow conditions.
The data evaluation is further hampered by the fact that the temperature mea-
surements obtained are something in between the local static and stagnation tem-
perature. This problem may especially be important for the exhaust manifold tem-
perature measurement due to the high kinetic energy pulsations present, and may
as such offset the EGR cooler effectiveness computation.
The first plot in figure 2.63 illustrates the EGR effectiveness computed by equa-
tion 2.223 at engine speeds ranging from 1000 rpm to 2500 rpm. The pulsation
indicator, used to assist the interpretation of effectiveness characteristic, is shown
to the right in figure 2.63. That the indicator indeed provides useful information
is clear from the fact that where the mass flow data points are in the vicinity of
each other, the effectiveness speed-line curvature follows the indicator speed-line
curvature, except for a couple of low mass flow measurement points.
The effectiveness figure clearly shows the mixing phenomenon experienced
with pulsating flows as the effectiveness level for low mass flows are found to ex-
ceed 100%. This effectiveness behavior is already found and discussed in the sim-
ulation study presented earlier. The low speed effectiveness speedlines (1000 rpm–
1500 rpm) exhibit an interesting behavior at higher mass flows where the effec-
tiveness level is seen to increase within a reasonable narrow mass flow window.
The indicator
J
is for these point, however, found to be almost constant, hence
the changes in engine load and pressure gradient across the heat exchanger system
can be assumed constant for these operating points. Furthermore, the exhaust tem-
perature is found to change less than 40K, where the effectiveness level increases
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more than 20%. It will be argued that since the upstream and downstream con-
ditions of the cooler are unchanged these upward characteristic bends are linked
to an excessively opening of the EGR valve. An excessively opening of the EGR
valve will in these operating ranges of the engine only lead to a moderate EGR
mass flow increase due to the small pressure gradient across the valve, however
the pulsation level will noticeably increase. Hence, just as it was experienced in
the simulation study, the increase in the fluctuation level will enhance EGR cooler
effectiveness. However, to draw general conclusions the effectiveness may be said
to increase with pulsation amplitude and frequency and decrease with EGR mass
flow, the general trends also predicted by the VES implemented EGR model.
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Figure 2.63: Water jacket cooled EGR heat exchanger performance derived from a
steady state mapping data set of a 2.0 liter turbocharged DI Diesel engine.
The lower plot in figure 2.63, illustrating the EGRrate as function of ghjiﬂk+l ,
clearly shows that the engine map presented span the complete range of the EGR
rate levels in normal modern Diesel engine. The findings and statements derived
from the simulation study and the measurement data inspection may thus be re-
garded to be of general nature.
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The simulation study, supported by steady state engine measurements, unfor-
tunately shows that effectiveness level of the EGR cooler is very dependent upon
a good knowledge of the pulsation level and frequency in the assessment of this
property. This will of course make an EGR cooler model inclusion in the MVEM
structure for either observer or modelling purposes difficult.
2.8.7 Summary
This section is devoted completely to the investigation of how the two most com-
monly encountered heat exchangers in the engine air path, the intercooler and EGR
cooler, may be included in a non-iterative engine model design. The problem of
modelling the pressure and temperature dynamics for zero dimensional engine
model inclusion are essentially made difficult due to the large entropy gradient
across this control volume. However, the air-to-air cross flow intercooler normally
has a high level of effectiveness such that this parameter can be regarded as con-
stant. This way it is possible to derive a mean temperature model, which is valid for
quasi-stationary modelling purposes, and makes possible a better assessment of the
gaseous mass contained in the heat-exchanger volume. Furthermore, it is argued
that the dynamic heat exchanger temperature and pressure modelling may be sep-
arated i.e. the heat exchanger may be regarded as an isothermal control volume.
Next, a new non-iterative EGR cooler model capable of predicting the essential
effects encountered with pulsating flows is also presented. The trends found by
simulation are supported by steady state engine measurements and the model thus
provides a fast non-iterative heat exchanger modelling approach. However, due to
the model complexity, the model cannot readily be included in an observer design
but is rather intended to be used in off-line 0D and 1D engine simulation studies.
2.9 Phenomenological combustion modelling
The combustion process, regardless of whether it is the SI or CI case, is probably
the least understood part of the physical phenomena taking place in an engine, and
hence the part providing the greatest difficulties to explain within the confines of
current physical- and chemical understanding.
2.9.1 DI Diesel engines
Modern DI engines equipped with common rail technology are capable of multiple
diesel fuel injections before and after TDC (Top Dead Center). Normally, two
injections take place before TDC. These injections are classified as the pilot- and
main injections. The pilot injection is used to reduce the steep cylinder pressure
gradient occurring shortly after the main injection. Post injection is used as means
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to accelerate the warmup process of after treatment component e.g. the oxidation
catalyst.
The modelling of the ignition and combustion phenomena following the in-
dividual injections is extremely complex. Each injection combustion process is
governed by effects such as fuel jet penetration, break-up and evaporation, the
geometrical distribution of fuel in the chamber, ignition delay, combustion chem-
istry, and the swirl and tumble inside the chamber [33]. Highly complex three di-
mensional models describing the chemical interactions between liquid and gaseous
matter, and the internal chemical processes taking place in the different combustion
phases have become available in the last decade (see e.g [8, 7]). Recently, these
models have been further extended with NOX and soot formation sub-models [18]
such that studies of diesel emissions may be undertaken. However, despite the huge
effort invested, these models still need a high level of empiricism for a successful
description of properties like the heat release rate among others. In other words the
predictive capabilities of the models are still rather limited, and the models should
as such only serve as trend descriptors and not as models capable of accurate quan-
titative estimations of different combustion properties.
Due to the high amount of skill, insight and not to forget computer power
required by the 3D combustion models, and when the level of detail requirements
are low to moderate, combustion controlling aspects like the heat release rate are
often sought described by empiricism alone. One such empiric approach is the use
of zonal models, where the combustion chamber is split into one or more zones.
The interchange of fuel and air between the zones is described by a set of algebraic
or differential relations. The functional form of these equations is subsequently
shaped from experimental data. Each zone is treated as a zero dimensional volume
governed by energy- and mass conservation.
The simplest zonal model is the single zone model. Here, it is assumed that the
combustion chamber contents are adequately mixed, such that the chamber may be
described by one set of averaged state equations alone. One such single volume
model proposal is given in [86]. Here the heat release is attributed to a premixed
part, described by mon , and a diffusion part modelled by the function mqp . The
distribution between the premixed and diffusion heat release is described by the
weighting factor r . Hence, the mass fraction of the fuel burnt can be described as
sjtvu wCxCy
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where sjtvu w is fuel mass burnt, s~t is the total amount of fuel injected per power
stroke, and 
z4HŁ%
w is the nominal combustion duration. The non dimensional
crank angle, y
z
, is given by
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where  is the crank angle domain of interest, and #+ is the crank angle where
the ignition is initiated. The premixed combustion phase is described by
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¤£¥+ª (2.227)
and the diffusion governed combustion is model by
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where the later is recognized as a normal Wiebe function. The empirical coeffi-
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where À is the engine speed,
¾
#+ is the ignition delay in milliseconds, and
Å
is
the fuel-air ratio of the matter trapped in the combustion chamber. The distribution
between premixed- and combustion may be modelled as
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(2.230)
where suitable ranges for the three empirical constants are given as
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Finally may the heat release rate be found from
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where
à@âã
is the heating value of the fuel. The single zone, or Watson model,
has been applied with success in global diesel engine performance studies [27],
and is thus a good model candidate when only a moderately detailed model of the
combustion system is required.
In the two zone model the combustion chamber is split in two zones, where
one contains bulk air and the other the volume of combustion. The heat release
in the combustion zone may, analogous to the single zone model, be described by
a phenomenological heat release model like the one presented above. Since the
model is capable of distinguishing between bulk air temperature and the combus-
tion zone temperature more realistic inputs to emission models can be provided.
This more realistic picture of the emission formation has triggered off the devel-
opment of multi zone combustion models. The multi zone models have shown
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improved emission prediction capabilities (see eg. [25]) compared to the simpler
single- and two zone models. However, the introduction of a large number of co-
efficients and parameters that need to be identified prior to model application often
makes the problem mathematically as well as physically undefined i.e. the identi-
fication problem is not affine in the parameter space. Hence, for the most part it
cannot be concluded whether or not the same level of model accuracy could not be
achieved with a completely different setting of the parameters.
In the case where only a MVEM modelling level is needed the actual combus-
tion processes may be disregarded completely, and the crank angle dynamics may
be described from energy conservation alone. The distribution of the energy re-
leased by combustion between heat losses, shaft work, friction losses among others
can thus be described by efficiencies and/or MEP (Mean Effective Pressure) alone
(see e.g. [63, 54]). The different efficiencies/MEPs are of course dependent on
several engine design- and operating point parameters and variables. These depen-
dencies are often extremely complex and not well understood. Hence, the different
efficiencies and MEPs are sought modelled from empiricism alone.
It is in this research found that the LWLS estimation scheme presented in sec-
tion 2.3.4.5 on page 114, with a following appropriate validation of the correlations
obtained, provides a fast and easy tool for MVEM based combustion modelling.
However, it cannot be stated strongly enough, that the input variables to the corre-
lation routine must not only span the steady operating range but also the transient
range. If this evident, but hardly practically met, condition is neglected, unfor-
tunate regions of the correlation sphere without data support may be entered and
lead to erroneous simulation results. The LWLS method will verified on steady
state map data for a 2.0 l VGT equipped DI Diesel engine28 . The engine was
mapped at selected key points in the speed-torque map of the engine up to 2750
rpm and was controlled by the standard ECU (Engine Control Unit). Hence, the
engine map utilized will completely cover the region of speed-torque engine map
where the EGR system is active.
In the analysis of the engine data it is found convenient to describe the com-
bustion behavior by the three following phenomenological properties:
çdèé : Indicated engine efficiency.
ç FMEP: Friction mean effective pressure.
çëêvìﬂíî : Exhaust energy fraction.
The indicated engine efficiency is defined as the fraction of the released fuel
energy extracted as useful piston work during the compression–expansion part of
the cycle, i.e.
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28Dipl. Ing. Daniel Ro¨ttger is gratefully acknowledged for providing the steady state engine map.
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The efficiency is dependent on the point of combustion, AFR, initial inert gas con-
tent ( 	
 ), and entrained mass in the combustion chamber among others. How-
ever,  is found to have a strong  dependency, and a weaker 
 dependency29 .
These observed properties were utilized in a successful second order LWLS iden-
tification of  as function of 
 and  . The successfully identified  surface
spanned by  and 
 is shown in figure 2.64. The surface covers a rather large
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Figure 2.64:  LWLS identification. The green surface to the left shows the !
surface identified by a second order LWLS polynomial in 
 and  with 25
grid points. The map data points are marked with o, and as an addition the 25%
(green line), 50% (black line) and 75% (blue line) steady state EGR rate lines are
imposed on the surface. The plots to the right depicts the LWLS estimated " (solid
red curve) together measurement data points and the belonging relative error. The
individual ”bows” in this upper righthand plot indicate data points belonging to the
same engine speed set point.
region necessitating extrapolation. However, this region is located primarily out-
side the 50% EGR rate line, and thus is only reachable during large engine speed
decelerations. During such scenarios the magnitude of the engine efficiency is of
minor importance compared to friction and load factors for a correct estimation of
the crankshaft speed dynamics. The good identification quality of the 25 grid point
LWLS is supported by a relative low relative error, which is basically kept within
#
5%.
Viscous friction and pumping losses cannot be avoided and play an important
role in characterization of the crank shaft dynamics close to idle speed or part load
engine operation. However, it is difficult to divide the total loss in either pumping
work, which is mainly a function of intake, exhaust and ambient pressure, and the
inevitably viscous friction loss between cylinder liners and walls, and bearings.
29No injection point data is provided with the data set. Hence, it is assumed here that the injection
timing is optimized for maximum engine efficiency.
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Hence it is here decided only to address phenomenological modelling of the total
work i.e. the pumping work is lumped into the frictional mean effective pressure,
FMEP (Friction Mean Effective Pressure), definition. The frictional mean effective
pressure is from the data derived as
FMEP $
%'&)(+*-,/.-0 132541
6"758
$
%:9<;
,=
>
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BDCFE3G
8IH
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(2.234)
since the indicated efficiency is known. In the case where
;
,
is unknown FMEP
is often identified from the so called Willans line [54]. However, this method was
tested for the sake of completeness but found very inaccurate. The size of the ex-
perimental DI engine’s FMEP is found to be strongly rotational speed dependent,
as expected, and to a minor degree intake manifold density dependent. This obser-
vation was utilized in a successful LWLS identification with 25 grid points. The
performance of the LWLS FMEP algorithm is graphically illustrated in figure 2.65.
The FMEP level is clearly overestimated in the low speed–high intake density re-
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Figure 2.65: LWLS identified FMEP for the experimental 2.0l Diesel engine. The
FMEP surface identified (green mesh surface) together with measurements is seen
to the left. The identification routine (solid red line) compared to measurements as
a function of operating point is illustrated to the right. The relative modelling error
can with the LWLS algorithm selected be kept within W 10%.
gion of the surface. However, since the intake dynamics is a lot faster compared
to the crankshaft dynamics this region will never be entered during either steady
state or transient operating conditions. Hence, the FMEP surface spanned by
8
and X
4YZ
may be accepted to be globally valid.
The two quantities
;
,
and FMEP are in principle together with engine speed
and fuel flow the only variables needed in a MVEM modelling of the crankshaft
dynamics. However, due to the AFR and X
4YZ
dependencies the crank shaft dy-
namics will also be indirectly dependent upon the turbocharger performance. Since
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the turbocharger estimation quality is very dependent upon a good knowledge of
the thermodynamic conditions upstream of the turbine, it is of vital importance to
know the level of thermal combustion energy purged into the exhaust manifold.
It is here found convenient, due to the good indicate engine efficiency estimation
quality, to describe the exhaust enthalpy increase by the non dimensional fraction
[+\^]5_
.
[+\^]5_
is defined as the fraction of released thermal fuel energy leading to
an enthalpy rise in the exhaust manifold. Hence, the energy distribution between
coolant loss fraction,
[5`ba-a-c
, and exhaust energy fraction,
[5\^]5_
, are readily found as
[+\^]5_edgf
\^]5_
hjilknmpo
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q
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(2.235)
The coolant loss fraction
[5`ba-a-c
is very dependent upon how long the entrained
gaseous combustion chamber matter is exposed to the surrounding cylinder walls,
hence
[+`ba-a-c
must have an inverse speed dependence. The heat transfer coefficient
between the combustion matter and the enclosing walls is function of the Nusselt
number. The Nusselt number may be derived from Reynolds and Prandtl numbers,
which in turn are indirect functions of the enclosed mass level and engine speed.
Hence,
[3\^]5_
will be functionally dependent upon engine speed,  , and indirectly
upon the intake manifold density, 
uvw
. These observations are utilized in a suc-
cessfully identification of
[5\^]5_
by the LWLS method. The
[5\^]5_
identification is
graphically evaluated in figure 2.66 It is clear from the
[\^]5_
surface in figure 2.66,
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Figure 2.66: Graphical evaluation of the
[\^]5_
identification.
that
[+\^]5_
’s gradient in the extrapolation region (in the vicinity of 
uvw
d

vu
)
is too steep. However, this region is not reachable unless engine throttling is used
(e.g. DPF regeneration or EGR rate increase purposes). The
['\^]5_
level is also
unrealistic low in the low speed–high density region of the surface necessitating
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extrapolation. These area is however not reachable independent of transient- or
steady state operation of the engine due to the low level of thermodynamic energy
available in the exhaust manifold. Hence, the ^5 surface identified may be used
in both transient and steady state simulation studies of un-throttled DI Diesel en-
gines. If data points are available in this region of the map, it is believed that a
successfully identification of 5^5 as a function of  and  ¡¢£ alone will still be
possible.
Finally, the estimation quality of the exhaust port temperature after exhaust
port coolant loss, ¤ ¦¥ , is evaluated for the sake of completeness. This temperature
may readily be found found from the definition of ^5 to
¤
¦¥¨§
+^5 ©
ª{«
©
ª
¢
¥­¬
©
ª{«¯®A°±²
^5
¥
¬
²
¡¢£
¥
²
^5
¥
¤³¡¢£ (2.236)
This equation is implicit due to ² ^5
¥
’s exhaust temperature dependence. Instead, a
descriptive mean value of ² ^5
¥
is used i.e.
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Both equations are graphically evaluated in figure 2.67. The implicit estimation
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Figure 2.67: Exhaust port temperature estimation. The measurements as function
of operating point are seen as a solid blue curve in the upper plot. The green dashed
line is the implicit estimation of ¤ ¦¥ , and red dash-dot line illustrates the explicit
solution to ¤ ¦¥ utilizing ² ^5
¥
. The relative error of the implicit estimation and
explicit estimation algorithm are marked by ’o’ and ’x’, respectively, in the lowest
plot.
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algorithm is better than the explicit solution, as expected. However, the difference
is small, and the ¹»º¦¼ can in an explicit manner be estimated within ½ 5% relative
accuracy – an accuracy level generally acceptable for the MVEM framework.
2.9.2 Gasoline engines with port fuel injection
Since the combustion mixture can be assumed mixed homogeneously with good
accuracy before combustion is initiated, SI combustion appears much simpler in
terms of the physics involved than the heterogeneous DI Diesel combustion pro-
cess. Hence, it is in the literature customary (see e.g. [37]) to model the SI com-
bustion for cycle simulation purposes by two zones, a burned and unburned mix-
ture zone, separated by a thin reaction sheet referred to as the flame. Despite the
chaotic geometrical structure of this reaction sheet, evolving from the spark plug
and eventually sweeping the complete combustion chamber, the volume occupied
is negligible, [33]. Hence, the two zone model seems ideal for cycle simulation
studies. However, a description of the flame speed is still not well understood, and
physical modelling is therefore complicated. Instead, the volume fraction, ¾)¿ , cap-
tured by burned combustion products are modelled by correlation functions alone
like the Wiebe function i.e.
¾ﬀ¿ÁÀÂ:ÃÄ'ÅÆnÇÉÈÊ'ÈÌË
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or in terms of heat release by
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where Ù{Û+Ü ÝÌÞpß is fuel mass per stroke,
Øé
is the point of combustion start, and â and
Ù are correlation constants. Good agreement between experimental results and
predictions utilizing equation 2.238 with â Àìë and ÙíÀìî is reported in [55].
In case of MVEM modelling of the crank shaft dynamics the necessary input
information can be expressed by mean value properties like indicated engine ef-
ficiency, friction and pumping mean effective pressures, fuel mass flow supplied
and exhaust energy fraction as discussed in the previous section. This type of phe-
nomenological combustion modelling has often been applied in the literature with
a reported good performance for either control, estimation or simulation purposes
(see e.g. [49, 83]).
2.9.3 Combustion chamber heat transfer.
The heat loss due to forced convection and radiation between combustion matter
and chamber is not negligible and may waste as much as 26% of the supplied ther-
mal fuel energy in SI engines, [54], or 40% in DI Diesel engines. Hence, a good
description of the heat transfer between combustion matter and combustion cham-
ber during the compression and stroke is paramount for proper cyclic simulation of
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the combustion process. Furthermore, the exhaust enthalpy loss, primarily due to
the high turbulence level in the vicinity of the exhaust valve during cylinder purg-
ing, is also important in the description of the exhaust pipe enthalpy level. Exhaust
gas temperature drops exceeding more than 400 K across the exhaust port for some
SI engine scenarios with bad port insulation have been reported in the literature
[83, 57]
In the calculation of the cylinder wall heat transfer it is customary in 0D/1D
simulation studies to rely on spatially averaged (the temperature of the gaseous
matter and surrounding wall of the given zone/chamber are assumed constant) em-
pirical relationships. One commonly encountered model in the literature is the
Annand model [83, 33] which utilizes Newton’s law of cooling in description of
the convective heat transfer and grey body modelling in the description of the heat
transfer due to radiation. Hence, the Annand expression in its final form becomes
ïñð	òAóbôõ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where
òAóbôõö
is the wetted surface area of the combustion chamber and thus a
function of the piston position, þ is a characteristic length normally chosen as the
cylinder bore width, û
óbôü'ý
the conductivity of the combustion chamber material,
and

is the radiative emissivity. Normally the corresponding Nusselt number is
computed as,
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with the characteristic velocity,
ú
, often set to the mean piston velocity i.e.
úÉð$#
&%('
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(2.242)
Although the above correlation does not take flow characteristics like swirl and
tumble into consideration, good agreement with measurements using values of 0
between 0.7 and 0.85 is reported in the literature [33], while the parameters

and

have to be identified from existing experimental data.
In the computation of the enthalpy loss in the exhaust port the same analogy,
just presented, is used except for the Reynolds number computation [83]. Here one
of the following Reynolds numbers is used.
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where 798 is the valve head diameter, 7=;
ô
'*%
is the minimum port diameter, and
ò
;
ô
'*%
is the exit cross sectional area of the port.
2.10 Crank shaft
The crank shaft or engine speed
ù
is an important variable in computation of the
algebraic and differential equations comprising the different engine sub-models.
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However, the level of detail or signal spectrum needed for appropriate transient
modelling of the crank shaft’s rotational speed is very task dependent.
In cycle based simulation studies a mechanical model of the drive line is nec-
essary for a dynamical description of different powertrain components e.g. the in-
dividual combustion’s influence on the crank dynamics. Such models of different
detail level ranging for pure stiff mechanical analysis [109] to models incorporat-
ing the dynamical performance of the individual intake and exhaust valves [113]
are readily available in the literature.
In MVEM based simulation and control studies the dynamic detailing level
requirement is often much smaller. Hence, the crank shaft state equation is based
on conservation of rotational energy using cycle mean values of the individual
energy inputs and outputs of the system. Hence, the rate of change of the engine
speed utilizing the definition outlined in section 2.9.1 is found as
>
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where
cedgfih
is the engine’s moment of inertia. However simple, this type of model
has shown good agreement with experimental data both during harsh transient and
steady state engine operation (see e.g. [63, 49]).
2.11 VES and a simulation example
The main motivation behind the VES (Virtual Engine Simulation) C library for
SIMULINK k is the development of a package containing different IC engine sub-
models for the automotive control engineer. The advantages of this over a direct
implementation in SIMULINK k are the shorter simulation time and the improved
flow control offered by S-functions. The first is obvious since a direct hard coded
implementation in C generally has a lower number of required CPU operations
than SIMULINK k only models. The latter since the structure of the model im-
plementation is directly controllable within C; this is not generally the case with
SIMULINK k . The downside of the coin is the lost graphical interpretation of the
system; the model is no longer in block diagrammatic form.
The model background for VES is so far simply the C implemented version of
the material previously presented in this chapter30 . The idea, however, is that the
library should be expandable with new user defined functions similar to libraries
behind the KIVA CFD environment31 .
30Remark: Some of the models exist at the point of writing only in the SIMULINK l environment.
31The KIVA framework, a transient, three-dimensional, multi-phase, multi-component code for
the analysis of chemically reacting flows with sprays has been developed at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory. This CFD code provides a way to analyze the combustion quality of e.g. Diesel. More
information may be obtained online at http://gnarly.lanl.gov/Kiva/Kiva.html
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2.11.1 A simulation example
This section will give an example of the possibilities with the simplified engine sub-
models offered by VES. A simulation study using VES has already been conducted
earlier in section 2.8.6 where the exhaust fluctuations’ effect on the effectiveness
level of EGR-cooler was investigated. However, the focus of the simulation to be
presented will not be on the instantaneous behavior of an isolated engine compo-
nent or subsystem but the mean value behavior of a full implementation of a DI
Diesel engine according to the MVEM framework.
The model utilized in the engine simulation was originally the model of a pro-
totype Ford V6 Diesel engine which has been used to study different control and
estimation designs and drive-cycle performance at FFA (Ford Forschungszentrum,
Aachen). A more detailed list of applications cannot be included for proprietary
reasons.
The twin turbocharged V (Diesel) engine design has always been appealing for
packaging reasons, and with the advances made in the turbocharging technology
area in the recent years, this engine design is becoming more and more common in
the engine selection for the upper middle class car to the luxury car. Examples of
the commercially available passenger cars featuring this engine design are the 4.0
liter V8 BMW engine, the Mercedes 4.0 liter Diesel V8 in the S400 CDI, and the
V6 and V10 Diesel engines manufactured by Volkswagen. All these engines use
twin turbocharging to reached their individual performance targets. Hence, with
the recent boom in the Diesel market and the reasonably large market for upper
medium class and luxury cars, the turbocharged V engine will most likely become
very popular in the near future. Modelling, estimation and control research in such
engine designs is therefore naturally of interest.
The specifications for the V6 engine simulation model are briefly outlined in
table 2.18.
It has earlier been shown that the mass flow through the EGR cooler, fitted on a
DI Diesel engine, and its effectiveness cannot be well described (see section 2.8.6)
by the MVEM framework; a description of the pumping fluctuations is required
since the system is operated in an area with strong nonlinearities. However, to be
able to describe the dynamic and steady state trends introduced by the EGR system
a model of the EGR mass flow and the EGR temperature must be present. Thus,
a fairly simple model is constructed by describing the EGR mass flow through
the system by the isentropic nozzle equation utilizing the mean exhaust and the
mean intake manifold pressure, and by fixing effectiveness level of the cooler to a
reasonable value of 50% (see e.g. table 2.13).
The scope of the simulation study presented will be limited to a study of the
V6 engine’s response to a part of the EUDC (EUropean Drive Cycle). The reason
for this is natural when considering that the V6 has seven inputs (brake load, two
EGR valve positions, two VGT rack positions and two bank fuel injection inputs)
and numerous outputs; The system space of interest is enormous. Thus, the work-
load required by a complete graphical documentation of possible excitation of the
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Engine type Diesel
Engine design Bi-turbo equipped V6
Displacement 3.0 liter
Injection system Direct Injection, Common Rail
Turbocharging Twin VGT equipped turbo
Intercooled Yes
Number of intercoolers One
EGR-cooler Yes
Number of EGR coolers Two
Intake layout Single plenum
Intake volume total 10 liter
Exhaust volume total 3 liter
Intercooler efficiency 70%
EGR-cooler efficiency 50%
Table 2.18: Specifications for the V6 engine. Remark: Some of the design param-
eters have been changed compared to the original model for propriety reasons.
system is immense and outside the scope for this dissertation.
The input commands to the engine are acquired from a data logging of the
outputs of a 2.0 liter Puma Diesel engine ECU running a EUDC (e.g. see [108]).
Hence, active control of the VGTs and EGR valves will not be investigated here.
This would require an implementation and calibration of an ECU simulation model
for the prototype engine and thus out of the scope for this dissertation. Needless to
say, these command signals will not likely correspond to the control signals from
the final calibrated ECU for the V6 engine, however, they do give a realistic picture
of future control trajectories32 .
The drive cycle engine speed reference and the load torque have been scaled by
a factor of 1.5 and 2, respectively, to insure a reasonable excitation of the engine.
These inputs are also acquired from the experimental EUDC study conducted for
the 2.0 liter Puma engine. The scaled speed reference and load torque trajecto-
ries are depicted in figure 2.68. The actual engine speed is during the simulation
controlled by a simple anti-windup PI strategy.
The figures 2.69, 2.70 and 2.71 present some of the simulation results obtained.
In the graphical presentation of the simulation results the following color–abscise
notation has been utilized:
Abscise variable number Color
1’st Blue
2’nd Green
3’rd Red
4’th Cyan
32Slight modifications of the trajectories were necessary to insure that the turbochargers did not
overspeed at high engine speeds.
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Figure 2.68: Speed reference and load torque trajectories utilized in the simulation
study.
The variable notation has been defined earlier, however, an explanation of the all
variables to be presented may also be found in the glossary starting at page 259.
The figures clearly show that a large portion of the engine’s speed-load map has
been excited with the model exhibiting a reasonable behavior i.e.:
v The closing and opening of the VGTs lead to an increase and a decrease in
the intake pressure, respectively.
v The closing and opening of the VGTs lead to an increase and a decrease in
the exhaust pressure, respectively.
v The closing and opening of the EGR valves lead to an increase and decrease
in the EGR rate, respectively.
v The closing and opening of the EGR valves lead to an increase and decrease
in the exhaust pressure, respectively.
v The exhaust temperature goes up with load increases and w decreases. The
exhaust temperature goes down with load decreases and w increases.
v The intake temperature is a weighted sum of the EGR temperature and the
exit temperature of the intercooler.
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Figure 2.69: Simulation study of a twin turbocharged V6 Diesel engine. The upper
left plot shows the relative fast accelerator tip-ins and tip-outs during the first 60
seconds of simulation. The corresponding fast responses of the intake- and exhaust
temperatures and pressures are clear in the three surrounding plots. The displace-
ment of the simulated V6 engine is larger than the original specification for the
prototype. The compressors will therefore operate closer to the choke limit, the so
called the stonewall, and the pressure drop across turbines increases due to the pos-
sible larger mass flow. The pressure difference between the exhaust- and the intake
system is due to this turbocharger–engine mismatch thus larger than the pressure
difference normally experienced with modern turbocharged Diesel engines. The

level depicted in the lower right plot is in the high load part of the simulation
(250 sec. to 340 sec.) lower than normally required due to the high amount of
EGR applied. Normally, EGR is only utilized up to approximately 2500 rpm on a
normal Diesel engine for light duty applications. The eŁg control trajectory used
(see figure 2.71) would most likely lead to immense soot emissions in reality.
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Figure 2.70: Simulation study of a twin turbocharged V6 Diesel engine – con-
tinued. Remark: The flows H  , :¡g¢£ , :¤g¥ and §¦ are the flows through the
individual components and not the total mass flows. The upper left plot shows that
the compressor mass flow (blue line) responds very promptly to changes in the ac-
celerator, the VGT and the EGR position. The mass flow through the individual
turbines ( :¦_¨ :¤g¥ª© «¬ :¡g¢£ ) is even more sensitive to fast EGR valve VGT
vane position actuation due to the much smaller exhaust manifold volume. This
is especially noticed between 270 to 300 seconds of simulation where the VGT-
and the EGR position are changed fast one and two times, respectively. This fast
excitation of the actuators leads to relatively large excursions in 
¦ . Furthermore,
the turbocharger speed responds faster to changes than the engine speed. This is
clear from the steps in the ­¯® curve followed a slope nearly matching the engine
speed slope. Finally, the produced engine brake torque is depicted in the lowest
left plot.
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Figure 2.71: Simulation study of a twin turbocharged V6 Diesel engine – contin-
ued 2. The upper left plot shows the fuel command generated by the fuel controller.
The modification of the original EGR and VGT control trajectories is noticed be-
tween 280 and 350 seconds of simulation. Here, the VGTs were required to be
opened fully and the minimum EGR valve position was set to 0.3 to avoid tur-
bochargers from over-speeding.
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The simulation results presented confirm the driving philosophy behind the
MVEM framework: The ability to describe the response trends of IC engines by
an interconnection of compact physically based engine sub-models. Although the
V6 MVEM has been augmented by several new sub-models or revised sub-models
compared to earlier work published by the ECG to capture the picture of the fun-
damental dynamics governing the V6 engine, it is still in a very compact form and
is thus suitable for engine estimation and control design. Hence, the simulation re-
sults presented here support the statements made earlier by E. Hendricks and S. C.
Sorenson in [49] and J. P. Jensen et al in [63] that MVEM modelling is a valuable
tool in the development of engine control strategies.
2.12 Summary, remarks and conclusions
The chapter has dealt with the development or presentation of simple comprehen-
sive engine sub-models. First, the commonly found radial turbocharger has been
divided in three separate models; an algebraic compressor model, an algebraic vari-
able geometry turbine model and a first order dynamic model of the turbocharger
wheel velocity. In the compressor model the mass flow and enthalpy losses are
treated simultaneously, whereas the VGT mass flow and efficiency are separated
into two independent models. All models show a reasonably good modelling ac-
curacy even in regions necessitating extrapolation from mapped data.
Next, a dynamic model of heat exchangers capable of describing the trends in
unsteady flow scenarios is presented. Based on this model, it is concluded that
accurate estimation of the burnt mass flow or energy flow into the intake manifold
is badly posed when EGR back flow exists due to the mixing with intake manifold
matter because of the pressure fluctuations.
Furthermore, the TDMVEM (Turbo Diesel Mean Value Engine Model), an
extension to the MVEM framework, has also been presented in the section. This
model is derived by utilizing a simplified model of the gaseous mass contained
in the intercooler and a soft assumption on the intake throat mass flow. Hence,
the heat exchanger is included in the normal filling-emptying picture of the intake
dynamics earlier utilized in other MVEM applications (e.g. see [63, 49]).
Phenomenological combustion models are presented together with the intro-
duction of a new way of creating different maps for zero dimensional energy con-
servation based combustion models utilizing the LWLS algorithm. Selected com-
bustion process related maps have been identified for a 2.0 liter turbocharged DI
Diesel engine. These maps are presented together with steady state dynamometer
data.
The three models described above are implemented in an object oriented C
library, VES, together with templates of FE volume models, butterfly and pop-
pet valve models and crankshaft models. This makes it possible to rapidly create
SIMULINK Á models of SI or CI engines independently of the engine air path de-
sign.
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The modelling framework presented is at the present time implemented in stand
alone engine simulation tools, which have aided in control, estimation and emission
strategies, and power-train performance research and development studies at FFA.
A more detailed presentation of such applications and the corresponding results
obtained cannot be given in this dissertation for confidentiality reasons.
Comments to the fuel lm dynamics.
The careful reader has probably noticed a missing modelling section: fuel film
dynamics modelling for MPI equipped SI engines, a step deliberately taken after
many hours of work unsuccessfully trying to describe engine measurement traces
by the simple Â - Ã models (e.g. see [10]). Although the simplified Â - Ã models
presented in the literature by Hendricks (see e.g [52]) and Aquino (see e.g [12])
clearly could provide some compensation of the fuel film dynamics experienced in
CFI (Central Fuel Injection) equipped SI engines, due to the large manifold wall
area exposed to the fuel film, they are clearly giving problems when used with
MPI systems. It will here be argued that the fuel rail pressure regulation system’s
dynamics is of higher or at least just as high importance as the fuel film dynamics.
The fuel mass flow leaving the MPI injectors may within good accuracy be
modelled by a simple Bernoulli relation (this assumption is even reasonably valid
for modern Diesel injectors where a pressure more than hundred times larger than
the rail pressure in a typical MPI system is utilized; see e.g. [8]) .i.e.
Ä
ÅÆ,Ç ÈÊÉÌËÍﬀÎ
É/Ï*ÐeÑ ÒiÓ
ÆÕÔOÖ§ÍﬀÎ
É/Ï*Ðe× ÒiÓ
ÆªØ ÖÚÙ[ÛÈ(ÜÞÝ§ÖÚß
ÛÉáà (2.245)
where Î É/Ï*Ð is the sectional area of the injector outlet, and Ö6Ù[ÛÈ(Ü is the rail pressure.
Since the rail pressure in MPI systems is relative low ( â Òﬂã ä Ýæå ã ä bar, abso-
lute) the injected fuel mass is greatly influenced by variations in the average intake
manifold pressure. Normally, the pressure drop across the injectors, ÔOÖ , is main-
tained constant by controlling the rail pressure. This is customarily accomplished
by a mechanically controlled pressure regulator fitted to the fuel rail system. The
mechanically controlled system is basically two control volumes separated by a di-
aphragm. The pressure of one control volume is controlled by the intake manifold
pressure, whereas the pressure on the other side is developed by the fuel supply
system. A small mass-spring-damper system (a combination of a control ball and
a retainer) is fitted to the diaphragm controlling the pressure loss across the fuel
exit valve. A schematic diagram of a sectioned pressure regulator for MPI systems
may be found in [67].
Hence, the valve system is basically a coupling of two mass-spring-damper
systems and is of fourth order. However, since the control ball–retainer system is
significantly smaller than the diaphragm system its bandwidth is likely to be notice-
able larger than the diaphragm system’s bandwidth. For this reason, a reasonable
approximation is to assume that the pressure drop across the injectors is controlled
by the diaphragm system and the fuel pressure pulsations are attenuated by the
control valve–retainer system. Thus, the system of interest in the modelling of the
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signal transfer between the intake manifold pressure and the fuel rail pressure is
the diaphragm system with the control ball attaining a fixed position (working like
a normal needle valve). Hence, the dynamics of the control ball–retainer will be
neglected and referred to as a needle in the following.
A change in the averaged intake manifold pressure leads to a movement of the
diaphragm. The diaphragm is physically connected to a spring and the valve needle
itself, thus the equilibrium position of the diaphragm or needle is
çOèVéêQëgêíìíî<ïñð3òóðVôjõ
(2.246)
where
î
is the spring constant of the diaphragm-spring combination,
ð
the needle
position,
éOêQëgê
the diaphragm area, and
ðô
is the needle position for
çOè§ìﬀö
. The
diaphragm and spring system can at best be classified as a mass-spring-damper
system i.e. a dynamic system of second order. Now suppose the bandwidth of this
system is comparable to the frequency of the engine pumping. In such a scenario
the needle position would basically follow a sine curve with a frequency dictated
by the engine speed, thus leading to very poor control of the fuel mass flow. If,
on the other hand, the bandwidth of the pressure regulator is well below the en-
gine pumping frequency a good control of the steady state fuel mass flow can be
achieved. However, the response time of the intake manifold pressure, during en-
gine idling or part load operation scenarios, is generally in the vicinity of the first
engine pumping harmonic’s period. Hence during harsh throttle tip-ins or tip-outs
large deviations in the desired pressure drop across the injectors may be expected,
thus lead to significant deviations away from the desired fuel mass flow. This prob-
lem is not present with the CFI system due to the injector’s location upstream of
the throttle plate. Finally, it should be stated here that this scenario is only spec-
ulation and not confirmed yet by experiments made by the author. However, R. P.
Izydorek and G. C. Oberheide have in [93] included experimental results showing
that the settling time of the rail pressure is more than 12 times longer than the set-
tling time of the intake manifold pressure after a step in the throttle plate position
leading to an increase of 50 kPa in the intake pressure. In addition to this, fuel rail
pressure variations up to 91 kPa still exist in the fuel rail after the intake pressure
has settled. Using the Bernoulli flow model mentioned earlier and a settled rail
pressure of 380 kPa this is equivalent to a relative error in the mass flow injection
between -7% and 9%, and an absolute error in ÷ of 7% to -8%! Furthermore, the
time response of the fuel rail pressure resembles that of a second order system to a
high degree, thus supporting the second order (linear) system approximation of the
intake pressure–fuel rail pressure signal path discussed earlier.
The use of the ø - ù model with MPI systems, in either of its two forms (see [52]
and [12]), itself is heavily attacked in [31]. The fuel film fraction, ø , is according
to [31] very close to 1, and almost all of the injected fuel enters the combustion
chamber in liquid form. Hence, in accordance with the pressure rail dynamic issues
presented previously, a fuel film compensator implemented according to either [52]
and [12] will most likely rather compensate for some of the fuel rail dynamics than
the fuel film dynamics itself.
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2.13 Appendix
The use of EGR as a means to lower the NOX production of the IC engine is to-
day a well establish technology with more than 30 years of reported experimental
and theoretical results in the literature. During this time areas like promoted en-
gine wear due to EGR, engine efficiency influences due to EGR, NOX emissions
reduction capabilities with EGR on CI and SI engines etc. have been and are still
investigated. However, dynamic model based control of the EGR is today still in its
infancy which is interestingly enough since tight control of EGR is of paramount
importance in modern DI engines if the emissions legislation is to be met.
The problem of including EGR in the MVEM framework has been attacked
earlier in section 2.8.3 leading to the formulation of the TDMVEM. However, the
development of the this model is heavily inspired by the work already existing in
the literature. The first MVEM based attempt to describe the dynamic behavior of a
NA SI engine equipped with an EGR system reported to the SAE community is to
the author’s knowledge presented by Weeks, R. W. et al in [95]. The pressure state
equation presented in this work does include a derivative temperature dependency.
The final SIMULINK ú model presented does, however, not respect the difference
in the internal energy between the EGR flow and the intake air flow, and the intake
temperature is fixed to a constant value. This temperature difference may however
be significantly and thereby offset the intake manifold temperature considerably
compared to the ambient temperature. Hence, in order to improve the transient and
steady state estimation capabilities of the MVEM when the EGR system is acti-
vated the MVEM was first reworked in [83] and later in [37]. The research carried
out in [83] and [37] was in 1999 presented at the annual SAE conference in Detroit
in the SAE-paper number 1999-01-0909. The paper was entitled Mean Value En-
gine Modeling of an SI engine with EGR. This article presents the theoretical work
behind the new MVEM extension – the AMVEM. The good estimation (observer)
properties of this simplified engine model were later confirmed by Professor E.
Hendricks through an experimental study conducted on a NA SI engine retrofitted
with an EGR system. The experimental study was conducted at DTU and some
of the experimental results made during this study are included in the SAE-paper
number 1999-01-0909, [75]. Furthermore, the article provides a good introduction
to and a preliminary study of the EGR estimation and/or control problem. Hence,
the paper is included here for the sake of completeness.
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ABSTRACT
Mean Value Engine Models (MVEMs) are simplified,
dynamic engine models which are physically based.
Such models are useful for control studies, for engine
control system analysis and for model based engine con-
trol systems.  Very few published MVEMs have included
the effects of Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR).  The
purpose of this paper is to present a modified MVEM
which includes EGR in a physical way.  It has been tested
using newly developed, very fast manifold pressure, man-
ifold temperature, port and EGR mass flow sensors.
Reasonable agreement has been obtained on an experi-
emental engine, mounted on a dynamometer.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is clear that Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) is a vital
component of modern engine control systems.  It is only
with the use of this technology that it is possible to reduce
the NOx component of SI engine exhausts to acceptable
levels given current legislation.  EGR also provides a
method to reduce exhaust temperature and thus prevent
Three Way Catalyst (TWC) damage.
At the current time the only EGR control strategy which
has been described in detail in the literature is based on
static relationships depending on stationary engine map-
ping [1].  It is however by now well known that in order to
do accurate air/fuel ratio control, dynamic engine models
are necessary for the design of engine control systems,
for model and/or observer based control [2], [3].  Thus a
dynamic engine model has to be constructed which
includes EGR and which is of the Mean Value Engine
Model (MVEM) type.  Currently only such models have a
simplicity and accuracy which allows them to be coded
into engine control microprocessors.
This paper is a preliminary study of the possibility of con-
structing such a model using conventional physical prin-
ciples.  Unfortunately  EGR  systems  are  somewhat
more complex than purely naturally aspirated Spark Igni-
tion (SI) engines because of the heat of the exhaust
gases.  It is however the essence of modelling on the
MVEM level to isolate the dominant physical effect or
effects in any engine subsystem, not to describe all of the
details of engine operation.   This paper is aimed at this
goal.
2. ISOTHERMAL MVEM DEVELOPED EARLIER
In work which has been published earlier, a model for the
intake manifold filling dynamics has been derived and
validated in a number of different experiments [2] and
applications [3], including some production ones: [4], [5],
[6].  This model is obtained by differentiating the ideal gas
law applied to the mass of air in the intake manifold:
. (1)
Assuming that
(2)
this yields with the differentiation of equation (1) the most
simple manifold pressure state equation
(3)
where the last equation on the right is obtained by
assuming that the intake manifold temperature is con-
stant.  This is thus an isothermal MVEM.  The port and
throttle air mass flows are given by the expressions
i
i
i
ip   =   
R T
V
  m  
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2
, (4)
and 
,
where
(5)
and mat0, mat1, α1, α2, p1, p2, pn, pc are constants.
3. ADIABATIC MVEM INCLUDING EGR
In an SI engine which is not equipped with EGR it has
been shown that the simple state equation on the right in
equation (3) is sufficiently accurate to describe the
dynamics of the intake manifold.  This however cannot
obtain in an engine which has EGR because then the
intake manifold temperature cannot even approximately
be assumed to be constant.  The presence of EGR thus
makes it imperative to consider the energy balance in the
intake manifold.  Neglecting heat exchange, this leads to
the next higher order MVEM model of the intake manifold
filling dynamnics: an adiabatic model.  
When EGR is taken into account mass conservation
requires that
. (6)
Using energy conservation this leads to the equation
. (7)
As the enthalpy can be expressed as
, equation (7) can be written as
the differential equation
(8)
where .  Using the ideal gas law, equation
(1) for mi and the fact that , this equa-
tion can be further reduced to
. (9)
Applying mass conservation from equation (6) finally
leads to the expression:
(10)
Using equation (3) this means that the manifold pressure
state equation becomes 
(11)
Together equations (10) and (11) are the adiabatic
MVEM which includes EGR.  An assumption which is
implicit in their use is that there is perfect mixing of the
fresh air flow and the EGR flow. 
In the limit when the EGR flow is zero, equations (3) and
(10) and (11) give exactly the same solution as should be
expected.  However during rapid transients, equation (10)
gives a differentiating effect, leading to a temperature
spike in its response.  This is due to adiabatic compres-
sion or expansion, depending on whether the throttle is
being opened or closed.  This leads in turn to an increase
or decrease of the air density in the intake manifold,
resulting in different port air mass flows than those pre-
dicted by equation (3) during transitions.  The error
involved can be significant during such transients [3], [7].
In order to use the adiabatic MVEM it is necessary to
specify the EGR mass flow and temperature.  To find
these quantities without using direct measurements is not
straight forward and does require the use of some empir-
ism because of the wide range of the physical effects
which determine them.  Using one of the devices cur-
rently available for EGR mass flow control it is possible to
solve the EGR mass flow determination problem using
feedforward and calibration techniques.  Finding the EGR
temperature is somewhat more difficult and will not be
treated here.
3.1  EGR  MASS  FLOW  DETERMINATION  –  A device
which is currently available of EGR control is the Delphi
Linear Exhaust Recirculation Valve [8].  In use, this valve
ap i
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is driven with a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signal, the
duty cycle or mark/space ratio (MSR) of which deter-
mines the valve mass flow.  In reality this flow also
depends on the pressure difference across the sensor as
well as the duty cycle of the impressed PWM signal.
However calibration curves are provided for the valve
which give the mass flow as a function of PWM duty
cycle with the impressed pressure difference as a param-
eter.  The valve is also provided with a potentiometer
which makes it possible to sense the intantaneous valve
position.  Using a feedback loop and microprocessor con-
trol the nonlinear valve flow characteristics can be linear-
ized so that the valve flow can be made a linear function
of the PWM duty cycle.  
For the work to be related here, the EGR flow control was
established in a different way than recommend by the
manufacturer.  This was necessary because it was
desired to verify equations (10) and (11) as written and
the EGR temperature could be measured directly.  Study
of the EGR valve flow characteristics in [8] revealed that
they could be fitted with good accuracy by the expression
,(12a)
where
,
is the mark/space ratio (MSR) of the PWM drive sig-
nal,  (bar) is the pressure drop across the EGR valve
(effectively across the engine from the exhaust to the
intake manifold),  is the common PWM MSR center
value for all pressure ratios (0.6),  is the effective
relaxation MSR of the PWM control signal (0.273),
is  the  maximum  amplitude  of the 
EGR mass flow at a given pressure differential (11 g/sec)
and  is  the  effective relaxation pressure for the valve
(0.12 bar).  The values of the constants given in the
parentheses above are for the Delphi LEGR valve type
10 G/S.  Equation (12a) was found to represent the valve
characteristics accurately for MSR of between 0.1 and
0.9 and pressure differences of 0.15 to 0.7 bar.
Equation (12a) has the fortunate property that it can be
inverted analytically to obtain
. (12)
Thus when the desired EGR mass flow is given, and ∆p
is known, equation (12) gives the required PWM drive
signal duty cycle which must be applied to the EGR
valve.  This simplifies EGR control significantly as the
EGR mass flow can be controlled directly with good
accuracy at any given operating point.  
In order for equation (12) to be valid the EGR valve must
be driven with a PWM signal with an amplitude of 13.5 V
at the recommended carrier frequency of 128 Hz at an
ambient temperature of 25 C.  While there is some leak-
age as indicated in equation (12), it can be taken into
account as required.  In spite of its specified time con-
stant (< 1.25 sec), the actual response time of the LEGR
valve is on the order of 25 msec (opening) and 50 msec
(closing) for the recommended PWM carrier frequency of
128 Hz.  This is sufficently fast for all practical applica-
tions.
To determine the pressure difference across the valve,
some theoretical results can be derived from earlier
published work.  In the paper [2] it was shown that the
normalized air charge/stroke of an SI engine can be
written as
(13)
where ,  and are approximately con-
stant.  This expression was derived theoretically and
shown to be valid for a number of engines.  It has also
been used by other workers in production engine control
strategies [5].  
In order to find the pressure drop across and engine,
equation  (13)  can  be  solved  for  and  the  result
subtracted from :
(14)
This expression shows that the pressure drop across an
engine is proportional to the normalized air charge per
stroke .  As the normalized air charge
per stroke is proportional to the actual air charge per
stroke (equation (4)), equation (14) provides a simple
way to determine ∆p in an engine controller.  The accu-
racy of this determination will be of the same order as
that which is possible for the air charge calculation itself.
That is the standard deviation of error in calculating ∆p
for the data is on the order of 1 - 2% over the operating
range of the engine.    
The simple general form of equation (14) is what makes it
useful.  In general, the y intercept of the curve is a little
greater than 1 and is basically constant for all crank shaft
speeds since κ = 1.4 and r ≥ 9 for most modern engines.
The slope of the curves at constant crank shaft speeds is
the reciprocal of the slope of the curve in (13).  
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Using the same numbers which were used in
[2], , , , ,  pe =
1.05 bar and , it is possible to find the approxi-
mate numbers se = 1.050 and ye = 0.952.  Thus for this
"standard" engine example one finds equation (14) to be
. (15)
That engines do display the dependence predicted by
equation (14) can be shown using data from the five
engines considered in [2].  Figures 1a - 1c are plots of the
differential engine pressure vs the normalized air charge
for three of the engines from this paper.  The basic valid-
ity of the functional form of equation (14) is thus con-
firmed.
Mean values for the parameters of the engines in [2] are
given in table 1 below.  This table shows that the pre-
dicted slopes and y intercepts agree fairly well with those
of  the  actual  engines.   Obviously  some  of  the inaccu-
racy in the table is due to the approximate way in which
the parameters have been determined.  Only the mean
slopes are given, the crank shaft speed dependence
being ignored, as it is weak.
It has to be remembered that equation (14) is generally
valid for engines but because of details intake and
exhaust manifold configuration, it will in most cases
require some detailed engine mapping.  Equation (14)
suggests however that this mapping will not be very diffi-
cult because of the simple form of the equation, except at
very low and very high air mass flows.  At these extremes
the curve will bend upwards due to heating.  
On the other hand that the engine output power is depen-
dent on the actual fresh air charge per stroke and not on
the EGR air mass flow.  This means that the actual fresh
air mass flow,
, (16)
(where f refers to the fresh charge) is what determines
the fuel which is injected into the engine while is
found from
(17)
and 
(18)
The port air mass flow, , has to be measured or esti-
mated.  If estimation is to be used then this can take sev-
eral different forms, depending on the air mass flow
related sensor type used [2], [4], [5], [6], [9]. 
Once the differential pressure is known, it is possible to
use this information together with the documentation for
the Delphi EGR valve to determine the EGR mass flow.
If other valves are to be used a similar approach can be
taken.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to test the adiabatic MVEM above experiments
were conducted with a modified 1275 cc British Leyland
engine.  This engine was equipped with a specially
designed 7 port head [10] which made it into a crossflow
engine.  The intake and exhaust valves were of Cooper S
dimensions.  It was provided with port fuel injectors and
could work either in an EFI or SEFI mode, requiring only
software changes.  The intake manifold volume was
about 3 times the engine displacement volume.  Very fast
pressure, port air mass flow and temperature sensors
were installed in the intake manifold and the throttle air
mass flow was measured with a laminar flow meter.
These sensors are all significantly fast to resolve all of
the transients which might be applied to the engine down
to an event level (see Appendix).
To control the engine, log data and carry out simulations
a specially developed Engine Control Development Sys-
tem (ECDS) was used together with 12 bit A/D and D/A
cards in a Pentium PC.  This software was also used to
linearize the Delphi 18 g/s LEGP Valve which was
installed for EGR control.  The ECDS system is very fast
and allows sampling times down to 0.25 msec.  Sampling
times used for the experiments to be reviewed were 0.25
- 1 msec.
Tests were carried out over the entire operating range of
the engine but only a few of  these  will  be  reviewed
here.  The main question is if the model of equations (10)
and (11) show the correct behavior for common EGR
feed levels.  Figure 2 shows a sample of results obtained
at a typical operating point, both with and without EGR.
Table I. Approximate mean values of the parameters 
in equation (14) for the set of engines treated 
in [2].  Notice that the values displayed have 
been obtained in part graphically from figures 
1a - 1c.
parameters se ye
 1.1 L Ford (1.)    1.026    0.925
 1.1 L Ford (2.)    1.000    0.910
 1.8 L 4v/cyl 
    (< 4000 rpm)
   1.080    0.920
 4.9 L Ford     0.880    0.905
 1275 cc BL    1.000    0.900
∆T =  15C iT  =  300C r =  10 κ =  1.4
ι =  0.9
∆p  =   p  -  p   =   -  1.050   m   +   0.952e i i⋅ ′
apf ap EGRm   =   m  -  m
  
∆ p
apm

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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.  Figures 1a - 1c. Above and to the right.  These figures show the differential engine pressure plotted as a function 
of the normalized air charge per stroke for three engines treated earlier in [2].  The two Ford 1.1 L engines are different 
engines ((1) and (2)) and were measured at different times by different groups.  The 1275 cc BL (British Leyland) engine is 
the experimental engine used in this paper. 
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Figure 2a (without EGR: left and above) and 
figure 2b (with EGR: left and below) at 
approximately the same operating point.  The 
EGR mass flow is about 10% of the fresh 
mixture flow and the EGR gas temperature is 
about 448 K.  Measurements are shaded and 
model simulations are solid black lines.
Figures 2a and 2b show the response of the engine with
and without EGR at a low part load operating point.  In
figure 2a there is no EGR and in figure 2b the EGR mass
flow is about 10% of the fresh air mass flow: the EGR
temperature is about 448 K.  Measurements are shown
shaded while parallel simulations with the model of equa-
tions (10) and (11) are single lines.  Engine pumping fluc-
tuations are apparent in the intake manifold pressure and
the fast throttle transients are somewhat smoothed by
manifold filling.  The throttle air mass flow shows the
expected filling spike and the total port air mass flow
shows the effect of engine pumping.  The port air mass
flow is obtained by event averaging and summing the 4
intake port air mass flow measurements.  At the rapid
throttle transitions the manifold temperature increases or
decreases significantly: this is an effect of the new MVEM
temperature equation.  It can be seen that the intake
manifold temperature measurements do not quite come
up to the model predictions.  It is thought that this is the
result of heat transfer in the intake manifold to the sur-
roundings in the engine.
Figure 2b shows what happens when the EGR is applied
to the engine at nearly the same operating point as in fig-
ure 2a.  The manifold pressure increases but at the same
time the crank shaft speed decreases significantly.  Air
mass flow to the engine via the throttle body decreases
at the same time, while the port air mass flow increases.
The intake manifold temperature increases due to the
effect of the EGR gas heat and the same rapid tempera-
ture spikes as before occur but this time with a somewhat
larger amplitude.
The overall accuracy displayed in figure 2 is reasonably
good but the temperature predicitons are in all cases a lit-
tle too low.  This suggests that there is some heat transfer
which takes place which is not in the model.
5. CONCLUSIONS
A dynamic adiabatic model has been constructed for the
intake manifold with EGR using physical considerations.
It has been found that this model is closely related to the
isothermal MVEM investigated earlier and is a natural
extention of it.  The main difference between the isother-
mal and adiabatic models is the presence of a large tem-
perature spike during rapid throttle  plate movements.
The accuracy displayed by the model is sufficient for
most practical control purposes.
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As a secondary result, a useful expression for the pres-
sure difference between the intake manifold has been
derived which is simple and relatively accurate.  This
expression makes it possible to predict the performance
of the EGR valve without extra measurements.
Clearly the results which have been presented are pre-
liminary but the overall accuracy displayed is encourag-
ing and suggests that it may soon be possible to include
EGR in model based control systems in a convenient and
simple manner.  This is currently a subject for continuing
research.
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8. NOMENCLATURE
The following symbols are used in this paper:
 time (sec)
 throttle plate angle (degrees)
 engine speed (rpm/1000 or krpm)
 ambient pressure (bar)
 ambient temperature (degrees Kelvin)
 absolute manifold pressure (bar)
 intake manifold temperature (degrees Kelvin)
 EGR temperature (degrees Kelvin)
 exhaust manifold pressure (bar)
 (bar)
 air mass flow past throttle plate (kg/sec)
 air mass flow into intake port (kg/sec)
 EGR mass flow (kg/sec)
normalized air charge per stroke
 air mass in the intake manifold (kg)
 measured value of the variable 3
 volumetric efficiency based on manifold 
 conditions
  engine displacement (liters)
 manifold + port passage volume (m3)
 gas constant (here 287 X 10-5)
 ratio of the specfic heats = 1.4 for air
 stoichiometeric air/fuel ratio (14.67)
 slope of pressure difference curve, 
 with normalized air charge, see [2]
 intercept of pressure difference curve, with 
 normalized air charge, see [2]
 compression ratio
mean temperature rise during intake stroke
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8
APPENDIX 
The basic characteristics of the prototype port air mass
flow and EGR flow sensors used in this paper are sum-
marized below.
Port Mass Air Flow (MAFp) and EGR Flow Sensor Char-
acteristics:
a. basic accuracy: +/- 1 %, error standard deviation.
b. linearity (steady state): +/- 0.5 %, physical lineariza-
tion.
c. linearity (dynamic): +/- 1.0 %.
d. response direction: bi-directional, symmetric.
e. response time: < 1 msec.
f. vibration sensitivity: small.
g. temperature error: +/- 2.0 %, -5/+50°C (approx.).
h. light off time: < 10 msec.
i. size: 38 mm (MAFp) and 22 mm (EGR).
The basic characteristics of the prototype fast tempera-
ture sensors used in this paper are summarized below.  
Temperature Sensor Characteristics:
a. basic accuracy: +/- 1 %, error standard deviation.
b. linearity (steady state): +/- 0.5 %, physical lineariza-
tion.
c. linearity (dynamic): as above.
d. response direction: bi-directional, symmetric.
e. response time: < 1 msec.
f. vibration sensitivity: small.
g. temperature range: 0 - 350 C.
h. light off time: < 5 msec.
i. size: small.
j. mounting sensitivity:non-critical.
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Estimation & Identification
EGR mass flow estimation is a critical point in modern engine con-
trol strategies if current emissions legislation is to be met. Since
most estimation strategies utilize MAF, exhaust gas composition or
temperature measurements in the computation of the EGR mass it
is vital to know what level of estimation accuracy can be expected
using these inputs. Hence, the first topic of this chapter is the in-
vestigation of different EGR estimation strategies and how deter-
ministic measurement errors will influence estimation accuracy.
Secondly, anti-aliasing filters, developed for event-based strate-
gies, capable of providing optimal measurement bandwidth with-
out the danger of aliasing are presented. High measurement band-
width without the danger of signal aliasing is of great importance
for a correct estimation of several engine states.
3.1 EGR Rate estimation
Tight control of the exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is of paramount importance
when targeting the minimization of NOX and PM emissions from DI engines.
Hence, in the light of the future requirement for stringent control of the EGR rate,
or rather the burnt mass fraction level in the intake manifold, this section is dedi-
cated to the investigation of what accuracy level can be obtained with production
type engine sensors.
Direct measurement of the EGR volume flow is possible by measuring the pres-
sure drop across a restriction. However, due to the relative high exhaust PM level
in DI engines, this method is not viable due to restriction clogging issues. Hence,
the EGR mass flow must be estimated from other engine state measurements and
state estimates.
The MAF measurement, normally obtained with a hot-wire/film sensor down-
stream of the intake air filter box, is without doubt the single most important mea-
surements in a conventional EGR estimation strategy. However, new exhaust O ﬁ / ﬂ
sensors suited for application with lean burn engines are emerging on the automo-
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tive market. Combined with the exhaust gas composition information provided by
these new exhaust sensors and with other selected engine measurement/estimates,
new EGR estimation strategies are made possible.
Dependent upon operating point and AFR the EGR rate may maximally vary
ﬃ
5% relatively to the EGR rate set point, or otherwise excessive Diesel engine
emissions [5] can be expected. This maximum setting of
ﬃ
5% for the relative
tolerance on the EGR rate will be used throughout this section.
First the EGR rate estimation strategy based solely on the MAF measurement
will be evaluated and later compared to the corresponding results expected using a
linear O  /  exhaust sensor.
Since direct measurement of the EGR mass flow is complicated due to the high
EGR particulate level, this section will also evaluate estimation strategies based
upon thermal information from temperature measurements obtained in the engine
intake system, thereby avoiding the use of the speed-density equation.
3.1.1 MAF sensor performance
The EGR rate is commonly computed by subtracting the MAF signal from the
intake port mass flow normally estimated by the speed-density equation. Hence, it
is of natural interest to determine what level of steady state accuracy that can be
achieved with production type MAF sensors.
The best MAF sensors currently available from Bosch, based on hot film tech-
nology, have a relative error on the mass flow measurement in the range of
ﬃ
3%
(see [6])1. Although this error seems negligible it has a major impact on the es-
timation of the EGR rate even when the total mass flow to the engine is known
exactly. This significant influence on the EGR estimation will be shown below.
The ratio between the intake air mass flow and the EGR flow is by definition,
!
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The intake throat mass flow,
!
":#&%('*) + , is in steady state related to the measure intake
mass flow, MAF, in the following manner
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1The setting of G 3% is for a new sensor. However, the absolute value of the relative sensor error
is known to increase to approximately 25% (see [94]) over time depending on the local pollution
level.
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Figure 3.1: Relative EGR rate error boundaries with I 3% MAF sensor.
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mass flow can be estimated correctly. The parameter ] is in the last equation the
relative fractional error on the MAF measurement. The relative steady state error
on the EGR rate estimation may now independently of the engine characteristics
be derived from the last two equations as
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Figure 3.1 shows the error boundaries on the EGR rate estimation expected with
a I 3% MAF sensor. It is clear from the figure that even if the total mass flow
inducted by the engine is known precisely, the slightest error in the MAF mea-
surement will have a serious impact on the EGR rate estimation/control accuracy.
Only at higher EGR rates will the error approach the acceptable level of I 5%.
Inaccuracies in the fuelling rate (error between demanded and actual fuelling) are
not considered in this analysis, but will further exacerbate the EGR/AFR control
accuracy.
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3.1.2 Exhaust Sensor Performance
The effect of the relative error on the O h measurements in the engine’s exhaust pipe
on the estimation of the EGR rate is examined in this section.
3.1.2.1 Differential Equations for the relevant dynamics
The burnt mass fraction in the intake manifold, ikj<lnm , can be described by the ODE
(see e.g. appendix C on page 255 where the burnt mass fraction of a arbitrary con-
trol volume fulfilling the assumption made with the filling and emptying approach
is derived),
o
ipj<lnmrq
sft
j<lnm
u
j<lnmwvwj<lnm
xnx
izy/{n|<}~ipj<lnmV
o

y/{n|4}ipj<lnm
o
$&
|* 
 (3.5)
where
s
is the gas constant for air,
t
j<lnm is the gas temperature in the intake man-
ifold. u j<lnm and vwj<lnm are the manifold pressure and the manifold volume, respec-
tively. iy/{n| is the burnt mass fraction content in the EGR mass flow,
o

y/{n| . Finally,
o
$&
|* 
is the air mass flow in the intake throat just upstream of the EGR inlet point.
The change of mass in the intake manifold is given by mass conservation,
o

j<lnmq
o

y/{n|k
o
$&
|* 
}
o

l/ (3.6)
where
o

l/ is the mass flow at the intake ports.
Scaled exhaust O h equations The scaled O h concentration2 in the cylinder of a
DI engine can be described as,
O
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by stoichiometric combustion
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Total mass flow through the system
(3.7)
where  is the time delay between the closing of the intake valve and fuel injection.
The numerator is simply the difference between the fresh air mass flow available
before combustion and air mass consumed by combustion (

|y*
o


). The scaled
oxygen concentration in the exhaust is just a time delayed version of the oxygen
concentration in the cylinder. Hence, the following expression for O
hŁ y/
 is ob-
tained.
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(3.8)
2The O ¨ is here scaled such that O ¨ =1 and O ¨ =0 refer to fresh air flow and completely burned
flow respectively
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where the time delay ©«ª is the time between fuel injection and the opening of the
exhaust valve. The equation is schematically depicted in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the combustion process in a diesel engine.
Scaled ¾ equations The description of the scaled air-to-fuel ratio3, ¾ , is directly
available from O ¿ expressions derived previously. However, special care must be
taken in the definition of the fresh air mass flow and the fuel mass flow going
to engine or else the the computed ¾ level exhaust will be biased compared to
measurements. The total air flow intake, fresh as well as burnt, is computed as
À
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ÈVÍ
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ÂnÎÐÏ (3.9)
Thus, the total intake air flow is the difference between the total intake flow,
À
Á~Â/Æ
and intake flow which was formerly fuel. The total fuel flow is found analogous to
the previous equation as
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The scaled ¾ in the cylinder can be described as,
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After combustion the cylinder mass is purged into the exhaust pipe during the ex-
haust stroke, hence the ¾ level in the exhaust pipe will be the total cylinder ¾ time
delayed. Therefore the ¾ level in the exhaust pipe, ¾ Ê/ßaà , is,
¾
Ê/ßaàwÔÕnÖ
Å
¾
ªÓ
ÒÔÕ
É
©(ª
Ö (3.12)
3 á is scaled with the stoichiometric ratio, á
Ø
º
¹ , between diesel and fresh air, which in this work
is fixed to a value of14.7.
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where the delay âaã is the time between the fuel injection and the corresponding
opening of the exhaust valves.
3.1.2.2 Steady State Operation
The burnt mass fraction in the intake manifold will in steady state be,
ä
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åpæ<çnèé
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Exhaust O ù in steady state Inserting the above equations in equation 3.8, the
following expression for the steady state EGR rate is obtained,
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The fresh air mass flow to the engine, MAF, is related to the EGR rate in the
following way,
MAF
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EGRrate
ý (3.16)
Inserting this information into equation 3.15 the scaled O ùŁú î/ûaü can be found as,
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Equation 3.17 shows that the oxygen level in the exhaust during steady state engine
operation does not explicitly depend on the EGR rate and the burnt mass fraction
in the intake manifold. There will be an implicit EGR dependency however, since
introduction of EGR lowers the MAF to the engine.
Exhaust  in steady state In order to simplify the structure of the equations the
fuel-to-port mass flow ratio,  , is introduced, defined as
 



(3.18)
The burnt mass level in the exhaust pipe, ﬀﬂﬁ , will in steady state be equal to ﬃ! #" ,
and  $&% will be equal to 'ﬀﬂﬁ . This makes

$&%

)(
&*,+.-0/+
1%2
43

/5+

(3.19)
and similarly, the burnt mass fraction, ( &* is,
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.
$&% EGRrate (3.20)
Now inserting equation 3.19 into equation 3.20, the following equation for 5( &*
can be derived,
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 EGRrate
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(3.21)
The scaled air-to-fuel ratio,  , is defined as the ratio between air and fuel in a
system normalized by the stoichiometric ratio between the two reactants. Thus,
when the burnt mass fraction equals one, 9 / ,  will by definition be equal to
1. Suppose the fuel content in the flow mentioned has not been burnt, and the total
mass flow entering the intake ports is known, the flow may be divided into an air
flow and a fuel flow going to the cylinder,
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(3.22)
where the constant
>
is the fraction of the total burnt mass flow, 6( &*

 , which
was formerly fresh air. With the help of equation 3.22 the steady state  level in
the exhaust pipe can be derived as,
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3.1.2.3 Relative Error Bounds for the Exhaust Sensors
The effect of measurement errors on the O D / E level in the exhaust will be studied in
this section. A MATLAB F program was constructed in order to analyze the sensor
error’s effect on the accurate estimation of the EGRrate. This program is capable
of calculating the maximum allowed relative sensor error for various error bounds
on the EGRrate. The following are assumed in the simulations,
G The port mass flow HIJK can be determined exactly from the speed-density
equation. The speed-density equation is given as,
H
IJK,LNMPORQ0SUTWV;XZYC[
J&\
]ﬂ^`_Pacb
[
J&\
(3.24)
where
MPORQ0S
is the engine’s volumetric efficiency.
T
and
VdX
are the engine’s
speed and displacement respectively. Perfect knowledge of the intake mani-
fold conditions will also be assumed.
G The fuel system provides a precise measurement of the injected fuel mass
flow, HIe .
G The maximum allowed relative error on the EGRrate is here, to serve as an
example, set to f 5%.
G The relative sensor error is assumed to be the same as for the MAF sensor
( f 3%).
Figure 3.3 shows the burnt mass fraction, g
[
J&\ , in steady state as a function of
the O D concentration in the exhaust pipe, exhaust E and EGR rate. In order to
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compute }~5& , the program must first determine the surface of the fuel-port mass
flow ratio,  , at the equilibrium levels defined in section 3.1.2.2. Figure 3.4 shows
the surface computed for  . These surfaces define the fuelling strategy used in
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Figure 3.4: Fuel–port mass flow,  , surface as a function of O  ,  in the exhaust
pipe and EGRrate during steady state engine operation
the simulations. The corresponding error surfaces are shown in figure 3.5, and the
contour of the upper surfaces are plotted in figure 3.6. The figures clearly show
the difficult requirements of the O  /  sensor’s performance, if the relative error
on the EGRrate is to be kept below the specified limits everywhere in the plane.
As one might expect, the sensor requirements are more relaxed as the EGRrate is
increased. Figure 3.7 shows the relative error on EGRrate for fixed relative sensor
error readings at  3%. The figure shows, as expected, that the EGRrate error goes
up as the EGRrate decreases and that a large region of the surface is outside the
window  5%.
This section has clearly shown the importance of the ability to obtain accurate
measurements of the oxygen/  level in the exhaust if the EGR rate is to be con-
trolled accurately without the use of a MAF sensor. The bottom line is that an
estimation of the EGR rate based solely on the O  /  sensor information will not
be able to determine the EGR rate within a  5% relative error bound everywhere
in the O  /  –EGRrate plane.
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Figure 3.6: Contour plot of the upper error surfaces shown in figure 3.5.
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3.1.3 Thermal ratio EGR estimation
The temperature difference between the intake air and the recirculated exhaust
mass flow is often of a considerable magnitude. Hence, if just one of the inlet mass
flows to the intake manifold is known/measured the energy exchange between the
intake manifold, engine, throttle body and EGR system may be computed and such
provide innovation information for an EGR mass flow observer design (see e.g.
[75, 85]). Since the time constant of the automotive series production thermocou-
ples/thermistors is between 5 sec. and 44 sec. (see e.g. [6]), the use of a dynamic
model of the intake system together with dynamic sensor models to boost the re-
sponse of the EGR estimation loop is mandatory (e.g in Extended Kalman Filter
Observer Design). However, due to the unavoidable pulsations in the intake sys-
tem inherently accompanied by a mixing process, the determination of the actual
temperature during positive and negative flow conditions around individual tem-
perature measurement locations is difficult. Hence, the thermistors will only pro-
vide some spatially–time averaged measurement of the local thermal conditions in
the intake manifold, and a correct determination of the instantaneous enthalpy level
up- and down-stream of the thermistor is difficult. Furthermore, due to the physical
non-linearities the cycle averaged energy exchange between the EGR system and
intake manifold is not necessarily equivalent to the product of cycle averaged mass
flow and the cycle averaged enthalpy level , i.e 
cycle 
cycle 
 ¢¡&£0¤)¢¡&£Z¥4¡ will not nec-
essarily equal

 ¤ . This problem will especially be pronounced at locations where
the spatial temperature gradient is large. The possible presence of this problem,
which was already introduced in section 2.8.1, may lead to large estimation errors
even at steady engine operating points. The size and behavior of this possible error
will be investigated in the following.
In the steady state the energy flow into the intake system must equal the energy
flow out of the intake plenum. Neglecting heat transfer between the intake plenum
and the ambient surroundings the energy balance may readily be written as,

¦§P¨0§ª©d«5¦&¬®­

¯°&±#¨0§ª©¯°&±²

´³¶µ
±0·

¨0§ª©d¸º¹ (3.25)
where

´³¶µ
±0·

and ©d¸º¹ are the mass flow out of the intercooler and the intercooler
exit temperature, respectively. Hence, if either the EGR outlet temperature ©¯°&± or
mass flow

¯°&± are measured

¯°&± , or vice versa, ©»¯°&± may be estimated i.e.
¼

¯°&±A­
©d«5¦&¬¾½W©d¸º¹
©¯°&±5½W©d«5¦&¬

´¸º¹
¼
©¯°&±A­


¯°&±²

´¸º¹R£4©d«5¦&¬¿²

´¸º¹Z©d¸º¹

¯°&±
(3.26)
These last two equations formulate the basis for thermal ratio based EGR estima-
tion, where the estimate of interest can be either the EGR mass flow,

À¯°&± , or EGR
temperature ©»¯°&± .
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The two thermal ratio estimation algorithms are evaluated on a steady state en-
gine map4. The engine is a 2.0 liter turbocharged DI common rail Diesel engine.
The measurements are obtained with state-of-the-art measurement equipment in-
suring the best possible accuracy available with commercial engine test-beds. The
experimental results obtained are graphically illustrated in figure 3.8. The plots
to the left, evaluating the performance of the ÁÂWÃÄ&Å estimation algorithm, clearly
shows the inferior estimation quality obtainable with thermal EGR Å2Æ&Ç¶Ã estimation.
Relative errors on the order of 1000% were encountered when using thermal infor-
mation for EGR estimation purposes. The thermal based EGR estimation strategies
can thus clearly not cope with the temperature deviations caused by pumping fluc-
tuations.
The performance of the È ÃÄ&Å steady state estimation algorithm is graphically
seen to the right in figure 3.8. The plots clearly show the mixing problem discussed
in section 2.8.1, and the EGR temperature is generally, as expected, estimated to
be too high.
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Figure 3.8: Evaluation of the steady state ÁÂàÃÄ&Å and È ÃÄ&Å estimation algorithms on
engine map data for a 2.0 liter turbocharged Diesel engine with engine speeds rang-
ing from 1000 rpm to 2500rpm. Note: ÁÂàÃÄ&Å errors larger than 200% are neglected
for the sake of graphical clarity.
3.1.4 Summary
This section has dealt with EGR rate estimation accuracy issues related to MAF
and O á / â measurement errors, and thermal estimation of the EGR mass flow or
EGR system outlet temperature. The section initially described the necessary equa-
tions for a steady state analysis, and these equations were later analyzed in the
MATLAB ã environment. Based on this analysis it can be concluded that even the
slightest relative error on either of the measurements will have a major impact on
the EGR estimation accuracy at lower EGR flow rates. None of the sensors ana-
lyzed alone are able to keep the relative EGR rate error within ä 5% everywhere
4Dipl. Ing. Daniel Ro¨ttger is gratefully acknowledged for providing the steady state engine map.
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in the operating space. Even with sensor fusion it will be hard to improve the low
level EGR rate estimation accuracy, since all the estimation algorithms exhibit the
same large error sensitivity tendency at small EGR rates. When evaluating the data
it can be concluded that the O å / æ based EGR control algorithm exhibits the same
error sensitivity as the one based on the MAF sensor. However, the use of an O å / æ
sensor will allow for better control at small air–fuel ratios, AFR, (i.e. close to the
smoke limit) by nature of the feedback information it provides. Furthermore, it
provides for robust control of the AFR across the operating range, irrespective of
fuelling rate tolerances.
In the MAF/exhaust sensor analysis it is assumed that the gaseous mass flow
entering the engine is known exactly, however, correct estimation of the mass flow
is known to be troublesome since it depends on intake temperature and pressure,
pressure difference across the engine, and the engine’s breathing behavior among
others. Along with this it is also assumed that the fuel injection system will be
able to provide an exact estimate of the fuel mass flow injected. Errors in these
two estimates, çèéê and çèë , will of course have a detrimental effect on the EGR
rate estimation and control schemes. Again, when using the O å / æ sensor, the AFR
control can be made robust with respect to the aforementioned estimation errors.
The section also concludes that EGR rate estimation based on temperature in-
formation obtained by thermistors mounted in the intake air path can only be ex-
pected to be of inferior quality, and are hence not applicable in high performance
EGR estimation strategies.
3.2 Interfacing strategy and reality
The automotive engine is a machine governed by a mixture of differential equa-
tions in continuous time, event based equations linked to the crankshaft timing,
and algebraic equations. Hence, which domain, time based or event based, should
be selected for off-line engine simulations is often rather a matter of taste than ac-
tual science. However, the choice of domain for estimation and/or control strategy
designs is more complicated. In [111] it is concluded that the speed control of DI
Diesel engines should be implemented time based for reasons of stability, whereas
control involving flows (e.g. EGR rate control) should be implemented event based
to minimize the size of the gain scheduling maps.
A digital implementation of the individual control and estimation strategies
in the ECU is today mandatory. The reason for this is evident due to the much
broader window of functions (some of which are unique) and flexibility, and the
better performance/cost ratio offered by digital systems compared to analog sys-
tems. The downside of the digital systems, however, is the required discretization
of the underlying control/estimation dynamics and the sampling of the continuous
exogenous input signals to the different algorithms. This necessitates an analog
low pass filtering of the external signals mentioned prior to the sampling process.
If this low pass filtering of the individual signals is ignored danger of data corrup-
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tion exists since some of the higher frequencies ( ìîíïªð ) of the input signal may be
convoluted into a frequencies between 0 and half the sampling frequency, íïªð . This
phenomenon is known as signal aliasing. Thus, the signal frequencies above
í
ïªð
must be attenuated appropriately by low pass filters, the anti-aliasing filters, before
the input signals are quantized by the analog-to-digital converter.
One of the implementation issues arising when designing anti-aliasing filters
for engine strategies utilizing event sampled measurements is the selection of filter
bandwidth. The filter bandwidth needs to be within half the sampling frequency at
engine idling if signal aliasing is to be avoided. However, such a filter bandwidth
would generally be five to nine times smaller than the bandwidth achievable at
maximum rated engine speed. Hence, the bandwidth attainable for some selected
event-based estimation and control strategies might reduced with such a conserva-
tive filter design. This problem was addressed in the SAE paper ”Avoiding Signal
Aliasing in Event Based Engine Control”, number 2000-01-0268 and a possible so-
lution realized by a combination of time based sampling and separate digital filter
design was provided. The paper is included in this research but was also presented
at the 2000 SAE conference held in Detroit.
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CHAPTER 3. ESTIMATION & IDENTIFICATION
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3.2. INTERFACING STRATEGY AND REALITY
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CHAPTER 3. ESTIMATION & IDENTIFICATION
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3.2. INTERFACING STRATEGY AND REALITY
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Chapter 4
Control of sign-reversal systems
This chapter is devoted to the presentation of a newly developed
estimation algorithm: the sign reversal estimator. The estimator
developed is later applied in a control design for a V6 Diesel
engine. The control problem involves the balancing of the in-
take mass flow between the compressors on a twin-turbocharger
equipped V6-engine. The sign-reversal point in VGT-MAF char-
acteristic, who’s exact location is unknown, is found utilizing the
estimation methodology developed.
4.1 Sign-reversal control
Most control strategies rely on a good a priori knowledge of the functional inter-
face between the control inputs and state derivatives, or at least the sign of the
transfer function should be known. The matter of sign determination can also be
reformulated as; will a change in ® lead to an increase or decrease of ¯ ? Assuming
that the system may be described by
°
¯²±´³-µP¯¶·¹¸µP®¶ (4.1)
this problem may be graphically illustrated as in figure 4.1.
Assuming the autonomous system,
°
¯º±»³-µP¯¶ , independent of ¯ , is stable the
functional behavior of ¸µP®¶ visualized in figure 4.1 is readily interpretable. First,
an increase in ® will increase ¯ , which is followed by region where ¯ decreases as
® increases further. Finally, passing the local minima in a left to the right manner
the slope, ¼½
¼¾
, is again positive. Following this trajectory the controllability of
the dynamic system is lost twice when ¼¿
À ¾:Á
¼¾
±ÃÂ . Such points, where system
controllability is lost followed by a slope inversion in the slope characteristic, will
be referred to here as sign reversal points. If the transfer characteristics of ³-µP¯¶
and ¸µP®¶ are assumed known with good accuracy or more generally the system
°
¯²±´³-µP¯5Ä®¶
Å
±Æ¸µP¯5Ä®¶
(4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Sign reversal illustration.
is well defined, controllers based on a standard LQG (Linear Quadratic Gaussian)
or ÌªÍ framework utilizing gain-scheduling techniques may readily be used, pro-
vided Î-ÏPÐ5Ñ
ÇÒ
ÑIÓÏPÐ5Ñ
ÇÒ¤ÔÖÕ\× (4.3)
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(4.4)
Depending on the controller layout further system properties may be required (see
e.g. [41, 99, 71, 24]).
In the vicinity of the sign reversal points special care must be taken to avoid
chattering e.g. the controller output must be limited to Ç
ß
when äJå:æ ç8è é:ê
ä
é
Ýìë
as long
as the unlimited controller output, í
ÏPî
Ò , stays within a predefined signal window1.
1Controller integrator states need to be frozen when the control signal is within the predefined
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It is clear from the above, that although realizable, the design of a linear con-
troller utilizing gain scheduling to accomplish the control criteria set for systems
with sign reversal points is not an easy task. Furthermore, the location of the sign
reversal points in the system’s transfer characteristic must be known exactly or else
regions with system instability or marginal stability may be encountered. However,
as shown in the modelling chapter, the accuracy of automotive models may not be
high enough that such a gain-scheduled linear control design can be used.
This section will introduce a new and simple nonlinear estimation methodol-
ogy - the sign reversal estimator. The basic idea behind this estimation was con-
ceived while studying a well known radio broadcasting technology2 , namely the
AM broadcasting system. The basic principle behind AM broadcasting lies in the
well known cosine-sine relations repeated below
ï@ð6ñ:ò,óàôöõL÷4øìï@ð6ñJò,ó-÷ï@ð6ñ8òPõL÷5ùöñKú*ûUò,ó-÷ñKú*û5òPõL÷
ñKú*ûUò,óàôöõL÷4øìï@ð6ñJò,ó-÷ñKú*û5òPõL÷UôºñKú*ûUò,ó-÷ï@ð6ñ8òPõL÷
ï@ð6ñüUýþñKú*û
ü
ø ß
Using the above relations the following is readily derived
ï@ð6ñ
ü
ò

÷-ø
ß

ý
ß

ï@ð6ñ:ò


÷ (4.6)
and is exactly the property used in the AM broadcasting technique. The AM tech-
nique is graphically outlined in figure 4.2.
PSfrag replacements
+
Figure 4.2: Amplitude Modulation illustration.
First the source signal, seen as an incoming square wave, is modulated with
the carrier signal (the sine wave with frequency  in the figure). Hence, the base
signal frequency content is in the frequency spectrum moved up around the carrier
frequency. This modulated signal is then transmitted through a medium, picked
up by a receiver, and demodulated by a multiplication with a sine wave also with
signal window.
2The AM method was investigated as a possible technique to broadcast detection signals in a pre-
liminary study of fluid temperature and velocity measurement techniques. This study was conducted
by the ECG at DTU (see e.g. [110]).
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frequency 	 . The demodulated signal may now be low pass filtered, thereby re-
moving the signal content around the frequency 
 , amplified, and finally the
source signal is recreated. This property may be exploited in a system identifica-
tion process to acquire small signal amplitude and phase information for a dynamic
system.
In order to apply the sign reversal estimator, only a few requirements need to
be fulfilled. When the unknown system has a sine wave on one of its inputs the
output of interest must fulfill the following:
 The system output may be represented by a Fourier series .i.e
ﬀﬁﬃﬂ! "
ﬁ
#%$ &ﬃ')(*,+
-
.0/21
'
.4365
ﬂ7
ﬁ
*98
.
ﬂ! "7
ﬁ

ﬃ')(&*
+
-
.0/21;:
.
ﬂ! "7
ﬁ
"*9<
.

(4.7)
 Signal energy at the carrier frequency must exist i.e.
='
1>
ﬃ? @ 8
1>
ﬃ?;ﬁA
:
1B>
ﬃ? (4.8)
 The transition function is continuous and at least one time differentiable i.e.
DCFE
1
The first two requirements insure existence of information energy at the carrier
frequency 	 , and the third requirement ensures that the slope of  is well defined.
Assuming the amplitude of the sine wave imposed is small enough such that
small signal plant operation can be supposed, the small signal output may be ap-
proximated by G
HﬃIJﬂ! "
ﬁ
"*9< (4.9)
where the amplitude I may be interpreted as the secant of the  region excited byG
ﬁ&LKNMO7&
ﬁ
 .
The next problem is the isolation of
G
 . This problem is solved using a
tuned linear second order filter, referred to as a pick-up in the following, designed
to attenuate frequencies around & . The transfer function of this filter is
P
pick-up
=KQ R
KS*

0TQ
.
K4*

S
.
(4.10)
where T is the damping ratio,  . is the undamped filter frequency, and
R
is the
filter amplification. The filter parameters
R
and  . are adjusted such a way that
the requirements in equation 4.11 are fulfilled.
U
P
pick-up
WV
ﬁ

U
YX Z [
U
P
pick-up
WV


U
[

\
\
\
\


ﬁ
ﬃ? (4.11)
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However, the application of this filter will shift the phase of ]N^_`a somewhat, which
later on must be considered in the b and c identification procedure. The filter will
here be referred to as a pick-up filter due to its amplitude characteristic.
The pick-up filter output is subsequently multiplied by d6egfh_jik#a and fl!m"_jiﬁka ,
respectively. Hence the following estimation signals are created
n
o
^qp4rﬃbJfl!m"_jiﬁks`"t9cutvc)w%x)a)fl!m"_jiﬁky`a
r{z
|
bJd6egfh_=cut9c)w%x;a~}z
|
bJd6egfh_
|
iﬁky`"t9cut9c)w%x;a
n
o
^grﬃbJfl!m"_jiﬁks`"t9cutvc)w%x)a)d6egfh_jiﬁky`a
r
z|
bJfl!m"_=cut9c)w%x;a"t
z|
bJfl!m"_
|
iﬁky`"t9cutvc)w%x)a
(4.12)
where c)w%x is the pick-up filter phase shift mentioned at the carrier frequency i4k .
These signal are subsequently low-pass filtered, thus providing the two quasi steady
state signals
n
^qpr{z
|
bJd6egfQ_=ct9c)w%x)a
n
^gr
z
|
bJfl!m"_=cut9c)w%x)a
(4.13)
Finally, utilizing the equation above the small signal amplitude and phase shift are
estimated as
n
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(4.14)
Due to the estimator’s construction phase shifts can only estimated within a 360 ¼
window. However, most physical automotive subsystems can at best be described
as low-pass filters with a falling phase shift characteristic, and the system’s signal
amplification is normally heavily attenuated after the first -180 ¼ of phase shift.
Thus, it is decided to position the phase in a ½  °#¾0¿ q¼g½ window, since this is the
phase window normally of interest for most normal control applications. However,
for the sake of completeness, systems with a large time delay in the signal path
should be mentioned. Here system amplitude characteristic may remain flat while
the phase is undergoing large changes.
Since the sign reversal estimator does not contain any model, dynamic nor
non-dynamic, providing innovation information in a broad frequency window, the
estimator can only provide amplitude and phase information at one frequency only
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- the carrier frequency ÀÁ . However, to put it a bit philosophically; too much in-
formation may equal entropy increase – it is not the amount of information that
matters, it is the right information that matters. Increasing the number of necessary
identification algorithmic procedure steps, prerequisites and assumptions etc. aim-
ing to lower information entropy might instead unwillingly increase the entropy.
4.1.1 VGT-MAF sign reversal control
An example of a system where sign reversal may be encountered is in the trans-
lation of the VGT position, ÂQÃÄÅ , to engine air mass flow. Normally, closure of
the VGT will lead to a higher fresh air mass flow, MAF, to the engine. Assuming
the EGR valve is closed, such that the EGR–VGT interaction can be neglected, a
slight closure of the nozzle vanes around the turbine rotor will increase the pressure
drop across the turbine implying a potential energy increase. Assuming that tur-
bine efficiency changes may be neglected, the transformation of this extra potential
energy into kinetic energy will speed up the turbine. The faster revolution of the
turbo wheel leads to an increase of the intake manifold pressure and thereby in-
crease the intake port air mass flow. Furthermore, since the compressor fundamen-
tally speaking is a mass flow follower the fresh air mass flow to the engine, MAF,
will also be increased. The extra exhaust mass flow will increase the speed of the
turbocharger further until the equilibrium ÆÇ ÁﬀÈuÉ®ÊË ÁÌÍ%ÎÏNÐhÀ~ÅÑÒÆÇ ÅOÈuÉ®ÊË Å=Ó0ÅÔË Õ¥Ö is
reached. However, further closure of the VGT might at some point lead to a drop in
MAF although the pressure drop across the turbine is increased. This is due to the
steep slope of the nozzle ring friction. Hence, the thermodynamic power delivered
to the turbine rotor will drop, followed by decreasing turbocharger speed, intake
manifold pressure and MAF. The reader is referred to chapter 2 where the dynamic
behavior of the individual subsystems are explained.
The phenomenon just explained is graphically illustrated in figure 4.3. The fig-
ure shows a × - ÂhÃÄÅ 1D WAVE Ø model3 mapping of the ÂhÃÄÅ –MAF characteristics
for a V6 DI Diesel engine. The engine is equipped with two turbochargers fitted
to a split intake manifold construction. The mapping was accomplished utilizing a
MATLAB Ø /SIMULINK Ø –WAVE Ø maximum/minimum procedure interface devel-
oped by the author.
The left upper contour plot in figure 4.3 shows the anticipated behavior of VGT
closure leading to a MAF gain can be expected independently of engine fuelling
and VGT position at an engine speed of 1500rpm (revolutions per minute). This
is as expected since the exhaust energy is relatively low at 1500rpm and lower.
At an engine speed of 2000rpm the first signs of sign reversal begin to emerge.
Closing the VGT below a point of approximately 0.15 will lead to a MAF decrease
instead of the expected increase. The same behavior is also clear in the 2500rpm to
3500rpm contour plots. However, a model related problem was encountered here,
related to the sparse turbocharger map density in the outer operating regions of
3Dr. Arnd Sommerhoff from FFA is gratefully acknowledged for the provision of the WAVE Ù
engine model, and for the discussions during the interpretation of the simulation results obtained.
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Figure 4.3: Sign reversal regions found by 1D WAVE ß simulation. In the green
regions the VGT equipped turbochargers behave as expected i.e. VGT closure
leads to a higher mass flow through the compressor. The red dashed border line
indicates regions where turbine/compressor map data density is low or where map
extrapolation is required.
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the turbocharger. This problem is already addressed in the turbocharger modelling
section. Hence turbocharger operation in this area might lead to large modelling er-
rors. This is mainly noticed in the 2500rpm–3500rpm contour plots as an overrated
turbine efficiency. Instead, the boundary between normal and inverted VGT oper-
ation is believed to follow the red dashed line. The turbocharger maps used during
the WAVE à simulation study could have been extended using the turbocharger
modelling techniques developed in section 2.3, and thereby probably provide a
better simulation performance. However, since the simulation study is very time
consuming4 and the existence of sign reversal has been proven, further WAVE à
simulation studies have been omitted. Furthermore, the point of sign reversal is
also dependent upon the ambient conditions, and an exact specification of where
inverted VGT operation can be expected is thus difficult to predict or map.
Simulation studies at higher engine speeds have been omitted since the maxi-
mum rated turbocharger speed is reached before the point of sign reversal.
4.1.1.1 MAF Balancing
Having proven the existence of a sign reversal point in the ágâãä –MAF characteristic
this section will illustrate how control problems arising from sign reversal points
can be avoided when balancing the MAF between two turbochargers on a Diesel
V-engine.
The control problem to be presented is not only present with blue sky research
projects but is already an issue with commercially available engines. Examples of
commercially available passenger cars featuring a twin turbocharged engine design
are the 4.0 liter V8 BMW engine, the Mercedes 4.0 liter Diesel V8 in the S400
CDI, and the V6 and V105 Diesel engines manufactured by Volkswagen. All these
engines use twin turbochargers to reached their individual performance targets.
The control problem to be presented is therefore of generic nature.
The V6 engine is fundamentally speaking designed like two three cylinder en-
gines sharing a common crankshaft and intake manifold, and each engine bank
has its own set of sensors and actuators. The location of the engine sensors and
actuators are shown in the engine illustration in figure 4.4.
The V6 Diesel engine is modelled in the MATLAB à /SIMULINK à environment
using the zero dimensional modelling methodologies explained in chapter 2, except
for the turbochargers and EGR cooling system67. The turbocharger efficiency and
mass flow rate of the compressor and turbine, respectively, are modelled by sin-
gle polynomial regression equations. This turbocharger modelling concept caused
4The WAVE å simulation study presented used more than one week of effective simulation time
on a HP work-station
5The V10 Diesel engine is part of the engine program for the new VW Phaeton to be introduced.
6The V6 Diesel MVEM was constructed from an existing model of an Diesel engine, see e.g.
[108]
7Dr. Urs Christen is gratefully acknowledged for helpful discussions during the development of
the first V6 model
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Figure 4.4: Schematically illustration of the V6 Diesel engine together with the
location specification of selected sensors and actuators.
certain problems during the simulation study, which will be addressed later in this
section8 . Furthermore, the turbochargers used are approximately 60% too large9
and high intake manifold pressures ( ó 1.8 bar) in the mid-load engine operating
range are inaccessible. However, despite the oversized turbochargers the sign re-
versal point is present in the characteristic, and the turbocharger model is thus good
enough to prove the validity of the sign reversal control concept.
The EGR cooler’s effectiveness level and the mass flow rate through the system
are described by regression equations [108].
The V-engine design combined with the use of a bi-turbo–common manifold
strategy might lead to certain imbalance problems between the engine banks for
the following reasons:
ô If the engine is mounted in an east–west manner in the engine compartment a
difference in the ambient air temperature surrounding the two exhaust man-
ifolds will inevitably exist. Furthermore, the convective heat transfer be-
tween the front side exhaust manifold will be forced more strongly than the
heat transfer on the engine backside. Thus, depending on vehicle speed and
ambient temperature the energy level in the two exhaust manifolds may be
different, and front side turbocharger’s speed will be lower than the backside
turbocharger’s speed. This speed difference may cause the turbocharger with
the lower speed to go into surge operation, dependent on the intake manifold
pressure.
8The problems encountered with regression based model were the motivation behind the physi-
cally derived turbocharger model presented in the modelling chapter.
9The layout of the V6 was not fixed at the time the simulation study was conducted. It was
therefore decided to use the turbocharger model readily available from another Diesel engine model.
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õ Due to packaging restrictions the design of the individual throttle bodies may
be significantly different in both volume and shape posing both transient and
steady state balancing issues between the two engine banks. One issue could
be a significant difference in the breathing behavior between the two engine
banks.
õ Since the intake manifold is shared a normal speed density strategy can only
estimate the total mass flow to the engine. This may lead to an EGR imbal-
ance between the banks, since the normal speed density-MAF based EGR
estimation strategy can only provide an estimate of the total EGR mass flow
to the engine and not how the EGR mass flow, ö÷Fø¢ùú is distributed between
the two banks.
õ In the case where a significant EGR imbalance between the banks exists,
despite non-discriminating VGT control, danger of turbocharger surge is
present due to the significant difference in the energy flow through the in-
dividual VGTs.
Two of the imbalance issues above concerns the danger of surge. One way (ne-
glecting the relative small pressure drop difference between the throttle bodies and
the possible difference between the compressors) to minimize the danger of one
turbocharger pushing the other turbocharger into surge operation is to insure that
the speed of the turbochargers are kept at the same value. However, a direct mea-
surement of the turbocharger speed is normally not available. A way to overcome
this problem is by controlling the air mass flow through each compressor, since, if
the differences in the upstream conditions may be neglected and the compressors’
performances are in the close vicinity of each other, controlling the mass air flow
through each compressor would be equivalent to turbocharger speed control.
Control Problem Formulation
In the following the design of a MAF balancing controller capable of eliminating
a possible steady state MAF difference between the engine banks will be outlined.
Eliminating a possible MAF error will minimize the danger of one turbocharger
pushing the other turbocharger into surge operation. However, the control problem
is difficult due to a possible presence of a sign reversal point in the û;ü ùý –MAF char-
acteristic. This control problem is further made worse by the fact that the existence
and location of the point of sign reversal is very difficult to forecast. However, with
the sign reversal estimation methodology explained earlier in section 4.1 and pro-
vided the VGT actuators have a reasonably small dead-band, it will be shown that
the sign reversal point may be estimated and used to toggle the controller output
sign. Although it would be possible to eliminate an eventual MAF error by only
discriminating the base VGT signal from the boost pressure control strategy on one
of the VGTs, such a control strategy would pose problems. When a fully opened or
fully closed VGT position is reached, system controllability would be lost. Instead,
the VGT base position from the ECU, û0ü ùýÔþ ß , will be offset on both VGTs, thereby
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providing a broader window of system controllability. A schematic block diagram
of the VGT position offset controller is shown in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the VGT balancing controller setup.
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  Estimation
In order to determine the direction of control the sign of the  –MAF DC ampli-
fication must be estimated. Initially different ARX (Auto Regressive eXogenous)
adaptive model structures (up to fourth order) together with an imposed square
wave ( ﬀﬂﬁﬃ ﬁ !"$# %&(') ) on the VGT reference position were investigated as a means
to determine the control direction i.e.
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However, the individual coefficient estimates were found to vary significantly de-
spite quasi-steady state engine operation and therefore were not suited for DC gain
estimation. Hence, further investigation of linear adaptive estimation strategies was
not carried out. Instead, the nonlinear sign reversal estimator is used for control di-
rection estimation.
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Figure 4.6 illustrates the implementation of the estimator used for each engine
bank. The control signal for the individual VGT has an excitation sine wave of
frequency M0N added to it. This excitation signal is later, after travelling through the
system, isolated by a pick-up filter tuned to the frequency MON , followed by indi-
vidual multiplications with sine and cosine waves, and sent to the P - Q estimation
algorithm. The amplification sign is finally computed as
sign RTSPﬂUWV sign R SQFXZY[U (4.16)
Due to a relative large intake manifold volume it was decided to locate the carrier
frequency, M0N , at the same frequency of 2 Hz for both banks, such that the esti-
mation algorithms’ response times are the same. Cross talk problems between the
algorithms was anticipated but not encountered during simulation.
Base Control Design
The basic MAF balancing controller is a simple PI (Proportional–Integral) con-
troller. The block diagram of the controller is shown in figure 4.7. The controller
is seen to consist of two integrators and one proportional gain. The two integrators
may be enabled and disabled using the \^]`_"ab(ced switch and provide a method to
avoid integrator wind-up.
When a control direction sign reversal is detected the individual integrator is
reset through the f switch. During reset, special care must be taken when re-
initializing the individual integrator to insure a bumpless transfer from one opera-
tion mode to the other i.e.
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Carrier frequency, , 2 Hz
Damping ratio,  0.05
Modulation depth, ﬂ 0.05
Low pass lter type Butterworth
Low pass lter order 4
Low pass lter break freq. 1 Hz
Proportional gain,  ¢¡ 1
Integration gain,  ¤£ 5
Table 4.1: Setting of SR estimation parameters.
Logic implementation
The level of logic needed to control the integrators is limited, and basically only
consists of two block, reset logic and freeze (hold) integrator logic.
The reset logic simply compares the estimated amplitude sign between neigh-
boring samples i.e. ¥.¦¨§
sign ©,ª.«¬¤­
¦
sign ©,ª.«¬"®[¯° (4.18)
Hence, every time the sign changes the individual integrator is reset and re-initialized
with the value ±(²4³ ¬
Furthermore, the range of control signal, ´¶µ·¸ ³ ²O¹Zº ´"µ·¸ , has been reduced by a
half of the amplitude of the excitation sine wave in each end of the control signal
window. This is mandatory for the excitation sine wave to prevail independently of
the control signal.
Since the offset sign of the individual VGT discrimination signal is already
known, the enable/disable logic algorithm will be same for each integrator. The
algorithm is listed in equation 4.19.
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(4.19)
The first condition checks if the minimum ´¶µ·¸ has been reached and the º ´!µ·¸
control direction. If the control algorithm requests an opening of the VGT this will
be allowed, however, further closure of the VGT will be prohibited. The opposite
rules are valid when ´!µ·¸ has reached the upper VGT position limit.
Simulation study
In order to verify the functionality of the sign reversal estimator together with the
MAF balancing control strategy, several simulations with engine model presented
in the beginning of section 4.1.1.1 are made in SIMULINK Ñ . The value of some
of the simulation parameters are given in table 4.1: The 2Hz carrier frequency is
initially selected since it is assumed the frequency is well below the bandwidth of
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the system. The MAF sensors (see e.g [6]) and VGT position actuator’s dynamics
are approximated by first order low-pass filters with a response time of 15ms and
100ms, respectively.
As a test sequence 430 seconds of the EUDC was chosen. However, due to the
oversized turbochargers the velocity reference input to the engine speed controller
is raised by 30% to insure a reasonable excitation of the turbochargers.
The base VGT control signal is acquired from a experimental mapping of a
2.0 liter Puma engine running a EUDC. The EUDC mapping has been discussed
earlier in section 2.11. This base trajectory will naturally not be the same as the
signal computed by the final calibrated V6 ECU, however it provides a realistic
base signal input to the VGTs and spans the complete control input range of the
VGTs. Furthermore, the simulations are performed without EGR to avoid cross
talk between the EGR system and the turbocharger system.
The control problem is created by reducing the right engine bank’s volumet-
ric efficiency by 10%, thereby lowering the thermodynamic power available to the
right bank VGT. This problem is selected since it both affects the exhaust temper-
ature and the mass flow through the turbine. This is equivalent to control scenarios
in which large temperature gradients between the exhaust manifolds exist, or when
a significant difference in the bank breathing behavior is present
Figure 4.8 shows the simulation results obtained with the MAF balancing con-
trol strategy and the SR estimation algorithm enabled. The red and blue curves
illustrate the right and left bank simulation results, respectively. The engine speed
is seen to vary between approximately 1000rpm and 3000rpm. Below the engine
speed trace the intake manifold pressure is seen. The curve clearly shows the ef-
fect of the oversized turbochargers resulting in a rather low boost pressure. The
problems with the regression equation based turbocharger model are also evident,
since the pressure is too large close to idle speed. Hence, the compressor model
clearly overestimates the compressor mass flow here. Furthermore, the compressor
efficiency is rather underestimated in the vicinity of such engine operating points
and expresses itself as a too high intake temperature. It should here be note that
no intercooler model is used in the simulation, and the intake temperature is thus
generally high. Just below the intake manifold temperature the port mass flow for
the individual bank is plotted, clearly showing the effect of the 10% volumetric
efficiency difference between the engine banks.
The estimated amplitude and phase shift of the VGT–MAF system is graphi-
cally illustrated in the lower left corner of figure 4.8. The estimated amplitude, Ò
Ó
,
is for both banks generally low during low load–low speed engine operation. This
is as expected since the thermodynamic exhaust power is low during such opera-
tions, and the MAF sensitivity to VGT movements is thus small. During the first 60
seconds of the simulation the engine experiences a series of relatively fast tip-ins
and tip-outs. The effect of this on the SR estimation is especially clear in the phase
shift detection. Here, the phase shifts in a rather oscillatory manner. Between 250
and 370 seconds the engine speed is raised by a factor of two, and together with
some rapid VGT tip-ins, this leads to a higher boost pressure. Due to the larger
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Figure 4.8: Simulation results obtained with the MAF balancing strategy and the
SR estimation strategy enabled. The red and blue curves depict the right and left
engine bank results, respectively. The actual sign control is depicted in the lowest
left plot in the figure. Every time one of phase estimates crosses the -180 ô limit
(dashed line) the corresponding sign is toggled.
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thermodynamical power available to the turbine the VGT excitation signal propa-
gation becomes pronounced. This is especially seen on the estimated amplitudes,
õ
ö
, which are raised by almost 30dB. However, the amplitude
õ
ö
is much lower than
expected and the phase change is the opposite of the expected. Hence, the carrier
frequency of 2 Hz is apparently above the system bandwidth. However, assuming
the structure of the system’s amplitude and phase shift characteristics are main-
tained, this does not influence the sign reversal detection algorithm. Instead, the
threshold is changed to
sign ÷
õ
öÁø^ùuú
sign ÷
õ
ûýüZþ
ø
(4.20)
and the SR algorithm thus still provides a correct estimate of the control direction.
Of course the carrier frequency ß  could be lowered, but this would effect the
estimation speed negatively.
The discrimination between the individual VGT positions is clear on

traces
also shown in figure 4.8, and as expected the right bank VGT needs to be closed
more due to the lower exhaust mass flow.
Figure 4.9 shows the simulation results obtained with no balancing control,
MAF balancing control and excitation but the sign reversal algorithm disabled, and
MAF balancing control, excitation and SR detection. The plots where no balancing
control is implemented clearly show a difference between the MAFs during mod-
erate boost pressures. However, during the engine idling or low load scenarios the
error is negligible as expected due to the low exhaust energy available. Thus, the
turbochargers are more or less inactive.
The mid section of figure 4.9 depicts the results obtain with the PI balancing
controller implemented but with the SR algorithm disabled. The figures clearly
show how the system becomes unstable in the regions where the control direction
is the opposite of the expected. Between 300 and 430 seconds the control direction
returns to normal and the MAF error between the banks is minimized.
In the last part of figure 4.9 the SR algorithm provides an estimate of the control
direction. Using this estimate to toggle the control direction of the MAF balancing
controller clearly improves the control performance. The scatter in the MAF error
between 70 and 170 seconds on the MAF error trace is not due to the detection
algorithm. This is seen by comparing the estimated phase shift in figure 4.8 with
the MAF error trace, since the chatter frequency is much higher than both the sign
shift and excitation frequency. Instead, the chattering is believed caused by internal
discontinuities in the turbocharger model.
Figure 4.9 clearly proves the sign reversal estimators ability to correctly assess
the control direction.
Implementation Issues
Implementation of the MAF balancing strategy may cause certain problems sum-
marized below.
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Figure 4.9: MAF balancing scenarios with no control, control and excitation but
no SR detection, and control, excitation and SR detection enabled. The red and
blue curves represent the right and left compressor mass flow, respectively.
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MAF error: MAF sensors based on hot wire or hot film technology are known to drift
with age. In [94] relative errors in the range of -25% are reported. Further-
more the relative error is found to increase with flow rate. Hence, imple-
mentation of the MAF balancing strategy might unwillingly lead to MAF
imbalance and force one of the turbochargers into surge operation.
Excitation: The excitation signal imposed on the VGT position might degrade drivabil-
ity.
Dead band: The pneumatic actuators normally used to control the VGT positions have
a relatively large actuation dead band, which may render suitable excitation
impossible. Hence, implementation of the SR algorithm may call for elec-
trical actuation of the individual VGT position, and thus add to production
cost. However, electrical drives are normally faster compared to their pneu-
matic equivalents and have a build-in position sensor. Therefore both OBD
and the control task may benefit from this added bandwidth and feedback
information.
The probably biggest hinderance for a successful implementation of MAF bal-
ancing strategy is the possible presence of a large MAF measurement error. Fur-
thermore, the MAF measurement is together with an adaptive loop normally used
to update the volumetric efficiency table when EGR is disabled. This renders it
impossible to use the speed density strategy in a sensor fusion strategy to reduce
the influence of MAF measurement errors.
A successful implementation of a MAF balancing strategy will require high
precision MAF measurements.
4.1.2 Summary
In this section a new and simple methodology to detect sign reversal points in the
input-output characteristic of a given dynamic system is presented. The method is
based on system excitation by sine waves of known frequencies to assess the gain
and phase shift of the system. The method is successfully applied on a bi-turbo
equipped V6 engine model to balance the intake mass flow air between the two
compressors. Despite local curvature in the turbocharger’s characteristics resulting
in derivative sign changes the sign reversal algorithm is able to detect points of sign
reversal. This is later used to toggle the sign of the implemented MAF balancing
controller’s output thereby maintaining the desired control direction.
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Conclusions and
recommendations
The conclusions drawn from this work will in this section be pre-
sented along with future horizons of work.
5.1 Conclusions
The dissertations opens with a presentation of two papers both about the same
control problem: Air/Fuel Ratio Control of Spark Ignition Engines. In the article
entitled ”Towards Robust  Control of an SI Engine’s Air/Fuel Ratio” the AFR
control problem is addressed by developing a dynamic description of the AFR
path through the engine to the AFR measurement point in the exhaust pipe. The
fuel-film dynamics is lumped into this model. The existing transport time delay
between fuel injection and  measurement is approximated by a Pade´ filter. Since
it was decided to implement the AFR time based the time delay varies with engine
speed. The effects of this time delay variation are included in the model using
physical considerations. Using a  framework the controller is made robust
with respect to time delay and volumetric engine efficiency variations, respectively.
Hence, the controller does not need the presence of a fuel-film compensator and a
volumetric efficiency look-up table to function. The  was tested on an engine
dynamometer at DTU, and found capable of keeping the experimental SI engine’s
AFR in the close vicinity of the desired AFR level despite fast throttle actuation.
The second article is based on a dynamic model of the intake manifold pressure
and temperature augmented with models of the intake air thermocouple dynamics,
engine pumping fluctuations (empirical), and a limited ”integrator” state to account
for possible errors in the algebraic throttle mass flow model,  . This model is
used in a estimator-predictor setup, where the predictor is initialized by the estima-
tor to each sampling time. The estimator itself is a basic EKF. The noise intensities
required for the observer gain calculation are prior to the filter design computed
utilizing Lyapunov formula inversion. By delaying the throttle command a fixed
number of engine samples, the prediction scheme makes it possible to counteract
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the injection delay. Since the base controller runs open loop, steady state AFR
errors are unavoidable. These errors are eliminated by a simple PI control law
around the exhaust pipe  sensor. The controller was successfully tested on an
engine dynamometer setup at DTU. Despite severe throttle actuation scenarios the
predictive controller was able to maintain the AFR close around the stoichiomet-
ric level. However, some tuning of the implemented fuel-film compensator was
needed to reach acceptable AFR control performance, and may have masked some
of the problems with the predictive control strategy.
Both controllers briefly presented above utilize an underlying observer to de-
scribe the dynamic behavior of the signal path of interest, and both observers are
derived utilizing the MVEM framework. However, the control philosophies uti-
lized in the two papers are completely different although the control target is the
same. This diversity provides a basic validation of the MVEM framework since it
shows that the MVEM framework makes possible a generic dynamic description
of a NA SI engine’s intake manifold. Hence, future research in the possibilities of
this framework is of clear interest to the engine control community. However, due
to new technologies this modelling framework must be extended with new engine
sub-models. This is one of the main thrusts of this dissertation.
Controlling the internal combustion engine has become a challenging task and
with the equipment and components being introduced to boost engine performance
and lower emissions, the control burden is likely increase in the future. One way to
increase performance and improve mileage is by engine-downsizing necessitating
intake air compression, and with the advances made in turbocharger technology
in the recent years, a big fraction of the next decade’s engines are most likely to
be turbocharged. Hence, the dissertation has put a large emphasis on turbocharger
modelling intended for control- and simulation purposes leading to the develop-
ment of a new VGT turbocharger model. The new model provides a comprehen-
sive picture of the link between the turbine nozzle position, the mass flow through
the compressor and turbine, and of the enthalpy loss distribution between the indi-
vidual stages. Furthermore, since the models are based on physical considerations
alone they scale very well with different turbochargers and offer good extrapolation
properties.
Next, the dynamic behavior of the EGR system has been investigated especially
with the goal to estimate the EGR outlet temperature using a newly developed sim-
plified model of the EGR system. The immediate importance of a good knowledge
the EGR outlet temperature is clear for an accurate dynamic description of the
intake manifold temperature. Unfortunately, due to a possible unfortunate mixing
processes between the EGR system’s and the intake manifold’s gaseous matter, cor-
rect assessment of the EGR system’s outlet temperature in a MVEM framework is
troublesome. This simulation finding is later confirmed by measurements obtained
from a 2.0 liter turbocharged DI Diesel engine equipped with a water-mantel EGR
cooler. The EGR mass flow cannot be computed from the measurement informa-
tion provided by the MAF sensor and the thermocouples located upstream of EGR
inlet point, in the EGR pipe connection, and intake manifold information alone,
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when the pressure ratio across the EGR systems oscillates around one.
The introduction of EGR introduces additional control challenges than the tem-
perature measurement problem mentioned above. After having set up the dynamic
and algebraic equations necessary for an inspection of the burnt mass fraction in
the intake manifold, it is found that the EGR rate or burnt mass fraction ﬀﬂﬁﬃ may
only be controlled in open loop even given exhaust gas composition information
from a  or O  sensor. Therefore, robust control of the EGR system is impossible.
A new method of phenomenological combustion modelling based on Locally
Weighted Least Square (LWLS) estimation is introduced and evaluated on com-
bustion data from a 2.0 liter Diesel engine. The method seems to be a good tool to
capture fast and efficiently the behavior of the engine efficiency, !#" , engine mean
effective friction pressure, FMEP, and the exhaust gas energy fraction, $&%('*) .
Most of the modelling framework presented is at the present time implemented
in stand alone engine simulation models providing valuable dynamic input to ex-
tern engine emission models and power-train models. A more detailed discussion
of such model applications is not included in this dissertation for confidentiality
reasons.
A new family of anti-aliasing filters intended for use with event based control
strategies is presented which offers optimum bandwidth without violating Shanon’s
sampling law. Hence, the filters will allow for a boost of event based strategies’
control performance in the medium to high speed engine operating range.
The dissertation closes with a presentation of a new control methodology, the
sign reversal controller. The controller is developed and discussed in this work.
The estimation of the point of input–output characteristic sign reversal is computed
by Amplitude Modulation methods. The sign reversal estimation is later used to
toggle the output signal sign on a MAF balancing controller developed for bi-turbo
V-engine designs. The estimator-controller combination is subsequently verified
on a high order V6 engine simulation model. The estimator was able to maintain
system stability without use of any underlying model-based observer structure.
5.2 Recommendations
One thought comes in to mind when remembering the experiences during the au-
thor’s time in the automotive industry: model-controller interaction. Quite often
the design of the engine’s air path is changed frequently in a number of fundamen-
tal ways from the time the engine is still just a name on the paper until the first
one leaves the production plant. The experience is: the design often changes faster
than a proper accompanying analysis of control and estimation properties like plant
observability and controllability can be made. Hence, future emphasis should be
put on developing and enhancing simple object oriented engine models enabling a
fast estimation and control plant analysis.
Although this work has emphasized heavily the modelling aspect, a large task
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is still pending: after-treatment system modelling for control and zero-dimensional
engine simulation studies. Such models would provide vital information when
designing control systems as operating the engine in the most fuel efficient way is
not necessarily equivalent to minimizing the emissions. A few examples are:
Catalyst light-off: Modern diesel engines with their extraordinary fuel efficiency
pose a serious problem with oxidation catalysts – their low exhaust temper-
ature when idling. Although a good oxidation catalyst lights off between
150 and 200 + C this limit might not be low enough to keep the catalyst active
during all driving scenarios. An idle speed exhaust temperature as low as
100 + is not unlikely, and the catalyst may thus go inactive. Hence, this may
lead to excessive exhaust emissions when a long period of engine idling is
followed by an engine acceleration.
DPF control: DPFs pose a number of control problems of which two will be men-
tioned here. First, as the filter become more and more contaminated with par-
ticles the pressure drop across the filter increases (up to 70kPa at maximum
rated engine speed). This will naturally offset the EGR and VGT control
maps. Hence, future VGT and EGR control strategies must be designed to
be robust with respect to DPF influences. Secondly, the filter must be re-
generated (the particulate matter is oxidized) within regular intervals. Hence
the exhaust/filter temperature needs to be controlled, especially when no fuel
additives are used.
TWC control: The emission storage capacity or regeneration of the TWC requires
modelling so that more realistic AFR control studies of SI engines may be
initiated.
The MVEM modelling concept for AFR control itself may in the coming years
need augmentation with new sub-models or restructuring. Modern throttle-less
natural aspirated engines, like the BMW VVL equipped SI engine, do not share
the same dynamic intake manifold behavior as their throttled equivalents, i.e. there
is no filling–emptying of the intake manifold during accelerator pedal tip-ins and
tip-outs. Furthermore, direct application of the speed-density equation as a means
to estimate the engine port mass flow is made difficult by the extra degrees of
freedom offered by the VVL and VVT technologies.
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Reduction of
, -/.102.3
In [84] the tangential velocity component of the fluid relative to the compressor
impeller is derived to be
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This expression may however be reduced considerably. First the expression is
rewritten into
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is defined by velocities as
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Inserting equation A.3 in A.2 yields
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Utilizing Euler’s laws allows fih`>@ef&\HPQjDY to be rewritten as
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and }@~BQ as
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Using the two above equations the following may be derived
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Now by substituting
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and after reduction the relative inlet gaseous velocity tangential to the compressor
impeller blades is found to be
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q.e.d.
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Appendix B
Impeller incidence loss
The enthalpy loss due to the collision between the fluid and the compressor im-
peller during compressor entry may be derived as,
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Furthermore, the following geometrical constraints are given
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along with the parameter and variable constraints
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Thus, for real solutions to exist the following must be true,
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Now introducing the variable ﬀﬂﬁﬃ  
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Appendix C
Burnt mass fraction dynamics
The burnt mass fraction, _ , in a given volume, ` , is defined by
_badce
c
(C.1)
where
ce
and
c
is the burnt gaseous mass and mass, respectively, in the volume.
The definition assumes furthermore that the distribution of the burnt mass in the
system is constant i.e. f&g6h ijh k
_blnm (C.2)
so that the burnt mass and fresh mass leaving the system can be compute by
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where the subscripts | and } indicate burnt mass and fresh mass respectively. The
variable
o
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is the total mass flow out the control volume ` . Differentiating _
with respect to the time ~ the following expression is obtained.
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The gaseous mass, burnt as well as fresh, is assumed to be well described by the
ideal gas law, hence
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where

and

are the pressure and the temperature in the control volume ` . The
expression above assumes additionally that the differences in the gas properties
between the burnt gas and fresh gas are negligible. The principle of mass conser-
vation gives
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where positive mass flows, t , are defined as mass flows going into the control
volume  . The variable,   , is the burnt mass concentration of the corresponding
positive inlet mass flow, and  is the total number of flows in and out of the control
volume  .
The expressions in equation C.5 and equation C.6 are now inserted in equa-
tion C.4 to obtain
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Hence, the burnt mass fraction  is only affected by positive inlet flows and their
corresponding level of burnt mass content.
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Appendix D
TDMVEM pressure and
temperature ODEs
The generic layout intake of a turbocharged Diesel engine is schematically pre-
sented in figure D.1PSfrag replacements
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Figure D.1: Illustration of a typical intake system for a modern turbocharged Diesel
engine. The figure also depicts the approximate volume fraction and the states for
the individual intake system sections. The constant Ø§Ù is the total volume of the
intake system.
The total mass contained in this system is
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Neglecting the small influence of the EGR cooler and the EGR pipe connection and
assuming that the overall pressure loss in the intake system is small, this equation
is rewritten as
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where ôﬂõ is the overall pressure level in the intake system and ö
÷äø¯ù¶ú
is the volume
downstream of the EGR inlet point. Differentiating this equation with respect to
time yields the following equation.
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The assumptions
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are valid since the overall bandwidth of the inputs
excitations (turbocharger and EGR valve) is small due to the throttle-less intake de-
sign. Furthermore, the temperatures

ù
 and

õ
 may adequately be described by
the compressor outlet temperature and the intercooler models, respectively. Utiliz-
ing the law of mass conservation the equation below is obtained.
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The intake temperature derivative can readily be obtain from the AMVEM as
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Inserting this temperature description in the pressure state equation presented above
yields the following TDMVEM pressure ODE.
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It is seen that the TDMVEM pressure state equation is a temperature and volume
averaged version of the AMVEM pressure state equation.
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Acronyms
A/R . . . . . . . . . . . Area/Radius Ratio
AFR . . . . . . . . . . . Air/Fuel Ratio
AM . . . . . . . . . . . . Amplitude Modula-
tion
AMVEM . . . . . . Adiabatic Mean Value
Engine Model
ARX . . . . . . . . . . Auto Regressive eX-
ogenous
CDF . . . . . . . . . . . Cumulative Distri-
bution Function
CFI . . . . . . . . . . . . Central Fuel Injec-
tion.
CI . . . . . . . . . . . . . Compression Igni-
tion
CO . . . . . . . . . . . . Carbon Oxide
CO = . . . . . . . . . . . Carbon Dioxide
DBW . . . . . . . . . . Drive By Wire
DI . . . . . . . . . . . . . Direct Injection
DPF . . . . . . . . . . . Diesel Particle Fil-
ter
DTU . . . . . . . . . . Technical University
of Denmark
ECDS . . . . . . . . . Engine Control De-
velopment System
ECG . . . . . . . . . . . Engine Control Group
ECM . . . . . . . . . . Engine Control and
Monitoring
ECU . . . . . . . . . . . Engine Control Unit
EDF . . . . . . . . . . . Empirical Distribu-
tion Function
EGO . . . . . . . . . . Exhaust Gas Oxy-
gen
EGR . . . . . . . . . . . Exhaust Gas Recir-
culation
EKF . . . . . . . . . . . Extended Kalman Fil-
ter
EUDC . . . . . . . . . EUropean Drive Cy-
cle
FE . . . . . . . . . . . . . Filling and Empty-
ing
FFA . . . . . . . . . . . Ford Forschungszen-
trum, Aachen
FFT . . . . . . . . . . . Fast Fourier Trans-
form
FMEP . . . . . . . . . Friction Mean Effec-
tive Pressure
GDI . . . . . . . . . . . Gasoline Direct In-
jection
HC . . . . . . . . . . . . Hydrocarbon
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HSDI . . . . . . . . . . High Speed Direct
Injection
IC . . . . . . . . . . . . . Internal Combustion
IMVEM . . . . . . . Isothermal Mean Value
Engine Model
KKK . . . . . . . . . . Ku¨hnle, Kopp & Kausch
LQG . . . . . . . . . . Linear Quadratic Gaus-
sian
LS . . . . . . . . . . . . . Least Square
LWLS . . . . . . . . . Locally Weighted Least
Square
MAF . . . . . . . . . . Mass Air Flow
MEP . . . . . . . . . . Mean Effective Pres-
sure
MPI . . . . . . . . . . . Multi Point Injection
MVEM . . . . . . . . Mean Value Engine
Model
NA . . . . . . . . . . . . Natural Aspirated
NN . . . . . . . . . . . . Nearest Neighbor
NOX . . . . . . . . . . . Oxides of Nitrogen
O > . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oxygen
OBD . . . . . . . . . . Onboard Diagnostics
ODE . . . . . . . . . . Ordinary Differen-
tial Equation
PDE . . . . . . . . . . . Partially Differential
Equation
PI . . . . . . . . . . . . . Proportional–Integral
PM . . . . . . . . . . . . Particulate Matter
RPM . . . . . . . . . . . Revolutions per minute
SAE . . . . . . . . . . . Society of Automo-
tive Engineers
SI . . . . . . . . . . . . . Spark Ignition
SR . . . . . . . . . . . . Sign Reversal
TDC . . . . . . . . . . . Top Dead Center
TDI . . . . . . . . . . . Turbo Direct Injec-
tion
TDMVEM . . . . . Turbo Diesel Mean
Value Engine Model
TWC . . . . . . . . . . Three Way Catalyst
U/C . . . . . . . . . . . Turbocharger wheel
velocity/maximum fluid
velocity Ratio
VES . . . . . . . . . . . Virtual Engine Sim-
ulation C library for
SIMULINK ?
VGT . . . . . . . . . . Variable Geometry
Turbine
VNT . . . . . . . . . . Variable Nozzle Tur-
bine
VVL . . . . . . . . . . Variable Valve Lift
VVT . . . . . . . . . . Variable Valve Train
WOT . . . . . . . . . . Wide Open Throt-
tle
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Variables
@ACB
. . . . . . . . . . . . Equivalent area
DFEHG
@JILKMONQPCRTS UVTW
X YZ
PCRTS UVTW
.
[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Heat exchanger vari-
able.
[]\ . . . . . . . . . . . . . VGT nozzle inlet flow
angle.
[_^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . VGT nozzle outlet
flow angle.
[
I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . VGT nozzle blade
angle.
@JILKM
. . . . . . . . . . . Minimum sectional
nozzle area.
@a`
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Inlet area of the VGT
scroll.
b
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Distribution between
premixed and diffu-
sion combustion.
b
^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Slip angle.
b
^dc e . . . . . . . . . . . . Impeller blade an-
gle.
EHG
. . . . . . . . . . . . Discharge Coefficient.
f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VGT pressure ratio
distribution variable.
E
^dc g . . . . . . . . . . . Radial exit velocity
of the compressor fluid.
E
`
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Gas velocity follow-
ing isentropic expan-
sion or absolute VGT
scroll flow velocity.
E
\c h . . . . . . . . . . . Tangential velocity
component of
E
\ at
entry diameter i \ .
E
^dc h . . . . . . . . . . . Tangential velocity
component of
E
^ (im-
peller tip).
E
^dc he . . . . . . . . . . . Ideal fluid exit ve-
locity (no slip).
Ekj
c h . . . . . . . . . . . Tangential velocity
component of
E
j
at
rotor inlet.
Eml
c h . . . . . . . . . . . Tangential velocity
component of
E
l
at
rotor outlet radius n
l
.
i
\ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Averaged inducer di-
ameter.
o
[
I
. . . . . . . . . . . . VGT nozzle ring flow
angle change.
odI
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Minimum distance
between neighboring
VGT blades.
oqpsr
KCt
e . . . . . . . . . Nominal combustion
duration.
uwv3x
\ . . . . . . . . . . Total enthalpy rise
at station 1.
uwv3x
^ . . . . . . . . . . Total enthalpy rise
at station 2.
uwv3x
j
. . . . . . . . . . Total enthalpy rise
at station 3.
uwv3x
l
. . . . . . . . . . Total enthalpy rise
at station 4.
uwv3x
r
. . . . . . . . . . Total enthalpy rise
across compressor stage.
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ywz3{d| }
. . . . . . . . . . Isentropic enthalpy
rise across compres-
sor stage.
ywz3{d| ~
. . . . . . . . . . Effective enthalpy drop
across turbine stage.
ywz3{~| }
. . . . . . . . . Isentropic enthalpy
drop across turbine
stage.
ywz
. . . . . . . . . . . Static enthalpy rise
at station 1.
ywz3
. . . . . . . . . . . Static enthalpy rise
at station 2.
ywz3
. . . . . . . . . . . Static enthalpy rise
at station 3.
ywz
. . . . . . . . . . . Static enthalpy rise
at station 4.
ywz3 C
. . . . . . . . . Total enthalpy loss.
ywz3 C
| Ł}
. . . . . Enthalpy loss due to
friction.
ywz3 C
| }1L
. . . . . . Enthalpy loss due to
collision.

'  . . . . . . . . . . . Intake port mass flow.


 
| 
. . . . . . . . . . Fresh intake port mass
flow.



. . . . . . . . . . . . . Compressor mass flow.


| 
. . . . . . . . . . . Compressor mass flow,
corrected.

' 

. . . . . . . . . . . EGR mass flow.




. . . . . . . . . . Isentropic nozzle mass
flow or mass flow
through the VGT noz-
zle ring.




~
. . . . . . . . . . . Mass flow through
the rotor.


~
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Turbine mass flow.


~
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Turbine mass flow,
corrected.
J
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Kinetic energy.
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Slip factor parame-
ter or model–mea-
surement error or noise
or heat exchanger ef-
fectiveness.

}
. . . . . . . . . . . . . EGR cooler effec-
tiveness.

}
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Intercooler effective-
ness.

}
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Descriptive intercooler
effectiveness.

| 3
. . . . . . . . . . Isentropic compres-
sor efficiency, total
to total.

}
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Engine fuel efficiency.

~| 3
. . . . . . . . . . . Isentropic turbine ef-
ficiency, total to to-
tal.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pulsation level index.

}1
. . . . . . . . . . . Minimum cost func-
tion value.
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coefficient vector to
the polynomial  .
 '¡¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . Mass between com-
pressor and intercooler.
£¥¤
. . . . . . . . . . . . Normalized diffusion
combustion function.
 '¦ §©¨ . . . . . . . . . . . EGR cooler gas mass.
 '¦ §©¨ª « . . . . . . . . . Gaseous mass in the
EGR pipe connec-
tion.
 ­¬ . . . . . . . . . . . . Total entrapped fuel
mass in the individ-
ual cylinder.
 ­¬
ª ® . . . . . . . . . . . Total entrapped fuel
mass burnt in the in-
dividual cylinder.
 °¯¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . Contained mass in
the intercooler.
 °±k¡©² . . . . . . . . . . Intake plenum gas
mass.
£
« . . . . . . . . . . . . Normalized premixed
combustion function.
 °³	´
¨ª µ . . . . . . . . . . Mass between inter-
cooler and EGR in-
let point.
 °³	´
¨ª ¶ . . . . . . . . . . Mass between EGR
inlet point and plenum.
·
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Engine speed.
·
¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Compressor revolu-
tions.
·
« . . . . . . . . . . . . . No. of EGR cooler
pipes.
·
³ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Turbine revolutions.
·­¸
. . . . . . . . . . . . Nusselt number.
¹
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . LWLS weight ma-
trix.
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LWLS polynomial or
power.
º¼»dµ . . . . . . . . . . . . Stagnated pressure
at station 1.
º¼»¶ . . . . . . . . . . . . Stagnated pressure
at station 2.
º¼»½ . . . . . . . . . . . . Stagnated pressure
at station 3.
º¼»¾ . . . . . . . . . . . . Stagnated pressure
at station 4.
º¿µ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Static pressure at sta-
tion 1.
º¼¶ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Static pressure at sta-
tion 2.
º¼½ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Static pressure at sta-
tion 3.
ºÀ¾ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Static pressure at sta-
tion 4.

¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Compressor power
consumption.
º
¢TÁdÂ . . . . . . . . . . . . Cylinder pressure.

¬
¨¯¢ª «ÃQ±_« . . . . . . Power loss to engine
pumping.
Ä
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ratio between Å ¨ª ¶
and Æ ¶ or LWLS re-
gressor vector or fuel/air
ratio.
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ÇÀÈ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Overall pressure level
in the intake system.
ÇÀÈÉ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Intercooler pressure.
ÇÀÊ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pressure ratio across
compressor or tur-
bine ( ËÌ
ËQÍCÎ
or ËQÍCÎ
ËQÏ
).
ÇÀÊ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Effective pressure ra-
tio the VGT ( Ð Ç¼ÊÑ ÒLÓÔÇÀÊÑ ÊÓCÕ ).
ÇÀÊÑ ÖmÈ1Ò . . . . . . . . . . Minimum turbine pres-
sure ratio needed to
overcome the cen-
trifugal pressure gra-
dient around the ro-
tor.
ÇÀÊ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Effective pressure ra-
tio across the VGT
nozzle ring.
ÇÀÊ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Effective pressure ra-
tio across the rotor.
ÇÀÊ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pressure ratio across
turbine, total to to-
tal.
×
Õ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Turbine power pro-
duction.
Ø
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Heat transfer.
Ø
ÉÓCÖkÙ . . . . . . . . . . Combustion heat re-
lease rate.
Ú . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Radius
ÛÝÜ
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Reynolds number.
ÚQÞ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kernel bandwidth.
ß3à . . . . . . . . . . . . . Static fluid density
at impeller eye.
ßâá . . . . . . . . . . . . . Static fluid density
at impeller tip.
ßâÉ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Static compressor out-
let density.
Û
ÈãÑ ä . . . . . . . . . . . Inducer radius, hub
side.
Û
ÈãÑ å . . . . . . . . . . . . Inducer radius, shroud
side.
Û
Ê . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rotor radius.
æ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Compressor slip fac-
tor, or variance.
çéèê
. . . . . . . . . . . . Stagnation temper-
ature at station 4.
çéè
Ñ ë . . . . . . . . . . . . Stagnation temper-
ature at station ì .
ç
á . . . . . . . . . . . . . Static impeller fluid
exit temperature.
çéí
É . . . . . . . . . . . . Temperature in the
compressor-intercooler
pipe connection.
ç
í
ÖkÙ . . . . . . . . . . . Ambient temperature.
î . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Torque or time con-
stant.
î
á . . . . . . . . . . . . . Torque exerted on the
fluid by the impeller
(impeller tip condi-
tions).
ç
É . . . . . . . . . . . . . Static compressor out-
let temperature.
çéï
Þ©Ê . . . . . . . . . . . EGR temperature.
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ðéñ ò©óô õ
. . . . . . . . . Mean EGR cooler tem-
perature.
ðéñãö
. . . . . . . . . . . . Exhaust port temper-
ature.
ð
ñ ÷Qø
. . . . . . . . . . . Exhaust gas temper-
ature.
ð
øQñ©ô ù1ú
. . . . . . . . . . Heat exchanger cool-
ing element inlet tem-
perature.
ð
øQñ©ô ûCüQý
. . . . . . . . . Heat exchanger cool-
ing element outlet tem-
perature.
þ
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Input variable vec-
tor.
þsß
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Input variable vec-
tor origin.
þsß
ô ò
. . . . . . . . . . . . LWLS grid point.
þ
ñ
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Crankshaft position.
þ
ù1ò©ú
. . . . . . . . . . . . Crank position where
the combustion ini-
tiated.
þ 
ò©ý
. . . . . . . . . . . . VGT position.
ð
øQñ©ô ÷
. . . . . . . . . . . Heat exchanger tem-
perature at position
 .
ðùô õ
. . . . . . . . . . . Mean intercooler tem-
perature.
ðùô ûCüQý
. . . . . . . . . . Intercooler exit tem-
perature.
ðõ©ú
. . . . . . . . . . Intake manifold tem-
perature.
ðéûCüQý
. . . . . . . . . . . Heat exchanger out-
let temperature.
ð

	 	
. . . . . . . . . . . Heat exchanger wall
temperature.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Internal energy or tur-
bocharger related ve-
locities.
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Specific internal en-
ergy.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . Inducer blade veloc-
ity at diameter 

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . Impeller tip veloc-
ity.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . Rotor tip velocity (sta-
tion 3).

. . . . . . . . . . . . . Exducer velocity at
radius 

(station 4).

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Volume.
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U/C ratio at which

ó

óô õmù1ú
.
ﬀ
ö
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Average laminar pipe
fluid velocity.
ﬁ
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Relative fluid veloc-
ity.
ﬁﬂ
. . . . . . . . . . . . Relative fluid inlet
velocity (inducer).
ﬁﬂ
. . . . . . . . . . . . Relative fluid inlet
velocity (inducer).
ﬁ

ô ﬃdô ó
. . . . . . . . . . Tangential compo-
nent of
ﬁ
at radius
 .
ﬁ
ú
. . . . . . . . . . . . Vectorial velocity dif-
ference between !

and !

(VGT model).
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"$#&% '
. . . . . . . . . . . Tangential velocity
component of
"
#
.
(
"$#&% '
. . . . . . . . . . . Approximated tan-
gential velocity com-
ponent of
"
#
.
)+*-,.,./
. . . . . . . . . . . Coolant energy frac-
tion.
)+02143
. . . . . . . . . . . Exhaust energy frac-
tion.
)5#
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Spherical distance be-
tween VGT blade tips.
6
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . LWLS data kernel.
Constants
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:9<;
*
model param-
eter.
=?> . . . . . . . . . . . . . Impeller friction pa-
rameter.
=@ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Impeller friction pa-
rameter.
=A . . . . . . . . . . . . . Impeller friction pa-
rameter.
=CB5D . . . . . . . . . . . . E @ model parameter.
F
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Impeller outlet width
or 8:9G;
*
model pa-
rameter.
H
> . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inducer blade angle.
H
>
%
,JILK
. . . . . . . . . . Optimal fluid entry
angle (inducer).
F
M
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Rotor inlet width.
N> . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mu¨ller friction model
coefficient.
N+@ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mu¨ller friction model
coefficient.
OP
> . . . . . . . . . . . . Diffusion combus-
tion parameter.
OP
@ . . . . . . . . . . . . Diffusion combus-
tion parameter.
N
I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Specific heat capac-
ity at fixed pressure.
OI
> . . . . . . . . . . . . Premixed combus-
tion parameter.
OI
@ . . . . . . . . . . . . Premixed combus-
tion parameter.
N5Q . . . . . . . . . . . . . Specific heat capac-
ity at fixed volume.
RTS
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Impeller outlet diam-
eter.
RVUW%
3
. . . . . . . . . . . Inducer diameter, hub
side.
R
UW% X
. . . . . . . . . . . . Inducer diameter, shroud
side.
Y
Z
K
%
*
% [\
1
. . . . . . . Maximum corrected
turbine mass flow.
R
I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Diamter of the in-
dividual heat exchanger
pipe.
R
M
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Rotor diameter.
R
M.% \
. . . . . . . . . . . Nozzle ring diame-
ter (blade axel cen-
troid).
R
M.% U
. . . . . . . . . . . . Inner nozzle ring di-
ameter.
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]V^._ `
. . . . . . . . . . . Outer nozzle ring di-
ameter.
acbd
. . . . . . . . . . . Fuel heating value.
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fWg
f-h
ratio
i&j2kml
. . . . . . . . . . . Moment of inertia of
the engine.
n
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Heat transfer coef-
ficient.
o
k
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . VGT nozzle blade
length.
o
k&_ pq r
. . . . . . . . . . . VGT nozzle blade
length from axel to
tip.
sCr
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Length of the indi-
vidual heat exchanger
pipes.
st
p^u`.v+j
. . . . . . . . . Engine stroke length.
wxky`.z
. . . . . . . . . . . No. of VGT nozzle
blades.
{
q|l}k
. . . . . . . . . . . . Ignition delay.
~
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Parameter vector.
G
f
. . . . . . . . . . . . Volume between com-
pressor and intercooler.
G
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Engine displacement
volume.
Gj2l}^
. . . . . . . . . . . EGR cooler volume.
Gj2l}^._ r
. . . . . . . . . . EGR pipe connec-
tion volume.
q
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Total intake system
volume.
q
f
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Intercooler volume.
}k
. . . . . . . . . . Intake plenum vol-
ume.

pL^._ 
. . . . . . . . . . Volume between in-
tercooler and EGR
inlet point.

pL^._ 
. . . . . . . . . . Volume between EGR
inlet point and plenum.
L5Ł
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

model parameter.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Impeller/Rotor blade
number.
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